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FORMAL IS AN EXTENSION OF FORTRAN Vr WHICH PROVIDES THE USER
WITH THE CAPABILITY OF PERFORMING SYMBOLIC ALGEBRAIC MANIPULATIONS
IT IS ALSO AVAILABLE AS AN INTERACTIVE SYMBOLIC MANIPULATOR, THIS
DOCUMENT CONSISTS OF THE TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATIONo INCLUDING PRO -
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STATEMENTS AND PROVIDED A-LOGICAL SEQUENCE CHART FOR THE PROGRAM;
AGAIN THIS IS NOT A FLOW CHART BUT IT IS ARRANGED SUCH THAT THE
MAIN COMMENTS ARE THOSE WHICH START ON THE LEFT SIDED AND COMMENTS
DESCkIBING DETAILS ARE INDENTED•
THIS DOCUMENT WAS PROCESSED MY UNIVAC f S DOCUMENT PROCESSOR WHICH





THE PREPROCESSOR TRANSLATES FORMAL SOURCE PROGRAMS TO FORTRAN
SOURCE PROGRAMS BY CONVERTING THE FORMAL STATEMENTS TO FORTRAN
SUBROUTINE CALLS.
THE TRANSLATION IS DONE IN TWO PASSES. 	 IN THE FIRST PASS
SOURCE INPUT AND POSSIBLY CORRECTIONS ARE COLLECTEn (Hy Sip).
THEY ARE LISTED TOGETHER WITH DIAGNOSTICS, TRANSLATED# ANn WRITTEN
INTO A SCRATCH-FILE.	 IN THE SECONU PASS THE SCRATCH FILE TS
COPIED TO THE SOURCE OUTPUT FILE, AND THE GENERATEn PROGRAM IS
LISTED. IT 1S NECESSARY TO USE TWO PASSES 	 BECAUSE UPDATING OF
SOURCE INPUT AND WRITING OF SOURCE OUTPUT CANNOT BE DONE SIMULT ANEOUS-
LYr	 IF THEY HAPPEN TO GO TO THE SAME PROGRAM FILE.
2.1.  MA	 PROPREPROCESSOR	 IN	 RAMG
THE MAIN PR06RAM IS FORMAL. IT INITIALIZES HSMONITOR (WHICH
CATCHES CONTINGENCIES) AND PRINTS A SIGN-ON LINE (STANDARD PROCES-
SOR FORMAT). THE VERSION IS TAKEN FROM THE ELEMENT PMLVER.
FORMAL THEN CALLS PREPRO TO 00 THE FILE-ASSIGNMENTS# ASSIG NS A
SCRATCH FILE ► OPENS SOURCE INPUT BY CALLING OPNSRCr AND OPENS
SCRATCH OUTPUT BY CALLING SOF00 9 THEN IT CALLS SUBROUTINE STOET
TO DO THE ACTUAL TRANSLATION OF THE STATEMENTS.
ON RETURN FROM STOET (ENTIRE PROGRAM TRANSLATED). FORMAL
CLOSES THE SCRATCH FILE# AND COPIES IT INTO THE SOURCE OUTPUT
ELEMENT# USING SOR. IT THEN CALLS POSTPR TO FREE THE FILES# AND
PRINTS THE NUMBER OF ERRORS FOUND, IF ANY, AND A SIGN-OFF LINE.
THE ELEMENT FORMAL ALSO CONTAINS SUBROUTINES USED BY OTHER
PROGRAMS:
CROIN	 GETS AN IMAGE THROUGH GETSRC
IT 1S CALLED WITH THREE ARGUMENTS# A BUFFER ADDRESSP THE VARIABLE
WHICH IS TO BE SET TO THE NUMBER OF WORDS IN THE IMAGE, AND AN EOF
RETURN.,
THE ROUTINE WILL LIST THE PREVIOUS IMAGE. IF THERE WAS ONE@
AND IF LISTFL IS SET * THEN IT WILL CALL GETSRC FOR A NEW IMAGE#
TRANSFER IT TO THE USER# AND RETURN. IF GETSRC RETURNS AT THE EOF
RETURN# CLOSRC IS CALLED TO CLOSE THE SOURCE INPUT# AND THE EOF
RETURN TO THE CALLER IS TAKEN.
CROOUT
	
WRITES AN IMAGE TO THE SCRATCH FILE
IT 15 CALLED WITH TWO ARGUME NTS. THE IMAGE AREA AND THE IMAGE
it
2-2
LENGTH, IT CALLS SDFO TO WRITE THE IMAGE TO THE SCRATCH FILE.
LRR ANU WARN
	 PRINT DIAGNGS'r: -S
THEY ARE BOTH CALLED WITH TWO ARGUMENTS# THE ADDRESS OF A DIAGNO-
STIC MESSAGE# AND ITS LENGTH IN WORDS, ERR SETS THE FLAG THAT
THERE WERE ERRORS #
 AND INCREMENTS THE ERROR COUNT. BOTH ROUTINES
PRINT THE CURRENT SOURCE-LINE# UNLESS IT HAS ALREADY BEEN PRINTED#
AND THE DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE# WHICH IS PREFIXED BY 9 <<<< ERROR: # OR
#«< WARNING t o THEN THEY RETURN TO THE CALLER,
LISTOP	 SETS THE LISTING-OPTION










UUFLEN EQU	 4 . LENGTH OF THE SOP BUFFERS IN'S
UUFWDS EQU	 28*BUFLEN . SAME IN WORDS




P FR 3C .
SNZ* NAME . STORE NONZERO. 1MIS IS REALLY
SR	 R150P(101)0P(102).•P(1051 ++P(Ori)
END .
PF FORM	 12.6.18 .
S(2)
PRO +	 010105+1 • TTY SIGNOFF
PR00 +	 0204•S+1 . BATCH SIGNOFF
• PREPROCESSOR TERMINATED•
FREE tQFREE• SO WE CAN FREE THE FILE
ASG •AASG•T FORMALSTEMPSPF • • • ASSIGN IMAGE FOR THE SCRATCH•F
FRIO +	 0104•:+1 •
9 I/0 XX FILE
	 •
PRPFI +	 0104•:+1
• PFIS ERR XX • .
PRUND +	 01050:+1 •





• CORRECTION CARD ERROR!	 • •
PONTHS •	 JAN	 FEB	 MAR	 APR MAY JUN •	..THE MONTHS OF THE YE
•	 JUL	 AUG	 SEP	 OCT NOV DEC'	 • IN CAS! YOO 'JION • T N
PSGERR •«« ERROR: • •
PSCvIRN •<<< WARNING : •
ERRPRB +	 01140MONTHS .
w
DEFINE BUFFER LENGTH FOR SOF
SIGNOFF LINES
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FORMAL.FMLVER










	 +	 0103rS+1	 •
• X ERRORS FOUND•
SIGNPR	 PF	 IPSIGNXX—SIGNONrSIGNON
HEAD2	 +	 077040'6+1

















HEAOING FOR SOUR6Z^ OUTPUT LISTING


















EQUF	 FLAG••S2	 • W OPTION FLAG
EQUF
	 FLAG••S!	 • FLAG FOR PRINTING OUTPUT MUG
EQUF	 FLAGrrH2	 •
+	 irCBUF	 •
• ANOTHER NAME FOR IT
•FORMALSTEMPsr	 • SOF PACKET FOR SCRATCH—FILE
THIS SUBROUTINE PUTS A CONTROL CARD INTO THE A00-FILE
FOKMALSAOOSr WHICH WILL COMPILE THE GENERATED OUTPUT
ELEMENT, AND CREATE A RELOCATABLE ELEMENT AS GIVEN BY
SPEC40

































• INAGE CONTROL WOMO
• THIS WAY IT GETS INTO THE SCHA






















S,Hi AO ► ADDIOR+4





















PUT IT- INTO THE IMAGE
GET SPEC 4
PACK IT TOO
SET SOF ENO OF FILE
WRITE THE BUFFER TO DRUM
READY TO BE ADDED
I/O ERROR# OON , T ADU
NO SPEC 2 GIVENr USE SPEC1

































































































• bOPTPK AN A3#R1
CHECK IF CURREW IMAGE IS FULL
JGD A3#80PTPI

















S#S6 A5#O ► *AO
LM.; A1 ► 0 ► Ai
UOPTX S#S1 A5#o#A0
S ► S2 A5#o ► A0
5 ► 53 A5#09A0
S'► S4 A5#0#A0
S ► S5 A5 ► o ► A0
LMJ !i jOPTX•2
AOOSEC •*[gWGA*SDFF*•
+ 14#0 ► O
• QRALPH#S •
AODSCI
00	 12 ► 	 • •
+ 14#0#0
00	 14 #	 • •
+ 14#0#0
00	 14 #	 • •
AOOEOF — 0
• NAMES •
























. EVERYONE USES THIS
. INITIALIZE HSMONITOR
. CONVENIENT MAY TO STORE BLANKS
PRE-FABRICATED SOF•IMAGES FOR GADU•ING
• 1,
2
I/O PACKET FOR ADD FILE
THIS LETS US USE THE SPACE TWICE
I '	 START# INITIALIZE NSMONITOR






CALL PREPAO FOR FILE ASSIGNMENT
INITIALIZE OPTION FLAGS




















S AO ► SIGNON+3
LMJ Xil*PREPRO , WE NEED PREPRO
ER EXITS • FOR THE CYCLE NUMBER
L,S6 AO•PARTBL+13 •
USL A06,36 . CONVERT IT TO FILLOATA
DI#U A0#10 •
•	 LSSL A006 .
APU A0#900'#A1
SvT2 A0#SIGNONr4
PRINT SIGNPR . AND PRINT IT
PRINT PRMO . A BLANK LINE FOR PRETTYNESS
LvU A2v1 . NOW INITIALIZE LISTFL'
L A5#A15 , RtCOVER OPTIONS
TNEPU A14#4
SZ A2 , AND N IF DEMAND
TEP•U A5r1 */ 0 Z 9 - 9 S f 1 , THIS IS AN EXPLICIT S
LoU A2pI •
TEP#U A5v1*/(fZ'-9Ltl . L OVERRIDES S
L•U A2.2 •




TEP•U A5.1*/(vZ•-fWl) , UO WE HAVE w OPTtON7














L#H2 AO#PARTBL • tRASE W OPTION HIRE	 e
AND#U A0#0777767 • SO WE 00 NOT GET ALL THE
S#H2 AIPPARTBL • CORRECTION CARUS PRINTED
ASSIGN SCRATCH FILE
-
LrU AO#ASG • INITIALIZE THE SCRATCH FILE
ER CSFs • I DON I T CARE IF WE GOT IT
OPEN OUTPUT
L P U AO@SOFOPK • OPEN SOFO
LMJ X110SOFOO •
LrU A004 • SET THE LANGUAGE BITS
StS1 AO.PARTSL+36 •
OPEN SIR
LMJ XllpOPNSRC • OPEN SIR
J ERR1 • 1/0 ERROR FROM SUFI
CALL STDET TO 00 THE ACTUAL TRANSLATION'
SLOOP
	
LMJ X11PSTOET • CALL THE TRANSLATOR
' + S-FORMALpW8 . WALK BACK WORD
ENO • NORMAL RETURNI TRANSLATION IS
CLOSE,
 SCRXTCH FILE OUTPUT




J ERR2 • I/O ERROR
SNZ COUNT • BLANK OUT THE LINE NUMBER
SN2 COUNT+1 . AND CORRECTION INDICATOR
L,U A15v2 • NOW WE CAN CHECK FOR L-OPTIONN
L#U AO@RS • SWITCH SUFPKT TO READ
SrTl AO#SDFPKT+3
L p U AOPBUFWDS • RESET THE NUMBER OF WORDS IN T
SOHl AO#SDFPKT+4 • ACCES WORD
SZ SOFPKT+5 • AND ZERO DRUM ADDRESS
L#U AOP14 • RESTORE THE RIGHT NUMBER OF WO
SPH2 AOPSDFPKT+7 I-OR MAXIMUM IMAGt LENGTH
' L AO#BTWD •
f S AOPSOFPKT+8 •
L AO#HEAU2 . PRINT A NICE HEAVING FOR THE N
TEP A15tOH0G • IF THE FLAG IS StT
PRINT OUTPUT HEADING
' ER PRINTS •
SZ•S3 PRWD AND ANOTHER BLANK LINE
PRINT PRWD .  -
SNZvS3 PRWO
OPEN SOR
LMJ X11,SSOR . OPEN SOURCE OUTPUT ROUTINE
J ERRS • I/O (A2=21 OR PF UNUEFINED (A2
LrU AOvSOFPKT •
LMJ X11,SDFIO . OPEN SOFI
J ERRy ,, 1/0 ERROR
COPY IMAGES FOR SCRATCH TO SOURCE OUTPUT
SOLOOP
ON w,




LMJ Xi1,SDFI • GET A CARD
J ERRS • 1/0 ERROR
J EOF2 , LNU OF FILE. ME "AVE ALL OF !T
TP SDFPKT+10
J SOLOOP • GO HACK IF THIS IS A CONTROL 1
L,S2 AlpSnFPKT+10 • GET THE WORU-COUNT INTO Al
S,H1 AIPCROWD • AND INTO THE CONIROL WORU FUN
TE A15,LISTFL . TURN LISTFLAG OFF
SZ LISTFL • UNLESS L-OPTION WAS IN EFFECT
LMJ A3#PRTIMG • PRINT THE IMAGE IF OPTION IS R
L	 ' A0vCRDWD •
LMJ X11,SOR • OUTPUT THE IMAGE THROUGH SOR
J ERR6 • 1/0 ERROR
J SOLOOP • UACK FOR MORE
ENO# CLOSE FILES
EOF2 L,U AOPSDFPKT •
LMJ Xi1,SDFIC • CLOSE SOFI
LMJ X11,ESOR • CLOSE SOR.
J ERRS • 1/0 OR PFIS ERROR





CALL POSTPR TO FREE SOURCE INPUT# SOURCE OUTPUT# ETC•
' LMJ XII,POSTPR • FREE ALL THE FILtS WE TOOK
SNZ EFL; •
' TNZ ERRF'LG • UIO WE HAVE ANY tRRORS 7
PRINT ERROR SUMMARY
J NOERR . NO
L AIPERRCNT • YES• PRINT OUT THE COUNT
Sz AO
' TLEvU A1#100 • I HOPE ME OIDN O T HAVE THAT MAN
• J S+6 • 6000
DIrU AOP100 • NOT SO 6000
APU A0•909 • CONVERT TO FD
Sr51 AO#ERRPRA+l . AND PUT IN APPROMR I&T'E PLACt
' SZ AO • CLEAR AGAIN FOR DIVISION
J S+3 . PRINT THE TENS IP THERE WERE H
TLEPU A1r10 UO NOT PRINT TENS IF NOT NECES




AvU Alr•01 . ALWAYS PRINT ONES
SPS3 AIPERRPRA+1 •
PRINT ERRPRA • LET THE GUY KNOW HOW BAD HE WA
NOERR . GOODIE. WE UIDN O T HAVE ANY






L AOPPRO • AND EXIT• PRINTING
L AIPOI36 . A SHORT OR LONG MESSAGEt
TG•U AIP0500 • UEPENDIMG ON WHETHER THIS 1S
L AO•PR00 . UEMAND OR NOT
ER PRINTS •
L AO ► ADDIMG
T2 AO
ADD ORALPH CARD IF POSSIBLE
ER CSFS
ER EXITS •
CALL SIR TO READ A CARD# PRINT IT# AND
TRANSFER IT TO THE CALLER
CRDIN* S XIlvSAV"ll READ A CARD FROM SIR
LoU Ai•14 • IMAGE LENGTH FOR PRINT
' LMJ A3•PRTIM6 . PRINT PREVIOUS IMAGE
GET L AOpCRDWO • GET ONE IMAGE
LMJ XlI,GETSRC . FROM SIR
J ERRS • 1/0 OR CORRECTION CARD ERR
J EOF • ENO OF PILE RETURN
JN A19GET • GO BACK IF THIS WAS CONTROL !M
T2 WOPT . ONLY IF WE HAD W OPTION
SpH1 A3#000NT+1 • NEW• ^wXX* OR BLANKS
LvU RIP14 • I MAGE LENGTH
L X11•SAVX11 . RESTORE X11
L A3#K10 • CLEAR A3 FOR INDIRECTS
' S Rlt*l#Xll . GIVE WORD COUNT 10 CALLING ROU
A,U A3•*0#X11 • GET THE BUFFER AREA INTO A3•
L A2vBTWD . LOAD A2 WITH 1•CdUF
UT A3ot*A2 . TRANSFER THE IMAGE TO USERS R1
J 4,X11 . EXIT
ON EOF CLOSE SIR'
EOF LMJ X11•CLOSRC 9 CLOSE SGURCE IF THIS WAS AN EO
' J ERRS • 1/0 OR PFIS ERROR
• L X11,SAVXll • AND EXIT
J 2.x11 •
WRITE CARD TO SCRATCH FILE
CRDOUT* SZ A3 • FOR INDIRECTS
S X11,SAVXll • SAVE X11
LvU AOP*OPXll • NUT BUFFER LOCATION INTO PKT
SIH2 AO@SDFOPK+S •
L AO ► *1#X11 . MAKE AN IMAGE CONTROL" WORD
5 1 52 AOPSDFPKT+10
L•U A0pSDFOPK •
LMJ XilpSDFO • SOFO WILL 00 THE REST
J ERR10 • 110 ERROR







PRINT AN IMAGE WITH LINE NUMBER
PRTIMG . SUBROUTINE TO INCREMENT LINt N
LPS3 AO#PRWO
ArU A1r0102 . PRINT THE LINE 10, LISTFL .Nt:
SPHI A1#PRWU . CONSTRUCT A PRINT CONTROL WORD
JZ A0#O.A3 . RETURN THE FIRST TIME
L AOPCOUNT . GET THE OLD SEDUtNCt NUMBER
L#U A2r12 . INITIAL SHIFT COUNT
SSC A0#12 . AND SHIFT IT INTO PLACE
A•U A0.1 • INCREASE IT BY ONE
CTLOOP ANOPU A0077 . AND EXAMINE THE LAST CHARACTER
TNEvU A1rtAl . IF IT IS NOW AN A (WAS BLANK?
ArU A0•911—'Al . MAKE A ONE OUT Of,IT
TE.0 AIP999+1 . IF IT IS NOT GREATER THAN 9
J ENOL • WE ARE DONE
ArU A0.066 ELSE WE MAKE A ZtRO OUT OF IT
SSC A0.6 . INCREASE THE NEXT HIGHER DIiitT-'
ArU A2.6 . ONE• SHIFT AND IhCRLXSt SHIFT
J CTLOOP . AND RETURN TO THt START OF THE
ENOL LSSC AOv,A2 • SHIFT BACK INTO PLACE-
S AOPCOUNT . STORE IT
L A09PRWO .
TZ LISTFL • AND UNLESS LISTFLG IS ZERO
ER PRINTS . PRINT THE 114AGE, WITiR LINE HU14
J OPA3 . RETURN
ERR* • ENTRY TO PRINT ERROR MESSAGES
SNZ ERF.FLG • SET FLAG THAT WE HAU ERRORS
L AOPERRCNT • AND COUNT
APU A0p1 •
S AOpERRCNT •
OL AOtMSGERR • TELL THAT THIS IS AN ERROR
J S+2 •
WARN* . ENTRY TO PRINT WARNINGS
OL AO#MSGWRN • THIS IS NOT SO HAD 	 '




L A3tK10 • TWO BIROS WITH ONE STRIKE
L Rlt*i.Xll
AoU A3r*O#Xll • NICK UP REGISTER FOR ST








PRINT AN ERROR MESSAGE
PRINT A WARNING
PRINT LINE NUMBER I F LISTING IS OFF
1840
SET LISTING OPTION
I/O ERRORS# PRINT FILE NAME AND STATUS
1	 ,
'	 rn<<
ERROR FROM SSORt I/O OR NOT PROGRAM FILE
ERROR FROM ESOR• I/O OF PFIS ^-=
















































• MOVE THt NASTY MESSAGE
• AND PRINT :T
•
SUBROUTINE TO ADUUST LISTING 0
I- OR INDIRECTSI










• AND ALL OTHERS IF THEY ARE 110







LET THEM KNOW THAT ME HAD AN E
• AND RETURN TO ERROR EXIT
• SSOR
IS THIS AN I/O ERROR?
YES
FILE IS NOT FF
• FILENAME TO MSG
• AND PRINT IT
ESOR
CLOSRC
GET THE FILE NAMt
• JUMP IF I/O ERRON
PUT FILENAME INTO MtSSAC•F





































GO TO COMMON ERROR PRINT ROUTI
GETSRC ERROR
• GO IF ! IS AN I/O ERROR
. MOVE THE BAD CORNECT?ON CARD
• TO THE ERROR MESSAGE
PRINT THE MESSAGL
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THE SUBROUTINE DEPENDENCE FOR THE PREPROCESSOR IS'SHOWN IN THE
FOLLOWING TABLES:
* FORMAL	 **..•99 >* FMLVER
***********
	 ***********
...e9..•..•. >* STOET	 *e..••• >* PACK
•




















.:•...••...•>* GIT	 *•:...•>* GET




•••.•.•••••• >* NGNARI- *•i..••>* PACK
• *	 TH




































* TYNE	 *•.•.o..>* CHAR	 *.q•••. >* PACK





2 * 2 0 	 FORTRAN PROCEDURES
THE ELEMENT UPROCS CONTAINS THREE PROCEOURESt
2.2 9 10	 PARAM
CONTAINS PARAMETER STATEMENTS ASSOCIATING NAMES WITH THE OCTAL
VALUES FOR THE CHARACTERS. THESE START WITH CHAR, AND END WITH
THE SYMBOL (IN THE CASE OF ALPHABETIC OR KNUIC CHARACTERS) OG A
TWOwLETTER AUBREVIATION FOR SPECIAL CHARACTERS*
2.2 1 29	 SUF
DEFINES THE COMMON BLOCK •UF# WHICH CONTAINS FLAGS AND VARIABLES
USED BY MORE THAN ONE PROGRAM.
2.2 9 39	 DEFINE











-- ^ ^ ^-.^	 rr rr r• • ^ r ar ^r rr r^ r it r^
COMMON BLOCK DEFINITION
NWO	 TWO WORDS FOR PACKING IDENTIFIERS
NCHAR CURRENT CHARACTER
TERMCH CHARACTER TO TERMINATE LIST SUBROUTINE
STTYPE (COUNT) SET TO TYPE OF NON ARITHMETIC
STATEMENT ON HOLLERITH COUNT
FMLFLG SET IF CURRENT STATEMENT IS FORMAL
HOLFL6 SET WHEN SCANNING HOLLERITH FIELD
DIGIT SET BY GET IF IT FOUND A DIGIT
EOS	 SET IF WE REACHED ENO OF STATEMENT
ENOPRO SET IF WE REACHED ENO OF PROGRAM
SKIPCT SET TO NUMBER OF CHARACTERS TO SKIP ON
SPECIAL FORTRAN STATEMENTS
BLANK AS THE NAME SAYS
MASK MASKS FOR THE FIRST 1t2p3v4#5v6
CHARACTERS OF A WORU
PARAM* PROC
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-2)
PARAMETER CHARA	 = 06K@ CHARd = 07KP 0 A 8
s CHARC
	 = JOK E CHARD	 = Y1K. CHARI 2 12Kv 0 C U E
s CHARF	 = 13Ko CHARG	 = 14K# CHARM 2 15Kv 0 F 0 M
s CHARI	 = 16Kv CHARJ	 = 17Kt CHARK 2 20Kv 0 I J K
s CHARL	 = Me CHAR*	 = 22Ko CNARN = 23K # 0 L M N
s CHARG
	
= 24K * CHARP	 = 25K• CHARG 2 26K# 0 0 N 0
s CHARR
	 = 27K * CHARS	 = IOKP CHART 2 31K# 0 R S T
s CHARU	 = 32K t CHARV	 = 3 K# CHARM 2 34K # 0 0 V V
s CHARX
	 = 35K t CHARY	 = 36Kt CHARI 2 37K 0 A T 2
PARAMETER CHARO
	 = 60Kv CHARI 2 61K@ 0 0 1
s CHAR2
	 = 62K O CHAR3	 = 63K• CHAR4 = 64K# 0 2 3 4
s CHAR5
	 = We CHAR6	 = 66K• CHART = 67K• 0 5 6 7'
s CHARS	 = 70K t C HAR9 	 = 71K 0 8 .9
PARAMETER CHARLS = 01K• CHARRU 2 02K# 0 ! I
s CHARNM = 03K, CHARDE = 04K• CHARRP = 40K• 0 0 A )
s CHARMI = 41Kv CHARPL 2 42KP CHARLT = 43K# 0 s ♦ t
s CHAREO = 44K t CHARGT = 45Kv CHARAM = 46K# 0 t > •
S CHARDO = 47K t CHARAS = 50K• CHARLP = 51Kv 0 s
S CHARPC = 52K V CHARCL = 53K• CHARDM = 54K # 0 N 7
s CHARCM = 55K, CHARCM = 56K# CHARDS = 57K• 0 1 v
s CHARPP = 72Kv CHARSC = 73Kr CHARPL = 74K# 0 1 1./
s CHAEPO = 75K, CHARSP = 76K, CHARST 2 77Kt 0 ; a s
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COMMON /tit1F / NWD (2) • NCHAR • TERMCH r S T T YPE •
t FMLFLGP HOLFLGP OIGITP EOS• ENDFRUP
►
 SKIPCT• BLANK ► MASK(6)
END
DEFINE* PROC
DEFINE S (IPJ) = FLU ( 6*(I-1)r 69 v) fJ SIXTH WUROS = CHARACTERS
DEFINE H1 (I) = FLO to p 18# it p LIFT HALF
DEFINE H2 (I) = FLO (18r 18+ 1) p NIGHT HALF
DEFINE Si (I) : FLO( ;0r6tI)
DEFINE S2 (1) = FLO("6#6ol)
DEFINE S3 (I) = FLD(12#6pI)
DEFINE S4 (I) = FLO(18r6pI)
DEFINE S5 (1) = FLD(24/6p2)










A A PA K NPA K MOVE S RCONr AND ISRCH FOR AENTRIES TO PACK RE	 C r U	 C r	 r T
COMPLETE DESCRIPTION SEE 391.8
2.3.2.	 CHAR
THIS ROUTINE 15 QUITE COMPLICATEUr AS IT COMBINES MANY FUNC—
TIONS.	 IT'S PRIMARY PRUPOSE IS TO RETRIEVE ONE CHARACTER AT A
TIME FROM THE INPUT—IMAGES AND TO COPY IT TO THE OUTPUT IMAGE#
GIVING AN ABNORMAL RETURN AT THE LOGICAL END OF EACH STATEMENT.
IT AUTOMATICALLY JOINS CONTINUATION —CARDS# AND THROWS OUT IMbEDOED
THECOMMENTS AND COMMENT-CARDS.	 AS EACH INPUT IMAGE IS EXHAUSTED#
PROGRAM CALLS CRDIN TO GET A NEW IMAGE # AND AS EACH OUTPUT—IMAGE
IT TO THE SCRATCH FILE.I5 FILLED #	IT CALLS CRDOUT TO WRITE
THE FOLLOWING ENTRIES FULFILL SPECIAL FUNCTIONS:
SAVE
SETS A FLAG TO INHIBIT COPYING INPUT TO OUTPUT# AND AT THE SAME
TIME SAVES THE CURRENT LOCATION IN THE STRING.
NESTOR
RESETS THE ABOVE FLAG# AND RESUMES SCANNING WHERE SAVE WAS LAST
CALLED.
RESET
ALSO RESETS THE FLAG# BUT DISCARDS THE SAVED INFORMATION# AND
RESUMES SCANNING AT THE CURRENT POSITION.
d
FTRSTK
SWITCHES OUTPUT TO AN INTERNAL BUFFER# WHERE IT WILL BE SAVED TO
BE WRITTEN OUT LATER.	 THIS MAY BE DONE IN LEVELS# WITH THE MAXI-
MUM GIVEN dY THE PARAMETER LEVMAX (CURRENTLY 20)•
FTRUNS
SWITCHES OUTPUT BACK TO THE NEXT LOWER LEVEL# AND KEEPS A POINTER
TO THE SAVED STRING;
. i
FTROUT
ADDS THE SEQUENCE i## TO THE CURRENT OUTPUT# PUTS OUT THE NUMBER
OF ENTRIES SAVED AT THE NEXT HIGHER LEVEL# AND IF THERE ARE ANY#
CHAINS THEM TOGETHER# AND ADDS THEM TO THE CURRENT LEVEL *	IF THE
CURRENT LEVEL IS NOT LEVEL ZERO# THIS SIMPLY MEANS RE-CHAINING#





WHENLVEP r HE SAVE-FLAG IS SET ► CALLS TO FTRSTKP FTRUNS, AND FTROUT
ARE IGNORED*
CHARIN
INITIALIZES VARIABLES IN THE SUBROUTINE FOR EACH STATEMENT
'	 NEW
MOVES THE NUMBER OF CHARACTERS GIVEN BY THE FIRST ARGUMENT FROM
THL SECOND ARGUMENT TO THE CURRENT OUTPUT BUFFER.
bACKSP
RLMOVES THE LAST CHARACTER FROM THE CURRENT OUTPUT BUFFER
1CRD
CAUSLS THE CURRENT CARD-IMAGE TO BE WRITTEN OUT.
IDEC
CONVLRTS THE ARGUMENT TO DECIMAL
INTO THE CURRENT OUTPUT BUFFER.
2 9 3.3.	 TYPE





THIS ROUTINE IS CALLED TO RETRIEVE A CHARACTER AND BRANCH ON ITS
TYPE. IF EOS IS SETt IT SETS NCHAR TO THE END-OF-STATEMENT CHARAC-
TER, AND RETURNS AT THE SPECIAL CHARACTER RETURN, THE ROUTINE
THEN CHECKS IF HOLFLG IS SET# INDICATING THAT IT IS TO SCAN A
HOLLERITH FIELD. IF HOLFLG IS SETP COUNT INDICATES THE TYPE OF
HOLLERITH FIELD SCANNED• FOR A COUNTED HOLLERITH FIELD (NH.••)
COUNT CONTAINS THE NUMBER OF CHARACTERS ► AND FOR AN UNCOUNTED
HOLLERITH FIELD (DELIMITED BY QUOTES) IT IS NEGATIVE. THE HOL-
LERITH FIELD IS SCANNED COMPLETELY# THEN HOLFLG IS SET TO FALSE*
IF AN END OF STATEMENT IS ENCOUNTERED BEFORE THE END OF THE HOL-
LERITH FIELD• AN ERROR MESSAGE IS PRINTED 9
 THEN# CHAR IS CALLED
TO RETRIEVE THE NEXT CHARACTER. BLANKS ARE IGNORED@ AND THE
PROGRAM RETURNS ACCORDING TO THE TYPE OF THE CHARACTER # RETURN 1
FOR ALPHABETIC, RETURN 2 FOR NUMERIC# AND RETURN 3 FOR ANYTHING
ELSE. WHEN THE END OF STATEMENT IS REACHED# NCHAR IS SET TO OCTAL




ROUTINE TO INPUT SOURCE A CHARACTER AT A TIME
gee SIZE, OF INTERMEDIATE ARRAYS
* g. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF NESTING BETWEEN FOR AND FML
t
ENTRY TO GET NEXT CHARACTER
sus• BEGINP CHECK FOR INITIAL CALL
s.. * CHECK IF WE NEED NEW CARD
•
s
$ 999 RESUME ON CONTINUATION CARD
•





sg.. TAKE ANYTHING IF HOLLERITH
a











PARAMETER JMAX = 1320
PARAMETER JMAX) = JMAX + 1








LOGICAL NEwCRD. FULL• INIT
LOGICAL SAVEFL• RESTFL
LOGICAL ULANKF
DEFINE ILEV = ITAS (LEVEL)
DEFI NE UFULL = IL .GTq JMAX
DEFINE OFULL = IO .GE. 73
DEFINE UFULL = IU .GT, JMAX
DEFINE SAVE2 = SAVEFL .AND, RESTFL
DATA INIT /.TRUE./
DATA BLANKF /.TRUE•/
IF (INITI GO TO 31
IF (NEWCRD .AND. ,NOT. RESTFLI GO TO 33
GO TO 9
a	 IF (FULL$ 00 TO 31
GO TO 10
9	 I : I + i
IF (I .GT. IMAX) GO TO 30
10	 CHAR 2 CARDU (I)
IF (HOLFLGI GO TO 12
IF (CHAR .EQo 0 :AND• .NOT. RESTFLI GO TO 31.
IF (CHAR .EQ. CHARBLI GO TO 13
BLANKF a .FALSE, N
1N













*•.• SAVE IN CAROU IF SAVE IS IN EFFECT
•
*••• CHECK FOR OVERFLOW OF STACK
*
i	 ^	 •
*••• SAVE FORTRAN ARGUMENTS IN STACK
i
i
*••• END OF CARD# GET ANOTHER
*




*,•, READ NEXT CARD
•	 •^^• IGNORE BLANK LAND
•••• OR COMMENT CARD
s	 •.., UNPACK IT
•	 0900 SET STARTING COLUMN
#




12	 IF (SAVEFL) GO TO 20
IF (LEVEL .NE, 0) GO TO 22
I0= I0+ 1
CAR00(IO) = CHAR
IF (OFULL) CALL CRO
11	 CONTINUE
RETURN
13	 IF (FMLFLG •OR, BLANKF) GO TO 9
BLANKF = •TRUE,
GO TO 12
20	 IF (RESTFL) GO TO 11
IU = IU + 1
IF (UFULL) GO TO 899
CAROU (IU) = CHAR
GO TO 11
22	 IL=IL+i
IF (IFULL) GO TO 899
CARDI(IL) = CHAR
GO TO 11
30	 IF (•NOT• RESTFL) GO TO 31
IF (,NOT *




IF (NEWCRD) GO TO 35
GO TO 9
31	 CALL CRDIN (CAROP NWOSP $40)
IF (NWDS •EQ• 0) GO TO 31
IF (S1(CARD(1)) •EQ• CHARC) GO TO 31
IMAX = MIN(6*NWDS # 72)
CALL UNPACK (IMAX, CARD@ CAROM
I = 7
IF (INIT) GO TO 34
IF (CAROU(6) •NE• CHARO •AND• CAROU(6) •NE, CHARBL) 00 TO 8







*	 .•.• RETURN 1 MEANS END -OF STATEMENT
s
*999 WRITE OUT OLD OUTPUT IMAGE
*
s,•• RETURN 1 FOR ENO OF PROGRAM
*






..* *** -AND GET'CMARACTER
*••• EOF RETURN FROM CRDIN MEANS END OF PROG
*
ENTRY TO INITIALIZE THE STACKS FOR EACH STATEMENT
*
••.• ZERO OUT ITABr IARGr ANO LEVEL
*
ENTRY TO STACK FORTRAN ARGUMENTS IN INTERMEDIATE @OFFER
*
*••• IGNORE IF SAVING
*





s••• PUT OUT SEQUENCE NUMBER FOR FORTRAN ARGUMENT
•
s
*••• LINK UP WITH OTHER ARGUMENTS
*
*






IF (ENDPRA) RETURN 1










40	 ENDPRO = .TRUE,
GO TO 32
ENTRY CHARIN
00 5a LEVEL = 1#LEVMAX
ITAB(LEVEL) = 0





IF !LEVEL •GE, LEVMAX) 60 TO 64
IARG(LEVEL+l) = IARG(LEVEL+l) + 1
II = IO + JMAX
IF (LEVEL •NE• 0) It = IL
CALL DEC ITARGiLEVEL+11)


























ENTRY TO RETURN FROM A FORTRAN ARGUMENT TO NEXT LOWER LEVEL
•
• y







ENTRY TO LINK STACKED FORTRAN ARGUMENTS WITH THEi REGULAR OUTPUT.
	 IF THE CURRENT LEVEL IS ZERO#













s # •, IS THIS LEVEL ZERO
a
• t ., NO# RETURN
IF (OFULL) CALL CRO
CONTINUE
LEVEL = LEVEL + 1
IL = IL + 1







IF (IFULL) GO TO 899
RETURN




IF (ITAB(LEVEL+i) .NE. 0) CALL ERR ( #, ILLEGAL FTRUNS 9 1 3)
H2(ILEV) = IL
LEVEL a LEVEL 1
IF (LEVEL .EO. 01 GO TO 65
It = H2(ILEV)





II a IO + JMAX
IF (LEVEL .NE. 0) II a IL
CARDI (II) = CHARCC
CARDI (II+1) o CHARAP
CARDI (II+2) o CHARCM
II a II + 2
CALL DEC (TARG(LEVEL+11)
IF (IARG (LEVEL+1) .NE. Of II = II + i
IARG(LEVEL+i) = 0
IF (LEVEL .EO. 0) GO TO 70
^^....	 '^_	 ^-^11.^. .^	 :+...^'
	






t••. LEVEL ZERO #





t^•. FILL ONE IMAGE AT A TIMEt	 ,t
*so *
 CHECK IF ENO OF CHAIN
t












ENTRY TO SAVE IMAGE FOR RE-SCANNINGtt
•
•













IF (IFULL) GO TO 899
MI(CARDI(IL)) = H1(ITAB(LEVEL+1))
II = H2(ITAB(LEVEL+1))
Mi(CARDI(II)) = IL + i
ITAB(LEVEL+1) = 0
RETURN
70	 IJ = H1(ITAB(1))
IO = II - JMAX
IF (OFULL) CALL CRO
II = IO
IF (IJ .Ea. 0) GO TO 73
71	 DO 72 II = I0+1.73
CAR00(II) = CAROI(IJ)
IF (IJ .E0. H2(ITAB(i))) GO TO 73
JJ = H1(CARDI(IJ))
IJ = IJ + 1





73 IO = II
IL = 72
ITAB(i) = 0










































ERRORP STACK OVERFLOW# IGNORE REST OF STATEMENT
i
s
ENTRY TO FORCE WRITING OUT .OF CURRENT OUTPUT IMAGE
•
s




SUBROUTINE TO WRITE CANDINA49 TO SCRATCH FILE
s
s... BLANK OUT IMAGE
a




• „ 9 IF CONTINUATION# ULANK LABEL
a
790 SAVEFL = ,FALSE,
I : 72






IF (LEVEL ,NE, 01 60 - TO 800
CALL UNPACK (N• C, CAR00(IO+1))
I0= IO+N
IF (OFULL) CALL CRO
GO TO 801
800	 CALL UNPACK (N• Cp CARDI(IL+1))
IL= IL+N




IF (LEVEL ,NE, 0) IL = IL - 1
IF (LEVEL ,EO, 0) IO x IO - 1
RETURN
899 FULL = ,TRUE,














IF (10 ,LT, 72) CALL STRCON (12 p BLANK# CARU1
CALL PACK (IOP CAR00P CARD)
CALL CROOUT (CARO L 12)
IF (10 ,LE, 721 GO TO 900








*e•• AND STORE CONTINUATION CHARACTER
i
is•, MOVE ANY LEFT OVER TEXT'
i










i.., 15 FIRST DIGIT NEEDED
*
*	 :
*,•e IS SECOND DIGIT NEEDED
*
i












N2 = N2 — 100*N30
N31 = N2/10
N2 = N2 - 10*N31
IF (N30 .EO, 0) GO TO 921
II = II + 1
CARDI(II) = N30 + CHARO
921	 IF (N30 + N31 .EO. 0) GO TO 922
II = It + 1
CARDI(II) = N31 + CHARO
922	 II = II + 1













EQUIVALENCE (COUNT # STTYPE)
IF (EOS) GO TO 900
IF (.NOT. HOLFLG) GO TO 200
Q 6ET NEXT CHAR # Rt1URN I FOR
Q UO WE HAVE AN END OF STATEMENT?






GETS ONE CHARACTER FROM CHAR AND RETURNS ACCORDING TO ITS TYPE
00 WE HAVE ENO OF STATEMENT
•
••e• NO# TEST FOR HOLLERITH FIELD
.	 .e•e YES• COUNTED HOLLERITH ?
• • •• e• NO # SEARCH FOR A QUOTE NOT FOLLOWED
. , g	
.	 BY ANOTHER ONE.
• e .	 gees ENU OF STATEMENT WITHIN HOLLERITH
.I.
• • •	 .•e• ENU OF STATEMENT AFTER QUOTE
• • .... YES# SKIP ACCORDING TO COUNT
• • FINISHED WITH HOLLERITH FIELD # OR
• • NO HOLLERITH
• •s•• GET ONE CHARACTER
• :99, IGNORE (BLANKS
• .••. RETURN ACCORDING TO TYPE
• •	 .••^ RETURN 1 FOR ALPHABETIC
• .	 g--- RETURN 2 FOR NUMERIC
• e	 •--- RETURN 3 FOR ANYTHING ELSE
• •••• END OF STATEMENT # SET FLAG
•
••e• SET END OF STATEMENT CHARACTER
AND RETURN
IF (COUNT .GE, 0) GO TO 150	 0 60 FOR COUNTED HOtLEKTTH
100 NCHAR = CHAR (1101)
	
0 UNCOUNTED HOLLERIIH
IF (NCHAR .NEo CHARAP) GO TO 100 12 SKIP UNTIL QUOTE
NCHAR = CHAR (9102)
	
0 VET ONE MORE
IF ( NCHAR .EQ. CHARAP) GO TO 100 0 GO HACK IF IT I S DOUBLE QUOTE
HOLFLG = .FALSE.
	
0 CLEAR HOLLERITH FLAG
GO TO 800
	
0 AND BRANCH ON TYNt OF NeXT
101	 CALL ERR ( # ILLEGAL END OF HOLLERITH • # 4)
102 HOLFLG = .FALSE,
	
0 CLEAR HOLLERITH FLAG
GO TO 899
150 00 151 I = IPCOUNT
	 0 GET NUMBtR OF CHARACTERS
151	 NCHAR = CHAR (S10I)
HOLFLG = .FALSE•	 0 CLEAR HOLLERITH FLAG
200 NCHAR = CHAR (5899)
	 Q GET NEXT CHARACTER
IF (NCHAR gEQ 9
 CHARBL) GO TO 200 0 RtJECT BLANKS
800	 IF (NCHAR •GEe CHARA S AND, NCHAR eLt• CHAR21 RETURN 1 0 LETTER
IF (NCHAR sGEe CHARD gANOq NCHAR eLts CMAR91 RETURN 2 W DIGIT
801 RETURN 3
	 W SPECIAL
899 EOS = .TRUE.
	 0 SET END OF STATEMENT FLAG
900 NCHAR = CHARES
	
0 SET END OF STATEMENT CHARACTER
GO TO 801
	 0 AND RETURN
ENO




















GETS N CHARACTERS (FIRST ARGUMENT# UP TO 12)r AND PACKS THEM INTO
NWD(1)r NWD(2)t LEFT JUSTIFIEDt SPACE FILLED• RETURN 2 IF FIRST
CHARACTER IS NOT ALPHABETIC. IF A DIGIT IS ENCOUNTERED IN THE
SCANP THE LOGICAL VARIABLE DIGIT IS SET * RETURN 3 IF A SPECIAL
CHARACTER IS FOUND BEFORE THE COUNT IS EXHAUSTED.
2 9 4.2.	 GIT
GIT SCANS AN ITEM OF THE FORM I <VARIABLE >. f v I <VARIABLE>) l t
I <VARIABLE><ENO OF STATEMENT> l t OR I<VARIABLE >( <SUBSCRIPTS>).l.
IT PRINTS ERROR MESSAGES IF THE FIRST CHARACTER IS NOT ALPHABETIC,
IF AN ILLEGAL DELIMITER IS FOUND# OR IF THE'END OF STATEMENT IS
REACHED WITHIN A NEST OF PARENTHESES.
GIT1 DOES THE SAME AS GITr EXCEPT IS WILL ONLY SCAN
9 <VARIABLE W AND NOT THE SUBSCRIPT EXPRESSION.




2.4 9 3. 	SKIP	 {
SCANS N CHARACTERS (AS GIVEN BY FIRST ARGUMENT) IF THEY ARE ALPHANU•











ROUTINE TO BUILD IDENTIFIER
THIS ROUTINE GETS N CHARACTER (UP TO 12)# ANU PACKS THEM
INTO NWO(1)# NWD(2)# LEFT JUSTIFIEUs SPACE FILLhO,
IF THE FIRST CHARACTER IS NOT ALPHABETIC # RETURN 2
IF ANY CHARACTER IS NUMERIC # DIGIT IS SET TO TRUE,
IF A SPECIAL CHARACTER IS ENCOUNTE REU # THE SCAN IS




BLANK OUT THE WORDS ANU INITIALIZE DIGIT
NWU (1) = BLANK
NWO (2) = NWU (1)
DIGIT = .FALSE.
J = N
CHECK IF FIRST CHAR IS ALPHABETIC
CALL TYPE,.(SIv S2. S2)
NO# RETURN 2




1	 00 4 K = 1#2
00 4 I = 1#6
PACK PREVIOUS CHARACTER
S(It NWO(K)) = NCHAR
J = J — 1
IF (J .EO. 0) GO TO 7
ANU GET ANOTHER '
CALL TYPE (S4# S3 # S8)
CHARACTER IS NUMERIC
3	 DIGIT = .TRUE.
CHARACTER IS ALPHABETIC
4	 CONTINUE





k.r.ny,,....,.,..	 ..^...	 ...^....o..._.._.y..... ..	 «.h ...	 ...	 ._	 ..	 ._	 _..	 .,.
11
	
CALL GET t6o S2o S7)
6 CALL TYPE (f6oS6oS7)
7 IF (NCHAR .EO• CHARCM) GO TO 10 0 RETURN
IF (NCHAR .E0 0 CHARES) 60 TO 10 0 RETURN
IF (NCHAR •EO• CHARRP) 60 TO 10 0 HLTURN
IF (NCHAR •NE, CHARLP) 60 TO 3
IF (SWITCH) GO TO 10	 0 RETURN IF NOT TO LASS 	 to**)
tf8of8of9)
•E00 CHARES) 60 TO 4
•E00 CHARLP) PARS = PARS • 1





































0 OLT ONE ITEM FROM LIST
0 SWITCH FOR PASSING BY PARENTHES
I-
GET NAME WITH UP TO 6 CHARACTERS








o 0 . 0 ) RETURN
u
0000 NOT (:.*,ILLEGAL CHARACTER
t
RETURN FOR GIT1
SKIP t 0 ••) FOR WT
COUNT PARENTHESES
SEARCH FOR NEXT DELIMITER
00 . 0 EOSo SHOULO'NOT OCCUR
•
:o•o t INCREMENT COUNTER
•
g oon NOT i t IGNORE
DECREMENT COUNTER# GO MACK IF NON—ZERO
IF ZERO. GET NEXT CHARACTER•
SHOULD NOT BE ALPHANUMERIC
SAME AS GET# BUT STOP SCAN AV
SCAN ANYTHING ALPHANUMERIC# THEN CHECK
DELIMITERS AS FOR GIT
FIRST CHARACTER IS BAD
N
IWO
2	 CALL ERR (LIST STARTS HADLY'• 3)
10	 RETURN
3	 IF(.NOT.FMLFLG.OR.NCHAR.NE.CHARAP) CALL ERR ( SHAD CONSTROCTION'*3)
GO TO 10




BAD DELIMITER. CHECK FOR ' IF FORMAL-STATEMENT
EOS IN PARENTHESES NEST,
FORMAL.SKIP
SKIPS CHARACTERS IN THE SCAM
$#I
SKIP N CHARACTERS IF THEY ARE ALPHANUMERIC
ALL WERE ALPHANUMERIC• RETURN
SPECIAL CHARACTERS FOUND# RETURN 2
SvU°nUTINE SKIP (NtS)	 0 SKIP N CHARACTERS IF THCY ARE
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ANU SEARCHES THE TABLE FOLLOWING THE FIRST MATCH * IF THE STATE-
MINT IS FOUNU# THE REMAINING TESTS ARE REPEATED * IF ANY OF THE
ABOVE TEST FAILS# THE PROGRAM TRANSFERS TO STSHRT,
AT STSHRT A TABLE OF SHORT FORTRAN STATEMENTS (LESS THAN 7 CMARAC-
TERS) IS SEARCHED. NWD1 IS MASKED AND COMPARED WITH THE TABLE•
IF A MATCH IS FOUND, STTYPE IS SET# AND THE NORMAL RETURN IS





THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALLED BY STOET AFTER A TYPE DECLARATION TO
TEST FOR A STATEMENT OF THE FORM <TYPE> FUNCTION ,,, , IF THAT IS
SO# RETURN 1 IS TAKEN# OTHERWISE THE PROGRAM RETURNS NORMALLY*
295.4.	 LIST
THIS PROGRAM SCANS STANDARD FORTRAN AND FORMAL EXPRESSIONS, THE
INITIAL MOUE IS GIVEN BY THE ENTRY POINT: LIST SCANS FORTRAN
EXPRESSIONS# FMLST SCANS FORMAL EXPRESSIONS# AND FMLST1 SCANS A
FORMAL EXPRESSION UP TO THE FIRST UNMATCHED RIGHT PARENTHESIS,
FOR THE ENTRY LIST THE COMMON VARIABLE TERMCH DETERMINES WHICH
CHARACTER WILL TERMINATE THE SCAN# AND FOR THE ENTRY FMLST THE
SCAN WILL BE TERMINATED AT THE END OF STATEMENT*
THIS PROGRAM TAKES CARE OF REFORMATTING FORTRAN ARGUMENTS IN
FORMAL EXPRESSIONS 'AND DOES A PRELIMINARY SYNTAX CHECK TO SEE IF
PARENTHESES AND BRACKETS ARE MATCHED# IF FORTRAN ARGUMENTS ARE
FORMED PROPERLY# AND IF•FORMAL STATEMENTS TERMINATE CORRECTLY•
THE PROGRAM USES THE SUBROUTINES STACK AND CHAR TO STACK OPERATORS
ANU TO MANIPULATE FORTRAN ARGUMENTS•
295.59	 STACK
THIS ROUTINE KEEPS A PUSHDOWN STACK OF OPERATORS• FOR THE PURPOSE
OF CHECKING BALANCING BRACKETS AND PARENTHESES# AND NESTING BET-
WEEN FORTRAN AND FORMAL *
 THE SIZE OF THE PUSHDOWN STACK IS GIVEN
BY THE PARAMETER STDIM (CURRENTLY 200) 9 THE STACK ENTRIES CONSIST
OF A CHARACTER IN THE LOWER HALF# AND A FLAG IN THE UPPER HALF OF
EACH WORD, THE FLAG CAN BE ZERO FOR NORMAL ENTRIES# OR NEGATIVE
FOR ENTRIES WHICH WILL CAUSE A SPECIAL RETURN WHEN THEY ARE
UNSTACKED, THE POINTER IND POINTS TO THE FIRST FREE WORD IN THE
STACK. THERE ARE THREE ENTRIES:
STCK	 NUTS A CHARACTER INTO THE STACK AS NORMAL ENTRY•
STACKING A ZERO WILL CAUSE THE STACK TO BE CLEARED #
 AND A WARNING
WILL HE PRINTED IF THE STACK WAS NOT EMPTY•
STCKTM NUTS A CHARACTER INTO THE STACK AS SPECIAL ENTRY.
UNSTCK REMOVES AN ENTRY FROM THE STACK. THE FOLLOWING RE-
TURNS ARE POSSIBLE:
RETURN 3 IF LAST ENTRY DOES NOT MATCH*
RETURN 2 IF LAST-ENTRY MATCHES, AND HAS SPECIAL FLAG
NORMAL RETURN IF LAST ENTRY MATCHES# AND HAS FLAG = 0
LIST OF SPECIAL FORMAL STATEMENTS
GET STATEMENT NAME
•
••„ POSSIBLE LONG FORTRAN STATEMENT
• ,,t, SPECIAL FORTRAN STATEMENT
• • SKIPCT IS LENGTH IN CHARACTERS
• • STTYPF IS INDEX FOR TYPE OF STATEMENT
• ••^• SKIP OVER STATEMENT
••,• BRANCH ON STTYPE ► GO TO
•..• 9999 FOR COMPLETELY IGNORABLE
.•..	 401 FOR SCANNING FORTRAN EXPRESSIONS
••••	 306 FOR TYPE STATEMENTS
•..•	 309 FOR ENTRY ► SUBROUTINE ► FUNCTION
•.••	 316 FOR IF STATEMENTS
,,.•	 323 FOR START EDIT SOURCE
CALL GET (7 ► S2 ► s6)
IF 401GIT) GO TO 200
CALL STLONG (59000)
300 CALL RESTOR








SCANS ALL FORTRAN AND FORMAL STATEMENTS ► DETERMINES THEIR






EQUIVALENCE (NWD(1) ►NW01) ► (NW0(2) ► NW02)
PARAMETER FMSTLL = 3
	
O NUMBER OF LONG FML STATEMENTS
PARAMETER FMSTSL = 9
	
O NUMBER OF SHORT FML STMTS
DIMENSION FMSTL(FMSTLL) ► FMSTS(FMSTSL)
RESUME HERE AFTER FIRST PART OF IF
DATA FMSTL / ► OUMPALDUMPSYDUMPEX ► /
DATA FMSTS / ►ERASOOREADOWWRITOONRINWWPUNCDOROLOQGSAVEpORESEQH ►►
+ ► OPTIDO ► /
DIMENSION SKIPS (FMSTSL)
DATA SKIPS / 5 ► 4 0 5 ► 5 ► 5 ► 6 ► 4 ► 5 ► 6
DATA BLANK• MASK / • I t 0770000000000 ► 07777000000000
+ 0777777000000. 0777777770000 ► 0777777777700 ► 0777777771777/
DIMENSION TAWS)
DATA TAB /48HOPT0 I010 102( ► I040 ERS1 ► OUT( ► SAW KES1 ► /
LOGICAL TWOFLG
PARAMETER EQUMAX = 50
DIMENSION EQUTAB(EQUMAX), EGUTBB(EQUMAX)






MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FORMAL "ARGUMENTS ON SUBROUTINE ETC.





••..	 324 FOR STOP EDIT SOURCE
• GO TO	 (9999.	 401.	 306.	 309.	 51 1.6. 323. 324). STTYPE
•••• SHORT FORTRAN STATEMENTS
• e00 CALL STSHRT	 (59000)
• 60 T O 300
•^•, FIRST CHARACTER IS DELIMITER
• •••.	 IF • THIS IS FORMAL STATEMENT
• . 2 IF	 (NCHAR	 ,EO, CHARAP) GO TO 500
• •••• ERRORr	 ILLEGAL CHARACTER
• • IF(:NOT,(EOS9OR,Tw0FLG)) CALL ERR ('ILLEGAL START OF STATEMENT••5)
• ...• RETURN FOR ENU OF PROGRAM
• • IF tENDPRpI RETURN
• ..•• OTHERWISE GO WRAP UP STATEMENT
• CALL RESTOR
GO TO 9999
..•. DELIMITER FOUND# COULD BE SHORT OR ARITHMETIC
6 IF (NCHAR ,EQ• CHAREOI GO TO 400
' ....	 =MEANS ARITHMETIC OR 00 STATEMENT
IF (NCHAR ,NE, CHARLP) 60 TO 200
••r• PRELIMINARY CHECK FOR POSSIBLE SHORT
•	 1	 STATEMENT
• CALL STSHRT (6400)^:
• TERMCH = CHARRP
.•,.	 SCAN	 t,.,)
• CALL LIST
.••• CHECK NEXT CHARACTER
• CALL TYPE (6200. 5200. S7)
.••.	 c MEANS ARITHMETIC
7 IF (NCHAR .EQ, CHAREQ) 60 TO 400
..•. OTHERWISE MUST BE SHORT
GO TO 200
FORTRAN STATEMENTS
0 999 TYPE STATEMENTS
0 • 306 CONTINUE 0 LOGICAL
• •..• IS IT <TYPE> FUNCTION
0 • CALL FUNTST (%309) 0 RETURN TO 309 IF ~UNCTION
€	 0 •••• N0. IGNORE IT
0 GO TO 9999
I	 0999 FUNCTION# SUBROUTINE# ENTRY
E	 0 • 309 CALL TYPE ($309.5309PS3090) D SASS BY FUNCTION NAME
0 •••• FIND START OF ARGUMENT LIST
• . 3090 IF IEOS) 60 TO 9999 0 SUBROUTINEP ENTRY@ FUNCTION
* • FMLFLG = •TRUE.
• • I _ 0
0 •.•• COUNT ARGUMENTS
0
. • 3091 1	 1 + i
0 • • CALL SAV6e
• • •••• GET NEXT CHARACTER
0 • • CALL TYPE (53094. 530940 $3092)0 . .•e. IF IT IS NOT * SKIP THIS ARGUMENT
4.
,	 yy^y,,^	 mac.... yyy^^y
yam.
s ...• GET ITEM FROM LIST
ANU PUT IT INTO THE TABLE
s	 . ^... GET NEXT DELIMITER
•	 • . sees PUT OUT s FOR %RGUMENT
t . .... IF TERMINATED BY a GO BACK FOR NEXT
t	 . . .... COMPLAIN IF NOT END OF STATEMENT
t	 . . .... PUT OUT ) AND FINISH UP STATEMENT
•	 .•.. SKIP OVER ARGUMENT






*	 sees IS IT TERMINATED BY
t	 .
s	 sees SCAN (•••)
..•. SET FLAG FOR PART 2 OF STATEMENT
s	 .
t	 .•es AND GO BACK TO GET IT
t
sees START EDIT SOURCE. SET OPTION
t
s




 ARITHMETIC OR 00 STATEMENT
•••s SCAN UNTIL EOS
3092 IF (NCHAR .NE. CHARAP) GO TO 3094
CALL GIT
EDUPTR = EDUPTR + 1
IF (EDUPTR .GT. EQUMAX) GO TO 3099
EQUTAB (EDUPTR) = NWDI
EQUTHB ( EDUPTR) = I
30920 CALL TYPE (530920, s30920e $3093)
3093 CALL RESET
CALL NEW (2. 2H*• )
3095 IF (NCHAR .EQ, CHARCM) GO TO 3091
IF (NCHAR .NE. CHARRP) CALL WARN ( I STATEMENT SHOULD LNO WITH )905)
CALL BACKSP










CALL TYPE (:401•:4010 (3161)





"323 CALL LISTOP (2)
	 0 START EDIT SOURCE
GO TO 9999
	 0 NLTURN
324 CALL LISTOP (3)




	 0 RIGHT SIDE OF AHITHMLTIC OR UO
N














•	 WE ARE POSITIONED AFTER THE
i	 INITIALIZE FLAGS AND PUT OUT FIRST PART OF CALL
s
•
*goo  CHECK FOR LONG NAME
•
i e •e YES# 'SEARCH TABLEii
CHECK TABLE OF SHORT STATEMENTS
s	 .,•. FOUND, SKIP NUMBER OF CHARACTERS
i
•
••., BRANCH ON STATEMENT'l"
i
•,,, FIRST CHARACTER BAD
•
i,•, DID NOT GET 7 CHARACTERSP CHECK FOR
•	 SHORT AR ASSIGN STATEMENT
•	 •,•, = MEANS ASSIGN
•	 ,,,, NOT ( MEANS SHORT
s	 •••• IF THIS IS SLCONO TRY USE SPECIAL SCAN
i
•	 .•j• SCAN OVER (••o)# AND COUNT
+	 .	 COMMAS IN LEVEL 1
i	 •
i	 sets IF THIS CONTAINS FORTRAN ARGUMENTS@ USE LIST







500	 FMLFLG = .TRUE.
TWOFLG = .FALSE.
CALL NEW (8.8HCALL FML)
CALL RESET
CALL SAVE
501	 CALL GET (7. $507. 5504)
I = ISRCH (FMSTLL•FMSTL#NW01PS506)
GO TO 505
506	 I = FMSTLL ♦ ISRCH (FMSTSL ►FMSTSPANU(NWO1t,MASK(4))o5507)
CALL RESTOR
CALL SAVE
SKIPCT = SKIPS ( I•FMSTLL)
CALL SKIP ( SKIPCT, 0)
505	 GO TO (602v 603v 604 p 606. 607. 608. 609. 610r 611r622v6T3t60I)v I
507 CALL ERR (FORMAT STATEMENT CANNOT BE RECOGNIZ!EU t o 71
GO TO 9999
504 S1(NW02) = NCHAR
IF (NCHAR •E0• CHAREO) GO TO 510
IF (NCHAR •NE• CHARLP) GO TO 506
IF (TWOFLG) GO TO 5045
FPARS = 1
COMMAS = 0
5040 CALL TYPE (S5040t S5040v 55041)
5041 IF (NCHAR •E09 CHARLPI FPARS = FPARS 4 1
IF (NCHAR •EO• CHARRP) FPARS = FPARS • 1
IF (NCHAR .E3• CHARCM N ANO. FPARS •E0. 1) COMMAS L COMMAS • 1
IF (NCHAR •E0. CHARES) GO TO 801
IF (NCHAR •EO• CHARNM) GO TO 5044
IF (NCHAR •E0, CHARAP) 00 TO 506
IF (FPARS) 5040t#5040










``	 • .;.• FINISHED• GET NEXT CHARACTER
• .	 IF NOT DELIMITERP SPECIAL STATEMENT
• . 5046 CALL TYPE (S506. 5506. 55043)
• .,•• RESTORE THINGS IF WE USED SPECIAL SCAN
• . 5043 IF (TWOOLG) NW01 = SAVNWI
• • IF ITWP'LG) NW02 2 SAVNW2
• •,••, o MEANS ASSIGN
• . IF INCHAR .NE. CHARM 60 TO 506
• . GO TO 510
• •••• INITIALIZE SPECIAL SCAN, SAVE.NAME
+ . 5044 TWOFLG 2 .TRUE.
• • SAVNWI 2 NW01
• SAVNW2 b NW02
+ CALL RESTOR
• CALL SAVE
s GO TO 501
s ,^•, CALL FMLSTI TO SCAN (99.)
• . 5045 CALL FMLSTI





• 510 CALL NEW 16.6HASO (')
• SCAN ALL OF IT''^`'
.	 • CALL RESTOR
• 60 TO 700
•999 OPTION STATEMENT
• 601 1 2 1
• 60 TO 690
'	 *••e DUMP ALL .•: STATEMENT• CHECK SPEC
• . 602 CALL TYPE (:6020. 56021. $6021) 9 DUMP ALL •••
• • 6021 CALL ERR ( $BAD CONSTRUCTION I • 3)
• . 60 TO 9999
•^•• SYMBOLSZ 21
• , 6020 I = 9 21 • 0 SYMBOLS
* .••• EXPRESSIONS: 22
• IF INCHAR .EO. CHARE) 1 2 9 22 9 4 eXPRESSIONS
+^•, PUT IT INTO OUTPUT. , IMAGE
6022 CALL NEW 15.5HOMP I)
• CALL NEW (2#I)
• CALL NEW (1•IH))
s GO TO 9999
*••. DUMP SYMBOLS
• 603 I	 :	 1 11 9 A DUMP SYMBOL TABLE
• GO TO 6022
*•••••••* DUMP EXPRESSIONS
• 604 I	 =	 '12' 9 UUMP EXPRESSION TABLE
• GO TO 6022
*••. ERASE STATEMENT
• 606 CONTINUE 0 LHASE












• 103 PRINT (LEFT MARGIN• LINE LENGTH)
• 104 PUNCH
• 105 READ (UNIT)
*	 I06 WRITE (UNIT)
* 107 WRITE (UNIT. LMe LL)
*••. READ
s 	 .
•	 •^•^ CHECK FOR READ (UNIT)
s	 .
s	 .











s	 sgs. CHECK IF ANY SPECIFICATIONS
+	 ...c YES. 107
s	 s




s	 •.•e CHECK FOR PRINT (LAP LL)
+	 .•.g SCAN 2 PARAMETERS
s	 e
60 TO 690
607 CONTINUE	 o READ
12
IF (S5(NW01) oNEs GNAR8L .OR. SI(NWU2) •NEo CHARLP) 00 TO 690
I a f1050
CALL SKIP1
6076 CALL NEW (Got)
CALL RESET
CALL GIT2








IF (COMMAS ;E4 9 0) 60 TO 6076
CALL NEW (5e5HI07( !
CALL GIT2
60 TO 6090
609 CONTINUE	 0 PRINT (}.M.LL.CC)
I = 3
IF (S6(NWD1) •NEe CHAROL .ORe S1(NWU2) .NE * CHARLP) 00 TO 690
CALL NEW (5#5H103 ()
CALL SKIP1
CALL RESET
6090 DO 6091 I a let
CALL GIT2








t	 .... CHECK ENO OF LIST
s	 ^	 .






























t..• TERMINATE Ii BY )
t	 .




eggs MERE THERE ANY FORMAL ARGUMENTS
t	 .
t	 .
t	 ...9 PUT OUT PREVIOUS
$	 0
6092 IF INCHAR .NE. CHARRP ;OR. 1 ,NE. 21
+ CALL ERR 1 0BAD LIST FOR WRITE OR PHINT • • 51
CALL BACKSP
CALL NEW t3 p 3HP I 	)
GO TO 700




611 CONTINUE 0 KOLOUT
I = 6
GO TO 690
612 CONTINUE 0 SAVE
I = 7
GO TO 680
613 CONTINUE 0 RESET
I = B
680 CALL RESET











701 CALL NEW tit	 9111
9999 CALL TYPE (s9999# :9999# 5999901
99990 IF t.NOT. EOS) GO TO 9999
EOS = .FALSE.
IF tEOUPTR .EO. 0) 60 TO 1






•	 ,••• PUT OUt CALL TO FMLEGU
•	 CALL NEW 112r (CALL FMLEOU( • 1
s	 CALL IDEC (EOUT88(I)1
•	 CALL NEW l2 p 2Nv l 1
•	 CALL NEW (6. EPUTASM)
s	 CALL NEW t2 p 2N O 1 1
•	 99991 CONTINUE
•,•, RETURN FOR NEXT STATEMENT
•	 GO TO 1
•,,, CANNOT RECOGNIZE STATEMENT
•	 9000 CALL WARN ( OUNRECOGNIZABLE STATEMENT I • 41
•	 CALL RESTOR
•	 60 TO 9999
s,•, SYNTAX ERROR
801 CALL WARN (*FORMAL EXPRESSION SNOULU END WZTN too., 61
GO TO 506
SUBROUTINE TO SKIP ONE CHARACTER@
REGARDLESS OF ITS TYPE
SUBROUTINE SKIPI,
	
0 SKIP ONE CIGAR, RESARUCESS














19 FIND LONG OR SHORT STATEMENTS
an sm m r m
FORMALoNONARITH
CHECKS FOR SPECIFIC FORTRAN STATEMENTS
NUMBER OF STATEMENTS IN EACH GROUP
PARAMETER LONGST = 27
PARAMETER SHORTS = 23
DIMENSION LON61(LONGSTIP LON62(LONGSTI
DIMENSION SHORTI(SHORTS)v SHOR72(SIWKTSI
LIST OF LONG FORTRAN STATEMENTS
LONGI CONTAINS THE NAMES
LONG2 CONTAINS:
S3 s LENGHT OF STATEMENT IN CHARACTERS•
ZERO FOR THOSE AMPIGUOUS WITHIN THE'
FIRST SEVEN CHARACTERS.
S4 = SKIP COUNT
S5 = LAST CHARACTER OF STATEMENT
S6 2 INDEX XOR STATEMENT TYPE
t	 '
LIST OF SHORT FORTRAN STATEMENTS





























LQN62( 11 / 'ABNORM'P
LON62( 21 / 'INCLUO'e
LON62( 31 / •DIMENS'@
LONG24 41 / •INIEGE'v
LON62( 51 / 'COMPLE'P
LON62( 6) / 9000BLEOP
LON62( 7) / 'LOGICA'o
LONG24 81 / 'EOUIVA'#












LONG2(211 / 'ITSOU 'o
LON621221 / 'ITCOD 'o
LON62(23) / 'STOPEO'o
LON62(241 / 'TSOUR 't






































S5 a LENGTH IN CHARACTERS
S6 a INDEX	 STATEMENT TYPE.FOR
DATA SHORTS( 1)• SHORT2( 11 / V ASSIGN O . 00602
DATA SHORTS( 2). SHORT2( 21 / S COMMON • P 00601 /
DATA SHORTI( 3)r SHORTV 31 / • OECOVE t . 00602 /
DATA SHORTI( 4). SHORT21 4) / 9 0EFINE O • 00602 /
DATA SHORTII 5)• SHORT21 5) / IOELETE l . 00601 /
DATA SHORTII 61. SHORT21 61 / •ENCOUE I P 00602 /
' DATA SHORTS( 71. SHORT24 71 / • FORMAT • • 00601 /
DATA SHORTS( 81v SHORT24 8) / • RETURN O • 00602 /
DATA SHORTS( 9)o SHORT24 91 / OREMINU t o 00602 /
DATA SHORTI(10)1 SHORT2(10) / 9ENTRYQ 9 v 00504 /
DATA SHORTI(11)• SHORT2111) / •PAUStd l • 00501 /
DATA SHORTI(12?+ SHORT2(12) / #PRINTS • • 00502
DATA SHORTI(13)9 SHORT24131 / •PUNCHU t o 00502 /
DATA SHORTI4141. SHORT24141 / • MRITtY • • 00502 /
DATA SHORT1(151. SHORT24151 / ICALLIN t o 00402 /
DATA SHORT1(16)o SHORT2(161 / •OATAMH O • 00401 I
DATA SHORTltl7). SHORT24171 / IGOTOMM O t 00402
S DATA SHORTI(18). SHORT2(18) / OREA00M v • 00402 /
? DATA SHORTI(19). SHORT24191 / •REALMS • • 00,103 /
DATA SHORTI(201r SHORT2120) / •STOPYD • • 00401.1
DATA SHORT11211• SHORT2(211 / SENDOWt y 00301 /
DATA SHORTI(22)• SHORT24221 / 0000000 0 . 0020! /
DATA SHORTI(23). SHORT2(231 / 9 IF00Wi 9 • 00205 /
SEARCH LONG TABLE
• I a ISRCH (LONGST, LON81• Nw0(11• $30)
"	 409009•+• FOUND• SKIP UNTIL ENO OF STATEMENT
• 30 CALL SKIP (S4(LONG2(I))• $30)
••+4404.• CHECK LAST CHARACTER
F	 •	 - IF (NCHAR *NE * S5(LONG2tI))/ 00 TO 30
••+040000 SET SKIPCT (TOTAL LENGTH)
•	 1 SKIPCT = S3(LONG2(I))
••••..,., AND RETURN IF IT IS NOT ZERO
• IF (SKIPCT •NE. 0) 60 TO 33
99+940909 IF IT IS AMBIGUOUS. GET 5 MORE CHARACTERS
00 20 L 2 1.5
CALL TYPE ($20r $309 $301
• 20 StL0Nw0421) s NCMAR
^•,,.+.,^ AND SEARCH AGAIN
I a I + ISRCH (3v LONGI(Ir110 Nw0(2)0 $301 -
^•.••.... IF FOUND# REPEAT ALL TESTS
00 TO 10
ENTRY 10 SEARCH TABLE OF SHORT FORTRAN
STATEMENTS 1UNOER 7 CHARACTERS).	 ALSO
C'A'O=DES HERE IF SEARCH FOR LONG
STATEMENT WAS UNSUCCESSFUL
ENTRY STSHRT Is) 0 RECOGNIZE SHORT FORTRAN STATENE
00 A MASKED SEARCH ON THE SHORT LIST
•
f
30 00 31 I s 10SH0RTS






	 44	 ,+YSd`7f^^13Gh`a+F1^•'.^G'"2f9k.Y"m=`b"h ^S:?
	 _:.i
	
.i.-. ,.,er...	 4444-. _	 .,.. . ,..	 -
kSKIPCT = S5(SHORT2(I))
IF (AND(MASKISKIPCT)• NMDC1)) .EO• SHORT1417) 60 TO 33
31	 CONTINUE
RETURN 1





•••• NOT FOUND• RETURN 1
•














THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALLED AFTER A TYNE DECLARATION TO CHECK
IF ME ARE LOOKING Al A STATEMENT OF THE FORM
4TYPE! FUNCTION ...
IF THIS IS S0# THE CHARACTER POINTER IS LEFT AFTER OFUNCTION•
AND RETURN 1 IS TAKEN,
OTHERWISE. THE POINTER IS LEFT WHERE IT WAS. AND THE
NORMAL RETURN IS TAKEN
SAVE CHARACTER POINTER
IS 'FIRST CHARACTER 2 OFO
SKIP THE NEXT SEVEN IF THEY ARE ALPHABETIC
AND CHECK THB LAST ONE FOR •N•
IT LOOKS LIKE IFUNCTION O RESTORE CHARACTER POINTER
AND SKIP OVER THE WORD









1 IF tNCHAR .NE. CHARF) 60 TO 2
	
a FIRST CHARACTER s •F•
CALL SKIP (7pS2)
	
IF-(hCHAR .NE. CHARN) 60 TO 2
	










13 IF (NCHAR ,EQ.
IF (NCHAR .EO•
60 TO A








10	 IF (NCHAR *EGO
CHARM) 60 TO -20 0 COUNTED MOLLERITH
CHARX) 60 TO 9	 0 X-FIELD IN FORMAT
CHARPO) 60 TO 9
CHARLP) CALL STCK (CHARRP)
CHARRP) CALL UNSTCK (NCHARP 5400 ► 5300)
CHARLU) CALL STCK (CHARRUI
CHARR!!1_CALL UNSTCK (NCHAR ► 6400 ► 5300)
CHARAP) CALL UNSTCK (NCHAR ► 1400 ► $251
CHARES) CALL UNSTCK (NCHAR• 5400. 1300)
0 NEXT LIST ITEM
CHARXI 60 TO 9 0 TO TAKE CARE OFIFORMAT(X3H9••
A ^ A
•	 FORNAL•LIST
SCANS ARITHMETIC STATEMENTS ► ARGUMENTS ► ETC.
INITIALIZE FOR STATEMENT
REINITIALIZE
BRANCH ON FIRST CHARACTER
•	 SKIP UNTIL SPECIAL CHARACTER
•^^.,ACCUMULATE INTEGER CONSTANT
ALPHA AFTER NUMBER ►
 COULD BE
HOLLERITH
•	 .••^ IF X ► REPEAT
,;.• OTHEPWISE LOOK FOR NEXT SPECIAL
CHARACTER





.••• LETTER• IF X 60 FOR POSSIBLE HOLLERITH







0 PROCESS FORTRAN EXPRESSION
INCLUDE PARAM
INCLUDE DUF
EQUIVALENCE (NwO(1) ►NM011 ► (NM012) ►NS021
INCLUDE DEFINE
PARAMETER FMFUNL = 5
	
0 NUMBER OF FORTRAN FUNCTIONS
DIMENSION FMFUNT(FMFUNL)
DATA FMFUNT /tNARG IDENT LOOP IVALUEVALUE •/
EQUIVALENCE (COUNT ►STTYPE)
CALL STCK (0)
2	 CALL STCKTM (TERMCH)
9	 CALL TYPE 1S10 ►S11 ►S151	 0 BEGIN AN ITEM
8 CALL TYPE (s8 ►98 ► s15)
11 COUNT = 0
14 COUNT = 10s000NT ♦ NCHAR CHARD
CALL TYPE (si3 ►S14 ►si5)
Nw012) = BLANK
S(1 ►NMO(2)) = NCHAR
DO 100 I = 1.5
CALL TYPE (s100.S8 ► S101)
	 0 COULD BE FORMAL FUNCTION
100 S(I+1 ► NMD(2)) = NCHAR
	
0 ACCEPT ONLY ALL•LtTTER NAMES






•••• NO MORE THAN 6 CHARACTERS




•.•• NEXT SHOULD BE #
.•.. SEARCH TABLE
e
•.•. NOT FOUNO# RETURN
g oes FOUNOr STACK / FOR FORTRAN TO
FORMAL
•.•. ANU 60 SCAN FORMAL
CALL TYPE (S8#S8#S101)




102 IF (NCHAR .NE. CHARAP) 60 TO 15
00 1 I = i#FMFUNL
	 0 CHECK IF FORMAL.FUNCTION
IF tNWO(2) .EQ, FMFUNT(i)) 60 TO 103
1 CONTINUE
60 TO 15
103 CALL STCK (CHARSL)
OUdTE# SET COUNT TO NEGATIVE
	 60 TO 700
25	 CONTINUE







	 0 COUNTED HOLLERITH
60 TO 9
300 CALL ERR ( # STATEMENT ENDS BADLY v t 4)
400	 :ALL UNSTCK (CHARBSr 0t S401)
CALL FTRUNS
	
0 60 BACK TO HIGHER LEVEL
60 TO 700
402
	 CALL UNSTCK (Op Or $5001
GO TO 501









	 Q PROCESS A FORMAL STATEMENT
CALL STCK (0)
ERROR
RETURN FROM FORTRAN TO FORMAL
NO FORMAL# THIS SHOULD BE END OF STACK
ERROR# STATEMENT WAS FORMED BADLY
ENTRY TO SKIP OVER t•••) IN FORMAL STATEMENTS
TO DETERMINE STATEMENT TYPE.
STACK ) AS TERMINATOR
FORMAL STATEMENT SCANNER.
INITIALIZE
700 CALL TYPE (S70





















CALL UNSTCK (NCHAR• 58000. 55001
CALL UNSTCK (NCHAR• 0. 55001
60 TO 800
60 TO 801
Q FORTRAN EXPRESSION IN FORMAL
CALL TYPE (57601. 57609. 57609)
7601 CALL FTRSTK
CALL STCK (CHARBS)
CALL TYPE (57609. 57609. $76021
7602 IF tNCHAR .NE. CHARLP) 60 TO 7609
TERMCH = CHARRP
60 TO 2




0 LNG OF FORMAL EXPRESSION
CALL FTROUT
	 9 OUTPUT 2 •N•LIST)
CALL UNSTCK (CHARLL• 0. 58000)
CALL TYPE (58003• S8003v 58002) 0 THE NEXT CHARACTER SHOULD BE T
8002 IF (NCHAR .NE• CHARRP) 60 TO 8003
CALL UNSTCK (NCHAR, O. 55001
60 TO 9
8003 CALL WARN ( $ THIS FORMAL EXPRESSION SHOULD ENO WITH A )•• 71
CALL NEW (1. 1H) )
60 TO 9
8000 CALL UNSTCK (O p 0, 6500)
RETURN N1WW
SCAN FOR SPECIAL CHARACTER






,.•• ENO OF FORMAL
•••. END OF STATEMENT
FORTRAN ARGUMENT
•
•••• CHECK IF TYPEt FOLLOWS
•
•••• STICK %,FOR FORMAL TO FORTRAN
•••. SET TERMINATOR FOR SCAN
•
•••• AND 60 TO FORTRAN SCAN
SYNTAX ERROR IN FORTRAN ARGUMENT
ENO OF FORMAL EXPRESSION
•
••.•••.•• ANY MORE FORTRAN 7




•••••.•.• 60 BACK TO FORTRAN
SYNTAX ERROR• MISSING 1
TRY TO CORRECT IT
END OF STATEMENT• STACK SHOULD BE EMPTY
SYNTAX ERROR• MISSING I
6283
TRV TO CORRECT IT
1.
FORMAL#STACK?
STACKS FORTRAN AND FORMAL PARENTHESES# BRACKETS* ETC.
POR PRELIMINARY SYNTAX SCAN
MY TOP FOR NO TERMINATING CHARACTER
t
CNARSO MEANS INITIALIZE
IF NOT EMPTY PRINT WARNING AND CLEAR STACK
CHECK FOR STACK OVERFLOW
STACK CHARACTER AND INUICATOK
INCREMENT STACK POINTER
AND RETURN
STACK A TERMINATING CHARACTER
SET TOP TO NEGATIVE# THEN TREAT LIKE STACK*
N
r
801 CALL WARN ( # THIS FORMAL EXPRESSION SHOULD END WITH A 909 7 'I)











IF (CHR .NE• 0 .OR, INQ &EQ. 1) GO TO 10
CALL WARN ( # PREVIOUS ST ATEMENT BADLY FORMED $ v 6)
IND _ 1
10	 CONTINUE
IF (IND .GTo STDIM) GO Tf.- Yw
ISTACK(IND) a CHR
H1(ISTACK ( IND)) s TOP










99	 CALL ERR V OPERATOR STACK FULL 9. v 4)
RETURN
ENTRY UNSTCK (CHRs sv 1)
I = IND - 1
IF 1H2(ISTACK(i)) .NE. CHR) RETURN 3
IND = I
IF ICHR .NE. 01 GO TO 31
IND= 1
IF lI .NE. 11 RETURN 3




ERRORP STACK IS FULL
UNSTACK A SYMBOL
RETURN 2,IF SYMBOL WAS TERMINATING CHARACTER
RETURN 3 IF SYMBOL IS NOT ON TOP OF STACK
E
	
	 DECREMENT STACK POINTER
TEST SYMBOL
RIGHT SYMBOL# CHECK FOR ENO OF STACK
END OF STACK# RESET IND
RETURN -3 IF STACK WAS NOT CLEAR







3.	 OBJECT TIME ROUTINES
THE OBJECT TIME ROUTINES OF THE FORMA, SYSTEM WERE DESIGNED SUCH
THAT THEY PERFORM THE NECESSARY OPERATIONS TO EXECUTE THE FORMAL
STATEMENTS IN A FORTRAN PROGRAM, AND AT THE SAME TIME# THEY CAN BE
USED INDEPENUENTLY IN THE INTERACTIVE FORMAL WITH THE HELP OF THE
INTERACTIVE MAIN PROGRAM * THIS CHAPTER DESCRIBES ALL OBJECT TIME
ROUTINES IN DETAIL•
THE SUBDIVISION OF THIS CHAPTER FOLLOWS THE LOGICAL STRUCTURE OF
THE OBJECT TIME ROUTINES 9 THE SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF THE FORMAL
STATEMENTS WERE DESCRIBED IN TECHNICAL REPORT 701339 ONE MAY
REGARD THE SYMBOLIC EXPRESSIONS'IN THE ,FORMAL STATEMENTS AS EXTERM
NALp INFIX FORM S
 INTERNALLY ► THESE EXPRESSIONS ARE REPRESENTED IN
E	 PREFIX FORM. THE DIFFERENCES OF THESE TWO FORMS DEFINES ROUGHLY
THE LAYOUT OF THIS CHAPTER*
SECTION 1 DESCRIBES THE INTERNAL STORAGE OF THE OBJECT TIME FORMAL
SYSTEM TOGETHER WITH ITS UTILITY ROUTINES $ THE MOST IMPORTANT
SUBSECTIONS ARE 1 AND-7. SUBSECTION 1 DESCRIBES THE CORE STORAGE
IN WHICH THE PAIR OF ARRAYS ► C AND D ► HOLD THE OBJECT TIME SYMBOL
TABLE ANU THE SYMBOLIC EXPRESSIONS IN THE INTERNAL PREFIX FORM,
THE TREE STRUCTURE OF THE SYMBOL TABLE IS dESCRIBED IN SUBSECTION
7 TOGETHER WITH ITS UTILITY ROUTINES• THE INTERNAL PREMIX FORM OF
THE SYMBOLIC EXPRESSIONS WAS DESCRIBED IN TECHNICAL REPORT 70133•
IN THAT REPORTo TABLE to IN APPENDIX A SUMMARIZED THE INTERNAL
CODES USED FOR THE LINEARLY STORED EXPRESSIONS IN PREFIX FORM*
THIS TABLE IS REPRINTED IN SECTION 2 OF THIS CHAPTER*'tI
SECTION 2 DE36I8ES THE ROUTINES ASSOCIATED WITH THE TRANSLATION
OR THE SYMBOLIC EXPRESSIONS FROM THEIR EXTERNAL. INFIX FORM TO
THEIR INTERNAL, PREFIX FORM. THIS TRANSLATION PROCESS IS A BASIC
INFIX TO POSTFIX TRANSLATION USING AN OPERATOR AND OUTPUT STACK*
THE TRANSLATION PROCESS IS EXTENDED TO PROVIDE AUTOMATIC SIMPUPICA•
TION AND THE EXECUTION OF SPECIAL FORMAL FUNCTIONS DURING THE VINE 	 X
OF THE TRANSLATION. BECAUSE OF THE RECURSIVE NATURE OF THE SIMPLIFICA•
TIONv THE PROCESS CAN BE IMPLEMENTED BY A PUSH DOWN STACK * THE
PUSH DOWN STACK FOR THE SIMPLIFICATION COINCIDES WITH THE OPERATOR
STACK OF THE TRANSLATION *
 SUBSECTION 1 DESCRIBES THE BASIC.TRANSLA•
TzdN PROCESS# AND-SUBSECTIONS VTO 7 THE SIMPLIFICATION PROCESS
AND THE EXECUTION OF SPECIAL FORMAL FUNCTIONS. SUBSECTION 94
SYOUT0t ALSO PERFORMS THE POSTFIX TO PREFIX TRANSFORMATION,
	 }
SECTION 3 DESCA`IBES THE NOUTtNES ASSOCIATED WITH THE ' A .AT*6N
OF THE SYMBOLIC EXPRESSIONS. ►NON 'THEIR , INTIEAMU p^ tN :FORM . to





SECTION 4 DESCRIBES THE ROUTINES WHICH HANDLE THE ALTUAL FORMAL
STATEMENTS. THESE ROUTINES ARE CALLED DIRECTLY BY THE CALL STATE-
MENTS GENERATED BY THE PREPROCESSOR, OR BY THE INTERACTIVE MAIN
PROGRAM*
SECTION 5 DESCRIBES THE INTERACTIVE MAIN PROGRAM WHICH RECOGNIZES
THE TYPE OF STATEMENT# AND CALLS THE APPROPRIATE STATEMENT ROUs
TINE*
3 * 1 9	DATA STRUCTURE AND BASIC UTILITY ROUTINES
THE MAIN STORAGE AREA OF THE OBJECT TIME ROUTINES ARE JtHE LABELLED
COMMONS
ARE RESERVED
IN CORE * IN ADDITIONP 2*35*PLNSIZ SECTORS OF DRUM STORAGE
AS AN AUXILIARY STORAGE *	THE DRUM STORAGE IS USED
ONLY FOR SYMBOLIC EXPRESSIONS WHEN THE CORE STORAGE IS FULL OR
WHEN THE USER DIRECTLY REQUESTS IT THROUGH	 THE ROL.OUT STATEMENTS
BOTH THE CORE AND THE DRUM STORAGE AREAS CAN BE SAVED IN A USER
DEFINED FILE AND RELOADED AGAIN BY USING THE SAVE AND RESET STATE-
MENTS*
3 * 1 * 1 * CORE STORAGE
THERE ARE 3 LABELLED COMMON AREAS RESERVED! FMLCM1iFMLCM2, AND
FMLCM3 * FMLCMI CONTAINS VARIOUS POINTERS * FMLCM2 AND FMLCM3 ARE
RESERVED FOR THE SYMBOL TABLE AND SYMBOLIC EXPRESSIONS * 80TH ►
FMLCM2 AND FMLCM3p CONTAIN ONE ARRAY (C AND D, RESPECTIVELY) OF
THE SAME LENGTH DEFINED BY THE PARAMETER COIM (PRESENTLY DEFINED
AS 2048). THE LAST 15 BITS OF EACH WORD IN THE C-ARRAY (FMLCM2)
ARE USED FOR LINKAGE TO ACHIEVE DYNAMIC STORAGE ALLOCATION*
THE FOLLOWING FORTRAN PROCEDURES DESCRIBE THE LAYOUT OF THE COMMON
BLOCKS TOGETHER WITH FIELD DEFINITIONS USED IN THE C-D ARRAYS*







lCbIM' DEFINES THE SIZE OF THE C-0 STORAGE AREA
• PLNSIZ' DEFINES THE SIZE OF THE ROLLOUT MAP
THERE ARE THREE COMMON BLOCKS DEFINED.
THEY ARE AS FOLLOWS tt
+••• COMMON BLOCK tFMLCMit
s IT DEFINES THE FREE CHAIN POINTERS. SYMBOL TABLE
+ POINTER AND THE LOGICAL SWITCHES
+ 0•00 NXNXNX NEXT LOCATION IN THE FREE CHAIN
+ 0000 ILILIL LAST LOCATION IN THE FREE CHAIN




s ; THE BEGINING Of THE SYMBOL TABLE
+ 0000 XbTOPT OPTION WORD FROM THE DXOT STATEMENT
s •••• PRODEX SWITCH FOR EXPANSION OF POWERS
s ...	 .
i 0000 INTGSW EVALUATE INTEGER VALUED FUNCTIONS
+ 0000 MATHSW EVALUATE MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS
s goes EXPOSW USE UISTRIVuTIVE LAW
s 0000 .POWER EXPANO'SUMS RAISED TO POSITIVE
+ • INTEGERS
s 0000 BASE ' 0&	 it 2t	 3 •
	 .	 91BASEOP BASE2t
+ 0 bASE10t BASEE
+ 0000 SIMPSW SWITCH USED BY STOUT ROUTINES
+ .000 BITSW SWITCH USED BY STOUT ROUTINES
•••• IOUNIT UNIT FOR FORMAL I/O STATEMENTS
• 9 a
* 00•0 NSB POINTER TO SUBROUTINE NAME
s 00.0 NSY POINTERTO N1
s 0000 NSY1 POINTER PRECEDING N1
s goes NSU POINTER TO N2-N3
* 0000 NSU1 POINTER PRECEDING N2-N3
+ 0000 Ni VARIABLE NAME
• 0000 N2 NUMBER OF SUBSCRIPTS
+ 00.0 N3 SUBSCRIPT WORD
• t••• IY 1 FOR NONSUBSCKIPTEOt 3 FOR
+ • 8UBSCRIPTED
+ 0000 FTRARG NUMBER OF FORTRAN ARGUMENTS
+ 0000 DEFAR6 NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS IN A DEFINED
+ • FUNCTIONi .000 DEFFUN 1 IF EXPRESSION IS A DEFINED
PARAMETER ERROR = ERRERR
+ NSt XOTOPT& PRODEXt
+ INTGSW( MATHSW& EXPDSW& POWER& BASE&
+ SIMPSWc BITSW& IOUNITt
+ NSB& NSY• NSY1t NSU& NSU1t N1t N2& N3t IY&
w
iw
COMMON/ FMLCMI/ NXNXNX & ILILIL&
,	 r 1 1«	 ^.	 ...	 A ♦ 	 ..	
... .. 0000	
_.	 _.	 ..	 .^.	 .. -	 0000	 _	 .,.	 •^-. .r	 0000 ..^ ..t 	 T	 -	 . _	 .: '7 •	 -.^
	
6*21W an	 poor,"
FORMAL OAPROCS	 CMMN PROC
THIS PROCEDURE DEFINES THE COMMON BLOCK ARE AS TO BE USED
BY EACH FORMAL OBJECT TIME SUBROUTINES.
IMPLICIT INTEGERIA-Z)
PARAMETER CDIM = 2048
PARAMETER PLNSIZ = 100
I
6642
+ FTRAR6 ► OEFAR6 ► OEFFUN ► NK• CBUF4221 ►
+ NP ► EPTR
• ►
 XFL61 ►
 XFL62 ► XFL63 ► XFL64 ► XFLd5 ► XFL66 ►
•	 XFLG7 ► XFL68 ► XFL69 ► XFL610 ► XFL611• XFL612•




•	 •	 FUNCTION ► 0 ELSE
•	 •••^ NK
	 START OF AR6UMENT CHAIN FOR READ ►




•••. NP	 PUSHDOWN STACK POINTER
s	 •.•0 EPTR
	 POINTER TO START OF EXPRESSION
•'	 0000 TEMPORARY FLAGS'
•	 XFL61 AND XFL62 ARE USED BY OUTPUT ROUtINES
A	 •	 i
s	 ••.. ROLOUT AND BITPLN ARE USED BY THE ROLLOUT
ROUTINE
W	 COMMON BLOCK IFPLCN29
s	 IT DEFINES THE C STORAGE AREA
r
•+•• COMMON BLOCK •FMLCM3•
IT DEFINES THE 0 STORAGE AREA
COMMON /FMLCM3/ 0(1)







THIS PROCEDURE DEFINES THE PARTIAL WORD OPERATIONS
IN THE C•0 STORAGE AREA
DEFINE I8IT(I)=FLO(0 ► i ►C(I))
DEFINE ITYP(I)=FLO(i ► 5 ►C(:))
DEFINE ITYPB(I)=FLO(0 ► 6 ► C(I))
DEFINE LAST(I)=FLD(6 ► 15 ► C(I))
DEFINE NEXT(I)_FLO(21 ► 15 ► C(I))
DEFINE H1(I)=FLD(0 ► 18 ► D(:))

















EXPOSW EQU	 - MATHSW+i
1 POWER EQU EXPDSW+l	 .
BASE EQU POWER+l











• IY EQU N3+1
. FTRARG EQU IY+l
• UEFARG EQU FTRARG+l
UEFFUN EQU DEFARG+1
' NK EQU DEFFUN+l
P CBUF EQU NK+1
hp EQU CBUF+22


































^UTILITY PROGRAMS FOR THE CORE STORAGE ARE LOCATED IN FMLCHA AND
FMLCHB. SINCE SYMBOLIC EXPRESSIONS IN CORE ARE AUTOMATICALLY
ROLLED IN ANU OUT TO GRUMP THE ELEMENTS CAN CALL THE ROLL-IN
HANDLER (ESDRUM) AND THE AUTOMATIC ROLL-OUT HANDLER (FMLSVI)•
DEPENDENCE OF THESE ELEMENTS AND THEIR LISTINGS ARE AS FOLLOWS
*********** ***********	 ***********
* FMLCHA- * 9 .9 99 9>* FMLCHA	 *99••••>* ESDRUM
*	 IN
9090009.9000>*	 FMLSVI	 *••••• >* ERRRET
•	 ••i.•..•••• >* ESDRUM
•i••••••.•••>*	 IOINTF
*	 *











THIS ROUTINE IS A TEMPORARY MEASURE TO CONVERT THE
OLD CALLS TO FMLCHA ROUTINES INTO NEW CALLS# UNTIL
ALL THE CALLING SEQUENCES CAN BE ADJUSTED.
FUNCTION IGETFI (*)
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-2)
IGETFI = FMLCHI (51)
RETURN
ENTRY ILINKI We ITe 10)
IGETFI = FMLCH2 (S2e Jo ITe 10)
RETURN
ENTRY ILINKN (JeIeIK)
IGETFI = FMLCH3 (f2e Jo I, IK)
RETURN
ENTRY ILINK2 We I1
IGETFI = FMLCH4 (f2, Jo I)
RETURN
ENTRY I ADOWN ( jJ a JJ 1. JJ2 )
IGETFI = FMLCH5 (52e JJe JJle JJ2)
RETURN
ENTRY ICOPYO t*e J)
IGETFI = FMLCHG (S1e J)
RETURN
ENTRY EXCHXX (Ile I2e Jle J2)
IGETFI = FMLCH7 (92e Ile Ile Jle J2)
RETURN
1	 RETURN 1





IFREEN = FMLCHA (S1t It IK)
RETURN
ENTRY IFREEI (I)
IFREEN = FMLCHB (0t I)
RETURN
ENTRY IFREE2 (I)
IFREEN = FMLCHC (S1t I)
RETURN
ENTRY IFREEO (I)
IFREEN = FMLCHO ($It I)
RETURN
ENTRY IFREET (I)
IFREEN = FMLCAM (S1t I)
RETURN
ENTRY REMOVN (J.JK)
IFREEN = FMLCHE ($It J• JK)
RETURN
ENTRY REMOVI (I)
IFREEN = FMLCHF (S10 I)
RETURN
ENTRY REMOV2 (J)
IFREEN = FMLCHG (Slt J)
RETURN
ENTRY RMOVFN (J• JK)
IFREEN = FMLCHH (S1t Jo JK)
RETURN
ENTRY RMOVFI (J)
IFREEN = FMLCHI (S1t J)
RETURN
ENTRY RMOVF2 (J)
IFREEN = FMLCHK (Sle J)
RETURN
ENTRY MOVEXX (I1t I2t J1v J2)
IFREEN = FMLCHL (S10 11@ 112t J1t J21
RETURN





THIS ROUTINE IS A TEMPORARY MEASURE TO CONVERT THE
OLD CALLS TO FMLCHB ROUTINES INTO NEW CALLS, UNTIL















'IN THIS PROGRAM ELEMENT THERE ARE SEVEN ROUTINES DEFINED*
THEY ARE AS FOLLOWS A
So	 FMLCHI (0	 IIGETF*)
THIS ROUTINE OBTAINS A STORAGE SPACE FROM THE FLEE
STORAGE CHAIN #
 AND RETURNS THE LOCATION OF THIS ;ELL
AS THE FUNCTION VALUE.
g o
	
FMLCH2 (svJ • IT•ID)
	
(ILINK1)
THIS ROUTINE FIRST OBTAINS A CELL• CtI 1-0 (11& FROM THE FREE
STORAGE CHAIN. THEN IT STOKES • IT • INTO FLDt0.6.C(l))
AND 0 10 0 INTO D(I). AND FINALLY IT INSERTS T141S CELL
Ctl)-Dil) INTO A CHAIN FOLLOWING THE CELL AT THE
LOCATION J• CIJ)-DIJ)•
THE VALUE OF THE NEW CELL • I.E. I# IS RETURNED AS THE
FUNCTION VALUE*
3•	 FMLCH3 I # #Jtl#IK)	 tILINKN)
THIS ROUTINE INSERTS THE ' CMAIN STARTING AT C(I)-0tI)p
ENDING AT C(IK; -D(IK) INTO A CHAIN•. FOLLOWING THE PAIR
CIJ)•D(J)• 	THE VALUE OF IK IS RETURNED AS FUNCTION
VALUE * .
4 9	 FMLCH*.(#•J•I)	 IILINK2)
THIS ROUTINE IS EQUIVALENT TA ILINKN - 1#•J ► I p IK) SUCH-THAT
IN a NEXT(l) IF ITYP(l) = 1 OR 7o IKSI OTMERb1SE9
0•	 FMLCHS tirJJtJJi•JJ2)	 (IADDNN)'
THIS ROUTINE COPIES A CHAIN STARTING AT C(JJI)-DtJJII#
ENDING AT C(JJ2)-D(JJ2) SUCH THAT COPIED CHAIN STARTS
AT C(I)-041) ENDS AT C(IK)-D(,IK). TWO IT INSERTS THE
COPIED CHAIN INTO A CHAIN FOLLOWING THE PAIR• 	 '
C(JJ)-DtJJ). THE VALUE OF IN IS RETI)WV AS FUNCTION VALUE*
6•	 FMLCH6 (s@J)	 (ICOPY01
THIS ROUTINE COPIES A CHAIN STARTING AT C(J) -OtJ) ENDING
WITH A ZERO LINK • SUCH THAT THE COPIED CHAIN STARTS AT
C(i)-D(l) ENDS WITH A ZERO LINK. THE VALUE OF I IS
RETURNED AS FUNCTION VALUE.
7 9 	FMLCH7 (s,I1 p l2•Ji•J2)	 (EXCHXX)
THIS ROUTINE EXCHANGES THE POSITIONS OF TWO SUSCHAINS
WHICH STARTS AT C(ll)-D(I1) AND C(Jl) -DIJ1) AND ENDS
AT C(12)-0(12) AND CIJ2) -D(J2) RESPECTIVELY * THESE TWO
SUUCHAINS MAY NOT HAVE COMMON PAIRS OF C-D. THE VALUES
OF 11.12 AND JI•J2 ARE INCHANGED UPON RETURN FROM THIS
ROUTINE.
FMLCHl (s)	 (IGETFI)
GET A LOCATION •K • FROM THE FREE CHAIN
! JUMP=1










CHECK FOR EMPTY FREE CHAIN
•••..•.• NOT EMPTY
GO BACK TO THE CALLING PLACES
RETURN WITH VALUE K
FXL.CH2 (*o i t
 ITv I0)	 (ILINKI)








F14LCH3 (*o Jo It IK)	 (ILINKN)
LINK IN A CHAIN• I-IK
s
s	 •
FMLCH4 t*v Jo I)
	
(ILINK2)
INSERT SINGLE OR UOUBLE WORD CHAINo I
S
s
.FMLCHS (*o Jig JJiv JJ2)	 (IAODNN)
COPY AND LINK CHAINv JJ1-JJ2 ► AFTER JJ
s
s
COMMON PART FOR IAOONN AND ICOPYO
s
10	 CONTINUE

















IF (J .NE. 0) NEXT(J)=K
NEXT(KK)=IN




























IF (K1 .EQ. 0) rO TO 190
NEXT(K1)=K
IF (K2 .EQ. KK) GO TO 200
180	 KI=K
K2=NEXT(K2)














204	 K2 = H1(JJ1)
IF (K2 .EQ. 0) GO TO 205
401	 FMLCHI = ROLLIN (S300r S400r -K2v 0)
RETURN
205	 IF (NXNXNX .EQ. 0) GO TO 206





















ENO OF COPY# RETURN WITH FIRST POINTER
i
SAVE FIRST POINTER FOR COPY
i
END.OF IAUDNNP RETURN WITH LAST POINTER
	
FMLCM6 ( s t J)	 (ICOPYO)





FMLCHI (*# li t
 I2v J1. J2) (EXCHXX)
EXCHANGE CHAINS I1-I2 AND J1-J2
i
i







IF (IN .NE• 0) LAST(IN)=J2
IF WL .NE. 0) NEXT(JL)=I1
IF WN .NE. I1) GO TO 230
LAST(Ji)=I2
NEXT(12)=Jl




IF (IL •NE• 0) NEXT(IL)=J1















FUNCTION FMLCHA (*• It IK)
CONTINUATION OF GENERAL CHAIN ROUTINES
THE FOLLOWING ROUTINES ARE THE CONTINUATION OF THE
GENERAL CHAIN ROUTINES LISTED IN THE LAST DECK.
THE ROUTINES IN THIS DECK ARE S
1. FMLCHA (*. I• IK)	 (IFREEN)
THIS ROUTINE RETURNS A CHAIN, I—IK• TO THE FREE
STORAGE CHAIN,
THE VALUE OF NEXT(IK) IS RtTURNEU,
2. FMLCHB (*t I)	 (IFREEI)
THIS ROUTINE RETURNS A SINGLE—WORD CHAIN TO THE
FREE STORAGE CHAIN,
THE VALUE NEXT(I) IS RETURNED,
3 9 FMLCHC 1*• I)	 (IFREE2)
THIS ROUTINE RETURNS A CELL AT Ir AND ALSO NE.XT(I)
TO THE FREE CHAIN IF THIS 1S A DOUBLE WORD
THE VALUE NEXT(I) 15 RETURNED,
4• FMLCHD (At 1)	 (IFREEO)
THIS ROUTINE RETURNS A CHAIN STARTING AT It ENDING
WITH ZERO LINK TO THE FREE CHAIN.
THE VALUE NEXT(I) IS RETURNED,
5• FMLCHE (so it Al	 (RLMOVN)
THIS ROUTINE KMOVES A SUBCHAIN t J-JK# FROM A
CHAIN CONTAINING THIS SUUCNAIN.
THE VALUE OF NEXT(JK) AND LAST(J) ARE BOTH SET TO
ZERO. THE ORIGINAL VALUE of NEXT(JK) IS RETURNED.
6. FMLCHF (*• I)	 (REMOVI)
THIS ROUTINE REMOVES A SINGLE—WORD CHAINP I.
THE VALUE OF NEXT(1) IS RETURNED.
7 9 FMLCHA ( s t JI	 (RLPOV2)
THIS ROUTINE REMOVES A SINGLE-WORD CHAIN# Jo AND
ALSO NEXT(J) IF IT IS A DOUBLE wORU.
THE VALUE OF NE040 IS RETURNED.
8• FMLCMM (s # it JKI	 (RMOVFN)
THIS ROUTINE IS EQUIVALENT TO THE SEQUENCE OF
REMOVN(JoJKI AND IFREEN(JPJK) I.E. IT RETURNS AND
FREES A SUDCHAIN v J-JK.
THE VALUE OF NExT(IK) IS RtTURNEU.
9 0 FMLCHI (*• J)	 (RMOVFI)
THIS ROUTINE IS UIVALENT TO THE SEQUENCE OF
REMOVitd /MNpA	 i(J) I.E. IT REMOVES AND FREES
A SINGLE""a SOLTHALNe
THE VALUE `(EXT(Ji IS RETURNED.
10. FMLCHK ts• J)	 (RMOVF2)
THIS ROUTINE IS EQUIVALENT TO THE SEQUENCE OF
REMOV2(J1 AND IFREE2(J)9 I.E. IT REMOVES AND FREES
A SINGLE-WORD OR OOUNLE-WO140 SUBCHAIN.






























THE VALUE NEXT(J) IS RETURNED.
11• FMLCHL (s # Ii ► I2r J1# J2)	 (MOVEXX)
THIS ROUTINE REMOVES A SUBCHAIN # I1-I2r FROM THE
CHAIN CONTAINING IT. AND AT THE SAME IT REPLACES
SUBCHAIN• I1-I2# BY SUBCHAIN J1-J29
THE VALUE OF NEXT(I2) IS RETURNED.
12• FMLCHM ls # II	 (IFREE9)
THIS ROUTINE DOES THE SAME THING AS FMLCHO# EXCEPT THAT
IT CHECKS H1(I)• AND INTERPRETS IT AS A'POINTER TO A ROLLED














40	 FMLCHA = IN
RETURN
ENTRY FMLCHB (s# I)
KK=I
60 TO 45
ENTRY FMLCHC (s# I)
KK=I
IF IIITYP(I) 0E0; 1) .OR; (ITYP(I) .EQ # 7)) KKZNEXTIKK)
GO TO 45
ENTRY FMLCHD (s# I)
KK=I
80	 DO 90 L = 1#32768
IF (NEXT(KK) .EA. 0) GO TO 45
90	 KK=NEXT(KK)
PRINT 100
100 FORMAT ( # OERROR IN RELEASING A LOOP CHAIN•)
STOP
ENTRY FMLCHM (s# II
KK = I






























FMLCHL (*• Ii, I2. Ji• J2) 	 (MOVEXX)
2
S
REMOVE K-KK IF THE Two CHAINS ARE AOJACENT
OTHERWISE LINK-IN J1-J2








IF	 (JUMP .EO. 1)	 NEXT(KK) - = 0
IF	 (IL	 ,NE,
	
0) NEXT ( IL)=1N
IF	 (IN	 ,NE•	 0) LAST ( IN)=IL
GO TO (40.50)PJUMP




ENTRY FMLCHG (*•	 J)
KK=J
JUMP=1
IF	 ((ITYP(KK) ,EO, 11	 ,OR,	 (ITYP(KK)	 ,EO; 771 KK=NEXT(KKT
GO TO 115
ENTRY FMLCHH (* p i t JK)
JUMP=2
60 TO 112







IF	 ((ITYP(KKI ,EO, 11
	
.OR,	 (ITYP(KK)	 ,EO, 771 KKCNEXT(KKT
GO TO 130













	 ^ ^ ^	 ,	
•11








IF (IL •NE• 0) NEXT ( IL)=J1
IF (IN .NE, 0) LAST ( IN)=J2
IF (JL •NE• 0) NEXT(JL)=JN
IF (JN •NE• 0) LAST(JN)=JL
GO TO 50
300 RETURN 1































Ill FORMAT ( I SYMBOL TABLE FULL@ ALL EXPRESSIONS WILL BE ROLCEU OUTt1
IF (NS •Ea. 01 60 TO 10
SR = NS
1 CONTINUE
' IF (LAST(SR)	 •Eao 01 60 TO 1000
EX = LAST(SR)
2 CONTINUE
IF(C(EX)•LT.0) 60 TO 21
I = ITYP(EX)






IF (LAST(EX)	 •EGo 0) GO TO 2000


















ASSIGN 2000 TO JUMP
GO TO 4
24	 CONTINUE
IF (LAST(EX) .En. 0) GO TO 2000
SS = LAST(FX)
ASSIGN 3000 TO JUMP
3	 CONTINUE
I = FLO (3r3vC(SS))
IF (FLO(0.3•C(SS)) — 6) 31. 32. 33
31	 CONTINUE
IF (LAST(SS) .Ea• 0) 60 TO 3000
IT = LAST(SS)
4	 CONTINUE
IF (MI(IT) ,EO. 0) FLAG Z .TRUE.





3000 IF ( NEXT(SS) •E0. 0) 60 TO 2000
SS = NEXT(SS)
GO TO 3
2000 IF (NEXT(EX) .EO. 0) 60 TO 1000
EX = NEXT(EX)
GO TO 2








FORMAT ( I SYMBOL TABLE FULL• NO SYMBOLS COULD BE ROLLED OUT91
CALL DUMP(0)
STOP
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THE DRUM IS USED IN PAIRS OF SECTORS CORRESPONDING TO 56 WORUS*
THERE ARE 35*PLNSIZ PAIRS OF SECTORS RESERVED ON DRUM. PLNSIZ 15
PRESENTLY SET TO 100 BY A PARAM,ETER ' STATEMENT IN F MLCM1, AN ARRAY
PLANET OF SIZE PLNSIZr IS RESERVED IN'CORE, EACH WORD CORRESPONDS
TO 35 PAIRS OF CONSECUTIVE'SECTORSt-SUCH THAT THE CORRESPONDING
BIT POSITION IS USED TO INDICATE WHETHER THE PAIR OF SECTORS IS
FREE TO USE (0) OR IF IT IS ALREADY USED Me THE FIRST BIT OF
EACH WORD OF THE PLANE IS ALWAYS SET• TIE 66 WORDS OF A PAIR OF
SECTORS IS USED AS FOLLOWS:
FIRST WORD: UPPER HALF: NWDS, THE NUMBER OF 0-D PAIRS IN THE
BLOCK (UP TO 47)
LOWER HALF: LINKAGE TO THE NEXT PAIR OF SECTORS
(ZERO IF THIS IS THE LAST PAIR FOR
AN EXPRESSION)
WORDS 2-9: THE FIRST 6 BITS OF EACH OF THE NWDS C—WORDS TN
PACKED FORM * (THE LAST 30 BITS OF THE
C—WORDS ARE USED FOR CORE LINKAGE. THUS IT IS NOT
TRANSFEREQ TO DRUM.)
WORDS 10-561 THE NWDS DAWORDSt
THE FOLLOWING PAGES GIVE THE DEPENDENCE OF TAE DRUM STORAGE HAND-
LING PROGRAM ELEMENTS AND THEIR LISTINGS*
f
* ESDRUM	 *999 9* 0* FMLCHB
	 * * . ** so>* ESDRUM	 +^













: {p.:_x ^+vx,	 - 	 -
8584
FORMAL.ESORUM
DRIVER FOR SAVING/RESTORING EXPRESSIONS ON DRUM
DATA STRUCTURE! CMMN AND PWORD
	
ARGUMENTS! *	 ERROR RETURN
INDEX POINTER TO EXPRESSION TO BE ROLLED OUT
THIS ROUTINE SAVES ONE EXPRESSION, STARTING AT INDEX, IT
MARKS THE EXPRESSION AS BEING ON DRUM (LEFT HALF OF FIRST
0-WORD NON-ZERO# = DRUM ADDRESS)# AND RELEASES THE REST
OF THE CHAIN
MAKE SURE FILE IS ASSIGNED
IF EXPRESSION IS ALREADY OUT #
 RETURN
COUNT LENGTH OF EXPRESSION
CALL EXPOUT TO ROLL OUT
SET Hl(INUEX) TO DRUM ADDRESS
.0. 3
RELEASE REST OF EXPRESSION
AND CLEA3 FORWARD LINK
DRUM ROLL IN ROUTINE
	
ARGUMENTS: •	 ERROR RETURN
	
#	 NO ROOM RETURN
IDENT >0 POINTER TO D-WORD WITH DRUM ADDRESS
<0 URUM ADDRESS
FLAG 2 0 READ
2 1 READ AND PURGE
2 PURGE
THIS ROUTINE ROLLS EXPRESSIONS IN FROM DRUM# ANU/OR PUr
THEM. IF IDENT>O THE EXPRESSION WILL START AT IDENT ► 0Y14L
IT WILL BE PUT INTO AN INDEPENDENT CHAIN,
RETURN Z IF THERE IS NO ROOM
IDENT < 0 MEANS DRUM AOURESS
t






CALL S2I NIT ( # FORMALSSAVES # # ERR# $9001
IF(H1(INOEX).GT.0) RETURN	 Y 60 AWAY IF ALREADY DONE
NwDS = WCOUNT(INOEX)
AO=EXPOUT(NWDS#INDEX#ERR#S900)
Hl(INDEX)=AO	 0 NUT IDENT IN PROPER PLACE






	 Y BIAS OUT ZERO FOR INDEXING
IF(FLAG.LT.2.AND;NXNXNX.EQ.0) RETURN 2
IF(IDENT.LT.0) GO TO 35
	 W PURE IDENT OR INUEXZ
IF(FLAG.LT.2) GO TO 31
	
W PURGE-ONLY FREES CHITIN CELL
I0=H1(IOENT)
	
Y IDENT IS CHAIN INDEX MERE















900	 IF (ERR oEO. 14) RETURN 2
CALL FMLERR (S901e ERRP Or 17)
901 CALL FMLERR (S800 t I0& 2 p 181
800 RETURN 1
W ItZOEX TO IDENT
W RE-LINK CORE SO IST WORD HERE
0 RECOVER TRUE IDENTIFIEM
0 PURE IDENT# TAKE NXNXNX AS IS























MEANING OF ERROR CODES.
1. MAP SATURRTION (DRUM IS FULL)
2 IDENTIFIER OUT OF MAP RANGE
3 PURGE REQUESTED ON PURGED ITEM
4 INITIALISATION WITH BAD FILENAME
.5 ROLLOUT FILE COULD NOT BE ASSIGNED
6 READ/PURGE BEFORE WRITE COMPLETION
7 ERRONEOUS IDENTIFIER
e ROLLOUT OF 0-LENGTH ITEM
.. 9 WRITE ATTEMPTED BEYOND ENO OF EXPRESSION
10' READ ATTEMPTED ON UNSPEC.IFIEO ITEM
11 READ OF PURGED ITEM REQUESTED
12 I/O STATUS NON ZERO
13 I/O PRIMITIVE NOT INITIALIZED
•.,.,d.+g4tc:,^N'^1su f++i^w.rwwe.-._+a.x ..••••..__.._.. 	 -





EXPRESSION PACKING ANO UNPACKING FOR ROLLIN /ROLOUT
NWDS 2 WOOUNT (INDEX)














L 0 U A000A2*
J 2.11.
EXPOUT*.
TNZ (OITFLAGO); .IS SEC2I0 INITIAL M07
J EXPOI, YES
L#U AOP139 NO — NEED FILE — ERROR 13
EXRTNA S AO•*20119 ERROR CODE => ERR
J *30110 TAKt S-RETURN.
EXPO1*
L A00*0011• GET NWDS
OSL A0036*
S A10A2.
TGOU A1047* DIVISION AVOIDABLE?
DIOU A0047. NO - FOR EVERY 47 EXPRESSION WOS
MSIOU A008. THLHE ARE A C—TABLE ICT RO) WDS
A A00A2*
JZ A10EXPOIA*
A0U A0089 — AND a CTAU WUS FOR REMAINDER .
EXPOIA$
LXIOU ' 110011* RAKt X11 SAVE ITSELh
LMJ 110IPCHSN* INITIALIZE SLAB CHAIN
J EXRTN, WHOOPS!! — ERROR
LROU R204* SET CTASS FOR IST CIAO WORD
J EXP02* - AND GO BUILU OUR SLAB
EXRTN.
LXMOU 11000 RECOVER OLD X11
NOP 0000*11*
J EXRTNA, GO TAKE ERR RETURN
EXP02*
LMJ 110GETUSF* GEI US A HUFFER
J EXRTN, RETURN ANY ERROR CODE
JZ AO0EXPO79 NO BUF NEARS END—OF-CHAIN
TZ A1; IDtNT RTN FOR IST BUFFER?
S A10ASa* YES — SAVE
LXI'0U A001. FORM BUFFER POINTERS
S A00A1. (A1)=(10CTAB)
1 "196 '4"^ *" 'M
" 
W" o"	 '00' .
A0U A008. (AO)_(100-AREA)
LR ► U R307, INULX FOR 8 C-TABLE WORDS
LN A30R2. 1ST C-TAB WORD??
TNEOU A301, IP 500 1ST BUFFER??
J EXPO4, NO( 1ST, GET A2 FROM ISAVLA29
SZ A4. 1ST BUFFER, GET A2 11ROM CALLER





LROU R204, 1ST CTAB MD FROM BELOW EXP02
L A20(OSAVEA20)9 RECOVER CHAIN POINTtR
J S+2.
EXPO4A L0U R205, SUdSEOUENT CTAB WDc HAVE 6 CTAYS




S A300*A0, D-WORD TO O-AREA
L A3rFMLCM2-1oA2, GET LINK
LOSC A306, PACK IUENT
OSC A2021.
SSL A2921. 15-dIT FWD INDEX TO A2
J2 A20EXPO69 ENU OF CHAIN?
S A20(OSAVEA20)* NO - SAVE CURRENT ITEM INDEX
J6D R2#EXPO59 C-WORD FULL?
• S A4#0*A1. YEN - OFF-TO CTAB
• JOD R3#EXPO4A. C-TABLE SATURATED?
J EXP02, YES - WRITE OUT 8 GtT NEW BUFFER
'	 •'	 ^^-	 ; A ►U A4#040• LAST CWORD - LAST IIYP IS MODULO




' LSSL A4# 0A2.
•,.:	
' . S A40 0A1.
J EXP029 WRITE OUT LAST HUFFtR
^.., EXPO7.
'	 I L AO•A5. RECOVER DRUM EXPRESSIOf4 IUENT
LXMPU 1100, RECOVER OLD X11
' NOP 0000*13,
L A2 ► (OSAVEA20).' RECOVER LAST ITEM 1NUEX
S A20*0011. RETURN TO CALLER
J 5011,
EXPRIN*.
INDEX 3 EXPRIN lNWDS#bPADRSvERR0:1 52 A3, INUIRECT CAN HE TOUGHY WITH RALPH
r'. L A40*1011. GET BPAORS
LXIOU 110011. MAKL X11 SAVE ITSELr
LMJ 110W000NT. SO WE CAN GO COUNT












S AO•A5. — THAT RUCH
L AO•A4. RECOVER BPAURS




TG•U A2r56. DIVISION AVOIDABLE?
UI•U A1.56• NO — FOR EVERY 56 SLAB WORDS
MSI•U AlrB. — THERE ARE 8 CTAb WORUS
AN A3•A1. THIS GETS NWOS OF TRUE EXPRESSION
TZ A26 UNLESS THERE IS INCtMPLETL ENO bL
ANrU A3.89 IT TOO HAS R—WU C—TABLE
TG A5•A3. NOW! -	 W I L L IT @,IT??
J EXPR1. YES, GO PLAY WITH 17
L•U AOP149 NO• IT WILL NOT — ENRON 14
J EXRTN, TELL HIM SAU NEWS
EXPR1•
L A1t11. UN—QUEER OUR RETURN
SSL A1o18. SO WE CAN GIVE HACK NWUS
S A3.*O•Ai.
L A2#NXNXNX. GET NEXT FREE LOCATION
S•H2 A2vEXPR79 TELL HIM THAT'S WHENE IT tS AT
SZ A59 SET HACK LINK : 0
EXPR2.
LXI•U A0*1. SET UP BUFFER POINTtRS
S AO•A1. —	 (A1)=(1•CTAH)
AvU A0@89 - (A0)=(1.OTAB)
L A2#NXNXNX. PICK UP CURRENT NFL HERE
LR•U R2@4. 5 CTABS IN WORU 1
LR•U R3.7. HOPE TO FIND 8
	 C—TABLE WORDS
L A4@•*A1. GET 1ST CTAB WORD
LSSL A4@69 SHIFT OUT THE GAPING HOLE
J EXPOS.
EXPR4 •
LR•U R2r59 6 CTABS IN SUBSEQUENT CAVOROS
L A4r•*A1, GET THEM IN STAGING ARLA
EXPRS.
L A3••*A0.
S A3.FMLCM3—i•A29 D—WORD TO O—REGION LUNTO CAESAR#
L A3•FMLCM2—i,A2. GET CHAIN WORD
LSSL A3.3. GET RID OF BACKLINK GARBAGE
LXI A3.A5. SPLICE IN OUR BACK LINK
S A2vA5. CURRENT INDEX :> NEW B.C.
LSSL A3039 LEFT JUSTIFY
LSSC A4.6. SET UP CURRENT ITYP
TEP,U A4.040• IF NEGATIVE•WE • RE DONE
J EXPR6, GO UN—MODULO-32 IT
OSC A306. IF OK• SHIFT INTO OUR C=WORO
S A3•FMLCM2-1#A2. STONE COMPLETEU WORD
w m on OMMIftam . 40
 m	 M•ri
LSSL A4#6,
DSc A2 ► 15.
SSL A2 ► 21.
JGD R2#EXPR 5,,


















_wig3 JOP 0 ► 0#*ll*5.11.
PURGE*.CALL PURGE (BPAVRS ►ERM ► s) L AO•*0#110S ► H2 11 ► PURG1•
LMJ 1i#PURGsF.






S AO ► *f#il0
S2INIT*0CALL S21NIT ( I FILENAME # #ERR#fl 	 [MUST BE > 6 CHARACTERS'
TN2 V ITFLAG ► );
J 4#110
S#H2 li#PURG10
L AO# ► ll.
UL AO#.AO.
LMJ ll#INITSO.




CRANK ijP NEXT ITYPB
SHIFT OVER CURRENT INDEX
NOR BECOMES NEXT CHAIN INDEX
CTAU WORD EMPTY?
YES - C-TAULE EXHAUSTEU??
YES - SAVE NEXT WRITE LOC
REGOEST CONTINUATION FROM
YOU-KNOW WHO
- AND SEE WHAT ELSE WE ►VE UNEARTH
UNPACK DOCTORED ITYP
2EHO THE FORWARD LINK
GET NWL



















NAXSL8 EOU PLNSIZ*35. MAX SLAB ADDRESS
5LHMAX Eol)p MAXSLH+•lr ► U, USLU FOR TG'S ONLYlt
MAXTRK EOU MAXSLB//32, HIGHEST TRACK NEEDED TU CONTAIN
MAXSLB DUAL-SECTORS (SLABS)
LOCO CONVERTS AN ARGUMENT TO FOP LJSF
LBCD* FUNC






00 6 • 00 1-(B(1)=0)
	 .K(1)	 EQU (07777777777**K(1)*/-6)+KM(10)




ASG *QAS6tT •. CSFS FILE ASS16NMENI IMAGt
FILNAM RES 2.
+ LBCD(MAXTRK)
CSASG + S-ASG.ASG. CSFS PACKET
THE BIT PLANE CONSISTS OF 35*PLNSIZ ENTRIES. THE SIGN BIT OF
EACH WORD IS ALWAYS ON TO PREVENT LSC AMBIGUITY.
HIT + J*/34
FULL





BOTH • HIGH I AND I LOW 9 ARE IN PLANE ADDRESS. NOT ORMAO
s(1).
HFIND J s-S.
FINDS THE LOWEST HOLE IN PLANET FILLS IT AND CONVERTS SIT AOOR
TO DRUM SECTOR AUORESS.
	 RETURNS (AO)=SECTOR AOR. (Ai)-PLANE A
A2 VOLATILE - A3 AND BEYOND NOT DISTURBED
LR R1.RPLANE
L A2vPPOS, INUtX TO LOWEST DISCONTINUOUS AVR
L AO•FULL, MASK TO FIND HOLES
SNE AOPPLANE•*A29 SEAHC H FOR AT LEAST i MOLE






;*,.A.	 .	 .	 ku
0&618 M tom`	 -.,^..i n :.:—^ =	 1	 !^	 f^	 1^	 1 '+.
' LSC AOePLANE—leA29 FIND HIT COORD OF HOLE
A AOeBIT. FILL HOLE
SSC A0teAlo RESTORE WORU
TNZ AO• IF WORU IS FULL# IT'LL BE ZERO




A 2e1. CONVERT	 LAST—HOLE—FOUND ADURE
' S A2pPPOS. SAVt FOR FUTURE SEARCHES
' L AOeRIo UPUATE SNE INDEX
AeU AOel•
S AO ► RPLANE•
LeU AOe,A2•
TN4' AO* IS X COORD = 0?
TZ Ale IFSOe IS Y-CCORO ALSO = 0 ??
J HFINDI.
LeU AleZROAOR• RETURN SENTINEL FOR ZERO PLANE AO
J sHF I NO •
HFINO19
MSI#U AOe35•





LSSL AOeI• X 2	 FASTRAND SECTOR ADDRESS
J *HFIND•
HSET J s—se
FED WITH IA1)= PLANE ADDRESS# DRILLS HOLE IN PLANE AT THAT
ADDRESS• RET4jRNS (AO)s DRUM SECTOR ADDRESSe (Al)x PLANE ADORES
A2 VOLATILE - A3 AND BEYOND NOT DISTURBED
TNEPU AleZROAOR• CONVERT 0 HPAORS
SZ Ale




LXI A2eAl• SAVE PLANE ADDRESS	 -
TGeU A1e35• AVOID DIVISION IF POSSIBLE




AND AOePLANE#A2• SEt IF BIT ALREADY URILC:EU
E(3) JZ A1eERR(3)• YES — ERROR 3
MSET1•
XOR AOePLANEeA2• TURN BIT OFF
S A1ePLANE#A2•
OSL AO#729




..	 ..	 r.	 ...., ._..-....	 .......ka.asr+ems.:	 ,.cam	 i3" "









LSSL A0,1. SECTOR ADDRESS
TG Al#LOW. ARt WE BELOW PREVIOUS LOW-HOLE?
J *HSET. NOWL - LOW IS LOWEST
HSET2.
S A1,LOW9 UPDATE ADDRESS OF LOWEST HOLE
SSL A2•01, RECOVER PLANE WORD ADDRESS
S,H2 A2.PPOS9 UPDATE PLANE POINTER




S(2). 0—BANK AND EQUF f S FOR MAIN i/0 ROUTINES
UUFF1 RES 56• EACH BUFF C 2 FASTRAND SECTORS
UUFF2 RES 569
PKT1 RES 30 WDS 1 AND 2 ARE FILt NAME
+ 037*/30. STATUS CODE C 037 NO FILE ASS
+ 56PBUFFIO ACCLSS WORD




PKSW + PKT2,PKT19 H2CCURRENT PACKET IN USE
ZROAOR EQU 077777. ZERO ADDRESS SENTENAL (PLANE)
PGPK RES 4•
+ 1,TOP• READS ONLY i WORD (DRUM FWU LINK!
RES 3.
TOP + 00 DRUM LINK READ BUFFtR
NWOS EQUF TOPv,H1*
FWO EQUF TOP„H2,
STATUS EQUF 3,A3,S1. STATUS OF LAST FUNC PERFORMED
STATWO EQUF 3,A3. STATUS WORD FOR TN dEFURE WAITS
FUNC EQUF 3•A3oS2. I/O FUNCTION TO BE MERFORMEU
INPCNT EQUF 3,A3,H2. INPUT WORD COUNT (MLAD ONLY)
BUFLOC EQUF 4PA3rH2• LOC OF LOC OF CURRENT b0FfER




L A3.PKSW. CURRENT PKT IN H2
SSC A3#1A, GET PREVIOUS PKT
TP STATWD. LAST FUNCTION COMPLLTEF
ER WAITS. WAIT TILL IT IS
TZ STATUS• COAST CLEAR?
J FIOERR• NO — FINO OUT WHY
SSC A3r18• OK — RECOVER CURRENT PACKET
1 t hod	 'bow	 &NOw
i' L#U A0##A3* PENPORM FUNCTION
ER IOf.
SSC A39189 SWITCH PACKTS
S A3#PKSW.
SZ FUNC. CAUSES FAILURE TO S!T FUNCTION TO
J *IOPRIM*
INITSO**
BASIC INITIALIZATION ROUTINE - FAILURE TO INITIALIZE CAUSES ER
RETURN ON THE FIRST I /O ATTEMPT WITH FILENAME _ # fiHGiIpAQQOCWfi
FED WITH 1A0#A1)	 12 CHARACTER FILE NAME# LJSF.
E(4) J2 AO#ERR(4)* NO PILE NAME
TN2' Al• BUT WE CAN SALVAGE hALF=HEARTEN A
L Ai#(#
	
•)• - LIKE THIS. ( # THIS IS WRONG# BUT
,I ON SO SMART THAT I KNOW WHAT YOU
REALLY'MEAN#)




t AND#U A1#077* RIGHT-JUSTIFY FILENAME
TE#U A20 Is




• OS AO#FILNAM* FOR AS6 IMAGE
L#U A3#PKTi* CLLAR FILE UNASSIGhhD FCAG
• SZ STATUS*
L AO#CSASG* ASSIGN FILE
ER CSFS*
• JP AO#i#il* GO AWAY IF IT N1lTi 1ME WHOLE TNlN
E45) J ERRl51* -ELSE COMPLAIN,
• PURGSF**
ROUTINE TO PURGE A SLAV SEQUENCE NO LONGER NEEDED•
FED WITH (AO) z BIT PLANE ADDRESS OF 1ST SLAB IN SEQUENCE.
FORWARO LINKS ARE READ FROM DRUM UNTIL LAST LINK SENTENAL IS —'-
ENCOUNTERED. EACH LINK ALONG CHAIN IS RELEASED BY CALLING INS
TO HAVE ITS CORRESPONDING PLANE BIT SET 7ERG.
• T2 NWDS. Ili LAST WRITE OPERATION COMPLETE?
E(6) J ERR(619 NO - HAVE TO COMPLETE IT
LOU A0##A0*
Ell) JZ AO#ERR17)* 0-8PA0RS# AS SUCH# ILLEGAL
DSL AO#36*
LOU A3#PGPK* GET PURGE PACKET
LOU A0#RS. LOAD READ FUNCTION
S AO PFUNC *
PURG1*






AO*DRM AD * (AO) RETURNED WITH SECTOR AODRtSS
AO*A3 * GET PACKET
TOWS . WAIT ON THIS I/O - NOTHING TO DO
STATUS. IT*S COMPLETE, ALL OK?
FIOERR * NO - WHY?
AO*TOP * GET	 INFO.
AOrPUR62 * ENU SENTENAL
AO*077777 * PLANE ADDRESS STRIPPED TO Al
PURGI * FOLLOW LINKAGES



















MUST BE CALLED PRIOR TO STARTING  NEW BUFFER CHAIN*










MUST BE CALLED TO ACQUIRE A BUFFER AND CLEAR A FILLED BUFFER
BY OUTPUTTING TO FASTRAND * BUFFER WRITE IS AUTOMATIC ON ANY
CALL OTHER THAN FIRST UNTIL ORIGINAL NWDS SPECIFICATION FROM
IBCHSN INITIALIZATION HAS BEEN EXHAUSTED BY 55 WORD DECREMENT
EACH TIME A WRITE OCCURS * * ANY ATTEMPT TO WRITE AN EMPTY BUFF
RESULTS IN ERROR RETURN.
RETURNS (AO)a BUFFER ADDRESS (55 WORDS)
















NWOS. IS LAST CHAIN FINISHED?
ERR(6)9 NO - SAME ERROR AS UEFORE
AO.,AO. NWUS MAX IS 262143
AOPERR(8) * HUH!??
AOPNWDS * THIS# AS A FLAG# ALLOWS OUTPUT
( 9 1STSUF O )* FLAG TO SOUELCN IST BUFFER WRITE
1.11*
NWDS * ARE WE IN PROGRESS?
ERR(9) * NO - NEED INITIALIZATION
A3tPKSW * GET CURRENT PACKEI
('iSTSUF 9 ); IS THIS 1ST CALL?
GETei * YES - ALLOW THIS HUrFER TO FILL
AO*W9 * NO - WRITE OUT USED DUFFER
AOiFUNC * SET WHITE FUNCTION
IOFaIM * ACTUATE PRIMITIVE
A3#18 * PKTS ARE SWITCHED - GET PREVIOUS
A0v8UFLOC* GET THE BUFFER WE I RL WRITING*
A3ri8 * RESTORE THE %a! *A* PACKET POINTtR
O*AO * WAS LINK END SENTINEL?
GETB2 * NO - FEED HIM NEXT bUFFER
A0#72 * YES - KILL ERRONEOUS RETURN INFO
NWDS * FLAG OURSELVES WE'RE DONE













AN 1 1) AOvSS•
TLEPU AO#4^,
J GET84o























1ST CALL — GET A FRtE StAb
SET UP FOR GET82
SAVE. 1ST LINK FOR RtTURR
CONVERT FWU LINK TO CURRE NT ORMAD
CONVERT IF END SENTINEL
BPAURS X 2 2 SECTOR ADDRESS
DECREMENT WORD COUNT
UNUERFLOW OR ZERO?
YES — NO LINK
NO - NEED FWD LINK
GET SAVE
MAKE A LINK. WORD
INSTALL AT BUFFER HtAD
NEXT LINK REFLECTS NWDSs55
CURRENT BUFFER IS LAST A 0 FWD ti
KEtM NWDS IF 1ST IS LAST* BRUT , ••
SET ENO SENTINEL
MAKE A SLAV LINK WORD
FLAG OURSELVES ssstsstsAsW
RECOVER CURRENT SUFLOC
BIAS PAST LINK WORO
1ST BUFFER?





ROUTINE TO READ A CHAIN OF SLABS FROM FASTRANU.
-- SELF INITIALIZING --
IF ►..'=,TEREO WITH IAO) NON-ZERO# CONTENTS ARE TAKEN
TO 11 0E THE BIT-PLANE AUDRESS (UPAORS) OF TH` START
OF A uUFFER CHAIN. INITIALIZATION ENSUES:
ONE READ REQUESTED FROM IOPRIM
FOLLOWED UY WAIT. NWDS FROM LINK WORD
IS SAVED FON RETURN IN Ai.
THEREAFTER• ROUTINE PROCEEDS AS DESCRIBED BELOW,










TZ NWDS, IS LAST WRITE COMPLtTEUT
J ERR(6). NO
L A3 ► PKSW, ALL CLEAR - GET CURRENT PACKET
JNZ AOPREAV2, CONTINUATION REQUESTED?
TZ (OCONTNUI)* YES — CONTINUATION MOSSISLE3
J ERR(IO). NO — NO WAY OUT
SSC A3r1A. OK - GET PREVIOUS PACKET
TP STATWO. DONE?
ER WAITS. NO — LET IT GO TO COMPLETION
L AOrBUFLOC. SO WE WILL RETRIEVE CORRECT
L A1r.A0, LINK WORD
JN A1rREAV3, ENU SENTINEL? — QUIT
USC AOrI8. NO — LINK -)(AO)r
SSL A0r18. NWDS —)(Al)
TZ (rCONTNUr): CONTINUATION?
SrH2 Alr(tCONTNUr)e INITIALIZATION — SAVE NWDS
SSC A3r18,, BALK TO CURRENT PACKET
SLJ READi,, START NEXT SLAB READ
DSL A1r72, CLEAR ERRONEOUS RETURN *INFO•
L AOrBUFLOC. GIVE HIM A BUFFER
ArU AOri. —BIASED PAST LINK WORD
TZ V CONTNUr)S
LrH2 Alr(rCONTNUI). INITIALIZATION — RECOVER NWDS




THEW AirZROADR• CONVERT IF ZERO SENTINEL"
SZ A1.
S A1rA7. SAVE BPAnRS
TGrU A16,34. AVOID DIVISION IF POSSIBLE
OIrU AOr350 NOT — SEPARATE PLANE COORUINATES
L AOrPLANE.AO. HAS THIS SLAB BEEN PURSED?
LSSL AOrirAl
JP AOrERR(ll)
LSSL A2r1, SLAB OK — BPADRS X 2 = SECTOR ADD
S A2rDRMAD, SET SAME
LrU AOrRS. SET READ FUNCTION
S AOrFUNC.




THE LINK WORD FROM THE PREVIOUS READ
IS CONSULTED FOR FWU LINK. THIS 13 USED
AS THE ORMAUFOR NEXT READ. ROUTINE
EXITS DURING SECOND READ WITH





u	 sM+rfBRF^IiR+wsas€c ,o'f.	 '+d.u.	 .^<s.a-r,r1;




TP A0. INITIAL READ• NEW C"AYN





S AOP(OCONTNUO). FLAG CHANGES ROLES IN THIS CONTEX
SLJ READ1, BRING IN 1ST SLAB
J READ4, THIS WILL W A IT AND EXIT READING N
UNLESS•	 ...,^...
READ3.
S A0.(tCONTNUI). END SENTINEL — NO CONTINUATION
A•U AO.1. BIAS BUFFER ADDRESS PAST LINK
LN A1tA1. REGOVEK POSSIBLE NONZERO NWDS
SSL A1.18.





OSL A1r72, ROUTINE TO RETURN ERROR INDEX
ANPU AOPERR(1). THUS THE ERROR INDEX
LXI.0 A0.0, CLEAR OUT INC. JUST IN CASE;..::.
J 011.
FYOERR.














1HE LIMITATIONS ON STORAGE AREA AS WELL AS THE WISH TO SAVE
INTERMEDIATE RESULTSP ESPECIALLY FROM DEMAND TERMINALS P MAKE IT #1
DESIRABLE TO BE ABLE TO SAVE THE WORKING STORAGE OF ANY FORMAL
PROGRAM IN A SIMPLE MANNER *	THIS IS DONE BY TRANSFERING THE THREE'S
COMMON BLOCKS (3.1.1) AND THE EXPRESSIONS WHICH ARE ROLLED OUT TO
THE TEMPORARY DRUM —FILE (3.1.2) ONTO A MASS—STORAGE FILE. THESE
AREAS CONTAIN ALL THE INFORMATION ABOUT THE STATE OF THE FORMAL
PROGRAM.
HE SAVED DATA MAY BE EITHER IN THE FORM OF A BINARY DATA FILE
OR IN THE FORM OF AN ABSOLUTE ELEMENT IN A PROGRAM FILE• THE
FORMAT OF AN ABSOLUTE ELEMENT WAS CHOSEN BECAUSE IT WILL ALLOW THE
ELEMENT TO BL COPIEDt PUNCHED, ETC * , BY FURPURt AND IS LEAST -^
LIKELY TO CAUSE COMPLICATIONS.
THE DATA ARE STORED IN THE FOLLOWING FORMv STARTING AT SECTOR .<














wHERL PTRLG AND CDIM ARE THE LENGTHS OF THE COMMON BLOCKS AND N IS
THE NUMBER OF 56 WORD BLOCKS ON DRUM. THIS NUMBER MAY BE ZERO.



















WHERE NWDS SPECIFIES THE NUMBER OF WORDS FOR THE ENTIRE ELEMENT
(OR FILE). FOR A DESCRIPTION OF THE SAVE-RESET STATEMENTS# ERROR





THERE ARE TWO TYPES OF INITIALIZATION HANDLED THROUGH PROGRAM
ELEMENT FMLINT. AN OVERALL INITIALIZATION OCCURS BEFORE THE FIRST
FORMAL. STATEMENT OF THE USERS PROGRAM IS PROCESSED. IN THIS CASEr
THE POINTERS IN THE COMMON BLOCK FMLCMi ARE INITIALIZEDo THE
DYNAMIC CORE STORAGE# FMLCM2r IS LINKED TOGETHERF THE BIT—LANE FOR
ROLL—OUT IS INTIALIZEDr AND THE CURRENT VERSION OF FORMAL IS
PRINTED OUT UY PROGRAM ELEMENT XXX. AN OTHER INITIALIZATION
OCCURS BEFORE EACH FORMAL STATEMENT S THIS INCLUDES THE RETRIEVAL
OF FORTRAN TYPE OF ARGUMENTSP AND THE NAME OF THE CALLING ROUTINE
FOR THE SETTING OF THE SYMBOL TABLE ENTRY NS IN COMMON BLOCK
FMLCMI• 'fHE FOLLOWING PAGES CONTAIN THE ELEMENT DEPENDENCE DIA-
GRAM AND THE LISTINGS OF THE RELEVANT PROGRAM ELEMENTS: FMLINTP





••..•.•..••• >* ERRWBK	 *.••• ♦.>* SCOALL














ASSUME M	 EOU	 0	 . PRODEX
ASSUME M	 EOU	 1	 • INTGSW
/
ASSUME M	 EOU	 1	 • MATMSW
ASSUME M	 EOU	 i	 . EXPOSM
' ASSUMEIS)	 EOU	 0	 • POWER
ASSUME16)
	
EOU	 0	 • BASE
ASSUMEI7)	 EOU	 0	 • FORTRAN PRINT
FMLINI• 	S	 XllpFLAG.
THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTION IS UShD BY SAVE/RESET
FMLINTs.TZtH2
	
W8+1 	. INITIALIZED T
J	 INITO. TES
IF THIS IS THE FIRST TIMEs, ON THE-FIRST CALL. AFTER z
A SAVVt INITIALIZE THE CHAINP BITPLANEv AND OPTIONS. ER	 OPTS, BET THE OPTIONS
S	 A0#XQTOPTo ANU DEPOSIT IN COMMON
SET*	 PROC
J II	 EOU	 SET(l.2)




-1 v SA	 AloSET(lel)
00	 ASSUMEIII) ),i • LvU	 A2iASSUME(II)















LoU	 AO.COIM, ILILIL 2 COIN
S	 AOPILILIL













iET PROPER N1AHn OF FORTRAN ARGUMENTS
GET N K OF IRR90AN WHICH CALLED THE CALLING ROUTINEv
AND IWMI IT INTO THE SYMBOL TABLE# IF IT WAS NOT


















































CALL-WITH 0 MEANS NO FORTRAN AROU
BASt OF FORTRAN ARGUMENTS
INITIALIZE ARG
GET NUMBER OF FORTRAN ARGUMENTS
ANU STORE IN COMMON 	 -
CONNECT THE NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS
IN THE WALROACK PACKET
GET RETURN ADDRESS
WALKSACK WORD OF CACLINA PROGRAM
. MAIN IF IT I S GFOR MAIN PROS,
PROGRAM NAME IS NOW IN RO
SET FOR NO PREVIOUS PROGRAM
START OF SOUROUTINE CHAIN*
ENU OF CHAIN







* NS8 2 TGETFI HsERH1	 w
w
wa- - -- - -
OIN581 2 NAME
NEXTINS81=A3• LASTSITYN : 0
IFIA2 .NE. 01 NEXTCA21=NS6
ALWAYS CLEAR SPECIAL FCA6
^ RtTURN
IT 1S ALREwOY THERE
UPDATE NS
GET ARGUMENT INDEX



























































	 m m ^ M. A m m r ^ ^
FORMAL*XXX
SI6N•ON LINE AND COMMON DECLARATION FOR SUBROUTINE
sti)




FMLCMI INFO	 2 2
'	 FMLCM2 INFO	 2 3

























•	 •	 ••	 •	 •
ERROR AND DEBUGGING ROUTINE FOR OBJECT-TIME
	
F O R M A L ^-
CALL SNPERR I S r <STATEMENT N> )
CALL EARERR l S r <STATEMENT N> )
SNPERR PRECEDES ERROR BLURBS WITH SNAP DUMP OF X• At R.
ERRERR PRINTS STATEMENT N AND FINDS AND PfINTS LINEN FROM WHIC
IT WAS CALLED T06ETHER WITH NAME OF CALLING PROGRAM. IT THEN
DOES A FORTRAN-TYPE WALKBACK PRINTING CALLING LINE AND PROGRAM
UP LEVEL-BY—LEVEL TILL IT REACHES MAIN PROGRAM AT WH ICH TIME
IT INDICATES THIS CONUITION AND RETURNS TO 1"E S—RETURN.
IF 0 IS USED INSTEAD OF $-RETURN# CONTROL RESUMES AT THE
NORMAL RETURN TO THE CALL•
$(2} LIT .
tll.S- *FORMAL MJECT-TI ME ERROR .CONDI T 14N AT STAT • •
E00ST • •
STA'TW RES Q •
PF FORM 1206r18.
"Luml. PF : r!—BL 1 r BL I efirs UL* •IM FORMAL LIBRARY SUBROUTINE 09
° SUtwill , '	 • •
MANN PF I s$-8L2r8L2.
' stet.
° SNPENRA- LsSNAP ^SNp[RR^r7rOi0• COUOL LI8 SNAP ROUTINE
L. A4r(2SNPERRr)9 IDtNT OF ENTRY
• J ERRERR+1 •
ERRERRO L A4•crERRERR•)•
S A4#WB. TELL TRACE WHO WE ARE
SrH2 X11oW8+10 ANU WHO CALLED US
L A00,119 GET RETURN UESIG
TNZ OrAO. NORMAL REQUESTED?
LrU AOr3r11• YEP — LOAD NORMAL,
SrH2 AO•RETURN• SAVL
L AOss1r11• GE'	 STATEMENT N
! SLJ FLDECI, CONVERT TO FIELDATA
r DL AO ► FWORD. PECOVER CONVERSION
DS AOrSTATMT.
L AOr2r11. GE T CALLERS W8 WORD
• DSL A0r18. LINEN => (A0)
DSL A1r54. WBPKT LOC => (A2)
. L A0r*A2. GET PROGRAM NAME







WB	 +	 1*	 OUR NAME GOES MERE
+	 20-s-s.	 NARUS WE WERE CALLED WITH -(WE MO
+	 *FOR9009	 LET'S MAKE US LOOK LIKE VL O RE HAL
sci).
RETURN	 J	 S-S*	 ANU GO BACK TO WHERL WE SHOULD
END*
FORMAL.BCDALL
UINARY TO FIELDATA CONVERSION ROUTINE
U 0 M 1108 F 0 R M A L ASSEMBLER LIBRARY
1
AXRi
ANYTHING COMING IN IN (AO) GETS CONVERTED ACCORUINB TO
POINT OF ENTRY:
SLj FLDECI YIELDS DECIMAL HCU
SLJ FLOOCT YIELDS OCTAL OLD
SLJ FLORIN YIELDS BINARY DCO
IN EACH CASE
THE RESULTS ARE :STORED LJSF IN IFWORDP ***#FWORD+51







OCINS DSL A0*36. DECIMAL CONVERSION
DI#U A0r10. INSERT*






























tlIN. BINARY COWERSION TO BCO.
L#U A4,5; RESULT OCCUPIES 6 blOWJS•
L A3#1-1v510 STORINtl BACK TO FRONT•
tliN1.
LvU A2#5, 6 CNAR l b PER WORD*#
tlIN2.
DSL AOvir SPA@ A UIY•
SSL A1p5. MAKE ROOM FOR-ZONE BITS&-,
J6D A2rBIN29 60 BACK FOR MOVE•
• A Alt(0009000*19 ADO ZONt BITS.
s Al#FMOROssA3t INTO FWORO BACK TO FRONIV
J60 A4rBIN10 AND 00 THE NEXT WORD#
J OUTS
'	 FOOL, DECIMAL OR I OCTAL CONWMIONV 0EFlNDINs ON INSERTZi
t " DL A2.BSET. BLANK-FILL ACCUMULATOR
FLDi,
S-f. INSERT A,S-s. INSERT 8.
AoU Alp9099 CONVERT TO BCD
LSSL A2,69 SHIFT
DSL Al#6• INTO ACCUMULATOR SET
DSC A2i6. AND MAKE ROOM FOR ONE MORE.
JNZ A0vFLD19 60 BACK FOR MORE•
LOSC A2r6, LJSF SET,



















3 9 1.59	 SCANNER ROUTINE
SCANNING OF INPUT FORMAL EXPRESSIONS IS IMPLEMENTED BY THE GENERAL
SCANNING ROUTINE GSCAN. THE STRING , IS INPUT TO GSCAN BY
CALL ISCANG(<ARRAY>.<DIMENSION>)
WHICH DEFINES THE STRING AS RESIDING IN THE <DIMENSION> WORDS OF
ARRAY <ARRAY>. THEREAFTER EACH CALL TO GSCAN OF THE FOLLOWING
FORM
CALL GSCANR(S<A>c<INDEX>,<ITEM >P <ITC >P <ICC>)
RETURNS INFORMATION ABOUT THE NEXT ITEM IN THE FORMAL EXPRESSION;
<INDEX> INDICATES THAT THE NEXT ITEM IS AN
	
=1	 IDENTIFIER (SIX CHARACTERS) ►
	
=2	 FLOATING POINT NUMBER (MACHINE FORMAT)#
	
=3	 INTEGER (MACHINE FORMAT)#
	
=4	 SPECIAL CHARACTER (SEE SPECIAL CHARACTER CODE BELOW).
<ITEM> IS THE IDENTIFIERr FLOATING POINT NUMBER# INTEGER#
OR SPECIAL CHARACTER INDICATED BY <INDEX>•
	
<ITC>	 IS SET IF <ITEM> WAS AN IDENTIFIER (<INDEX>=1).
IF THE IDENTIFIER WAS TERMINATED BY A I 0 THEN
<ITC>:ir BY A v [ f THEN <ITC>=2p OTHERWISE
<ITC>20.
	
<ICC>	 IS THE CHARACTER COUNT OF THE IDENTIFIER ABOVE IF
IT WAS'OVER SIX CHARACTERS IN LENGTH.

























	 1 19	 26
	
• 6	 * 13	 ► 20	 27
	









SUBROUTINE ISCANG RLOCP SIZE• SUB)
• IMPLICIT INTEGER ^A-2) ^
OF-FINE MASKING MOROS AND SWITCHES
	
1S PARAMETER	 CHARAW86900#• o CMARBLZ •W00G0 O f CHARPO=ION0099























SET POINTERS AND SWITCHES
S DATA=O
CHECK FOR FAILURE TO INITIALIZE
i IF (EOS l RETURN 1












^IInMW7Nbk^atihiK,-;&^ti%ttu 	 .^.iiav-cav+%.r.:;fs+f•^^. rsxr. -.w:.r..+...,^.svwr•:,,.,..:.^t a
	





PROCESS ACCORDING TO TYPES
GO TO LABEL 21 FOR ALPHABETIC CHARACTER
GO TO LABEL 50 FOR NUMERALS
GO TO LABEL 100 FOR NUMERAL DELIMITERS
GO TO LABEL 150 FOR NON- 9 s 9
 SPECIAL CHARACTERS
GO TO LABEL 170 FOR HUNG SCi




NUMERALP IDENT FRAGMENT OR DECIMAL POINT
DON'T PROCESS IDENTIFIER




ARE WE PROCESSING IDENTIFIER?
CONVERT ACCUMULATED NUMBER
i
:•.. ALPHABETIC CHARACTER (IDENT FRAGMENT)
:
CHECK FOR NUMERAL DELIMITER
:000 IF S0. SAVE THE GOODIES












21	 IF(OATA.EQ,CHARBL) 60 TO 20
IF (ARG) GO TO 400
60 TO ALPHA
50	 CONTINUE





IF(IDENT) GO TO 103
CALL BCOBIN(OATA)
IF (ARG) GO TO 310
RETURN
100 CONTINUE
IF(:NOT.NUMRL) GO TO 101
THOLD-DATA




S	 AND 00 TAKE CAKE OF NUMBER
S S	 S	 ' GO TO 51•
:.,. ELSE& SET SWITCH TO AVOID FMT OD CONVE
S	 : 101 ASSIGN 102 TO ALPHA
SIGNAL OTHER ROUTINES TO COME
IOENT=.TRUE;






S	 PACK NO MORE THAN 6
S	 f IF(6—ACI 209t
S	 LJZF CHARACTER
i s	 s z DATACLSSLtDATA#301
S :	 PACK C:IANACTER ROSE
S CALL LOSL(ACCUM*OATA•AI
GO AND FETCH ANOTHER CHARACTER
s a	 s -00 TO 20
DELIMITER ENCOUNTERED
a i 103 CONTINUE
a •	 REC01itrlt PACKED WENTIFIER
t Y	 i 10ATA=ACCUM
S	 LJSF IF NECESSARY
w	 S :	 S 'IF (AC.LT96) a1*'TA--LSSC (ACCU"o36w6*A0
S	 RETURN WENT LNOTN .
 aEb jF ( AC.6T f 0 TCTCAC
i a •	 t NETURN
i.:: NON- 6* 1 SPECIAL CHARACTERS
t IT^.CODE FOR WENT DELIMIUM
152 MAC) #1551
Q(f 151 12102




f ELSE SAVE FOR NEXT SCAN
00 TO 160
i NUMBER BEING PROCESSED7
a a 155 IF(.NOT.NUPRL) 60 TO 170
a a IF(DATA.NE,CHARPO.OR•0PT) 00 TO 160
FIRST DECIMAL IN CURRENT CONTEX
S : OPT=.TRUE.
i SET EXTERNAL DECIMAL SWITCH








	 00 175 I=1.27
IF(DATA.NE.SPCHAR(l)) GO TO 175
IT = OR (DATA. t 	at)
DATA=I
IN0=4 •
IF(DATA9EO.13) GO TO 180
	 i












181 ASSIGN 50 TO TYPE
GO TO 200
185 IF(ASTR.NE.CHARAS) GO Z.
DATA=14
IT = I	 **•
RETURN
186 ASSIGN 150 TO TYPE
GO TO 200





NExT SCAN PROCESSES HUNG SC
:	 S
	
ASSIGN 170 TO TYPE
MEANWHILE• FINISH THIS SCAN
GO TO 51
	 I.
:... DATA IS LONE SC NOT BELONGING TO IDENT OR
NUMBER
FORM SC-CODE
FLAG CALLER FOR LONE SC
:	 ASTERISK?.
:	 PERIOD? NOr RETURN
CHECK TO SEE IF NEXT CHARACTER IS A
NUMERAL
:	 :..• YES, WE OVE FOUND A DECIMAL NOo
: FORGET PERIOD NOW	 PROCESS M
DATA IS A LONE
CHECK FOR POSSIBLE**^











:	 AND GIVE BACK WHAT WE HAVE
..,.........>.^^__... ,^ 	 _,.........,^......._,.....
	
^	 ^	 ,^.u......m^n ..mss..>.= 	 w.,z ...,,.
	 ...,_....	 _.. _	 . _	 ..	 _. ..`.. __
1-- 4TIle'7111111 . .......... "- "- 1-1- 1
	
1 - _ .	 ^' - 1 Q,	 I	 - ^- - ^;.	 ^^.
12534
IEW-OF•STRING ENCOUNTEMO




LAST RETURN IOR A-MMING, USEFUL
300 OPT = TRUE;
ARS V TRUE,
CALL LOAD (S900 p DATA p S400• $400v 6305)
504 IND = 0
IF (DATA oEG• ' CHART) IND = 2
IF IUATA 9 EGe CHAAR) IND = 2
IF (IND sEQo 0) 60 TO 400
60 TO 20
310 CONTINUE
DATA = AR6(S400• DATA)
NgTfJRN




•Nei 161 60 TO 000
4 1 DEW I So 'Ve 1$3
f DATA .oftm4jj4 -*0ATA*
Lt 








GSCAN USES SEVERAL SUBROUTINES TO PERFORM ITS FUNCIONS. 	 THESE ARE
GROUPED IN THE PROGRAM ELEMENTS LOAD# BCD-BIN# AND SPL—LINK ►
s DESCRIBED BELOW.
LOAD IS THE SUBPROGRAM THAT MAINTAINS THE STRING BEING SCANN	 AND
RETURNS EACH CHARACTER ENCOUNTERED. 	 THE ROUTINE CALL
Cf'..L LOAD	 (0#<LOCATION>r <SIZE >)
INITIALIZES THE PROGRAM WITH A SIRING OF CHARACTERS STORED IN THE





RETURNS THE NEXT CHARACTER IN THE STRING RIGHT —JUSTIFIED IN <DATA>
AND BRANCHES TO
<A> • IF THE STRING HAS BEEN EXHAUSTED#
<d>	 IF <DATA> IS NUMERIC#
<C>	 IF <DATA> IS A SPECIAL. CHARACTER ►





1108 — PROJECT FORMAL*
GENERAL OBJECT —TIME SCAN ROUTINE
MUST BE INITIALIZED ORIGINALLY AND AFTER STRING EXHAUSTION BY
LOAD(O•ARRAY LOC p ARRAY SIZE)
AND THEREAFTER:
CALL LOAD1 S • UATA ► S & S o S )
THRU WITH STRING..	 .	 **DATA IS AL^HAUETIC
DATA IS NUMERIC... ...UATA IS SPECIAL,, CHARACTER
- UNTIL STRING CXHAUSTION



























































WORU POSITION IN STRING
ctik POS LOAD INDEX
GRtATEST LOWER BOUNU-Io NUMERAL S
LEAST UPPER BOUND o NUMERALS
GLN-l p ALPHA CHARACTERS
LUd o ALPHA
INITIALIZATION SWITCH
CAPTURE LOCAL P= RETURN EXTERNAL
CAPTURE EXTERNAL P
INLKEMENT 4 TEST FOR STRING EXHAU
STRING OK
THAT o S ALL; FOLKS
IS THIS AN INITIALIZATION?
IF NOT& ARE WE INITIALILEUt
TAKt EXHAUSTION RETURN
















J *2 ► ile TAKE NUMBER RETURN
OUALAe
DL A1#ALPHAe TEST FOR ALPHABETIC
TW A1#A0e





SZ FLAG, SET FLAG FOR INITIALIZATION
L#U •A2#LTABe
S ► H2 A2 ► WD+1,
L ► H2 AO#1#lle GET STRING ADDRESS
AU AO#*2 ► 11e COMPUTE LAST WORD AUDRLSS
AN#U A1 ► le
S ► H2 AO ► WDe STONE WORD INDEX
S ► H2 Al#TBEMTYe STOKE LAST WORD ADOHESS
J 4#119
XAUSTe	 STRING EXHAUSTION ► DE—INITIAL:[Ee
S A1#FLAGe RESTORE FLAG







BCD-UIN ALLOWS A USER TO CONVERT A FIELD-DATA NUMBER To AN INTEGER
OR FLOATING POINT NUM89A j THE ROUTINE IS USED BY SENDING IT THE	 -
INTEGER PART OF A NUM!!tk• ONE FIELOATA DIGIT AT A TIME BEGINNING
WITH THE MOST SIGNIFICANT DIGIT# AND THEN FOLLOWING IT WITH THE
FRACTIONAL PART OF fft 'NUMBER IN LIKE 'MANNEks ONCE THE COMPLETE
NUMBER HAS BEEN TRANSFOlilO EITHER A SINGLE•PRECISION INTEGER OR A
SINGLE-PRECISION FLOAttkl POINT NUMBER IS RETURNED.
TWO SUBPROGRAMS SET THE MODE OF INPUT:
CALL HCDNPT
SETS THE INTEGER MODE OF INPUT, WHILE
CALL BCDPNT
SETS THE FRACTIONAL MODE OF INPUT. THE OIGItS ARE TRANSFERRED.
ONE AT A TIME# BY THE ROUTINE CALL
CALL MCDSTR «DIGIT>
WHERE <DIGIT> IS A SINGLE FIELDATA NUMBER RIGHT;JUSTIFIED * THE
RESULT IS RETURNED IN <RESULT> BY,'`HE ROUTINE CALL.
CALL ISCDBIN «RESULT»
f
WHERE <RESULT> i5 INTEGER IF THE MODE WAS LAST SET iY 6CDNPT AND
FLOATING POINT IF THE MODE WAS LAST SET BY BCOPNT.






	 771	 ,...	 Mm. ..	 A
FORMAL•BCD-BIN
AXRS•
FIELDATA-TO-BINARY INTEGER /'FLOATING CONVERSION ROUTINE
	
CALL 8CD5TR(<OA7A ENTRY>) 	 CONVERTS ENTRY TO INTEGER THEN
UECIMALLY ACCUMULATES INS
DOUBLE-WO • INTGR• - IF INTEGER MODE SET
DOUBLE-WD • FRAC I 	- IF DECIMAL. MODE SET
CALL BCOPNT - SETS DECIMAL MODE	 4 Sw = 2 )
CALL BCUNPT - RESTORES INTEGER MODE ( §W = 0 )
CALL SCOSIN(<RESULT>)	 GIVES RESULT ACCORDINGLY:
Sw
SCOSIN	 •	 0	 •	 2
•	 =0 •	 A	 •	 A
	
FRAC • •	 • : •
	
>0 •	 E	 •	 8




: t	 =0 .	 C	 •	 0
	>O r FRAC • •	 • •
	 •
	




A - RETURN ZERO RESULT
8 - COMPRESSED 0-P RESULT <1 - FLOATING
C - RETURN INTEGER RESULT UNLESS OVERFLOW• THEN ERRO
0 - RESULT IS COMPRtS SEO 0-P INTEGER - FLOATING
E - CONDITIO14 CAN'T OCCUR
• F - INTGR & FRAC ARL 0-P FLOATED * FRAC IS SCALED TO
RIGHT OF BINARY POINT BY APPROPRIATE NEG PWR OF
THEN THEN THE INTEGRAL 8 FRACTIONAL PORTIONS











































	 ; kx.•'wc.. nea.r...._.....	 -	 -.._.	 _..._:..^. «,. ..,,;l










































LOAU ACCUM • SCALE UY 10
AOU NEW ENTRY
IF UP CAN'T HACK I -i. ME YIELD - V
INCREMENT DECIMAL COUNT — IF ANY
SET FLOATING POINT MODE
RESTORE INTEGER POOL
INTtSER MOVE
CLt-M OP FRAC ACCUM
NAVE WE A FRACTION?
NO
YES • DFLOAT FRAC
LOAU SCALINS FACTOR
GOO) OL O COWL TAdLtS SAVE THE DA
OFLOAT INTlSRAL
ADO FRAr,
SAVt GOODIES FOR POSSIBLE FUTURE
MARt SOWS EAR FROM OUR SILK PUNS
ANU DIE IF THE PUT-VOWN WAS UNUEA
OTMRW I SE W O RE DONt
DP-INTEGERS WE CAN'T HANDLE
















































SPL-LINK PROVIDES FQRTRA^d iINKAG	 T	 T3^'L" MACHINE ^..,^.P G^^^^^ SHIFT
_f
AND PARTIAL WORD INTibcy ltldNS ^	 E 'TABLE BELOW SUMMARIZES w
THE FUNCTION )BELOW 0+5	 THE RESULTS Of Ax	 .l(^.WITH
X=ISSL(Y # K)	
;
4«08IT StNALt"%kIFt LOGICAL ( RIBNT)
X_ISSA ( Y•K) KoOlt EI 'WGLE,;s'W j * ALGEBRAIC(RIGHT)
X=LSSL ( Y s K) Kiobtf ONGLk"NIPT
 LOGICAL(LEFT)
X=ISSC ( Y `K) l6istT SIN#LE•$1411 #T CIRCULAR(RIGHT) 
X=LSSC (Y #K) Ks bIT SIkGLElotWIR'T CIRCULAR(LEFT) y.
Opt Y.
THE ROUTINE•CALL BELOW CAUSES tHE CONTENTS OF X(l )_® X(2)
#O SE
-
06UNLIE S#tFTED , oS I TS
CALL	 IDSL ( X(l) tX(it) oK). LOB CAL ( RIGHT)
CALL IDSAMU oX(t) ^K) ALSEBRAIC(RIGHT)
CALL LDSL(X(I) rX(2) oK:) LOOCA CLEFT)
CALL	 IDSCtX(1 ) #X(2)tK) CtRCU'LARtRIGHT)
CALL Lp9C t X ( 1) t X t 2 s -r,K) C I IiCUI.AR ( LEFT)
	
.
IN THE FUNCTION CALLS BELOW
	
X IS LOADED WITH THE
X20 IRK (Y)
XmU4 I y	
. N , tt BAIT HA(.!^h	 w	
14A
	 '.
X.-IRwXty) -ot4iqf BALK ` v sto**ex —`w	 0
X=LN2. Y)	 = LEAf HALL= i ' I c3N	 c^`EN" E^
Xsltlx(Y) BITS Ooll
X-It2X ^Y f
Xz IT3X(Y--)--- ^^^'S t2^3BITS E4e+35
X:ISW) BITS 0-'s
X=lit t y ) SITS 6vo1i
XWIS31f) BITS 12611
XZIS41Y) BITS18'23
X Issl y ) SITS..	 444
X:IS6(Y) BITS 3043
BR ..T +^





FORTRAN LINKAGES TO ASSEMBLER SHIFT INSTRUCTIONS
AND PARTIAL WORU LOADS,
1 ,.
A f1i:
AND FOR AN EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION
.:	 x

















. LSSL* LMJ A3pEXr
ISSC * LMJ A3rEX•
LSSC* LMJ A3rEX•
IDSL* LMJ A3rEXl•














IRH* LMJ A1•MNE• RI6HT HALF
L t H2 AOr*0#119
LH* LMJ A1•MNE* LF.,FT HALF
LrHl AO ► * O•ll•
IRHX* LMJ A1 • MNE• RIGHT HALF •
 EXTENUEv
LtXH2 AO •*0#ll•





AltMNE •. THIRD TNIRUr EXTENOtu v
SECOND THIHU ► EXTENDED








L ► T3 AOr*0 ► 11*
IT2X* LMJ A1 ► MNE*
L ► T2 AO ► *0 ► 11*
IT1X* LMJ A1 ► MNE.
L ► T1 AO•*Orll•
IS6* LMJ A1 ► MNE*
L ► S6 AO ► *0 ► 11*
IS5* LMJ A1 ► MNE*
L ► S5 •AOr*O ► li*
IS4* LMJ A1 ► MNE*
L ► S4 AO ► *0 ► 11*
IS3* LMJ A1 ► MNE*
L ► S3 AO ► *O ► il.
IS2* LMJ A1 ► MNE*
L ► S2 AO•*O ► il*
IS1i LMJ A1 ► MNE*
L ► S1 AO ► *O ► il.
MNE SZ A3*
EX OPAJ.




3 9 1.6.	 ERROR ROUTINE
THERL ARE TWO ROUTINES FOR WRITING ERROR MESSAGES, F MLFRR Ar1U
ERRRET, FMLERR WRITES A MESSAGE ACCORDING TO A SPFCIFTFU FPHOR
INUEX
CALL FMLERR(S<A>#<UATA>#<I>#<J>)







IN ALL CASES THE ERROR PROGRAM RETURNS TO LOCATION <A>, T HE OTHER
ERROR MESSAGE. ROUTINE# ERRRET# SIMPLY RETURNS THE FRPOP MF<gAGF
<<<<<<ERROR RETURN TO FORMAL SUBROUTINE <NAME>
WHEN CALLED WITH THE SEQUENCE
CALL ERRRET(<NAME>).










E	 FORMAL ERROR MESSAGE ROUTINE
K	 THIS ROUTINE PROCESSES THE FORMAL ERROR DIAGNOSTIC
MESSAGES*
IDATA O
	IS THE INFORMATION TO BE INSERTED AT THE
ENO OF A DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE*
e x t	 : INDICATES THE TYPE OF DATA`




t J'	 S INDICATES THE PARTICULAR MESSAGE TO BE
PRINTED OUT.
SUOROUTINE FMLERR(E•OATA.I.J)
PARAMETER MSGCT = 29
INTEGER MSG(B#MS6CT)#FMT(4)
i OEFINE*EMSG(N)	 =	 (MSG(I#N)0I=1#7)
DATA EMSG(1)/ 1 (2X #I ILLE6AL USE OF CHARACTER "# 'l
DATA EMS6(2)/ • (2X If THE VARIABLE NAML IS TOO LONG #'# IF
DATA EM56(3)/ 9 (2X''ILLEGAL NUMBER OF , ARGUMENTS	 #f # •!'
DATA EMS6(4)/ 9 (2X V 'DOES NOT MATCH TO THE LEFT SIDE 99: OF
DATA EMSG(5)/ 9 (2XI t T00 MANY SUBSCRIPTS It * fly
DATA EMS6(6)/ 1 (2X tt lLLEGAL BASE TRANSFORMATION ON '## 01
• DATA EMSG(7)/'(2X $• ILLE6AL REFERENCk OF VARIABLE Off IF
DATA EMS6(8)/ 9 (2Xt t DIMENSIONING IS RtDEFINEU IN #t ► OF
DATA EMSG(9)/ 9 (2X " ILLEGAL VARIABLE NAME •'# '1
DATA EMSG(10)/ 9 (2X 9 'fLLE6AL OELIMETLH AS IS USED •'# O
F
DATA EMSG(11)/'(2X' WARNING S OPTION NOT DEFINED •'# IF
DATA EMSG(12)/ 9 (2X " ILLEGAL SPECIFICATION FOR 90 # OF
DATA EMSG(13)/ 0 (2X " ARGUMENT MUST Bt POSITIVE INTEGER "T'/
DATA EMSG(14)/ 9 (2X " ARGUMENT INDEX IS OUT OF RANGE 99 v '1
• DATA EMSG(15)/ 9 (2X " SUBSCRIPT VALUE-IS OUT OF RANGE 990Y
DATA EMSG(16)/'(2X" EXPONENTIATION Ut NEGATIVE NUMbENt'##/
DATA EMSG(17)/ 9 (2X " ROLLFN/ROLLOUT tHROR 'i# IF
DATA EMSG(18)/ 9 (2X " IDENTIFIE-R IS fi t 'I=
DATA EMSG(28)/ 9 (2X" SYNTAX ERROR IN FORTRAN ARGUMENT O'# #/
DATA EMSG(29)/ 9 (2X " SUBSCRIPT MUST tlt INTEGER •• IF
DATA FMT / 9 I10)	 A6)	 012)	 G12 # 5) 9 / —
IF (J .GT, MSGCT) GO TO 10







20	 FORMAT (1H0#5X#'ILLEGAL ERROR-MGSSAGt INDEX#)
 ..	 . m ^:.
	 ,.:r.0
	
w	 «ir:,swr+a+r«wra....m-	 ,.....,r;..: x v 














10	 FORMAT ('i««« ERROR RETURN TO FORMAL SUBROUTINE •.A6)
END
r








3 9 10t o	 SYMBOL TABLE ROUTINES
THE SYMBOL TABLE ROUTINGS MAINTAIN A TABLE OF SYMBOLIC NAMES AS A
THREE LEVEL TREE: SUPP;OGRAM NAME* VARIABLE NAME *
 AND SUBSCRIPT#
THREE SUBPROGRAMS ARE USED TO ACCESS THIS TABLE: SYMBOL* SYMB6
FIND* AND SYMBSTOR. THE LISTINGS FOR THESE SUBPROGRAMS APPEAR	 '!
BELOW. SUBPROGRAM SYMBOL ALLOWS A SYMBOL TO BE RETRIEVED * STORED#
OR ERASED FROM THE TREE THROUGH TWO ENTRY POINTS* SYMBOL AND
SYMBLI• SUBPROGRAM SYMBFIND SEARCHES THE TABLE FOR A VARIABLE
NAME (ENTRY FINDPI) OR SUBSCRIPT (ENTRY FINDP2), IF THE SYMBOL IS
NOT FOUNDe IT RETURNS A POINTER TO THE LOCATION AT WHICH IT SHOULD
BE ENTERED. SUBPROGRAM SYMBSTOR STORES A SYMBOL AND/OR A SU8S 6	—
CRIPT INTO THE TABLE THROUGH ENTRY STSYEN *
 FOLLOWING THE LISTINGS	 y^














THE SYMBOL TREE TABLE OCCUPIES PART OF THE CHAINED C—D STORAGE,




POINTER I NS • POINTS TO THE FIRST ENTRY ON THE SUBPROGRAM LEVEL.
NS=O INDICATES AN EMPTY TREE TABLE.
It THE SUBPROGRAM LEVEL CONSISTS OF ONE FORWARD CHAINED TACKLE.
WITH FIRST ENTRY IN NS. AND LAST FORWARD CHAIN IS ZERO.
THE D—WORD OF EACH LNTRY CONTAINS THE ALPHANUMERIC NAME OF A
VSER t S SUBPROGRAM, BITS 0=5 OF THE C—WORDS ARE ZERO. BITS 6-20
OF THE C-WORDS ARE THE POINTERS TO THE FIRST ENTRY OF THE
SYMBOL TABLE OF THE CORRESPONDING SUBPROGRAM. THE SUBPROGRAM
TABLE IS CHAINED ALPHANUMERICALLY CORRESPONDING TO THE D—WORDS,
2. TIE SYMBOL',LEVEL CONSISTS OF A SET OF INDEPENDENT SYMBOL TABLES
EACH CORRESPONDING TO A SUBPROGRAM, EACH SYMBOL TABLE IS
ALPHANUMERICALLY CHAINED-BY THE D—WORDSP AND ZERO LINK-IS USED
FOR THE END OF EACH SYMBOL TABLE. THE D —WORDS CONTAIN THE
NAMES OF VARIABLES OR DEFINED FUNCTIONS, THE BITS IN C—WORD:
BITS 0-2 = 000 UNUEFINEU LOCAL VARIABLE• MUST BE
REFERENCED INDIRECTLY (BIT 4 ON)
001 NON—SUBSCRIPTED LOCAL VARIABLE
Olt SUBSCRIPTED LOCAL VARIABLE
100 INUIRECTo BITS 6-20 POINT TO SYMBOL ENTRY
101 INDIRECT• BITS • 6-20 POINT TO SUBSCRIPT ENTRY




AN EXPRESSION IF BITS 0-2 = 001t
A SUBSCRIPT TABLE IF BITS 0-2 : 011t
AN ENTRY IN SYMBOL TABLE (POSSIBLY ON SUBSCRIPT
LEVEL) IF BIT 0 = 1.
3, THE SUBSCRIPT LEVEL CONSISTS OF A SET OF INDEPENDENT SUBSCRIPT
TABLES EACH CORRESPONDING TO A SYMBOL. EACH TABLE IS SORTED
ACCORDING TO BITS 3-5 OF C—WORDS AND THE U—WORDS. THE LAST
ENTRY OF A SUBSCRIPT LEVEL IS USEU ONLY TO POINT BACK TO ITS
SYMBOL, THE ENTRIES (C—D) ARE AS FOLLOWS:
BITS 0-2 OF C = 010 NORMAL SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLE WITH BITSG-20
POINTING TO AN EXPRESSION
110 UNASSIGNED SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLE.
BITS 6-20 POINTS TO THE SYMBOL ENTRY-
= 111 END OF SUBSCRIPT TABLE• BITS . 6-20 POINT
TO THE SYMBOLIC NAME (LOOP CHAIN)
BITS 3-5 OF C N NUMBER OF SUBSCRIPTS




jl — ­ 1 t
NNWIMWNI '.^i^^ ev
13932







BITS 21-35 OF EVERY C—WORD IS USED FOR THE FORWARD CHAIN





THIS IS A COMMON ENTRY FOR RETRIEVE ► STORE AND 'ERASE
THE VALUE OF A VARIABLE OR FUNCTION,
K 1 RETRIEVE VALUE
K = 2 STORE VALUE
K : 3 ERASE VALUE
Ni IS THE NAME OF THE VARIABLE
N2 -IS THE NUMBER OF SUBSCRIPTS
N3 'IS THE SUBSCRIPT—WORD
EPTR IS USED AS A POINTER TO THE EXPRESSION VALUE OF THE SYMBOL
TO BE RETRIVED OR STOED. IT IS SET BY THIS ROUTINE WHEN
K - It AND IT IS ASSUMED TO BE SET BY RHE CALLING ROUTINE
WHEN 'K - r. WHEN THE SYMBOL I,c, NOT IN THE TABLE AND K = i•
THEN EPTR IS SET TO ZERO.
WTSBS = .TRUE.
GO TO 11
SYMBLI IS AN EQUIVALENT ENTRY TO SYMBOL ♦ EXCEPT WHEN IT IS CALLED
TO RETRIEVE THE VALUE OF A VARIABLE WITHOUT SPECIFIES] SUBSCRIPTr
AND THE VARIABLE IS IN THE SYMBOL TABLE WITH SUBSCRIPT. IT DOES
NOT MAKE AN ERROR RETURNP BUT IT SET'S THE POINTER TO THE VALUE#
IEv TO ZERO AND A NORMAL RETURN OCCUKS. THIS ENTRY IS USED WHEN







*--- SYMBOL FOUND, PROCESS BY K
*	 ;
*	 ;... RETRIEVE VALUE
*	 RETURN EPTR AS THE POINTER TO THE EXPRESSION
*	 :	 VALUE v 0 IF IT IS NOT IN TABLE
9
ENTRY SYMBLI (*. KK)
WTSBS = .FALSE.
Y1	 CONTINUE





GO TO (100 ► 200.300).KK
100	 J_FLD(0.3#C(NSY))+i
GO TO (110p 1200 600. 1501 160. 1700 600. 6000 ). J
110	 IF (FLD(4•leC(NSY)) •Ea. 0) GO TO 31
GO TO 10
120	 IF (N2 .NE. 01 GO TO 30
EPTR = LAST(NSY)
RETURN
150	 IF (N2 ` .Eo. 0 . AND• WISBS) GO :M30
IF (N2 '.E0 .' • 0) `RE TORN	 r	 f Orr
CALL FINDP2(SIO)
IF (FLD(0.3•C(NSU)) * NE * 2) GO TO 16





170 NSU = LAST(NSY)
IF (N2 •NE, 0) GO TO 31






GO TO (210. 230 ► 600. 250. 270. 280. 600. 600)&.J
210 IF	 (FLD(4 p l ► C(NSY)) •EA• 0) GO TO 31
FLD(Or3rC(NSY)) = IY
IF ( N2 .NE, 0) GO TO 520
GO TO 528
230 IF (N2 .NE * 0) GO TO 30
CALL FMLCHM (S20. LAST(NSY))
GO TO 528






BRANCH ACCORDING TO TYPE
:••• RETRIEVE UNDEFINED
MUST BE TERMINALP RETURN WITH ZERO
••• RETRIEVE NONDIMENSIONED
:••• RETRIEVE	 DIMENSIONED. SEARCH FOR
s : SUBSCRIPT
* RETURN WITH ZERO IF THE FULL ARkAY
SHOULD BE RETURNED•
.:••. RETRIEVE — . INUIRECTP REDEFINE SYMBOL
` ANU GO BACK
s :




* BRANCH ACCORVINT TO TYPE
* :••. STORE UNDEFINED





s ; ; FIND SUBSCRIPTS
:
-	 .r	 .. .., ^:	 .. ..
	
..	
^!"^rT^►`("^*!^'.., ...^,••r.....^.....•n.y-w..r.^....w^•-pry,.•..- .^-. .. 	 .--..^.....f....- ..^..^ Y-:^..^.•.^..f'_	 -^.
	






* % CALL FINDP2 (5520)
* % % 255 IF	 (FLDtO#3#C(NSU))
	 eNEe 2)	 GO TO 527
%eee FOUND
CALL FMLCHM (S20# LAST(NSU))
GO TO 529
* % :eee STORE — INDIRE,.T# REDEFINED SYMBOL
270 NSY=LAST(NSY)
N1=D(NSY)
, GO TO 200
* % :eee STORE - INDIRECT..POINTS TO SUBSCRIPT
280 NSU = LAST (NSY)
* : : IF (N2 .NE. 0) GO TO 30
60 TO 255
:eee ERASE VALUE
* % 300 J=FLD(0#3#C(NSY))+.
* BRANCH ,ACCORDING TO TYPE
60 TO (310a 320. 600# 370# 4500 460. 6000 600)) J
ERASE — UNDEFINED# DO NOT ERASE#I •T
 MUST BE
* : A TERMINAL
310 IF	 (E'LDC4# 1#C(NS*.	 eEQ,	 01 60 TO 31
RETURN
:«.. ERASE — NON—DIMENSIONED
320 I: LAST ( NSY ) 
IF
	 ( I	 , NE :	0)	 CALF, gr MLCHW	 (%20 t 11
LAST(NSY)-C'
* % : IF	 (FLD(4#I#C(NSY)%pEOe s ®	 RETURN
+ F : REMOVE ENTRY FROM TABLE
325 I=NSY
* * _ NSY=NEXT(NSY)
* V : CALL FMLCHn Z420r
	 a
* _ IF	 (NSY1eNEe0) 60 TO 33C
* LAST(NSB)_NSY
* RETURN
v : 330 NEXT(NSYI)=NSA`
* % RETURN
%eee ERASE — DIMENSIONED#
* : SET UP TERMINAL SNITCH# CHECK FOR
* : : SUBSCRIPT
* : % 370 ITRM=FLD(4#1#C(NSY)4
* : : IF	 (N2.E0,0) 60 TO 40
* : : :,ee ERASE ONLY ONE SUBSCRIPT#
FIND POINTER AND REMOVE
CALF. FINDP2 (5530
371 IF	 (FLD(0#3 ► C(NSUs	 &NEw	 2:	 60 TO 375
* : g I_LAST(NSU)
* : IF	 (I	 .NE,	 0)	 CALL	 i: tiALCH16'	 (S20# I)


















END OF SUBSCRIPT LIST
:.o. ERASE — INDIRECT





*--- SYMBOL WAS NOT FOUND ON LEVEL 2
*	 BRANCH BY K
380	 I=NEXT(NSU)
CALL FMLCHB (S20 p NSU)










IF (NSU .EQ. 0) GO TO 600
410	 II=FLD(Or3pC(NSU))
IF (II.EQ.7) GO TO 440
IF (II'•NEO 2 .AND. II •NEW 61 CALL ERRERR'(S20t 4101
IF (II.Ea.6) GO TO 430
I=LAST(NSU)
IF (I .NE. 0) CALL FMLCHM (S20v 2)
IF (ITRM.E0.1) GO TO 420
I=NEXT(NSU)









440	 IF (ITRM.EQ.1) RETURN




460	 ITRM = 1
IF (N2 .NE. 0) GO TO 31
NSU = LAST (NSY)
IF (FLD(0v3.C(NSU)) .EQ * 6) 60 TO 530
NSU1 = NS;i
465	 NSU1 = NEXT (NSU1)
IF (NSU! .Ea. 0) GO TO 600
IF (FLD(0r3 * C(NSU1)) .NE, 7) GO TO 465
NSY = LAST ( NSU1 )
GO TO 371




+t	 :go* RETRIEVE — VALUE : SET EPTR TO ZERO
: ,oe STORE — STORE SYMBOL
s
:... ERASE — RETURN





510 60 TO 10
520 CALL STSYEN(S20)
IF (N2 .NE. 0) 60 TO 529
528 LAST (NSY) : EPTR
60 TO 530'
527 FLO (0 ► 3#C(NSU)) z 2
529 LAST (NSU) = EPTR
530 RETURN
10 RETURN
600, CALL ERRERR (S200600)
30 - CALL FMLERR (S20a NIS R	It 8)
31 CALL ERRERR (S20o NSY)
20 RETURN I
'END
















IT IS ASSUMED THAT f N1 1 CONTAINS THE BCD
NAME OF THE VARIABLE TO BE SEARCHED FOR, TWa DIFFERENT
EXITS MAY OCCUR FROM THE SEARCH:
10	 $N1t	 IS NOT IN THE TAHEL: THEN
NSY1	 IS THE POINTER TO THE SYMBOL ENTRY
WHICH SHOULD BE FOLLOWED BY 'Nit
2 *	•N1'	 IS IN THL TABLE
NSY	 IS THE POINTER TO N1
NSY1 IS THE POINTER TO THE PRECEDING SYMBOL ENTRY
FINOP2
LEVEL 3 SEARCH: IT IS ASSUMEU THAT +NSY • IS THE POINTER TO THE
,SYMBOL WHICH IS SUUSCRIPTEDP IN2 9 CONTAINS THE NUMBER OF
SUBSCRIPT4 • NV	 CONTAINS THE SUBSCRIPT WORU TO BE SEARCHED
FOR, THERE ARE 2 EXITS:
1 * SUBSCRIPT WORD WAS NOT FOUND, THEN
NSU1 IS THE POINTER WHICH SHOULD FOLLOWED BY N2-N3
2 * SUBSCRIPT WORD =SAS FOUND P THEN
NSU
	
IS THE POINTER	 TO N2-N3
NSU1	 IS THE POINTER PRECEDING NSU
NSU1=0 INDICATES NO PRECEDING ENTRY IN LEVEL 3*
IN ANY CASE, IT IS ASSUMED THAT FMLINT WAS CALLED
(NSB POINTS TO THE PROGRAM ENTRY IN THE SYMBOL TABLE)










50 IF (NSY * EO * 0)	 GO TO 170
LOOP TO FIND I N1 9 IN THE TABLE
IF	 ( N 1-D(NSY))	 41,160 ► 60
*--- NOT FOUND, CONTINUE TO SEARCH
*	 :	 60 NSYI=NSY
* NSY=NEXT(NSY)
*	 : GO TO 50







LOOP TO FIND • N2 1 IN THE TABLE
--- IT IS FOUND# NOW CHECK FOR IN31
--- NOT FOUND# CONTINUL TO SEARCH FOR
NOT IN THE TABLEv EXIT
SYMBOL IS FOUND	 RE7Y'iN**
SYMBOL IS NOT FOUND IN THE THEE - RETURN





IF (NSU•EQ,0) 60 TO 170
80	 IF (N2-FLD(3 p 3fC(F,15U))) 105190@100
90	 IF (N3-0(NSU)) 105#1.60*100







i'll o	 FET URN 4
F
FORMAL*SYMdSTOR
ROUTINE TO STORE SYMBOL ENTRIES
***************************************
STORE ENTRIES IN SYMBOL TABLE
NSB = POINTER TO SUBROUTINE NAME
N1 = NAME OF THE SYMBOL
NSY = ENTRY OF Nlr IF ZERO t SYMBOL SHOULD BE STORED AFTER
NSY1
IY = TYPE OF SYMBOL
IY1 = VARIABLE OR FUNCTION TYNE
N2=NUMBER OF SUBSCRIPTS. ZERO=NON-SUBSCRIPTED WITH 010 TYPE





IS THE SYMBOL STORED ALREADY IN LEVEL 2
IF ( NSY * NE * 0) GO TO 300
:..^	 NO
NSY = FMLCHI ($170)
: IF (NSY1 * NE * 0) GO TO 290








280 D(NSY)	 = N1




LEVEL 2 IS FINISHED# CHECK LEVEL 3 IF ANY
IF NOT • RETURN
300 IF	 ((N2 * EQ,O).OR * (NSU.NE OO))	 RETURN
YESP THERE AHE LEVEL 3 ► THUS STORE N2-N3
NSU = FMLCHI ($170)
IF	 (NSUI,NE * 0) GO TO 310
:*** AS FIRST ENTRY
NEXT(NSU)=LAST(NSY)
LAST(NSY)=NSU
IF	 (NEXT(NSU)	 .NE B	0) GO TO 320
KT = FMLCHI (5170)
NEXT(NSU)=KT
C(KT) = 70KIO
D(KT) = 0 wiVN
kFtriF ' 8.•Riuka
	 i^.v^+h•,a1L.ra.uri-
	 NriA2^	 y.':},	 , , -.t.<,




S 60 TO 390-


























D(I) - ALPHABETIC NAME OF THE SYMBOL
**********************************************************
* BIT POSITION * ITS VALUE * DESCRIPTION
*	 IN	 C(-I)
**********************************************************
*	 0 - 2 *	 000 * UNDEFINED LOCAL SYMBOL
* *	 001 * NON-SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLE OR
* * * DEFINED FUNCTION
* *	 011 * SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLE OR
_ * * * DEFINED FUNCTION
* *	 100 * INDIRECT REFERENCE, HTTq
* * * 6-20 POINT TO SYMBOL ENTRY
* *	 101 * INDIRECT REFERENCE, BITE
* *' * 6-20 POINT TO SUBSCRIPT
*	 4	 *	 0	 * LOCAL VARIABLE OR DEFINED
* * * FUNCTION y*
* *	 1 * THE SYMBOL IS REFERENCED
* * * INDIRECTLY FROM ANOTHER
* * * SUBPROGRAM
*	 6 - 20 *	 -K * POINTER TO C(K)-D(K)	 WHICH
* * * IS(
* * * (1) A SYMBOL OR SUBSCRIPT
* * * ENTRY IF BITS(O-2)=100
* * EXPRESSION(2)	  ENTRY
* * * IF SITS(0-2)=001
* * * (3) A SUBSCRI PT ENTRY







POINTER TO NEXT SYMBOL ENTRY*
C(J)-D(J)
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3.1.8.	 STRING AND ARRAY U17LITY POIJINES
FIVE UTILITY ROUTINES ARE COLLECTED IN SUBPROGRAM TACK TO FACILI-
TATE STRING AND ARRAY HANDLING. T HE C ALLING FEQUE N CE.F A1,!P, DESCRIP-
TIONS ARE LISTED BELOW.
(1) CALL PACK(<N >r <ARRAY >r<STRING>)
THIS ROUTINE PACKS AN ARRAY <ARRAY> OF <N> SINGLE
CHARACTERS INTO ARRAY <STRING>t
(2) CALL UNPACK(<N>r<STRING>r <ARRAY >)
THIS ROUTINE UNPACKS AN <N> CHARACTER STRING IN ARRAY
<STRING> INTO AN ARRAY OF SINGLE CHARACTERS <ARRAY>;
(3) CALL MUVE( <N>r <ARRAYI >r <ARRAY2>)
THIS ROUTINE TRANSFERS THE <N> WORDS IN ARRAY <ARRAYI>
TO ARRAY <ARRAY2>i
(4) CALL STRCON(<N >r <VALUE >r <ARRAY>)
THIS ROUTINE LOADS THE <N> LOCATIONS OF ARRAY <ARRAY>
WITH THE VALUE <VALUE >i
(S)	 I=ISRCH (<N>r <ARRAY >r<VALUE >r$<NOFIND>)
THIS FUNCTION SEARCHS THE < N > WORDS OF ARRAY <ARRAY>
FOR <VALUE> AND LOADS I WITH THE ARRAY LOCATION OF
THE FIRST OCCURENCE. IT TRANSFERS TO <NOFIND> IF
<VALUE> IS NOT FOUND.







'UTILITY PROGRAM T0,(UN)PACK CHARACTERS
MOVE WORDS
STORE CONSTANTS INTO ARRAYS
AXRS
CALL PACK (A# FROM* TO)
CALL UNPACK (N o FROM# TO)
CALL STRCON ( p * FROM# TO)
CALL MOVE (No FROM# TO)
I .: ISRCH(Kr ARRAY# TARGET#i$NOFIND) \
P, PROC
GET* NAME AO
STORE* * NAME A2







































F , •,Yl	 ^
































LMJ AO # GETARG
L A3•#A3

















391 t 9t	 CONSTANT ARITHMETIC OPERATION ROUTINES
THE FUNCITION SUBPROGRAM CONSOP PERFORMS ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS
WITH FORMAL CONSTANTS * THE CALL-INS SEQUENCE
CALL CONSOP(S<INT)otS<RAT>t6<REAL>t6<ERR>t<IOP>t<AR61>t
<ARGE>v<RESULT>)
PERFORMS THE OPERATION <IOP> ON THE ARGUMENTS POINTED TO BY <AR61>







IF THE RESULT IS ZERO*
IF*MBE RESULT INTEOERo
IF THE RESULT' IS RA TIONAL#
IF THE RESULT IS FLOATING POINT#
IF ANY rERNOR OCCURS ( E t G' t r QVERFLOW) t
_.I
THE SUBPROGRAM USES (FOUR FUNCTIONS: EUCLIOt INTAD0v INTMUL t AND
INTEXP *
 THESE FUNCTIONS ARE LOCATED IN SUBPROGRAM INTEGER AND ARE
DESCRIBED SELOW9
RETURNS THE VALUE OF THE GREATEST
COMMON ©ENOMlt#ATON pF <J> AND




its; kNo <K> ♦
RETURNS PRDDI T 6P 4W)I AND <K> t
RETURN <^^^^^E^►
^., .
(IN THE OCCURENCE OF AN OVERFLOW
THE oftTift , NE'1'URNt CONTROL.
TO <OV>t)
OVERFLOW WITH INTEGER OPERATIONS CAUSES THE CONVERSION OF INTEGERS
TO REALS t OVERFLOW WITH REAL OPERATIONS OIVSE `ff0tOl( NtETt*N;
THE LISTINGS APPEAR BELOW9
7
3
o 	 '	 r
i
FORMAL*CONSOP
FUNCTION CONSOP t* r *r *• *•	 IOP•	 Iii I2r	 I3)
ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS WITH FORMAL CONSTANTS
I1	 * IOP *	I2 ===> 13
WHERE I1 AND I2 ARE THE POINTERS FOR THE INPUT
CONSTANTS• I3 IS T HE POINTER TO THE RESULT AND IOP IS
it 2 OR 3 FOR +p * OR **# RESPECTIVELY*
THE RETURNS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
RETURN 0 = RESULI IS ZERO
HETURN 1 = NON ZERO INTEGER RESULT
RETURN 2 = RATIONAL RESULT
RETURN 3 = REAL RESULT
RETURN 4 = ERROR
THE PROGRAM USES INTEGER ARITHMETIC ROUTINES
INTAUU• INTMULP INTEXP WITH ERROR RETURN
IN CASE OF OVERFLOW, FUNCTION EUCLID.

















GET TYPES OF INPUT CONSTANTS AS
it 2 OR 3 FOR INTEGERP RATIONAL OR REAL
IF	 (I1
	








2	 IF	 (10	 * LT * 2)	 I0=I0+1







DEFINE IJMP FOR BRANCHING BY TYPES OF INPUT:
1 = INT-INTP
	 4 = RAT—INT• 7 = REAL—INT
2 = INT—RAT•	 5 = RAT—RATv 8 = REAL—RAT
3 .= INT—REAL,	 6 = RAT—REAL, 9 = REAL—REAL
BRANCH BY OPERATOR
ip SPECIAL RESULTS
* :,,* RESULT IS ONE





* :... RESULT IS I2
*
* :
* :*so ERROR RETURN
• :.,, GET REAL EQUIVALENCE OF INPUTS
* CONVERT IT TO REAL
:










GO TO (100 ► 300r500),IOP
20	 01!x)=1
RETURN 1
30	 IF (II ,EQ, 0) RETURN
0(K)=II
IF (11 ,EQ, 0) RETURN 1
ITYP(K)=ITYP(11)
IF (10 ,NE, 2) GO TO 35
KK=ILINK1(K@2r0(K1))
35	 RETURN 10
40	 IF WJ ,EQ, O) RETURN
O(K)=JJ
IF (I2 ,EQ, 0) RETURN 1
ITYP(K)=ITYP(12)
IF 1J0 ,NE, 2) GO TO 45
KK=ILINK1(K@2#0(K2))
45	 RETURN JO
990	 CALL FMLERR (5991• TI P 2t 16)
991 RETURN 4
50	 IF (10 ,EQ, 3) GO TO 55
FI=II
IF (10 .NE, 2) GO TO 55
FK=0(K1)
FI=FI/FK
55	 GO TO (132r352#552),IOP
60	 IF 1J0 ,EQ, 3) GO TO 65
FJ=JJ
IF WO .NE, 2) GO TO 65
FK=D(K2)
FJ=FJ/FK
65	 GO TO (134#354#553)•IOP
100	 IF (1I ,EG, 0) GO TO 40
IF 1JJ ,EQ, 0) GO TO 30
GO TO :110r120r130.140t150r130r130e130r1301iIJMP
t	 1
#	 :.•• INTEGER + INTEGER
#	 ; 110 KK=INTADD(S130rII,JJ)
IF (KK ,EQ, 0) RETURN
D(K)=KK
# : RETURN
* : 9 9, INTEGER + RATIONAL
#	 : : 120 KF=EUCLID(S125•II,JJ)
*	 : : III=II /KF
#	 ; : JJJ=JJ/KF
#	 ; KK=INTMUL(S130•III•D(K2))
#	 ; : KK=INTADD($130•KK,JJJ)
#	 ; : KK=INTMUL($130•KK,KF)
#	 ; : GO TO 126
* : 125 KK=INTMUL(S130tlIoD(K2))
#	 ; : KK=INTADD($130•KK,JJ)
*	 : : 126 ITYP(K)=1
#	 ; ; D(K)=KK
#	 ; ; KK_ILINKI(Kr2•D(K2))
RETURN 2
*	 :•.;. RATIONAL + INTEGER
#	 ; : 140 KF=EUCLID(S1459II,JJ)
# : III=II /KF
JJJ_JJ/KF
# : KK=INTMUL(S130rJJJ,D(KI))
s	 ; ; KK=INTADD(S130.KK,III)
*	 ; : KK_INTMUL($130•KK,KF)
*	 ; : GO TO 146
#	 ; : 145 KK=INTMUL($130•JJ,D(K1))
# KK=INTADD(S130pKK,II)
# : 146 ITYP(K)=1
#	 ; D(K)=KK
#	 ; ; KK_ILINKI(K,2rD(K1))
#	 ; RETURN 2
#	 :••• RATIONAL + RATIONAL
*	 ; : 150 IIII=D(KI)
*	 ; : JJJJ=D(K2)
#	 ; : KF=EUCLID(S152•II,JJ)
#	 ; III=III /KF
JJJ=JJJ/KF
* : 152 KFF=EUCLID(S154•II11fJJJJ)
#	 : : IIII=IIII/KFF
* : JJJJ=JJJJ /KFF
154 KK=INTMUSI-($130,IIIPJJJJ)
#	 ; ; KKK=INTMUL($130PJJJPIIII)
#	 ; KK= INTADD(5130PKK,KKK)
#	 ; KKK=INTMUL(S130PIIII•JJJJ)
#	 ; : IF	 (KK .EQ. 0) RETURN








* ; : KK=KK/KF1
156 IF (KF .NE. 1) KK=INTMULtS130•KK,KF)
IF (KFF .NE. 1) KKK=INTMUL(5130•KKK•KFF)
* : 1	 -;` IF (KKK •EQ,
	
1) RETURN 1
* : ITYP(K) =1
KK=ILINKI(K•2•KKK)
^,. RETURN 2
:.•. INTEGER t REAL \ .
'
:•s. RATIONAL. + REAL
* :00 0 RE.AL *, . INTEGER
:••. REAL +'RATIONAL
:.•. REAL + REAL
V GO TO ' 50
GO TO 60
RETURN FROM CONVERSIONS iyc 134 D(K)=800L (FI+)iJ)
IF	 (D(K), .EQ.' 0)	 RETURN





	 .EQ.	 0)	 * OR *	(JJ .EQ, 0)) RETURN
' HRANCH BY TYPES`":
GO TO (310.320r350.330.340.350.350.350,350)•IJMPrc	
* :.•, INTEGER * INTEGER
* : 310 D(K)=I-NTMUL(S3'S0•II.JJ)
RETURN 1
* : •.. INTEGER * RATIONAL -
* 320 IF t I I"Q.	 1) GO TO 40
* : KF=EUCLID($322.II,D(K2))
^ 	 r: III= i:2/KF	 -
* KK=D(K2)/KF
* ; S 60 TO 324
* : 322 KK_D(K2)
324 D(Kl=INTMULtS350•III#JJJ)
IF	 IKNE. = ;LQ.	 1) RETURN 1
ITYP(K)=1
KF=ILLWj(K•2.KK)
* ; : RETURN` 2
;•.. RATIONAL * INTEGER
330 IF (JJ •EQ•	 1) GO TO :'0
* ; KF=EUCLID(S332PJJ,D(K1))
* ; : JJJ=J,4AF
* : : KK=D(K3)/KF
* : : 60 TO 324
332 KK=D(K1)
GO TO -3av
* :••. RATIONAL s RATIONAL _--	 --
*
* _


















*	 :.•. INTEGER * REAL
*	 :.•. RATIONAL * REAL
*	 :.•. REAL * INTEGER
*	 :... REAL * RATIONAL








*	 RESULT IS ZERO IF 11 IS ZERO
*	 RESULT IS ONE IF I2 IS ZERO
*
*	 SET RAT TO TRUE IF THE EXPONENT IS




*	 SET SIGN TO TRUE IF THE BASE IS NEGATIVE
s
#	 BRANCH BY TYPES
*





















350	 GO TO 50
352 GO TO 60
354	 0(K) =BOOL(FI*FJ)
IF (D(K) .EQ. 0) RETURN p
ITYP(K)=3
RETURN 3
500	 IF (II .EQ. 0) RETURN
IF (JJ .EQ. 0) GO TO 20
RAT= .FALSE„
IF WJ .GT. 0) GO TO 502
JJ=—JJ
RAT= .TRUE.
502	 SIGN = II .LT. 0
GO TO (510#520#550o530e525#5509551#525r550)•IOMN
510	 IF (II .EQ. 1) GO TO 20
IF (II .EQ. — 1) GO TO 521
IF (JJ .NE. 1) GO TO 512
IF (:NOT. RAT) GO TO 30
KK = II
511	 D(K)=1
IF (KK .LT. 0) D(K) = —1
ITYP(K)=1
CALL ILINKI (K # 2 # IABS(KK))
RETURN 2







(II ,EQ, 1) GO TO
(II ,NE, — 1) GO TO
( MOD(D(K2)r2) ,EQ.
( MOD(JJr2) ,EQ. 0)
TO 30
(.NOT. SIGN) GO TO
20
5^°











:.•. INTEGER ** RATIONAL
•
:.o. RATIONAL ** RATIONAL
:,,, REAL ** RATIONAL
IF THE SIGN OF THE BASE IS NEGATIVE
ANU THE UENOMINATOR OF '?E EXPONENT
Z	 IS EVEN# THEN THE RESULT IS
:	 IMAGINARY# THUS GIVE ERROR RETURN, IF
THL DENOMINATOR 1S ODD THEN THE SIGN
:	 OF THE RESULT 15 MINUS, WHEN THE
NUMERATOR IS ALSO ODDr OTHERWISE IT
:	 WILL HE POSITIVE
:
:000 RATIONAL ** INTEGER
•	 f
•	 e
:... INTEGER ** REAL
:•,. RATIONAL ** REAL
:.^. REAL ** REAL
,,, REAL ** INTEGER
IF (MOD(JJ ►
 2) .EQ * 0) SIGN = .FALSL;
IF ( MOD(D(K2)r2) .EQ, 1) GO TO 551
60 TO 990
530 IF (•)J .NE, 1) GO TO 532
IF (.NOT. RAT) GO TO 30
D(K)=D(K1)
IF (SIGN) MK) _ _ D(K)




532	 IF (IABS(II) .EQ• 1) III=1
IF (IABS(II) ,NE, 1) III = INTEXP (5550# IABS(II)r JJ)
JJJ = INTEXP (S550r O(K1)r JJ)




534	 IF (SIGN ,AND, (MOD(UJ#2) ,EQ, 1)) III=—III
D(K)=III











* : 552 IF	 (JO	 .EQ.	 1)	 GO TO 555
* : GO TO 60
* 555 F I=ALTS (F I )
* : FK=FI**FJ	 J
* : IF	 (SIGN)	 FK= -FK 	 J
* : 554 IF	 (HAT)	 FK=1./FK
* : 0(K)	 = BOOL(FK)
* : IF MK)	 .Ea. • 0) RETURN
ITYP(K)=3
RETURN 3	 I
* : 555 FK=FI**JJ









I = EUCLID (S..# J;'K)
GIVES LARGEST COMMON FACTOR
RETURN 1 IF NO COMMON FACTOR
I = INTAOD (S..# J• K)
I = INTMUL (S..# J# K)
I = INTEXP (S•, ► J# K)
SETS I TO J + K # J * K • AND J s* K RESAECTIVELY
RETURN 1 IF OVERFLOW OCCURS





































AN ►U A4 ► 1





JN A2 ► 0#Xll
ENOL L AO#A1
JGO A4#LOOPE
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3 1 1 * 10.	 VARIABLE LIST HANDLING ROUTINES
THE LIST OF VARIABLES IN GSCAN I S ARRAY ARE HANDLED BY TWO ROU-
TINESr FMLSCN AND GETARG O
 FMLSCN PLACES THE LIST OF VARIABLES
INTO A CHAIN AND RETURNS THE CHAIN'S LOCATION ( IN COMMON VARIABLE
NK ). GETARG IS USED TO FETCH THE NEXT VARIABLE FROM THE CHAIN
EACH TIME ONE IS DESIREU * THE ROUTINE CALL
CALL GETARG
RETURNS THE NAME OF THE VARIABLE IN N it THE VARIABLE°S TYPE IN N2r






SUBROUTINE TO PUT THE LIST OF VARIABLES IN GSCANS ARRAY INTO A






GET A FREE CELL
AND CONSTRUCT THE CHAIN FOLLOWING IT * 	`.
:
LOOP
FETCH A LOGICAL DATA
IT MUST BE IDENTIFIER
LINK IN THIS IDENTIFIER WITH K=6#7
TO INDICATE NON—SUBSCRIPTED AND SUBSCRIPTEO VARIABLE
:	 S
CALL EXPRESSION TRANSLATOR •IF THIS IS A SUBSCRIPTED
PUT IN THE SUBSCRIPTS
:	 GET THE NEXT LOGICAL DATA
THIS MUST.BE SPECIAL CHARACTER
IF IT IS O i l THEN DONE
IF IT IS • t $ THEN CONTINUE
IF NONE OF THE ABOVE , THEN ERROR
CHECK FOR 9 1 0 FOLLOWING AN NON—SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLE
IF IT IS 9 )' THEN DONE
ELSE CONTINUE
END OF LOOP
FREE A HEADER CELL AND SET #NK #
 POINT TO




IF (NK . NE * 0) CALL FMLCHO (S200t NK)
N = FMLCHI (5200)
NK = N.
10	 CALL GSCANR (S200rI*IOtITPIC)
IF (I .NE *
 3) CALL FMLERR (S200910PIP9)
K = 6
IF (IT .Ea * 1) K = 7
N = FMLCH2 (S200• No Ke ID)
IF (IT *NE * 1) GO TO 60
CALL EXPRES (S200s 2)
N = FMLCH2 (S200r No N2• N3)
50	 CALL GSCANR (S200ololOsIT,IC)
IF (I *NE *
 4) CALL FMLERR (S200t • 9@1*10)
IF (I0 *E© *
 23) GO TO 100
IF (ID *EQo 20) GO TO 10
CALL FMLERR-(S200 t y *t1t1O)
60	 IF (IT *Efl * 5) 60 TO 100
GO TO 50
100 NK = FMLCHB ($200 1 NK)
RETURN
ERROR RETURNo FREE CHAIN
a	 ;.....	
. _ .' .y	 _	 k








N2 = ITYP(NK) - 6




10	 NK = FMLCHC (S999p NK)
RETURN








ROUTINE TO OBTAIN THE FIRST VARIABLE FROM THE LIST
SUBROUTINE TO PUT THE FIRST ARGUMENT FROM THE CHAINED LIST.
STARTING • AT NKr INTO N1• N2r N3.
i
1
GET THE ARGUMENT IONTIFIER
TEST WHETHER IT IS SUBSCRIPTEO VARIABLE
YES• GET THE SUBSCRIPTS







3.29	 EXPRESSION TRANSLATION FROM INFIX TO PREFIX
SYMBOLIC  EXPRE I N ARE STORED WITH THEIR PREFIX OR IN HE
	
55 O 5	 ST	 T T E R E	 FORM
	
T
COMMON BLOCK STORAGES# FMLCMI AND FMLCM2 (ARRAYS, C AND D), EACH
PAIR OF WORDS( C AND Dr CORRESPONDS TO AN ITEM# SUCH THAT THE LAST
15 BITS OF THE C-WORD CONTAIN THE LOCATION OF THE NEXT ITEM, THE
PRECEDING 15 BITS CONTAIN THE LOCATION OF THE PRECEDING ITEM• THE
ITEM ITSELF IS DESCRIBED BY THE FIRST 6 BITS OF THE C-WORD (ITYP!
	 •
AND UY THE D-WORD. TABLE STS GIVES THE SUMMARY OF THIS REPRESENTA-












*ITYP*	 D(I)	 *	 REPRESENTS
# 0 #	 INTEGER	 * A SIGNED INTEGER AS CONSTANT
* man =am * 	 www — w w= m —  w w no mm
* 1 *	 INTEGER	 * A SIGNED INTEGER AS THE NUMERAT.*
#	 *	 * OF A RATIONAL CONSTANT.
mm	 w w w w r w w#
* 2 * POSITIVE INTEGER 	 * A POSITIVE NON-ZERO INTEGER AS
*	 *	 * THE DENOMINATOR OF A RATIONAL
*	 *	 * CONSTANT.
*	 *	 * NUMERATOR AND DENOMINATOR ARE
*	 *	 * ALWAYS APPEARING CONSECUTIVELY*
*.www*wwwrwrrrrrwww^iwwwwwwwwr*wwwwrwrrwrwwrwrwrwrwwrwwwwrrrwrwww*
* 3 * FLOATING-POINT NUMBER * A REAL CONSTANT.
^C w rwr * wrrrr r.^r rwrwww•w•wwwrw—*wwwwrw^rrwrrw•wrrwww—•wwrww•rw•ww•w^
* 5 * POSITIVE INTEGER=I
	 * I f TH ARGUMENT OF A FUNCTION
*	 *	 * DEFINED BY AN EXPRESSION•
* 6 * ALPHANUMERIC NAME
	
*, NON-SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLE WHOSE
*	 *	 * VALUE IS ITS NAME, D(I).
* w w w w * r w r-- -- -- wrwwiwwwwwww ww * wwwwwwiiww ww ••- — -wwwwwww wwww w-• wwww *
* 7 * ALPHANUMERIC NAME
	
* SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLE WHOSE VALUE*
*	 *	 * IS ITS NAME# D(I), WITH ITS
*	 *	 * SUBSCRIPTS DEFINED IN THE NEXT
*	 ,*	 * TERM9
* w w r w * r r r- rr— rr w rrr ^w rwwwwwwr7^w r— www^rwrw wrwrwrrww rwr wwww wrwwrwr
* 8 * INTEGER IN FIELD 0.8 * SUBSCRIPT WORD WITH 1 SUBSCRIPT
*	 #	 FIELD 9-35 = 0
* s wrr * r w rwwwrww w wwrwwwwwwr•ww * w r r ww rwrw ro wwwr wwrwwwww wwww wwswwww*
* 9 *
.
INTEGER FIELDS 0-8	 * SUBSCRIPT WORD WITH 2 SUBSCRIPTS*
*	 * AND 9.17.
*	 *	 FIELD 18-26 Z 0
^tw - rr * —r ww r srww -rr=wwww ♦ www *www•w-wwrwwwwwwwwwwwwww wwwwwwwwwww*
* 10 * INTEGER FIELDS 0-8r
	
* SUBSCRIPT WORD WITH 3 SUBSCRIPTS*
*	 * 9-17 AND 18-26t'
*	 * FIELD 27-35 = 0
* r w rr * w-ww rww ww w r wr ^w wwwwwrww *w w-www• r w r r w-wrwwwwwwwwwwwwwrw wwww *
3-92
EXPRESSION REPRESENTATION (CONTINUED)
*wwww7^twowwwwwwwwwwwwww—wwwwww*www wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww* 	 '^
* 11 * INTEGER FIELDS 0-8r	 * SUBSCRIPT WORD WITH 4 SUBSCRIPTS*
*	 * 9-17r 18.26 AND 27.35 *
*	 * * SUdSCRIPTED VARIABLE IS ALWAYS
+	 * * FOLLOWED BY A SUBSCRIPT WORD.
* wwww *wwwww — w w w ww w w w w w w ww wwww* w mm wwww —www wwww —www wwww mm ww meow w www
* 16 * POSITIVE INTEGER	 * A COMMA	 (,)o WHERE H1 IS THE
*	 * H1 = FIELD 0-17
	
* NUMBER OF FOLLOWING EXPRESSIONS.*
*	 * H2 = FIELD 18-35
	 * H220 IF THE EXPRESSIONS ARE IN
*	 * * THE CORE.
*	 * * H2=INDEX IF THE EXPRESSIONS ARE
*	 * * ON DRUM.
* ° • — — * • — -- — — — -- • • --- —••w - wow w * •• • • —•— — w w w wwwe w• •• • —• • - - —• — - " — —•-
* 17 * NOT USED	 * REPRESENTS t	 IT IS USED ONLY
*	 * * DURING TRANSLATION FROM INFIX
*	 * * TO PREFIX
* 18 * POSITIVE INTEGER	 * ADD (+) OPERATOR WHERE D(I)	 IS
*	 * GREATER THAN 1
	
* THE NUMBER OF FOLLOWING SUB-	 *	 '
*	 * * EXPRESSIONS TO BE ADDED•
* - - - - * - - -- - -- - - • - - - - wwwww owww *www _^www • wwwowww-- -- - ww
-- •--• --- w www *
* 19 * POSITIVE INTEGER	 * MULTIPLY t*) OPERATOR WHERE D(I)*
*	 * GREATER THAN 1
	 * IS THE NUMBER OF FOLLOWING SUBT
*	 * * EXPRESSIONS TO BE MULTIPLIED.
* w w w w* w www ww w w w w w ww ww www o oww w* wswo•oowwwwwoowwwwwwwww wowowww-w--
* 19 * —2	 * DIVISION /v USED ONLY DURING
*	 * * TRANSLATION FROM INFIX TO PREFIX*
* wwww * wwww w ww ww w w ww^'iwwoww wwww * w IIww wwww www• w wwwww wwwwww •-ww www w www *	 ^	 .
* 20 * 2.	 * EXPONENTIALIZATION SUCH THAT THE*
*	 * * FOLLOWING TWO SUB—EXPRESSIONS
*	 * * REPRESENT THE BASE AND EXPONENTP*














„.. ._	 .^ s Y± - ,.., ^ , y. : .r. -..^ aeew +o eca eer s wee w eeR w m — uw eeea p eewa as m ^t is me eer +er w ea;: ere erne g ^ .rn +co .v era ao as 4o ror *a cox aexe w nr w w .^ av ees r — w r r w
INTEGER FIELDS * MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS WHERE
0-°17 AND 18-35 * FIELDS  18-35 REPRESENTS THE
* NUMBER OF FOLLOWING SUB-ExPR.
* * AS ARGUMENTS AND FIELD 0-17 IS
*	 * * AN IDENTIFIER INTEGER AS FOLLOWS*
* * 32-128 EXP
* * 33+128 LOG
*	 * * 34+128 TNH
*	 * * 35+128 SIN
*	 * * 36.128 COS
*	 * * 37+128 ATN
*	 * * 50+128 FAC
*	 * * 51+256 BIN
* * 52+384 STEP
g	 * * THE FOLLOWING IDENTIFIER INTEL. *
* * APPEAR ONLY TURING TRANSLATION! *
*	 * * (EXCEPT THE # ONES)
*	 *	 - * 64+128 EXPAND
*	 * * 65+128 CODEM
*	 * * 66+256 COEFF	 #
*	 * * 67+128 NUM
	 #
*	 * * 68+128 DENOM	 #
*	 * * 69+128 EXPON
	 #
*	 * * 70+128 BASE	 #
*	 * * 71+128 ARG	 #
* * 72+640 SUBST
*	 * * 73+640 REPLAC
*	 * * 75+128 PRODEX
' * 76+128 FLOAT
*	 * * 77+128 FLOATS
*	 * * 78+256 FIX
*	 * * 79+256 FIXE
* * 80+128 LOOP
* * 81+128 NARS
*, r ^ e.. ed ",^ w eeeet ever ^. w r eae r er - s --^ -! 1^ --^ll^* es -------^ ------








* 22 * FIELD 0-17: * DEFINED FUNCTION# USED ONLY
* * EXPRESSION POINTER * DURING TRANSLATION FROM INFIX
* * FIELD 18-35: * TO PREFIX
* * NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS
* 23 *	 2 * DIFFERENTIATION OF A FUNCTIONAL *
* * * EXPRESSION BY A VARIABLE; IT IS *
* * * FOLLOWED BY A SUBSCRIPTED OR
* * * NONSUBSCRIPTED VARIABLE AND BY
* * * AN UNDEFINED FUNCTION OR OTHER
* * * DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR.
*25- * ALPHANUMERIC NAME * AN UNDEFINED FUNCTION WHOSE NAME*
* 31* * IS D(I).
	
IT IS FOLLOWED BY
* * * ITYP M -24 SUB-EXPRESSIONS AS














IN ITS FINAL INTERNAL FORM, EACH EXPRESSION) STARTS WIT14 A PAIR
OF C —D WORUS REPFESENTING A COMMAe THE UPPER HALF OF THIS D—WORD
CONTAINS THE NUMEERS OF EXPRESSIONS LI NK ED TOGE THERP WHICH IS
USUALLY ONE UNLEES IT REPRESENT^ THE VALUE OF A LIST VARIABLE,o
THE LOWER HALF OF THE C —WORD IS ZERO# UNLESS THE ACTUAL E^,PRESSION
IS ROLLED OUT TO THE DRUM # IN WHICH CASE IT CONTAIN S THE SECTOR
INDEX,
THE PREFIX FORM OF THE ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS#
Cl — C2 -...,- CN
HAS THE PROPERTY THAT STARTING AT ANY ITEM# CJ# THERE IS A UNIQUE
ITEM# CK# WITH
J .LEO K .LE, N
SUCH THAT
CJ	 CK
IS A VALID EXPRESSION# I.E. A SUBEXPRESSION OF C1—CN. THE PROGRAM





CALCULATION OF THE END OF SUBEXPRESSION IN PREFIX
AXRS.
FUNCTION LASTXX(s ► J ► J1 ► J2)
S IS AN ERROR RETURN
J IS THE STARTING LOCATION
J1 IS THE STARTING GENERALIZED DEGREE




S ►H2	 Xil ► ws+i
L	 AO ► *1 ► Xll.	 SET J IN AO
PLACE DEGREE IN A5AND SUBTRACT ONE
NJ	 L	 A5 ► *2.X11.
AN ►U	 A5 ► 1.
L	 A4 ► *3•X11,	 GET PRECENCE "IT IN 44
LOOP	 .
LOOP AND ►U AO ► 077777.	 GET LOCATION IN Al
JZ	 A1 ► ERR,	 ERROR IF IT l5 ZERO
?	 L ► S1	 A2 ► FMLCM2.1#A1	 GET TYPt
JZ	 A4.5+3.	 SET PRECENDENCE HIT ONLY IF 11 IS NEEDED
OR ►U	 A2 ► 040.
S ► S1	 A3 ► FMLCM2-1 ► A1.
AND ► U	 A2 ► 037
EX	 TBLEPA3
L ► H2	 AO ► FMLCM2.1 ► A1,	 GET NEXT WORD
JGD	 A5 ► LOOP.	 GO BACK IF DEGREE IS NOT ZERO
JOB IS FINISHED
L	 A0 ► A1.	 GET RESULT HACK TO AO
J	 5•X11.
ERROR CALLING









TABLE FOR DEGREE MODIFICATION BY TYPE
S(2)
TOLE NOP'	 (0)












































THE MAIN PROGRAM FOR THE TRANSLATION IS EXPRES W H ICH IS SIMI-
LAR TO A STANDARD INFIX TO PREFIX TRANSLATION USING AN OPERATOR
PUSH DOWN STACK. PROGRAM ELEMENT STOUTO CORRESPONDS TO THE STAN-
DARD 'POP-UP I
 OPERATION# I.E• PLACING THE TOP ELEMENT FROM THE
PUSH DOWN STACK INTO THE OUTPUT STACK. WHENEVER THIS ROUTINE IS
CALLED THE PROGRAM CHECKS WHETHER A SIMPLICATION OF THE PARTIALLY
WRITTEN OUT EXPRESSION (WHICH MUST BE AN EXPRESSION ITSELF) CAN BE
SIMPLIFIED. THIS SIMPLIFICATION DEPENDS PRIMARILY ON THE OPERATOR
TO BE WRITTEN OUT. BECAUSE OF THE COMPLEXITY OF SIMPLICATIONSP
STOUTO HANDLES DIRECTLY ONLY THE SIMPLIFICATIONS CORRESPONDING TO
ARITHEMATIC OPERATIONS; AND CALLS STOUTI-5 TO HANDLE THE OTHER
FUNCTION OPERATORS.
PROGRAM ELEMENT F
	 I	 ACONVERSION H	 F	 A B0	 NCT GIVES
	
BETWEEN THE FORMAL CD







FUNCTION NAME AND ID. NUMBER CONVERSION ROUTINE
FUNCTION ROUTINE WHICH GIVES THE IDENTIFIER
NUMBER OF THE MATHEMATICAL OR FORMAL FUNCTION
tSMB t • AND VICE VERSA.
THERE ARE TWO SUOROUTINES IN THIS DECK,
1 9	IFUNCT(SMS)
THIS SUBROUTINE CONVERTS A GIVEN FUNCTION NAME TO




THIS SUBROUTINE CONVERTS A GIVEN IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
TO ITS FUNCTION NAME@
INTERNAL REPRESENTATION AND LEAD OPERATOR 10,
THE INTERNAL REPRESENTATION OF THE MATH. AND FORMAL FUNCTIONS IS
EQUAL TO	 10.0 + (N * 128)• WHERE N 1S THE NUMBER OF REQUIRED
ARGUMENTS (IF N IS EQUAL TO OR LESS THAN 3), WHEN N=4r IT
INUICATES AN ARBITRARY OUT EVEN NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS• WHILE IF
N:5 IT INDICATES AN XRBITRARY BUT ODD NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS.
- LEAD OP. INTERNAL REPRESENTA
10,
0	 CONSTANT ZERO ` * 0	 = ITYP(I)
1	 INTEGER CONSTANT 0 to
2	 RATIONAL CONSTANT 1 of
3	 REAL CONSTANT 3 of
5	 FUNCTION ARGUMENT'UNDEFINEO 5 to
6	 NON—SU8SCRIFTEO VARIABLE 6 to
7	 SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLE 7 to
16	 LIST 16 tt
18	 + 18 ^•
19	 s 19 •t
20	 ** 20 tt
23	 DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR 23 tt
25-31
	
UNDEFINED FUNCTION 25-31 tt
32	 EXP 32+128 HIM
33	 LOG 33+128 of
34	 TNH 34+128 to
35	 SIN 35+128 to
36	 COS 36+128 of
37	 ATN	 ;:. 37+128 of
50	 FAC 50+128 it
51	 BIN 51+256 of
52	 STEP 52+384 of
--	 EXPAND 64+128 of
--	 CODEM 65+128 of
--	 COEFF 66+256 of
--	 NUM 67+128 of
--	 OENOM 68+128 of
--	 EXPON 69+128 to w
^o
17745
--	 BASE 70+128 ee
--	 ARG 71+256 •'
--	 SUBST 72+640
--	 REPLAC 73+640 r'
--	 POWER 74+128 ••
--	 PROOEX 75+128 e e
--	 FLOAT 76+128 ee
--	 FLOATH 77+128 r•
--	 FIX 78+256 •'
--	 FIXE 79+256 rr
--	 LDOP 80+128 10







PARAMETER DIM = 27
DIMENSION IFC (DIM)
DATA IFC / • EXP	 LOG	 TNH	 SIN	 GOS	 ATN	 FAC	 BIN	 to
+	 'STEP EXPANDCODEM COEFF AHG	 NUM	 VENOM EXNON It
+	 'BASE SUBST REPLACPOWER NHOOEXFLOAT FLOAT bFIX 	',
+	 'FIXE LDON NARG '/
DIMENSION IDC (DIM)
DATA IDC / 160, 161, 162. 163, 164. 165. 178, 307.
+	 436, 192, 193, 322, 327, 195, 196. 197,
+	 198, 712, 713 ► 202, 203, 204. 205, 334 ►
+	 335, 208, 209/
i
SET 'IFUNCT • = 0 IN CASE 'SMb f- IS NON OF THE ABOVE
SET 'IFUNCT' = 1 IF 'SMB'=rDIF'




SET ' IFUNCT • = 0
SEARCH AND SET r IFUNCT • TO THE APPROPRIATE ID. NUMBER
ENU
IFUNCT = 0
IF (SM8 ,EQ, 'DIFe) IFUNCT = 1




IFUNCT = IFC (ISRCH (DIM, IDC, SMB• S10))
GO TO 10
END




1HE TRANSLATION ROUTINE EXPRES ASSUMES THAT THE INPlIT TNI-IX
ITEMS ARE PROVIDED BY THE SCANNER. GSCAN, WHICH IS INITIAL17ED BY
THE CALLING ROUTINE. EXPRES USES 2 STACKS DURING THE TRANgLATIONP
OPERATOR AND OUT PUT STACKS. THE TWO STACKS ARE FORWARD AND BACK-
WARD LINKED ARRAYS IN C-D COMMON STORAGE AND THE TOP ELEMENT OF
THE PUSH DOW N
 STACK IS LINKEU TO THE ENO OF THE OUTPUT STACK. THE
INDEX OF THIS TOP ELEMENT IS CONTAINED IN NP• THUS ANY NEW ITEM
LINKED IN DURING THE TRANSLATION IS INSERTED AFTER NPi AND NP IS
RESET TO THE ITEM LOCATION INDEX IF THAT ITEM IS TO HE PLACEU TN
THE PUSH DOWN STACK. AT THE END OF THE TRANSLATION t
 THE PUSH DOWN
STACK CONTAINS ONLY THE INITIALIZING ITEM, A COMMA, WITH ITS
D-WORD CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF EXPRESSIONS TRANSLATED. SINCE THE
OUTPUT STACK IS LINKED TO THE PUSH DOWN STACK, THE TRANSLATED
EXPRESSION CAN BE READ IN FORWARD LINK DIRECTION. THE REVERSION OF
THE ARGUMENTS OF NON-SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS IS PROVIDED IN THE
STOUTO--5 ROUTINES TO PROVIDE CORRECT PREFIX FORM. THE M INUS (-)
AND DIVIDE (/) OPERATORS ARE TRANSFORMED TO (+) ANn (**)r RFSPECTIVE-
LYS




	 => A + (-1) * B
A - CONST => A + (-CONST)
A / 8
	 => A * (8 ** (-1))
THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE DIVIDE OPERATOR IS TAKEN CARE IN STOUTO
ROUTINE. THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE UNARY AND BINARY (-) OPERATOR
IS TAKEN CARE IN EXPRES USING LOGICAL VARIABLE NEG•
THE DEPENUENCE TREE AND THE LISTING OF EXPRES ARE AS FOLLOWS=
3-102
#	 #	 #	 #




















SUBROUTINE EXPRES t*. ISW)









THIS IS A GENERALIZED EXPRESSION TRANSLATION ROUT`INE.FROM
INFIX TO PREFIX FARM. IT ASSUMES THAT THE CALLING\FOUTINE
INITIALIZED THE SCANNER, THUS GSCANR GIVE THE CONSIKCUTIVE
LOGICAL SYMBOLS. THE ROUTINE MAY BE CALLED. FROM 4 DIFFERENT
PLACES DEPENDING ON JSW:
ISW - 0 PROCESS AN ASSIGN STATEMENT --- 'aARIASLE = EXPRESSION t
1 TRANSLATE THE EXPRESSION PART FROM A READ
—IN DATA
WHICH MAY BE IN THE FORM:. EXPRESSION
OR	 VARIABLE !: EXPRESSION i
2 PROCESS SUBSCRIPT EXPRESSION IN THE FORM:
EXPRESSION )
3 PROCESS AN EXPRESSION IN THE FORM:
EXPRESSION t
IN THE FIRST CASE THE INFORMATIONS FOR THE VARIABLE ARE STORED
IN N1.N2 AND N3, IN THE SECOND CASE# ONLY THE EXPRESSION PART
IS RETAINED UPON RETURN, IN ALL CASES, THE TRANSLATED EXPRESSION
IS PLACED ABOVE THE PUSH—UOWN STACK WITH THE THE PUSH-DOWN STACK
CONTAINING ONLY INE ENTRY: A COMMA WITH A COUNT CORRESPONDING
TO THE NUMBER OF'EXPRESSIONS TO ACCOMODATE LISTS*
LOGICAL VARIABLE 9 58 f IS TRUE WHENEVER THE SCANNED SYMBOL IS
IN SUBSCRIPT LEVEL, I SUCt VARIABLE CONTAINS 7HE DEPTH OF THIS
LEVEL*
LOGICAL VARIABLE 9£GL I IS TRUE WHEN AN 0_0 HAD BEEN PROCESSED
ALREACY. THUS IT MAY NOT APPEAR AGAIN, 0 = 9 MAY ALSO NOT APPEAR
ON SUBSCRIPT LEVEL.
THE SYNTAX OF EXPRESSIONS IS CHECKED AT EVERY SCANNED SYMBOL BY




IS NOT ZERO THEN THE EXPRESSION HAS SYNTACTIC ERROR. IN THE
FOLLOWING TABLE# I A t DENOTES AN ALPHANUMERIC NAME, I N S DENOTES A
NUMERIC CONSTANT,lI • DENOTES POSITIVE INTEGER:
SYMBOL
	 MASKING BITS (UEC.) RESET TEST (DEC.)
INITIAL ASSIGN	 ---	 1000000 (64)
INITIAL OTHERS
—	 0100000 (32)
A	 0001110 (14)	 0001000 ( 8)
A(	 0001110 (14)	 0100000 (32)
AE	 1001110 (78)	 0100000 (32)
N	 1001110 (78)	 0000100 ( 4)
C13	 1001110 (78)	 0060100 ( 4)












EQL= ISW .GE. 2
TEST=32
IF (ISW 9 E0, -0) TEST=64
NEG= .FALSE.




1001110 (78) 0100000 (32)
=	 11?1101 (117) 0000001 (	 1)
UNARY +-	 1011110 (94) 0010000 (16)
BINARY +-
	 1110001 (113) 0010000 (16)
* / **	 1110001 (113) 0010000 (16)
r	 1110001 (113) 0100000 (32)
AS SEPARATOR	 1110001 (113) 0000100 (	 4)
1110001 (113) 0000100 (	 4)
AS END OF SUBS.1110001 (113) 0000010 (	 2)
=	 1110001 (113) ---
f BRT f AND fPARf ARE USED T O COUNT THE BRACKETS AND
PARENTHESISr RESPECTIVELY.
LOGICAL f NEG f
	IS SET TO TRUE BY 	 FOR THE NEXT
CHARACTER SCANNED ONLY•
INITIALIZE




LOGICAL VARIABLES EOL AND ENDr INITIAL TEST
LOOP
TO GET NEXT SYMBOL
JUMP ACCORDING TO SYNBOL
IND = 1r2r3r4 FOR
















IF (AND(TEST ► 78) .NE. 0) CALL FMLERRCS990rNT#Ir1)
TEST=4
J_ILINKI ( NPrIrNl)
IF ( NEG) D(J)=-D(J)
NEG= .FALSE,
^	 t
R ;i E Aft w 4" w *w	 as w
GO TO 30
*-^— IDENTIFIER
CHECK FOR TERMINATING CHARACTER
CHECK FIRST IF -1 HAS TO BE LINKED IN AS FACTOR
:
* IF +NEG ►
 IS TRUE THEN INSERT NEGATIVE FACTOR
* e .
• •
ERROR IF IT HAS MORE THAN 6 CHARACTERS
* JUMP ACCORDING TO TERMINATING CHARACTER
* *--- IDENTIFIER
s * :
* CHECK IF ITS VALUE MUST BE LINKED IN
GET ITS NAME AS VALUE
* * :... GET VALUE FROM SYMBOL TABLE
* COPY EXPRESSION AND








# !	 SUdSCRIPTED VAHIABLEP LINK IN NAME
* * :	 ANU PLACE • ( t WITH COUNT 1 INTO THE
STACK *
 INCREASE SU9SCRIPT LEVEL
40	 INEG = 1




510	 GO TO (50r285,425)e INEG
50	 IF ( IC'C ,NE, 0) CALL FMLERR(S990nN1rla2)
GO TO (130r 1801 190)@- I -C + 1
130	 IF (AND(TESTo14) .NE. 0'0 CALL FMLERR(S99G,Nl vla1)
TEST=8
N2=0
140	 IF ( E®L ,OR, 5B) GO TO ^AGO
150	 IF (N2 . NE, 0) CALL ILINXj(N"sYy!2+7v N'j o-
J=6








IF (H2(11) .Ea„ 1) GO TO 17n
CALL STKOUT(S990e18)





























190	 IF (AND(TEST#78) ,NE. 0) CALL FMLERR(S990•NI ► 1#1)
I=IFUNCT(N1)
IF (I .EQ. 0) GO TO 210
BRT = BRT+1
IF (I .GT. 1) GO TO 200
NP=ILINKI(NP,23#0)
GO TO 240


















60	 GO TO (270,280,2909270#300.340,350#270#440#270,270#270,x9O#400,
1	 420 ► 270,270,270#270,430#270#46Ot460,410#270,27OP270)#Ml
270	 CALL FMLERR(S990#Nlel#1)














* :•.. DIFFERENTIAL FUNCTION
* * ;.,. MATH, OR FORMAL FUNCTION
*	 i •	 .
* * ;.,. NONE OF ABOVE, CHECK SYMBOL TABLE
* * :•.. DEVINED FUNCTION





* * :•.`.	 UNUEFINEU
i
*--- SPECIAL CHARACTERS
* JUMP ACCORCING TO THE SPECIAL CHARACTERS
--- ILLEGAL SPECIAL CHARACTERS
* *--- LEFT BRACKET OR ID, ENCLOSED IN BRACKETS
* * C	 113
UNUEFINEU FUNCTION ARGUMENT OR
* e SUdSCRIPTED FUNCTION CHECK IF IT IS
^-..W,r..	 t	 4.,—^^	 ^..II^,..,	 X71•"	 .^•	 'r•..^y^.s^	 '^--rr. 	 ^.--.w.^	 ~^„i	 ^1...1^^^	 ^i^.^d'-wp'	 -	 r	 ^	 `'.'--".5..^	 ie---..d
384 




























* Sss r YES# GO TO FUNCTION PART
* :	 OF DEFINITION
* g	 i IF ( TEST „Ells 2) GO TO 220
g ss # NO #
	IT IS A DUMMY ARGUMENTr
* :	 THEN IT MUST BE FOLLOWED BY
S	 AN INTEGER AND LEFT BRACKET
g	 i INEG = 2
i	 g	 , GO TO 500
* g	 $ 285 CALL GSCANR($990;lN0#IDTf!TC#ICC
• IF	 ( IND	 sNE,
	
1	 sOR,	 LOT	 ;LE,	 0)	 CALL =k^.EF^F': t ^9^`. 	 w°^ ,^) r i"^
"xe g	 $ CALL GSCANR(S9907IN0w IDT#ITCr ICC)
k o	 i IF (IND sNE, 4 sOR, IDT ;NE, 31 CALL t MLE7RR($9'90t!TC °.ylT
* g	 i TEST=4
* i	 i GO TO 30
#--- RIGHT BRACKET	 I
ENU OF FUNCT IO(!t ARGUMENTS
# t 290 IF	 (ANO (TESTr113)	 •NE, 0) CALL FMLEHH(S990,lTC#lrjll
*	 { i SAT = BRT-1
i IF	 (8RT	 * LT,	 0) CALL. FMLERR(S990rITC #194)
# BEST=4
CALL STKOUT(S990#17)
* ! IF	 (ITYP(NP)	 sRE•	 16) CALL FMLERR(S990rITCrl r 	)
* g I=D(NP)
* g J_NP
* s NP=UST (NP )
CALL RMOVFI(J)
# .J=ITYP(NP)
# ! IF	 (J ♦LT, 21)	 CALL FMLEHR(5990rITCe1 9 4)
IF ( J sEO, 24)	 ITYP(NPO=I+24
* S	 ^" ^-: IF	 ((J	 .E©s 24)	 •ANDe	 ((I+24)	 sGT$	 31))
—A CALL FMLERR(Sg90#D(NP)rl#3)f	 -	 - IF (J •LT, 24) H2(NP)=I
CALL STKOUT (S990 r 21)
* 60 TO 30
*-+^— RIGHT PARENTHESIS
* IF ( AND EST #1131 .NE, 0) CALL FMLEHH(S990,ITCrl• )
* CHECK IF THIS IS AN END OF SUBSCRIPT
# OR THE END OF .A-SUS'"R€SSION
PAR = PARm-1
* : IF (PAR,LT. 0) CALL FMLERR(S990rITCrlr4)
* CALL STKOUT(S990#18)
IF (ITYPtNP/	 • NE, 17) CALL FMLERR(S990oITCrlr4)
s :	 v IF (O(NP)	 .NE. O? GO TO 310
ENO OF SU8EXPRESSIONr
* :	 REMOVE MATCHING 10
* :	 i I=NP
# :	 i NP=LAST(NP)








END 'OF A SUOSCR IPT LIST










*	 ENU FOR SUBSCRIPT LIST#
*	 RETURN FOR rISWr = 2





















IF (N2 .GT. 4) CALL FMLERR(S990rN2r0r5)
N3=0
SBC=SBC-1
IF (SBC •EQ. 0) SB= •FALSE.
00 320 KK=N2-1,0t-1
K=NEXT(NP)
IF (ITYP(K) .NE, 0) CALL FMLERR (5990 # D(K)o 2r 29)
IF (D(K) .LT. 0 :OR. D(K) .67, 511) CALL FML'ERR(S990r0(KTr0#15)
FLD(9*KKr9rN3) = D(K)
320	 CALL RMOVFI(K)



































* * 60 TO BINARY OPERATOR
* s :






# *--- EQUAL SIGN .,	=
xw GET ANO,CHECK VARIABLE FOR ASSIGN





# * GO BACK TO TRANSLATE EXPRESSION
* --- SEMICOLON	 )
* *--- APOSTROPHE



















440	 IF (AND(TEST ► 117) .NE, 0) CALL FMLEKKIS 	 `	 ^!
TEST=1
IF (EQL * OR, SB) CALL FMLERR(S990tlTCele,%
EQL= .TRUE.
CALL STKOUT(S990#18)
IF ((ITYP ( NP). ,NE, 16) . OR, (D(NP) ,NE, 1) -Ch	 (L AS (NPT .NF, 67',
1	 CALL FMLERR(S990#ITCpl#l)
KK=NEXT(NP)
IF (ISW ,EO, 1) GO TO 450



















IF (PAR .NE,O .OR S
 BHT .NE.0) CALL FMLERR(S990r • () L3'#T#4)
CALL STKOUT ($990, 18)
IF ((ITYP(NP) .NE B
 16) .OR. (LAST(NP) .NE. 0))
1	 CALL FMLERR(S990,ITC.1.1)
IF (ISW .NE. 0) RETURN








RETURN FOR • ISW+ = 1 ANU 3
TRANSFER ASSIGNED VARIABLE INFORMATION
S
























ELEMENTS OF THE i^USH 0i'!^4N	 "t`_ e, g: I° L	 Ca.	 1	 ...	 t.
THE PRECEDENCE NUMBER OF j art:: J _;^j	 7-) ^ ;e	 t	 {
NUMBER IIOP, IN THE FORMAL DATA S" kiC.TliTREr TH19
CORRESPONDS TO THE RESETTING THE PUSH DOWN STACK P^JNTFR NP TO ITS
PRECEDING I TEM: 	 LAST(NP) -'> NP g r l P T H E R COMPt. T r:t 	 S
FROM THE AUTOMATIC SIMPLTVlC°Aj' j'N P kR, VIOED YN ^ ^°.	 ^'^ -{,,..y Rc,tJ--
TINES. THESE SIMPLIFICATIONS RE ALWAYS CH' rKEcJ	 `; ,^.. TO THE
TOP ELEMENT OF THE PUSH DO WNS ST ACK, WHEN A S I MPL I F T C AT Y 071\1 YS
EXECUTED # THE RESULTING EXPRESS ICt I'S THE MAST	 V )t,411-c=S i ON
ABOVE THE MUSH DOWN STACK O IN THIS CASE# THE OPER^^ ^^:° S SI^^PLY
DISCARDED INSTEAD OF {WRITING IT OUT, FURTHERMORE.® THE SIMPLIFIED
RESULTING EXPRESSION MAY BE LUTHER SIMPLIFIED, NOW WITHOUT THE
DISCARDED OPERATOk * TO PROVIDE A SYSTEMATIC SIMPLIFICATION PROCE. -
DURE# THE EXPRESSION IS PUSHED BACK TO THE PUSH UOV'N STACKF THUS
DUOING CONSECUTIVE POP-UP OPERATIONS# FUTHER SIMPLTF TCATICt'S MAY
BE EXECUTED. THE NECESSITY OF THIS PUSH BACK OPERATION ()EPFNU, ON
THE INDIVIDUAL SIMPLIFICATION EXECUTED, AND LOGICAL VAPIAALF
SIMPSW IS USED TO INDICATE THE NECESSITY OF PUSH BACK OPERATION®
WHEN AN EXPRESSION IS PUSHED BACK, THE PRECEDENCE NUMBER OF ITS
ITEMS ARE INCREASED BY 32# THIS TRICK SERVES TWO PURPOSES, FIRST#
THE PUSHED BACK ITEMS ALWAYS HAVE LARGER PRECEDENCE NUMBER THAN
THE GIVEN ARGUMENT IIOP FOR THE STOUTO ROUTI NEi THUS A COMPLETE
SIMPLIFICATION IS -`ALWAYS EXECUTED BEFORE THE CONTROL GOES BACK TO
THE CALLING ROUTINE. SECOND, IT PROVIDES A 2 —WAY LOGIC, WHETHER AN
OPERATOR WAS ENCOUNTERED THE FIRST TIME. THIS FEATURE IS USED TO
REORDER ARGUMENTS FOR NONmSYMMETRIC OPERATORS TO PROVIDE CORRECT
PREFIX FORM #
 AND IT IS USED FOR THE EXECUTION OF CERTAIN FORMAL
FUNCTIONS REQUIRING MORE THAN ONE STEP.
STOUTO CHECKS FOR SIMPLIFICAT.&WN ONLY WHEN THE TOP OPERATOR IS
+#	 OR **. WHEN THE TOP ITEM IS AN OPERAND #
 CONSTANT OR VARIABLE,
ITS INCREASED PRECEDENCE IS DECREASED BY 32r AND IT IS WRITTEN
OUT S WHEN THE TOP OPERATOR IS A MATHEMATICAL # FORMALP DEFINED#
DIFFERENTIAL OR UNDEFINED FUNCTION O PERATOR# THEN STOUTO CALLS
STOUT1 -5t RESPECTIVELY.
STOUTp TRANSFERS THE DIVISION OPERATOR INTO EXPONENTIALIZA-
TIQN#. I.E, IN PREFIX ORDER
/ d A => * ** B(-J) A
SUCH THAT THE DIVIDE OPERATOR i5 REPLACED BY THE OPERATORS * AND
** IN THE PUSH DOWN STACK #
 AND THE CONSTANT 1 -1) IS INSERTED
BETWEEN THE TWO SUBEXPRZSSIONS B AND A IN THE OUTPUT STACK.




















THE TOP ELEMENT OF THE PUSH UOWN STACK IS +# AND ONE OF ITS ARGU -
MENT (jUBEXPRESSION IN THE OUTPUT STACK IS A SUM (LEAD OPERATOR IS
+) p THEN THE TWO + OPERATORS ARE COMET INED INTO ONE ;ry I TH THE PROPER
COUNT OF ARGUMENTS. AS A RESULT# THE Sl1M OF N EXPRE=SIGNS WILL 8E
SUCH THAT NONE OF THE SUBEXPRESSIONS ARE SUMS THEMSELVES. THE SAME




COMPARING SUBEXPRESSIONS AND SIMPLIFYING THEM IN RESPECT TO
THE TOP OPERATOR IS PROVIDED IN PROGRAM ELEMENT CO MP1. THIS ROU-
TINE COMPARES TWO SUBEXPRESSIONS. IF THEY ARE NOT EQUAL# I.E.
SIMPLIFICATION IS NOT POSSIBLE # THEN IT RETURNS WITH AN INDICATION
WHETHER THE FIRST SUBEXPRESSION IS CONSIDERED TO BE 'SMALLER' OR
'LARGER' THAN THE SECOND ONE; THIS RELATION IS USED FOR SORTING
THE ARGUMENTS OF THE SYMMETRIC N—ARY OPERATORS + AND *. WHEN
SIMPLIFICATION IS POSSIBLE# IT IS UONE IN COMP1.
COMP1 INVESTIGATES FIRST THE GIVEN TWO SUBEXPRESSIONS ACCOR -
DING TO THE FOUR COMBINATIONS# WHETHER THEY ARE CONSTANTS OR NOTs
THEN EACH GROUP IS BROKEN DOWN ACCORUING TO THE TOP OPERATOR*
ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS WITH FORMAL CONSTANTS ARE PROVIDED BY PRO -
GRAM ELEMENT CONSOP 9 COMPARING NON—CONSTANT SUBEXPRESSIONS FOR
IDENTITY IS PROVIDED BY PROGRAM ELEMENT COMP2.
THE DEPENDENCE TREES OF STOUTO AND COM P 1 ARE GIVEN BELOW FOL-





































OPERATOR WRITE—OUT FROM PUSH-DOWN STACK





MAIN SUBROUTINE TO WRITE OUT OPERATORS (AND OPERANDS WITH
INCREASED PRECEDENCE) FROM THE PUSH —DOWN STACK UNTIL THE TOP
ELEMENT HAS PRECEDENCE NUMBER LESS THAN IIOP*
WHEN AN OPERATOR IS WRITTEN OUT FROM THE PUSH—DOWN STACK, OR
EXECUTED# A SIMPLIFICATION MAY OCCUR ON THE ALREADY WRITTEN OUT
SUUEXPRESSION *
 THIS SIMPLIFICATION ON THE OUTER LEVEL OF A SUB-
EXPRESSlON MAY INDUCE THE NELD OF FURTHER SIMPLIFICATION FOR THE
INNER LEVELS OF THE SU BEXPRESSION. IN THIS CASE. THE SUBEXPRESSION
IS PUSHED BACK TO THE STACK WITH INCREASED PRECEDENCE NUMBER. THIS
IS INDICATED BY THE SETTING OF SIMPSW * AN ITEM TO BE WRITTEN OUT
OUT FROM THE STACK WHICH HAS AN INCREASED PRECEDENCE. IS INDICATED
BY SETTING l k3ITS'W. TO .TRUE.*
THE POINTER TO THE TOP ELEMENT IN THE STACK IS INP **
THIS SUBROUTINE HANDLES THE' ARITHMETIC OPERATORS WITH USING
SUBROUTINE COMPSF FOR COMPARING TWO EXPRESSIONS, THE MATHENATICALP
FORMAL# DEFINED AND UNDEFINED FUNCTIONS ARE HANULED BY CALLING
SU8RO!1TINES STMATH. STFORM* STFCTD AND STUNFCP RESPECTIVELY*
THE UIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR IS HANDLED BY STDIFF*
OPERANDS WITH INCREASEU PRECEDENCE NUMBERS ARE SIMLPLY WRITTEN
OUT
START
COMPARE'THE TOP ELEMENT OF THE STACK TO IIOP
RETURN• IF LESS THAN IOP
10	 IOP=ITYPB(NP)
IF (IOP * LT.IIOP) RETURN
INITIALIZE BITSW AND SIMPSW
SIMPSW=*FALSE.
BITSW=*FALSE*
BRANCH BY IOPo THE TOP ELEMENT
*	 IF (IOP.LT.32) GO TO 20
IOP=IOP-32
*	 BITSW=.TRUE.
*	 20	 IF (IOP * GT.11) GO TO 30
IBIT(NP)=0
•-	 WRITE OUT OPERAND
NP=LAST(NP)
GO TO 10
BRANCH BY OPERATOR IOP
*	 30	 IF (IOP.LE.17) CALL ERROR(S990 ► 30)
*	 K=IOP-17
lL.. ^I !^ t,^ C7 ^
	 11^ MAID	 MY.M(
A
IF (K•GT•5) GO TO 180
GO TO (40r120.130,150r160r170)sK
••	 ADDITION AND MULTIPLICATION
AFTER CHECKING DIVISION COLLECT SIMILAR OPERATORS
TO MAKE IT NARY
FROM THE STACK
40	 K_LAST(NP)
* : IF	 t(ITYP(K)
	 •NE.	 IOP)	 •OR•(D(K)	 .Lt,O)	 e^^.	 (ITY^'(K!	 •C:T•	 IIOPT)
+	 GO TO 5(;








IF (K•EO.0) CALL ERROR(S990r50)
r	 * : J_LASTXX($990tKr1p0)
J=NEXT(J)




.;	 . 60	 K=J
NOW GET THE FINAL UEGREE 0 1	THE OPERATORe N
SORT AND SIMPLIFY THE N ARGUMENTS
*
* :
LOOP ON THE N ARGUMENTS
KN IS THE NUMBER OF ALREADY SORTED ARGUMENTS
*
# : SKIP COMPARISON IF THIS I-IK ARGUMENT
IS THE FIRST ONE #
 OTHERWISE SET UP LOOP
TO COMPARE IT TO THE KN SORTED ARGUMENTS
LOOP TO COMPARE ARGUMENT I—IK TO THE
ARGUMENTS J—JK
NOW COMPARE I—IK AND J-JK
* :.•• THE TWO EXPRESSIONS WERE
SIMPLIFIED WITH THE RESULT IN
I-IKv THUS DECREASE THE NUMBER
OF SORTED ARGUMENTS KN AND THE





IF tI•EG•O) CALL ERROR(S990r60)
IK=LASTXX(S990,IrirO)


















:..v EXPRESSION I-IK IS SMALLER THAN
J-JKP THUS PLACE I-IK IN FRONT
OF J-JK
Z	 :... EXPRESSION I-IK IS LARGER THAN
J-JK• THUS CONTINUE THE
COMPARISON
NOHMALEXIT FROM COMPARISON LOOP MEANS
*	 THAT J-JK IS PLACED TO THE END
OF SORTED ARGUMENTS ► THUS KN IS INCREASED
END OF LOOP
SORTING'ANU 5I0LIFICATION IS FINISHED
s	 NOW CHECK THE DEGREE OF THE OPERATOR
UEGREE IS GREATER THAN ONE ► THUS WRITE IT OUT
*
*	 DEGREE IS ONE, THUS REMOVE OPERATOR
*--- MULTIPLICATION
DIVISION
IF THIS IS A MULTIPLICATION THEN
*	 GO TO THE ENTRY OF ADDITION
*	 IF D(NP)=-2 THEN THIS IS A DIVISION
F'	 *	 THIS IS A DIVISION. THUS TRANSFER IT TO
#	 EXPONENTIAL FORM BY RAISING THE DENOMINATOR





*	 NOW GO TO THE EXPONENTIAL PART TO CHECK
*	 IF DENOMINATOR RAISED TO -1 CAN BE SIMPLIFIED
80	 LL=NEXT(IK)
KL=LAST(J)
CALL FMLCHH (5990, I• IK)
I = FMLCH2 (S990t KLP Ir IK)
I=LL
GO TO 110
IF (D(NP).GT.i) GO TO 910
IF (D(NP).LE.0) CALL ERROR(S990.110)
GO TO 900
120	 IF (D(NP).GE.2) GO TO 40
IF (U(NP).NE.-2) CALL ERROR(S990r120)
I=NEXT(NP)
IK = LASTXX(S990rIr1r0)
J = FMLCH2 (S990r IK• O• -1)
JK_J
D(NP)=2





GET (SASE AND EXPONENT POINTERS
^M
*	 SINCE 81TSW IS FALSE,
THIS IS THE FIRST LNCOUNTER
OF THIS EXPONENTIAL OPERATOR, THUS THE
BASE AND EXPONENT MUST BE INTERCHANGED TO
*	 GIVE THE CORRECT PREFIX FORM
NOW CHECK FOR SIMPLIFICATION
NORMAL RETURN MEANS TO REMOVE **
^r
-•^ MATHEMATIICAL AND FORMAL FUNCTIONS
CALL THE APPROPRIATE ROUTINES
•	 "`,
-- DEFINED FUNCTION
^►^^+ DIFFERENT IAL  OPERATOR
- UNDEFINED FUNCTION
SPECIAL RETURNS TO START
?^- REMOVE OPERATOR
4-^- PUSH BACK LAST EXPRESSION FOR FURTHER SIMPLIFICATION






IK=^-ASTXX($990 ► I ► i ► 0)
J_NEXT(IK)
JK=L.AST M $990 ► J ► 1 ► 0 )
IF (dITSW) 60 TO 140
CALL FMLCH7 ($990 ► It IK ► J ► JK)
IBIT(NP)=1
BITSW=.TRUE.
140	 CALL COMPSF ($910 ► 5910 ► $990 ► IOP ► it IK:: .i, JK)
GO TO 900
150	 IF (FLD(11 ► 7 ► D(NP)) .LT. 64) CALL S1MAT" ($9-£O, 3910 ► $990'
CALL STFORM ($900, $910 ► $990)
160	 CALL STFCTO ($900, 5910 ► $990)
170	 CALL STOIFF ($900 9
 $910 ► $990)
180 K=K-7
CALL STUNFC ($900 ► $910 ► $990 ► K)
900	 K=LAST(NP)
CALL FMLCHI ($990 ► NP)
NF=K
IF (.NOT.SIMPSW) 60 TO 10
NP=NEXT(NP)
IBIT(NP)=i
905	 NP=LASTXX($990 ► NP,lrl)
GO TO 10








BRANCH ACCORUING TO THE TYPE OF EXPRESSIONS:
CONSTANT OR NON-CONSTANT
*
*--- I-IK IS A CONSTANT
*- J-JK IS A CONSTANT








COMPSF (* ► * ► *. IOP ► I ► IK ► J. JK)
THE SUBROUTINE COMPARES TWO EXPRESSIONS STARTING AT
I AND J ►
 ENDING AT IK AND JK ► RESPECTIVELY. f lop,► IS
THE 'LEAD OPERATOR FOR WHICH THE COMPARISON IS TO'BE
DONE:
	 IOP = 18 FOR +
IOP = 19 FOR +
IOP = 20 FOR **
THE LEAD OPERATOR OF THE TWO SUEEXPRESSIONS MAY NOT
UE THE SAME AS-IOP• EXCEPT FOR IOP = 20(**).
IF THE TWO EXPRESSIONS SIMPLIFY WITH THE LEAD
OPERATOR IOPP THEN THE RESULTING EXPRESSION IS
LINKED INTO THE PLACE I-IK AND THE ORIGINAL EXPRESSIONS
ARE RELEASED, SIMPSW IS SET TO TRUE IF SIMPLIFICATION
OCCURED SUCH THAT FURTHER SIMPLIFICATION MAY OCCURE
IN THE RESULT,
THE RETURNS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
RETURN 0 = EXPRESSIONS SIMPLIFIED WITH RESULT IN I-IK
RETURN 1 EXPRESSION I-IK IS SMALLER THAN J-JK
RETURN 2 = EXPRESSION J-JK IS SMALLER THAN I-IK
RETURN 3 = ERROR RETURN
FOR IOP=20 ► RETURN 1 AND 2 ARE EQUIVALENT•.
(* ► * ► * ► IOP ► I ► IK ► J ► JK)
REAL FLPT
REAL F(i) ► FKONE
EQUIVALENCE (F(1) ► D(1))











GO TO (2400.2200 ► 2300 ► 2100)•KJUMP
2100 CALL CONSOP(52110 ► 52120 ► 52110PS2000 ► K ► II ► JJ ► IJ)




2110 IJJ = IJ
GO TO 2130
2120 IJJ=NEXT(IJ)
2130 CALL MOVEXX	 (I ► 	 IK ► 	 IJ ► 	 IJJ)
: GO TO 2020
*^^► I- IK IS NOT A CONSTANT
--•- J-JK IS CONSTANT
r	 * 2200 IF (D(J).NE.0) GO TO 2220







J-JK IS NOT ZERO
RETURN 2 IF IOP IS +
2220 IF (K.EQ.1) RETURN 2
IF J-JK IS 1 THEN THE RESULT IS I—IK FOR
AND **
IF	 ((J6.EQ,0) .AND. (D(JJ: FEG.I))	 60 TO
# : IF	 (JA	 .EQ.	 3	 ,AND.	 F(oJ)	 .EQ.	 1.0)	 GC 7.3	 ,-
* + IF	 (K	 .EGO 3)	 GO TO 22'5
* NONE OF ABOVE ► BRANCH BY IOP
CHECK T HE 'OPERATOR * AND **
k	
b : : * ,o MULTIPLICATION
: :	 CHECK IF THE DISTR18UTIVE LAW IS
* : :	 APPLICABLE
IF	 (EXPDSW .EG.	 0 .OR.	 10 .NE.	 18) KET()RN




DO 2230 L=1 ► N
II=ILINKI(II ► 19 ► 2)
II-IADDNN(II ► J ► JK)




* :	 PROCEED BY THE LEAD OPERATOR OF
* :	 BASE I—IK
2235 IF	 (I0	 .EQ.	 18)	 GO TO 2240
* : :•.. PRODUCT
GO TO RAISING ITS FACTORS
* : :	 TO THE EXPONENT
IF	 (IO.EQ.19)	 GO TO 2050
:	 :9.. EXPONENTIALIZATION
GO TO DORM THE PRODUCT OF
* EXPONENTS




2240 IF (JO .NE. 0 .OR. D(JJ) .LE.1) RETURN 1
IF (EXPDSW .GE. 0 .AND. EXPDSW .LT. U(JJ)) RETURN 1
ILL=LA$T(II)
CALL REMOVN(II,IIK)








* ; ; CHECK IF EXPONENT IS





HAS ID.= 51+256 DIVIDE
THE SUM I—IK INTO TWO
TERMS
NOW THE SUM OF TWO
t : TERMS ARE ESTABLISHED
IN Ii — IIK AND INK—IIK
WHICH MUST BE RAISED
TO THE N I TH PC:!ER
LINK IN LEAD OPERATOR




N=D ( JJ )
M1 = N+1
%°.




DO 2280 L = 1eM1
IF (L.EQ 9 1) GO TO 2250
IF (L .EQ. M1) GO TO 2260
ILL=ILINKI(ILL ► 19,3)















CALL IFREEN ( II*IIK)
GO TO 2010
--- I-IK IS A CONSTANT
--- J-JK IS NOT A CONSTANT
* : 2300 IF (D(II ) * NE 9 0)	 GO TO 2310
I-IK IS ZERO * THUS THE RESULT IS:
J-JK FOR +
I-IK FOR * AND **
GO TO (2040*2020*2020) *K
* 1-IK IS NOT ZERO
RETURN 1 FOR IOP = +
' -AUG— IF. 1 K.EQ.11 RETURN 1
: IF I-IK IS 1* THEN THE RESULT IS I-kK
IF	 ((IO	 .EO.	 0)	 ;AND.	 (D(11)	 .Ea * 	1))	 GO TO 2J7U
* : IF	 (I0	 *EO * 	3	 * AND * F(II)	 * E0.	 1 * 0)	 GO TO 2:7C
OTHERWISE PROCEED ACCORDING-TO
IOP = * OR **
IF (K.EO * 3) GO TO 2330
€	 * :.** MULTIPLICATION
:	 CHECK IF DISTRIBUTIVE LAW IS
t :	 APPLICABLE
IF (EXPOSW * E(3 *
 0 .OR * JO * NE * 18) HtTLKN 1








* : 2320 K=NEXT(JJ)
GO TO 2030
:.*. EXPONENTIALIZATION
CHICK IF THE CONSTANT BASE I-IK
SHOULD BE CHANGED ACCORDING TO OPTION
VASE
* 2330 IF (BASE *E0 * 0) RETURN 1
IF (0(II).LT*0) RETURN 1
FLPT=O.
# :	 BRANCH ACCORDING TO BASE
s : : GO TO (2340*2350*2360)*BASE
: 9 99 BASE MUST BE 2
: 2340 IF ((IO.EO * 0) * AND * (OtII);EO * 2)) RETURN 1
^► : i	 : IR_O
* IRR_2
CHANGE I-IK TO IRR
2345 IF (IO.Ea.0) FLPT_FLOAT(0(11 ))
IN=NEXT(II)
IF (IO *EO * 1) FLPT_FLOAT (D(II))/FLOAT ( D(IN)) W
IF (10 *Eti. 3) FLPT =-F(II) rNW
1
20416
:,.. BASE MUST BE 10
:s.. BASE MUST BE E
*—^- I-IK IS NOT A CONSTANT
*--- J-JK IS NOT A CONSTANT
* BRANCH BY IOP
:
ADDITION
* : BEFORE COMPARING THE TWO EXPRESSIONS
POSSINLE CONSTANT FACTORS SHOULD BE
REMOVED. 00 THIS. AND SET ICD1 AND ICO2
FOR I— IK AND J—JKP RESPECTIVELY ► AS
* : : FOLLOWS:
ICU. = 1 EXPRESSION IS NOT A PRODUCT
ICO.	 '.: 2 EXPRESSION IS A PRODUCT WITHOUT
CONSTANT FACTORI
	
I.E. THE FACTOR IS 1
ICD. - 3 EXPRESSION IS A PRODUCT WITH
FACTOR REMOVEU IN I3— I4v OR J3—J4













2400 GO TO (2410#260002700)#K
2410 IC01=1
IF (IO.NE .19) 60 TO 2420
ICD1=2
I3=NEXT(II)



















I	 m No am m m
: IF	 (ITYP(I3).EQ.1)	 I4=NEXT(I3)
CALL REMOVN(I3PI4)
: D(II)=D(II)-1
IF	 (U(II).GE.2) GO TO 2420
II=NEXT(II)
*	 S : 2420 ICO2=1
* : IF (JO.NE .19) GO TO 2430
ICO2=2
* J3=NEXT(JJ)
IF (ITYP(J3).GT.3) GO TO 2430
* : ICO2=3
* : : J4=J3
IF	 (ITYP(J3).EQ.1) J4=NEXT(J3)
*	 : : CALL REMOVN(J3aJ4)
* : IF 0 ( J.i' , GE . 2 ) GO TO 2430
* : : JJ=NEXT(JJ)
* : NOW COMPARE THE TWO FACTORLESS EXPkESSIONS
* : : 2430 CALL COMPAR($2560.$2570PS2000#II#1#JJ#ltllKoJJK)
,.., EQUIVALENT EXPRESSIONS
* : : THUS FORM THE SUM OF THE FACTORS
IF (ICDI.EO.ICD2) GO TO 2530
*	 2 : 'WHEN ONLY ONE EXPRESSION HAD
* : REMOVED FAC10R
IF ((ICDI.NE.3).AND.(ICD2.NE.3)) CALL ERROR($2000.2430)
* I5=IGETFI(S2000)
C(I5)=0
IF	 (ICDI.EQ 9 3)	 I2=I3
IF (ICO29EQ.34	 12=J3
CALL CONSOP($2470,S2490PS252OoS2000r1#15#I2#J1)






2450 IF	 (ICD1.E0.3) CALL IFREEN(I3#14)
* : : 2460 IF (ICD2.EO.3) CALL IFREEN(J3.44)
* : : IF	 (ICDI.NE.ICD2) CALL IFREEI(I5)
* : GO TO 2020
* :•.. INTEGEK FACTOR RESULT
2470 J2=J1
* : : IF	 (D(J1).NE.1)	 GO TO 2500
*	 : THE NEW FACTOR IS ONE•
WHICH SHOULD NOT BE
* : LINKED IN
-480 CALL IFREEI(JI)
* : IF	 (ICD1.E0, l) GO TO 2460







ooa• RATIONAL FACTOR RESULT
* : : :o.. REAL FACTOR RESULT
WHEN EXPRESSIONS HAD SIMILAR
STRUCTURES:





:999 BOTH HAD FACTORS ► GET THE
SUM OF THEM• AND GO TO
* :	 SET THE RESULT















* CHECK IF DISTRIBUTIVE LAW IS APPLICABLE














IF (F(J1) .EQ. 1;0) GO TO 2480
GO TO 2500
2530 IF (ICDi.E0.3) GO TO 2550












2580 IF (ICOI.NE.3) GO TO 2590
I1=ILINKN(I.I3.I4)
0(I)=D!I)+1




2600 IF (EXPDSW .EQ, 0) GO TO 2610
^^Yir Sri
	 NY^












	 Ow	 m m om om ow
* : :..• IF NO• PREPARE TO COMPARE IME
EXPRESSIONS I.E. COMPARE ONLY THE
BASE PARIS OF THE EXPRESSIONS WHEN
*	 : THLY ARE EXPONEN(IALS.
*	 ; : :g.• THE TWC °ASES ARE
*	 : IDENTICAL, THUS FORM THE
SUM OF THE EXPONENTS WITH
COMMON BASE
:•.• THE EXPONENTS WERE 1'Sp
THUS INSERT EXPONENT 2
#
:e.. J-JK HAD EXPONENT 1
* f :t..	 I-IK HAD EXPONENT 1
:•.. NEITHER EXPONENT WERE 1
THE BASES WERE NOT
IDENTICAL• GET THE ORDERING
AND RETURN
*	 •.. EXPONENTIALIZATION
CHECK IF THE BASE IS A PRODUCT
*
*
: CHECK IF THE BASE IS AN EXPONENTIAL EXPR.
SPECIAL OPERATIONS AND RETURNS
ERROR RETURN
IF (IO.Ea.18) GO TO 2225






CALL COMPAR (52650 ► S269O#S2000pllplt4lp1rI2.J2)
IF (I1.NE.II) GO TO 2620


















2700 IF (IO.Ea.19) GO TO 2050



















* RESULT IS J-JK FOR IOP_*r I-IK OTHERWISE
* RESULT IS I-IKr RELEASE J-JK
s :
+t :
RESULT IS J-JKr LINK IT IN THE PLACE OF I-IKr












EXPAND EXPONENTIALIZATION FOR ALL



















































COMPARE TWO EXPRES51ONSP OR PART OF EXPRESSIONS•
STARTING IN C(I) ANU C(J) WITH GENERALIZED
DEGREES ID ANU JU.
RETURN 0 IF `C(I).EQ.C(J)
1 IF	 Ctl).LT.C(J)
2 IF	 C(I).GT.C(J)
3 IF ERROR OCCURS




COMPARE THE GENERALIZED DEGREES
*
*--- C(I) LESS THAN C(J)
* ; 10
*--- C(I) GREATER THAN C(J)
* : 20
*--- DEGREES ARE EQUAL




IF TERMS ARE NOT EQUAL.
EXIT TO (LESS , OR 16REATERI
* : 50






















IF ((IN*JN).LE.0) RETURN 3
IF (ITYP(IN) —ITYP(JN)) 10P50#20
IF	 (H1(IN) —H1(JN)) 10#60P20
IF	 (H2(IN) —H2(JN)) 10x70#20
K=ITYP(IN)
IF	 ( ( K.EQ. 1).ORe(K. EQ.7):OR.(K.E0.17).OR;(K.E0.23)) GO TO 100
IDN=IDN-1
IF	 (K.LT.16) GO TO 90
IF (K.LT.24) GO TO 80
IDN=IDN+K-24
GO TO 90






* CHECK FOR END OF EXPRESSION
100 IF	 (IDN)	 130#120#110
* :..• NO• IT I5 NOT THE ENO OF EXPRESSION
* : GO BACK TO CHECK NEXT TERM
* : : 110 IN=NEXT(IN)
* : JN=NEXT(JN)
GO TO 40
ENU OF EXPRESSION AND C(I). EQUAL TO
* : C(J)
* : 120 IL=IN
* : JL_JN
* : : RETURN
ERROR RETURN
*	 : 130 RETURN 3
GET THE END OF EXPRESSIONS
*	 : 150 IL=LASTXX(s130.I.ID,0)
JL=LASTXX(s130vJvJD,0)
RETURN 1 AND 2









3 9 2939	 SIOUTI
STOUTI ROUTINE IS USED TO EXECUTE FORMAL FUNCTIONS. THUS ITS
MAJOR BREAKDOWN IS ACCORDING TO THE TYPE OF THE FUNCTION AFTER
CHLCKING THE CORRECTNESS OF THE NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS.
 x.
STOUT1 USES THREE AUXILIARY PROGRAMS. PROGRAM ELEMENT INCL IS
USED FOR THE EVALUATION OF A COMMON DENOMINATOR (CODEM). THE
ROUTINE COLLLCTS THE FACTORS FOR THE COMMON DENOMINATOR. WHEN A
NEW FACTOR IS GIVEN TO ITr THE ROUTINE CHECKS WHETHER THE FACTOR
WAS ALREADY GIVEN BEFORE. OR IF IT IS A MULTIPLE OF A PREVIOUSLY
GIVEN FACTOR• PROGRAM ELEMENTS COMPINC AND DIFIN ARE USED IN
CONJUNCTION WITH SUBST AND REPLAC OPERATIONS. THEY ARE USED WHEN
THE SUBEXPRESSION TO BE REPLACED IS A SUM/PRODUCT OR DIFFERENTIAL
EXPRESSION# RESPECTIVELY. THEY CHECK FOR INCLUSION OF SUBEXPRES-
SIONS. IF THE SUBEXPRESSION TO BE REPLACED IS A SUM OF N TERMS
ANU THE SUBEXPRESSION TO BE INVESTIGATED IS A SUM OF M TERMS# THE
ROUTINE CHECKS WHETHER ALL N TERMS HAVE IDENTICAL TERMS IN THE
INVESTIGATED SUBEXPRESSION„ IF YESr THEN THE N TERMS FROM THE M
TERMS OF THE INVESTIGATED SUBEXPRESSION ARE REMOVED. DIFIN HAS A
SIMILAR S R CT R
	
SINCE	 T	 O F R	 A	 N APPEAR	 T U U E.  C MULTIPLE I FE ENTI TIO S P E R AS A
CONSECUTIVE LIST OF SIMPLE DIFFERENTIATIONS IN THE OUTPUT STACK
rr	 SUCH THAT A SIMPLE DIFFERENTIATION IS COMPOSED OF THE DIFFERENTIAL
OPERATOR FOLLOWED BY THE VARIABLE UI F FERENTIATEO BY# THE SAME
INCLUSION LOGIC IS USED TO DETECT EQUIVALENCE FOR REPLACEMENT.
OBVIOUSLY, DIFIN ALSO CHECKS THE EQUIVALENCE OF THE EXPRESSIONS TO
BE DIFFERENTIATED.
UETAILS OF STOUTI p INCL P




























............>*	 COMPIN-	 *......>*	 COMP2
.	 *	 C







































ARGUMENTS IF THE OPERATOR
.GT. 8) GO TO 6 wrw
CHECK FOR CORRECT NUFBLR OF
HAS BEEN FIRST ENCOUNTLREU
URANCH BY FUNCTION
*
N=FLE)(OtlltD(NP) )l =M2 (NP )
IF (BITSW) GO TO 5
II=FLD(35 ► 1.I)
IF ((N.LE.3).AND,(N.NE.I)) CALL FMLtRR(S990rt•oi.3)
IF ((N.E0.4).AND;(II.NE.0)) CALL FMLtRR(S990#99fIt3)
IF ((N.EQ.5).AND;(II.NE.1)) CALL FMLLRR(S99099901#3)
5	 CONTINUE
K=FLD(11@7r0(NP))-63
IF (K .LT. 3 .OR; K
'	 ^a^^ „mot w.,.„awa
FOKMAL.STOUTI







FUNCTION IDENTIFICATION IS IN H1(NP) AND THE ACTUAL
NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS IS IS H2(NP). THE IDENTIFICATION FIELD IS
1S AS FOLLOWS:
64 + 128 = EXPAND	 USE EXPAND OPTION
65 + 128 = COOEM	 GET COMMON DENOMINATOR FORM
66 + 256 = COErF	 GET THE COEFFICIENT
67 + 128 = NUM	 GET THE NUMLRATOR
68 + 128 = UENOM	 GET THE DENOMINATOR
69 + 128 = EXPON	 GET THE EXPONENT
70 + 128 = BASE	 GET THE BAST
71 + 256 = ARG
	 GET K I TH ARGUMENT OF LEAD OP.
72 + 640 = SUdST	 SUBSTITUTE TOR EXPRESSIONS
73 + 640 = REPLAC	 REPLACE EXPRESSIONS
74 + 128 = POWER
75 + 128 = PRODEX	 DISIRIBUTE LXPONENT OVER PRODUCT
76 + 128 = FLOAT	 FLOAT INTEGERS AND RATIONALS
77 + 128 FLOATB	 FLOAT ONLY IN BASE EXPRESSIONS
78 + 256 = FIX	 FIX'REAL CONSTANTS
79 + 256 = FIXE
	
FIX REALS ONLY IN EXPONENTS
80 + 128 = LOOP	 LEAD OPERATOR ID, AS INTEGER
81 + 128 = NAR(s	 NUMOER OF ARGUMENTS OF LEAD OPERATOR
THE SECOND TERM Or THE IDENTIFICATION, N*128# INDICATES
THL REQUIREO'NUM8ER OF AR^:uMLNTS: FOR N=1.2x3 THE REQUIRED
NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS ARE 1 p 2r3r RESPECTIVELY; FOR N=4 THE
REQUIRED NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS IS EVEN. FOR N=5 THE REQUIRED
NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS IS ODU,
DIMENSION IA(4v20)
10	 IF (BITSW) GO TO 20
IF (EXPDSW .LT. 0) RETURN 1
EXPDSW = - EXPDSW -
15	 SIMPSW = .TRUE.
RETURN 2





NNP = LASTXX(S990#NPrl ► 0)
KK = IDPND (NP ► NP#NP ► NNP)
IF (KK .GE. 2) RETURN 2
6	 IF ((K .Lc. 0) .OR. (K .6T. 18)) CALL ERRERN (S y90 ► 4)
GO TO (10 ► 30t 150 ► 260 ► 260 ► 430 ► 430# 4609 520 ► 54Ur Itr 12#7009
♦ 700 ► 800 ► 800r900 ► 900)rK
--- EXPAND (K=1)
*	 IF EXPAND IS FIRST ENCOUNTERED (BITSW=;FALSE.)#
*	 THEN CHECK EXPDSW, IF IT IS LESS THAN ZERO•
*	 THEN HANDLE THIS FUNCTION AS NO-OP; OTHERWISE
*	 CHANGE EXPGSw TO NEGATIVE AND RETURN TO PUSH
*	 HACK EXPRESSION ON SECOND ENCOUNTER OF EXPAND r





*	 ON FIRST ENCOUNTER HANDLE FUNCTION AS NO-OP IF
*	 THE POWER OPTION I5 ON# OTHERWISE TURN POWER
*	 OPTION ON ANU RETURN TO PUSH HACK EXPRESSION
ON SECOND ENCOUNTER ►
 SET POWER OPTION OFF AND




*	 ON FIRST ENCOUNTER (BITSW=.FALSE.)# HANDLE
FUNCTION AS NO-OP IF PRODEX OPTION IS ON ►
*	 OTHERWISE TURN PROUEX OPTION ON AND RETURN TO
*	 PUSH BACK EXPRESSION ON SECOND ENCOUNTER ► TURN




*	 GET EXPrESSION IN COMMON DENOMINATOR FORM IN
TWO STEPS:
ON THE FIRST ENCOUNTER OF COUEM
(BITSW=.FALSE.) ► ESTABLISH COMMON DENOMINATOR
11 IF (BITSW) GO TO 21
IF (POWER) RETURN 1
POWER = .TRUEv
GO TO 15
21	 POWER = .FALSE.
RETURN 1
12	 IF (BITSW) GO TO 22
IF (PRODEX) RETURN 1
PRODEX = .TRUE.
GO -5 15





.. ,. a; .	 a. <- ^	
..	 .a	 i.	 e
* ANU MULTIPLY THE TERMS OF THE EXPRESSION BY IT#
* THEN RETURN 10 SIMPLIFY THE TERMS
* ON THE SECOND ENCOUNTER. INSERT THE COMMON
* DENOMINATOR IN -1 POWER AS A FACTOR. AND RETURN
TO REMOvE FUNCTION
* THE RULES FOR ]HE COMMON DENOMINATOR ARE AS
FOLLOWS: IF AN EXPRESSION IS NOT A SUM P THEN IT
# IS ALREADY IN COMMON DENOMINATOR FORM:
* IF AN EXPRESSION I5 A SUM P THEN THE COMMON
* DENOMINATOR IS THE LEAST PRODUCT OF THE
DENOMINATORS OF ITS TERMS, THE DENOMINATOR OF A
TERM IS THE PROVUCI OF THOSE FACTORS OF THE
TERM WHICH A*E EXPONENTIAL EXPRESSIONS SUCH
* THAT THE EXPONENT IS EITHER A NEGATIVE CONSTANT
* OR IT HAS A NEGATIVE CONSTANT FACTOR• IF THE
EXPONENT IS A SUM 1HEN THE TERMS OF THE
EXPONENT IS'INDIVIUUALLY CHECKED.
r	* 30 IF (dITSW) GO TO 140
* FIRST ENCOUNTER
* RETURN TO REMOVE FUNCTION IF ARGUMENT IS NOT A
SUET
I=NEXT(NP)
IF (ITYP(i).NE.18) RETURN i
* INITIALIZE TO GET
'
HE COMMON DENOMINATOR IN
* IC-ICK SET UP IC-ICS• AS A PRODUCT WITH 0
* FACTORS GET ARGUMENT POINTERS I-IK
* AND SET N TO THE NUMBER OF TERMS IN I-IK
IK=LASTXX(S990vI,1r0)
* ;' IC=ILINKI(IK#19r0)
* :	 ; ICK=IC
# : N=D(l)
* ; JK=I
* GET UENOMINATORS IN 3 NESTED LOOPS
LOOP I. = FOR THE N TERNS IN I-lK 	 •
* TERM POINTER = J-JK
* DO 90	 L-teN
J_NEXT(JK)
* ;	 ; JK=LASTXX(S990#Jr1t0)
* GET M AS NUMBER OF FACTORS IN J-JK
* ; J1=J
* ;	 ; M=1
* IF	 (ITYY(J).NE.19) GO TO 40
* ; M=D(J)
* ;	 : J1=NEXT(J)
* ;	 LOOP 2 = FOR THE M FACTORS IN J-JK
FACTOR POINTER Jl-J2
40 DO 80	 LL=1PM
J2=LASTXX(S990,J1,1r0)
* ;	 IF THIS FACTOR IS NOT AN EXPONENTIAL









IF (ITYP(I3).NE.18) GO TO 50
NC=D(I3)
I3=NEXT(I3).
50	 DO 70 LLL=I.NC
14=LASTXX($990tI3.1.0)
KK=1
IF ((ITYP(I3).LE.3).AND.(D(I3).LT * O)) GO TO 60
KK=2
22063
* :	 OTHERWISE GET THE POINTER OF ITS
# :	 EXPONENT I1 — I2 FOR THE BASE• I3—I4
*	 : FOR THE EXPONENT AND SET NC FOR THE
s	 ;
NUMBER OF TERMS IN THE EXPONENT
•
LOOP 3 = FOR THE NC TERMS IN THE
EXPONENT
:•	 TERM POINTER I3—I4
*	 : IF NEGATIVE CONSTANT THEN
INCLUDE IT IN IC—ICK
*	 : :
* :	 :	 "IF IT IS NOT A PRODUCT OR
* PRODUCT WITH NOT A NEGATIVE
CONSTANT, THEN SKIP THIS TERM
*
INCLUDE EXPONENT TERf'	 VASE
* : IN IC—ICK
s :	 ENU OF LOOP
END OF LOOP 2
ENO OF LOOP 1
s	 NOW CHECK COMMON DENOMINATOR
*	 :.•. IT IS EMPTYo REMOVE INITIALIZATION AND
RETURN
:









IF (ITYP(J1).NE920) GO TO 80
IF (ITYP(I3).NE.19) GO TO 70
I5=NEXT(I3)
IF ((ITYP(I5).GT.3).OR.(0(I5).6E.0)) GO TO 70




IF (D(IC).NE 9 0) GO TO 100




IF (M .GT. 1) GO TO 110
CALL RMOVFI(IC)
IC=I1
110	 DO 120 L=1rM




IF (ITYP(I2).NE918) CALL ERROR(S990r111)
I1=NEXT(I2)
I1=LASTXX(S990rI1r1r0)













*	 :	 CLEAR UP THE M FACTORS IN IC—ICK
SINCE THE EXPONENTS ARE IN SUM FORMS
s	 :
*	 GET POINTER I2 TO THE + IN EXPONENT
:
s	 :
#	 t	 IF THE DEGREE OF + IS ONEr THEN REMOVE IT
s	 :
s	 :
*	 NOW WE HAVE A CLEARED COMMON DENOMINATOR
*	 IN IC—ICK
MULTIPLY THE N TERMS OF THE ARGUMENT
dY:THE COMMON DENOMINATOR IC—ICK
*	 RETURN TO SIMPLIFY THE TERMS MULTIPLIED
BY THE COMMON DENOMINATOR
*	 s
*	 SECONU ENCOUNTER OF COOLM (BITSW=.TRUE.)
*	 INSERT EXPONENTIAL OPERATOR AND — 1 EXPONENT






*	 INSERT MULTIPLY OPERATOR
*	 AND RETURN TO REMOVE FUNCTION
s	 :
*--- COEFF (K=3)
*	 COEFFEElPE23 GIVES THE COEFFJCIENT OF E2 IN E1






























IF ((ITYP(I).GT.3).AND.(ITYP(J).GT.3)) 60 TO lay
L = ILINKI (NPv 0p 0)
CALL RMOVFN(JPJK)
170	 CALL RMOVFN(I.IK) -
RETURN 1
IF EITHER E1 OR E2 ARE CONSTANTSP THEN RESULT
IS ZERO
OTHERWISE GET THE COEFFICIENT AS FOLLOWS:
MAKE E1 A SUM WITH ONE TERM, UNLESS IT, IS
ALREADY A SUM. THEN CHECK ALL TERMS OF'E1 by
COMPARING ITS FACTORS TO THE FACTORS OF E2.
REMOVE THE COMMON FACTORS FROM THE TERM OF E2:
THE REMAINING PART OF THE TERM IS A TERM OF THE
COEFFICIENT UNLESS THERE WERE NO MATCHING.
FACTOR• INITIALIZE
MAKE E1 TO A SUM UNLESS IT IS ALREADY A SUM
AND GET ITS NUMBER OF TERMS: N
:
GET THE NUMBER OF FACTORS IN E2: M
z
LOOP1 • = FOR THE NUMBER OF TERMS IN E1
:	 TERM POINTERS: J1—J2
CHECK THE TYPE OF TERM
:- THIS TERM IS NOT A PRODUCTv THUS IT
GIVES A COEFFICIENT 1 IF IT IS
IDENTICAL TO E2. OTHERWISE IT'GIVES
:	 ZERO
THEY ARE IDENTICAL, THUS CHANGE
:	 CONSTANT TO BE INSERTED (K) TO 1
:	 NOW REMOVE THE TERM AND INSERT THE
RESULT K
•	 6	 •
SKIP THE INSIDE LOOPS AND GET NEXT
:	 TERM
:— THE TERM IS A PRODUCT



















IF ITS NUMBER OF FACTORS# NJ# IS LESS THAN
M# THE NUMBER OF FACTORS IN E2 THEN THE
COEFFICIENT MUST HE ZERO FROM TulS TERM.
OTHERWISE PREPARE FOR COMPARISON
LOOP
:
2 FOR THE NUMBER OF FACTORS IN E2
S
FACTOR POINTERS: I1-I2





IDENTICAL FACTORS: REMOVE IT
FROM THE TERM OF E1 ANU EXIT
FROM THE INNER LOOP TO GET NEXT
FACTOR
NOT IDENTICAL# CONTINUE INSIDE
LOOP
ENU OF LOOP 3 1NUICATES THAT FACTOR
I1-I2 IS NOT IN THE TERM J1-J2: THUS
: THE TERM GIVES ZERO COEFFICIENT
GET NEXT FACTOR IN E2
END OF LOOP 2 INDICATES THAT THE TERM
GIVES NON-ZERO COEFFICIENT. THE EQUIVALENT
PART OF E2 HAU BEEN REMOVED FROM THE TERM
Jl-J2 CHECK THE NUMBER OF FACTORS LEFT
:... NO FACTORS LEF; IN J1-U2# THUS THE
TERM GIVES COE FICIENT 1
:



















:	 REMOVE UNNECESSAKY * OPERATOR
240 CALL RMOVFI(J1)
IF MORE THAN ONE FACTOR LEFT AS
COEFFICIENT THEN IT IS IN
* :	 :	 COKRECT FORM
* :	 : 250 CONTINUE




REMOVE.OPERATOR + FROM E1 IF IT HAS ONLY ONE
IF (D(J).GT.1) GO TO-170
s TERM
: CALL RMOVFI(J)








* IS IT A RATIONAL"`CONSTANT?
IF (ITYP(I)
	
.NE. 1) GO TO 280
:••. YESt RETURN NUM OR DENOM
* :	 : IF (K .EQ,'5) GO TO 270
* ITYP(I) = 0
* :	 : CALL RMOVFI (IK)
* :	 : RETURN 1
: 270 ITYP(IK) = 0
* : CALL RMOVFI (I)
RETURN 1
NO# BRANCH BY TYPE
* : 280 IF (ITYP(I)
	
.EQ. 19) GO TO 300
IF (ITYP(I).EQ.20) GO TO 290
* :.•. EXPRESSION IS NEITHER A PRODUCT NOR AN
EXPONENTIAL
* :.f• NUMERATOR IS THE EXPRESSION
* IF (K.EQ.4) RETURN 1
:... DENOMINATOR IS 1
* : II = ILINKI
	 (NPP	 Or	 1)
CALL RMOVFN (IIIK)
: RETURN 1
EXPRESSION I5 AN EXPONENTIAL EXPRESSI',
MAKE IT A PRODUCT
	
WITH ONE FACTOR
* :	 : 290 I=ILINKI(NP119p1)
* EXPRESSION IS A PRODUCT OF N FACTOPc
* :	 : 300 N=D(I)
JK=I
LOOP FOR THE N FACTORS





* FACTOR POINTERS: J—JK
*
* :.•. THE FACTOR IS AN EXPONENTI	 EXPRESSIONt
GET POINTERS
*
* J1—J2•= BASE,	 J3-J4 = EXPONENT
IF THE EXPONENT IS NOT a CHANGE IT TO A
* : SUM A SUM BY INSERTING OPERATOR + WITH
* : DEGREE 1
* : GET Mr THE NUMBER OF TERMS IN THE EXPONENT
* : :
* : LOOP FOR THE M TERMS IN THE EXPONENT
*
* .
* : THE TERM'POINTERS:	 I1—I2
* : : CHECK THE SIGN Of- THE TERM:
* : : POSITIVE ANN K=4
	 ---> STAYS
POSITIVE AND K=5
	 --- > REMOVE
* : : NEGATIVE AND K=4
	
---> REMOVE
* : : NEGATIVE AiNU K=5
	 ---> CHANGE TO y
* : : IF IT IS A PRODUCT, THEN STEP UP WITH
* : : POINTER
* : : NOW DETERMINE SIGN BY THE TYPE OF II
* : IF IT IS NOT A CONSTANT. THEN IT IS
* : POSITIVE OTHERWISE THE SIGN OF THE
CONSTANT
* : : BRANCH BY COMBINATION















IF (ITYP(II).6T.3) GO TO 310
IF (0!11).LT.0) 60 TO 340
310	 IF (K.E0.4) GO TO 350
320	 II=LAST(I1)
CALL RMOVFN(I1.I2)












= D(J3) — 1
GO TO 350
340 IF (K.Ea•4) GO TO 320
:.., CHANGE SIGN OF THE,CONSTANT
0(II)=—D(II)
* :	 : 350 CONTINUE
END OF LOOP FOR THE TERMS IN THE EXPONENT
* :	 CHECK THE NUMBER OF TERMS LEFT
IF (D(J3)-1) 360.370.390
;.^. NO TERMS LEFTo THUS REMOVE TH'E BASE
OF THE EXPONENTIAL FACTOR AND





: GO TO 390
:--a ONE TERM LEFT, REMOVE UNNECESSARY +
* :	 ; OPERATOR*
* 370 CALL RMOVFI (J3)
GO TO 390
;,,, FACTOR IS NOT AN EXPONENTIAL EXPRESSION
THUS IT I5 PART THE NUMERATOR
380 IF (K.E0.5) GO TO 360
390 CONTINUE
ENO OF LOOP FOR THE FACTORS
CHECK 'THE NUMBER OF FACTORS LEFT
* IF	 (0(I)-1)	 400.410.420
:.•. NONE• RESULT IS ONE
* :	 L 400 J=ILINKI(NPrO.1)
:„ • ONE• REMOVE UNNECESSARY * OPERATOR
410 CALL RMOVFI(I)
:.•. MORE THAN ONE. THE FORM IS CORRECT
* :	 : 420 SIMPSW=.TRUE•
Z	 : RETURN 1
*--- EXPON (K=6)
*-R-- BASE (K=7)
* CHECK THE TYPE OF EXPRESSION
* : 430 I=NEXT(NP)
* IF	 (ITYP(I),E0.20) GO TO 440
:,v. EXPRESSION IS NOT AN EXPONENTIAL
* EXPRESSION
* :
* BASE IS THE EXPRESSION ITSELF
* : IF (K .EQ. 7) RETURN 1
EXPONENT IS 1
* ;	 : IK=LASTXX(S990eIrirO)




'► :••, EXPRESSION IS'EXPONENTIAL





--- ARGEEPNI GIVES THE N • TH ARGUMENT IN E
*
*
* IF N IS NOT AN INTEGER• THEN IT IS AN ERROR
# EXPRESSION PCINTLRS: J-JK
* WITH J AS THE LEAD OPERATOR POINTER
*
:
CHECK THE LEAD OPERATOR
E HAS ONLY ONE. ARGUMENT







s OTHERWISE GET THE NUMBER
	
OF ARGUMENTSt M ► OF
# THE LEAD OPERATOR
IF N IS NOT BETWEEN 1 AND M, THEN GENERATE ZERO
FIR RESULT
GETTHE POINTERS OF THE N O TH ARGUMENT




















IF (ITYP(J).GE.16) GO TO 490






IF((N.LE.0).OR.(N.GT.M)) GO TO 470
IK=J
00 510 L-1•N










IF (N .EG, 1) GO TO 540
N=N-1
J=NEXT(NP)
00 530 L=1 ► N
NP=LASTXX(S990 ► J ► 1 ► 1)
J=NEXT(NP)
NP=LASTXX(S990 ► J ► i ► 1)











*	 THE SUBST FUNCTION IS REPLACED BY NESTJNG
REPLAC FUNCTIONS: SUBSTEE ► X1#Y1 ► ... PXN'YN3 =
REPLACEREPLACE**9CE ► X1 ►Y13 ► X2 ► Y23 ► ***1 ► XE ► YN3
*	 GET NUMBER OF PAI;25 ► N
* CHANGE SUBST TO REPLAC
*	 :
*	 :
IF N IS IF THEN JOB FINISHED ►
 GO TO REPLAC
*	 :




NOW GO TO REPLAC ROUTINE
*- REPLAC (K=10)
GET THE NUMBER OF PAIRS #
 N ► FOR REPLACEMENT
*	 ALLOW MAXIMUM 20 FOR N
*
*	 :
*	 GET THE POINTERS FOR THE PAIRS:
IA(3 # J) — IA(4#J) SUBEXPRESSION IS REPLACED BY







IF (N,tloM) RETURN 1




510	 IK_LASTXX($990 ► I ► 1 ► 0)
GO TO 470
540	 N=(I-1)/2
IF (N .GT * 20) CALL FMLERR(S990 ►► RENLAC9 ► 1 ► 3)
JK=NP
00 550 LLL=1 ► N
L=N+1—LLL
DO 550 LL=1 ► 2
J=NEXT(JK)
JK=LASTXX(S990#J ► 1 ► 0)
IA(2*LL-1•L)=J











GET THE POINTERS OF THE EXPRESSION: J—JK
INITIALIZE J1-J2 AS THE FIRST SUbEXPRESSION
,TO'BE COMPARED AS THE FULL EXPRESSION J—JK
LOOP TO COMPARE SUbEXPRESSION J1 —J2 WITH THE
ARGUMENTS
i
BRANCH BY TYPE OF THE 1 9 TH ARGUMENT
:•.• DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR• CALL OIFCMP
:.••
:
SUM OR PRODUCT. CALL CMPRM".
.. ELSE • CALL COMPAR
RETURNS FRUM COMPARES
:.•• WHEN IT WAS NOT A PRODUCT OR SUM AND
: THEY ARE EQUIVALENT• THUS MAKE
i
REPLACEMENT
CHECK IF THIS IS THE END OF THE
EXFRESSION J—JK IF YESP THEN THE JOB
IS FINISHED,
OTHERWISE GET NEXT SUBEX'PRESSION FROM
• J—JK
:... IT IS A PRODUCT OR SUM• AND
EQUIVALENT PART WAS FOUND IN J1—J2
WHICH MAU BEEN REMOVED BY CMPRMV THE
REMAINING PART MUST BE CHECKED, 12





CLEAR IT UP WITH THE NUMBER OF
TERMS/FACTORS LEFT






560	 00 590 I=l tN
I1=ITYP(IA(3rI))
IF (11 •EO. 23)
1	 CALL DTFCMP(S57PS59OPS99OpJlvJ2tlA(3olitlA(491))
I
IF ((I1 •EO, 18) F OR. (I1 .Ea. 19))






IF (J4 •EG• JK) GO TO 650
GO TO 610
580	 L=LAST(J1)
IF (D(J1) •NE. 0) L=ILINKI(L.I1r2)
L =IADDNN(LpIA(1rI)vIA(2rI))




** END OF LOOP
CHECK IF THIS WAS THE LAST SUBEXPP,ESSION J1-J2
OF J-JK
* ... YES ► GO TO ENU TO FREE ARGUMENTS
* :




* ENTRIES FROFA INSIDE OF LOOT' AFTER REPLACEMENT
* :... GET NE:; 1 SUbEXPRESSION J1-J2 AFTER A
* : REPLACEMENT	 AND GO TO START LOOP AGAIN
:... NO TERMS/FACTORS LEFT AFTER REPLACEMENT
* : REMOVE OPERATOR
* : :
* :
* : IF END OF EXPRESSION THEN JOB IS FINISHED
OTHERWISE START LOOP AGAIN
ONE TERM/FACTOR LEFT AFTER REPLACEMENT
* REMOVE OPERATOR
* : ADJUST LND OF EXPRESSION IF NEEDED
START LOOP AGAIN
;... MORE THAN ONE TERM/FECTOR LEFT AFTER
* REPLACEMENT'
* : ADJUST END OF EXPRESSION IF NEEDED
* : 60 TO START LOOP AGAIN











IF (J1 .EQ. JK) GO TO 650
J1=NEXT(J1)











IF (J2 .EO. JK) JK=I2
J1=I1
GO TO 600
640	 IF (J2 .E©, JK) JK=I2
GO TO 67-0
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LOOP TO CHECK TYPE OF ENTRIES
710
* :.•. INTEGER OR RATIONAL CONSTANT
CONVERT IT TO REAL
*
IF RATIONAL THEN CONVERT DENOMINATOR AND
FORM REAL ENTKY









s	 * IS ITS l8rT SET
YES. THUS IT IS THE FIRST ENTRY OF AN
* :	 EXPONENT
C►_EAR I81T AND SKIP EXPONENT
GO TO CHECK FOR END
: :•.. NOP CHECK IF IT IS AN EXPONENTIAL
* : OPERATOR
N0 #
 GO TO CHECK FOR END
'	 * : 730
YES ►
 FINS) THE POINTER• Jo TO THE
* : EXPONENT
*
END SET ITS IBIT TO 1
*
*
:... CHECK FOR END
* :... YES• RETURN
* 740
* : :







IF (J .GT. 1) 60 TO 720
D(I)=BOOL(FLOAT(D(I)))







IF (K E EO. 0) GO TO 740





















GET INTEGER ARGUMENT,'IJ, AND REMOVE IT
•
*	 GET EXPRESSION POINTERS: J-JK
*	 SET IK TO J FOR FIXr TO JK FOR FIRE.
:
*	 'IS IT FIX
*	 :... YESr GO TO INNER PART OF LOOP
800	 I=t•JEXT (NP )











* :... NOr	 r • IT IS FIXE
t
* OUTER PART OF LOOP
* IS THE ENTRY AN EXPONENTIAL OPERATOR
* :... Nor GO TO CHECK FOR END
YESr SKIP BASE PART AND GO TO
INNER PART . OF THE LOOP
* INNER PART OF THE LOOP
IS THIS A REAL CONSTANT
N0. GO TO GET NEXT ENTRY
* :... ;ES, CHECK IF IT SHOULD ESE CONVERTED
*
* : :... NO, GO TO GET NEXT ENTRY
YESr CHA14GE IT TO INTEGER
GET NEXT ENTRY#BUT FIRST CHECK FOR END
«
... YESr GO TO CHECK FOR FINAL END
NO# GET NEXT ENTRY AND CONTINUE IN
: INNER PART
* END OF INNER PART
CHECK FOR FINAL ENU
* :... YESr RETURN
* :... NOs GET NEXT ENTRY ANU CONTINUE IN OUTER
PART
:
IF (K .EQ. 15) GO TO 820
IK-JK





820	 IF (ITYP(J) .NE. 3) GO TO 830
ID = ISIGN(IFIX(BOOL(ABS(D(J)))+.5)PU(J))
IF (ABS(BOOL(D(J) )— FLOAT(IO) ) .GT. 10.**IJI GO TO 830
ITYP(J) = 0
0(J) = ID
830	 IF (J .EO. JK) GO TO 840
J=NEXT(J)
GO TO 820




ENO OF OUTER PART
--- LOOP (K=17)
s THIS FUNCTION GIVES THE ITYP OF THE LEAD
OPERATION UNLESS Il IS A MATH, OR FORMAL,
FUNCTION
--- NARG (K=20)
THIS FUNCTION GIVES THE NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS OF





















IF (K .Ea. 17) GO TO 920
















CALCULATE THE GREATEST COMMON MULTIPLE OF 2 EXPRESSIONS
SUBROUTINE INCLUD($,ICrICKrI1rI2rI3 ► 14,K)
INCLUDE CMMN
INCLUDE PWORD
IC-ICK IS A PRODUCT OF EXPONENTIAL EXPRESSIONS
WITH POSITIVE LXPONENTS,MAY BE EMPTY
	
(U(IC)=0)
GIVEN EXPONENTIAL EXPRESSION (BASE = I1-I2r EXP,=I3-I4)r
WHERE THE EXP, IS EITHER A NEGATIVE CONSTANT (K=1)
OR A PRODUCT WITH NEGATIVE CONSTANT FACTOR (K_2),
IC-ICK IS MODIFIED (ENLAKGEU) AS FOLLOWS
1. IF IC-ICK DOES NOT HAVE A BASE IDENTICAL TO I1-I2,
THEN
	
(I1-I2)**((-1)*(13-I4))	 IS INSERTED IN IC-ICK
(THE EXPONENTIAL EXPR, WITH POSITIVE EXPONENT)
2, IF IC-ICK HAS A BASE IDENTICAL TO I1-I2r THEN THE
EXPONENTS ARE INVESTIGATED
2,A,	 I3-14=NEGATIVE CONSTANT	 C(I),
IF	 THE SAME BASE DUES NOT HAVE CONSTANT EXPONENT IN
IC-ICK THEN -C(I)	 IS INCLUDED
'•IF IT HAS•	 C(J) ► 	 THEN	 IF	 (C(J)+C(I)).GE.0)
	
THEN
00 NOTHING, ELSE REPLACE C(J) WITH -C(I),
208	 I3-I4 = IS A PRODUCT WITH NEGATIVE CONSTANT FACTOR
REMOVE CONSTANT C(I) ANU SEARCH FOR THE SAME
EXPRESSION (WITHOUT CONSTANT) IN THE EXPONENTS
OF THE SAME BASE OF IC-ICK, 	 IF FOUND, DO THE
SAME WITH THE CONSTANTS AS BEFORE, IF NOT
FOUND INCLUDE THE NEW EXPONENT WITH -C(I),
THIS ROUTINE IS USED TO OBTAIN THE GREATEST COMMON MULTIPLE
TO DEFINE COMMON DENOMINATOR,
RETURN 1 = ERROR RETURN
CHECK WHETHER IC-ICK I5 EMPTY
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COMMON BASE IS FOUND
GO TO CHECK EXPONENTS
BASE NOT EQUAL ► CONTINUE LOOP
END OF LOOP
NO COMMON BASE
GO ANU INSERT NEW FACTOR
CHECK EXPONENTS
J2 MUST POINT TO A t OPERATOR
SET-UP EXPONENT I3-I4 FOR COMPARISON WHEN K_2
:	 CHAIN OUT CONSTANT
START LOOP ON THE TERMS OF EXPONENT
BRANCH ACCORDING TO ► K ►
:
--- K-l ► CHECK FOR CONSTANT EXPONENT
*	 A CONSTANT IS FOUND
*	 ADU THE TWO CONSTANTS AND CHECK FOR
*	 SIGN
*	 RETURN IF LARGER
*	 :... INCREMENT IF SMALLER
:
00 40 L=1 ► N
J1=NEXT(J2)
•=2=LASTXX($20 ► Ji ► 1 ► 0)
J3=NEXT(J1)
J4=LASTXX($20 ► J3 ► 1 ► 0)







IF (K.NE.2) GO TO 60
K1=NEXT(I3)
K2=LASTXX($20 ► K1 ► 1 ► 0)
CALL REMOVN(K1 ► K2)
0(13)=D(I3)-1
60	 00 150 L=1 ► N
J1=NEXT(J2)
J2=LASTXX($20 ► .Jirl ► 0)
GO TO (70t95)tK
70	 IF (ITYP(J1).GT.3) GO TO 150
CALL CONSOP($90 ► $90 ► S90 ► S20 ► i ► J1 ► I3 ► J22)
80	 CALL IFREE2(J22)
RETURN
90	 IF (U(J22).GT.0) GO TO 80




CALL REMOVN(J1 ► J2)
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--- K=2r CHECK FOR PRODUCT EXPONENT
CHAIN OUT CONSTANT
.	 .
SET IS=2 FOR NOT EQUAL• THEN
:	 COMPARE PRODUCTS
GO TO 80














:......:...... NO CHANGE IN CONSTANT
:... EXPONENTS NOT EQUALr CONTINUE
S	 LOOP•
... INSERT NEW CONSTANT
.





EXPONENT IS NOT IN THE TERMS
INSERT NEW TERM
8RANCH ACCORDING TO OKI





















































GIVEN TWO EXPRESSIONS• J1-J2 AND I1-12t SUCH THAT
EXPRESSION 11-I2 IS EITHER A SUM OR A PRODUCT, THE
SUBROUTINE CHECKS WHETHER EXPRESSION I1-I2 IS
INCLUDED IN EXPRESSION J1 -J2 WHEN I1-I2 IS EITHER
A SUM OR A PRODUCT, IF IT +S NOT INCLUDED• A RETURN
2 OCCURS. IF IT IS INCLUDED # THEN IT IS REMOVED
FROM J1-J2r ANU J1 r J2 ARE MODIFIED BEFORE A
RETURN 1 OCCURS, RETURN 3 IS AN ERROR RETURN,
SET UP LOOP FOR M TERMS/FACTORS OF I1-I2
LOOP TO COMPARE M SORTED TERMS / FACTORS
t GET NEXT TERM / FACTOR IN I1-I2
GET NEXT TERM / FACTOR tN J1-J2
i END OF J1-J2t EXIT TO 'NOT INCLUDEV
COMPARE THEM
t 5... NOT INDENTACAL• GO TO GET NEXT TERM/FACTOR
S	 IN J1-J2
f :..r	 IDENTICALt MARK IT IN IBIT
.	 .
ENU OF LOOP
NORMAL EXIT = ALL TERMS/FACTORS WERE FOUND
I1-L2 IS INCLUDED IN J1-J2












00 130 L = IPM
I3 = NEXT (I4)
I4 = LASTXX (5990, I3v'Ir 0)
100	 IF (J2 .EQ. J4) GO TO 150
J3 = NEXT (J4•)
J4 = LASTXX (5990 0
 J3t It 0)
CALL COMPAR (5100, S100t S990t I3t It J3r It I4t J4)
• I8IT (J3) = i






IF (IBIT(J3) .EQ. 1) CALL RMOVFN(J3tJ4)
140	 J3=I3
L--,
wCHECK DEGREE AND SPECIFY END OF THE NEW
'EXPRESSION=JJ
RETURN 1 TO INDICATE I1-I2 IS INCLUDED IN J1-J2
ERROR RETURN


























COMPARISON ROUTINE FOR DIFF. EXPRESSIONS
EXPRESSION I1-I2 IS A UIFFERENTIAL EXPRESSION. THE ROUTINE
CHECKS IF EXPRESSION J1-J2 I5 IDENTICAL TO I1-I2 OR IT
IS A DIFFERENTIAL QUOTIENT OF I1-I2# OR NONE OF ABOVE,
RETURN 0 = I1-12# J1-J2 HAVE THE SAME NUMBER OF DIFFtRNTAIL
OPERATORS, NO CHANGE
RETURN 1 = J1 —J2 IS A UIFFERENTIAL QUOTIENT OF I1—I2*
THE COMMON HART OF J1 —J2 1S REMOVED FROM 1T # J1 IS
RESET TO THE BEGINING OF THE REMAINING PART,
RETURN 2 = CONDITIONS UO NOT SATISFY• NO CHANGE
RETURN 3 = ERROR RETURN







IF J1-J2 IS NOT A DIFFERENTIAL EXPRESSION ► THEN
RETURN 2 * OTHERWISE INITIALIZE FOR COMPARISON
GET NUMBER OF DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS
f
NOW I-IKr J-JK ARE THE EXPRESSIONS DIFFERENTIATED
dY NI# NJ TIMES# RESPECTIVELY. IF NI=NJ THEN RETURN•
IF NI * GT * NJ THEN RETURN 2# IF NI * LT * NJ THEN CONTINUE
CHECKING FOR INCLUSION
COMPARE THE 2 EXPRESSIONS # I-IKr J-JK# FIRST
SUBROUTINE DIFCMP (*# *# * ► JirJ2#I1#I2)
INCLUDE CMMN
INCLUDE PWORD







10	 IF (ITYP(I) .NE, 23) GO TO 20
NI=NI+1
I=NEXT(I)
IF (ITYP(I) ,EQ * 7) I=NEXTil)
I=NEXT(I)
GO TO 10
20	 IF (ITYP(J) * NE * 23) GO TO 30
NJ=NJ+1
J=NEXT(J)
IF (ITYP(J) * EQ * 7) J=NEXT(J)
v=NEXT(J)
GO TO 20
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:... NOT IDENTICAL — RETURN 2
60
:•.• THEY ARE IDENTICAL. THUS CHECK DIFF. VARIABLES.
INITIALIZE LOOP FOR NI DIFF	 OPERATORS
OUTER LOOP FOR NI DIFF, VARIABLES ► I3—I4
SKIP DIFF, OPERATOR AND SET UP LOOP
TO CHECK VARIABLE
:
INNER LOOP FOR NI DIFF. VARIABLES.
J3—J4





:..• THEY ARE IDENTICALP SET
AND GO OUT FROM THE INNER
LOOP
THEY AKE NOT IDENTICAL•
PROCEED TO NEXT J VARIABLE
70
NORMAL EXIT FROM THE INNER LOOP MEANS,
80
AN I—VARIABLE DOES NOT HAVE A
COUNTERPART IN J
—EXPRESSSION. THUS




PROCEED TO NEXT I-VARIABLE
100
110
NORMAL EXIT FROM THE OUTER LOOP MEANS THAT
J1—J2 CONTAINS Ii
— I2. THE !UENTICAL DIFF,












IF (ITYP(J3) .EQ. 7) J4=NEXT(J4)





















OPERATORS AND VARIA8LE.S HAVE THEIR BIT0 1,







120	 IF (J3 .EO. J4) RETURN 1














STOUT2 RUUTINE CHECKS THE MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS FOR SIMFLIFICA-
TIONS. THE RUUTINE USES FORTRAN LIBRARY PROGRAMS TO CALCULATE THE
FUNCIION VALUES WHEN THEIR ARGUMENTS ARE CONSTANTS. OTHERWISE THE
ROUTINE CHECKS FOR SIMPLIFICATION ACCORUING TO THE TYPE OF FUNC-





















EVALUATION OF MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS





THIS ROUTINE WRITES OUT OR EXECUTES THE MATHEMAT`ICAL FUNCTIONS.
THE FUNCTION IDENTIFICATION IS IN H1(NP), WHICH MUST BE
ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
32 + 128 FOR EXP
33 + 128 •+
	
LOG
34 + 128 ++	 TNH
35 + 128 •+	 SIN
36 + 128 +•	 CO5
37 + 128 ++	 ATN
a0 + 128 ++	 FAC






NHERE N*128 INUIC,:_TES THE CORRECT NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS ► NO
THE ACTUAL NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS IS IN H2(NP),
THE RETURNS FROM THE ROUTINE ARE AS FOLLOWS:
RETURN 0 = NOT USED
1 = REMOVE TOP OPERATOR FROM STACK




GET ' UENT T(= ICA	 UMIO N bER A U '^ E	 N FT N
	
N ^H CK UMBER OARGUMENTS
GET FIRST ARGUMENT ►
 I-IKr ANU ITS TYPE# IJ
s
BRANCH TO INTEGER FUNCTIONS
IF ARGUMENT IS NOT A CONSTANT# BRANCH TO MATH,
FUNCTIONS
IF MATHSW OPTION 15 OFF ►
 DO NOT EVALUATE
MATHEMATICAL FUNCTION WITH CONSTANT ARGUMENT ►
CONSTANT MATHEMATICAL FUNCTION
CONSTANT ARGUMENT FOR MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS # GET
REAL EQUIVALENCE BEFORE BRANCHING
N=H2(NP)






IF (K,GT,6) GO TO 100
IF (IJ,GT,3) GO TO (280 ► 360 ► 400r400 ► 410r400)rK
IF (.NOT. MATHSW) RETURN 2
FR = BOOL (0(I))
r
F+^. .R'NM
+' ;	 Wh'^-	 +aw..,kg5a ,	
:-	 [ T^	 ^	 ^	 ^'^	
w	
^	












INSERT RESULT AND RETURN
:
INTEGER FUNCTIONS - FAC P 8INr STEP.
CHECK NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS
ONEP GO TO CHECK SWITCH
OBTAIN POINTERS TO SECOND ARGUMENT• J-JK
REVERSE ORDER OF ARGUMENTS IF THIS FUNCTION
WAS ENCOUNTERED THE FIRST TIME ► I.E. bITSW IS FALSE
:
GET POINTERS OF T HE THIRD ARGUMLNTP L-LKv
REVERSE ORDER OF ARGUMENTS IF THE FUNCTION WAS
ENCOUNTEREU THE FIRST TIME
:
IF (IJ.EG.3) GO TO 20
FR=FLOAT(D(I))
IF	 (IJ.E0.0)	 GO TO 20
II=NEXT(I)
FR=FK/FLOAT(D(II))

















100	 IF (K.E0.7) GO TO 120
J=NEXT(IK)
JK=LASTXX(S990vJp1r0)
IF (K.E0.9) GO TO 110
IF (BITSW) GO TO 120


















: DO NOT EVALUATE ► THUS RETURN
•
EVALUATE# BRANCH by INTEGER FUNCTION
R
2,.. FAC (K=7)
EVALUATE ONLY FOR POSITIVE INTEGER ARGUMENTS
LESS THAN it




(N#O)#	 (N#l)#	 (N ► N)	 OR	 IF BOTH
ARGUMENTS ARE INTEGERS
FIRST ARGUMENT IS NOT AN INTEGER
SECOND ARGUMENT IS AN INTEGER
r
:.,, IT IS 1# THUS RESULT IS 8INCN#17=N














SECOND ARGUMENT IS NOT INTEGER
COMPARE IT TO THE FIRST #
:.,.	 IT IS THE SAME#	 THUS RESULT IS
:	 BINCN#N] =	 I
t f
.,. NOT THE SAME# THUS DO NOT EVALUATE
•
CONSTANT ARGUMENTS
IF NOT INTEGER# RETURN
NOW TRY TO EVALUATE BINCN ► K]
CHECK THE RANGE OF K
Will
,n.w«.	 ;a......w..,	 _.	 ..._.
120	 IF (.NOT,INTGSW) RETURN 2
IF (K — 8) 130. 150 ► 220
130	 IF (IJ,NE,O) RETURN 2
N=0(1)
IF ((N,LT,O)*OR*(N.GT,10)) RETURN 2
J_ILINKI(NPo0vl)




150	 IF (ITYP(I),E0,0) GO TO 200
IF (Ii•YP(J),NE,O) GO TO 180
IF (()(J),NE,1) GO TO 160
CALL RMOVFI(J)
RETURN 1







200	 IF (ITYP(J),NE,O) RETURN 2
N=D(I)
K=0(J)
IF IT IS OUT OF HANGE F RETURN
IF ((N.LT.0).OR.(N.LT.K),OR.(K.LT.0)) RETURN 2
IF ((N.EO.K).OR.(K.EQ•O)) GO TO 170
IK=JK
L_ILINKI(NP#Orl)
LOOP TO CALCULATE THE BINOMIAL
COLFFICILNT
K = MIN01K. N—K)
N = N — K + 1•
UO 210 J = 1.K
:	 0(L) = (0(L)*N)/J
210	 N = N + 1
GO TO 95
:.•• STEP (K=9)
IF EITHER OF THE 3 ARGUMENTS IS NOT A CONSTANT
THEN RETURN
220	 IF ((ITYP(I).GT 9 3).OR.(ITYP(J).GT.3)•OR.(ITYP(L).GT.3)) KETURN 2
i
OTHERWISE
INITIALIZE RESULT AS 0
: N=ILINKI(NP.O.0)




ADD THE LAST TWO ARGUMENT
CALL CONSOP (S260PS260#$260PS990tlpLtJpll)
IT IS ZEROt RESE( RESULT TO 0
' K = 0
ADD THE FIRST TWO ARGUMENTS
230 CALL CONSOP(S27',-1- 970:S270#$990.1•IoJ•I2)
IT IS ZEHOP SET HESULT TO 1
• K = 1








CHECK THE SIGN OF THE SUM OF THE LAST 2
ARGUMENTS
260 K = 1
: SET RESULT TO 1
: IF	 (U(I1)	 .GT.	 0)	 GO TO 230
GO TO 250
CHECK THE SIGN OF THE SUM OF THE FIRST 2
ARGUMENTS SET RESULT TO ZERO IF IT IS
POSITIVE
270 IF	 (D(I2)	 .GT.	 0)	 K	 =	 0
GO TO 240
MATHEMATICAL FUNCTION WITH NUN—CONSTANT ARGUMENT







CHECK THE TYPE OF ARGUMENT
f •
... IT IS r LOG I P THUS	 THEY CANCEL
r





CHECK FOR I LOG r TERM/FACTOR












LOG TERM/FACTOR fOUNDr REMOVE •LOG•
OPERATOR AND ARGUMENT• JJ-JJK
r
IF N 15 2r THEN REMOVE LEAD OPERATOR
•
+ OR * OtHERWISE DECREASE ITS DEGREE
NOW BRANCH BY LEAD OPERATOR TO MAKE
: TRANSFORMATIONV
r ,
0000 +r	 USE RULE:
•






:..• *r USE RULE: EXPCX*LOGCY33=Y**X
•
•
CHECK IF THERE IS A CONSTANT TERM IN
THL SUM
: : :..• CONSTANT TERM IN SUMP USE
: TRANSFORMATION
EXPL C+X 3=EXNC C 3*EXPO X 3
280	 IF ((IJ.NE.21).OR,(H1(I);NE.161)) GO TO 290 	 N.
CALL RMOVFI(I)
RETURN 1













IF (U(I).GE.2) GO TO 300
CALL RMOVFI(I)









330	 IF ((ITYP(J):GT.3).OR.(NJ.NE.1)) GO 10 350
— T
26059	 .%,^	 )	 ;	 k,	 ,1
CALL REMOVN(JPJK)











ENO OF LOOPP RETURN
RETURN 2
....^ LOG (K=2) 
CHECK ARGUMOT
360 IF	 ((IJ.NE.21).OR,(H1(I)9NE•160))	 GO TO 370
:.•. IT IS •EXP lp THUS FUNCTIONS CANCEL
CALL REMOVI(I)
RETURN 1
370 IF (IJ .NE. 19 •OR. EXPOSW .Ea. 0) GO TO 390
•^, PRODUCT ANU EXPANU IS TRUE
CHANGE PRODUCT TO SUM• AND INSERT # LOG' IN
FRONT OF THE TERMS
N=D(l)
• JK=I








390	 IF	 (IJ.NE.20)	 RETURN 2
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CHECK FOR TRANSFORMATION: COSC-1*X3=COSCX3
: 410 NJ=1
: RETURN IF ARGUMENT IS NOT A PRODUCT
420 IF (IJ.NE.19) RETURN 2
	 •
J_NEXT(l)
RETURN IF FACTOR IS NOT -1 •
IF	 ((ITYP(J).NE90).OR.(D(J)•NE.-1))	 RETURN 2
PERFORM TRANSFORMATION
CALL RMOVFI(J)•














3 0 2050	 SIOUT3
STOUTS R UUTINE SUBSTITUTES THE GIVEN ARGUMENT EXPRESSIONS INTO
1'HE, UEFINING EXPRESSION OF A DEFINED FUNCTION. THESE EXPRESSIONS
WERE PLACEU INTO THE OUTPUT STACK MY EXPRES. DETAILS OF THE




















THIS ROUTINE EXECUTES THE DEFINED FUNCTIONS FROM THE PUSH-
DOWN STACK, BITSW MUST BE FALSE, THE NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS IS H2(NP)
WHICH ARE WRITTEN OUT FOLLOWING NP, THE DEFINING EXPRESSION OF
THE FUNCTION FOLLOWS THE ARGUMENTS, SINCE THE FUNCTION IS EN-
COUNTERED THE FIRST TIME ► ITS ARGUMENTS ARE IN REVERSED ORDER,
MAXIMUM 20 ARGUMENTS ARE ALLOWED*
RETURN Z IS AN ERROR RETURN.





GET THE NUMBER OF GIVEN ARGUMENTSP N
ESTABLISH POINTER TABLE FOR THE ARGUMENTS IN ICH
REMOVE THE ARGUMENTS
GET THE POINTf RSr I-IK. OF THE EXPRESSION
:
LOOP TO INSERT THE ARGUMENTS
IF THIS IS NOT AN ARGUMENT• SKI P IT
2	 CHECK IF IT IS IN THE RANGE
:**, YES• REMOVE DUMMY ARGUMENT AND



















IF (ITYP(I),NE.5) GO TO 30
J=D(I)
IF t(J*LE*0)*OR*(J.GT.N)) CALL FMLERR(S990tJt0r14)
IL = FMLCH5 (5990, ILr ICH(lvJ)v ICH(2,J))
CALL FMLCHI ($990, I)






' 6  Ili=
	
^wwYwMtrw.






IF (I.NE.IK) GO TO 20















STOUT4 ROUTINE EXECUTES DIFFERENTIATIONS.
	
WHEN THE DIFFEREN-
TIAL OPERATOR TO BE WRITTEN OUT (EXECUTED) IS ENCOUNTERED THE
FIP S1 TIME#	 IT HAS 3 ARGUMENTS: THE ORDER OF DIFFERENTIATION# THE
DIFFERENTIATING VARIABLE #
 AND THE EXPRESSION TO BE DIFFERENTIATED.
AT THIS TIME# THE ORDERS OF DIFFERENTIATION IS REMOVED AND THE
RIFF. OPERATOR WITH THE VARIABLE IS INSERTED AS MANY TIMES AS THE
REMOVED ORDER SPECIFIED IT.'
DIFFERENTIATION IS EXECUTED IN THE SECOND PHASE # ACCORDING TO
THE TYPE OF THE EXPRESSION. THE DIFFERENTIATION IS EXECUTED ACCOR-
DING TO THE CHAIN RULE$ WHEN THE EXPRESSION TO BE DEFFERENTIATEO
IS A FUNCTION WHOSE ARGUMENT DEPENDS ON THE DIFFERENTIATING
VARIABLE ►
 THEN THE DIFFERENTIATION OF THE FUNCTION BY ITS ARGUMENT
IS EXECUTED ►
 THE DIFFERENTIAL QUOTIENT OF THE ARGUMENT ESTABLISHED :-
8Y PLACING THE DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR AND VARIABLE IN FRONT OF IT#
AND THE PRODUCT OF THESE EXPRESSIONS IS PUSHED BACK TO THE PUSH
DOWN STACK TO EVALUATE THE DIFFERENTIAL QUOTIENT OF THE ARGUMENT:
UIFFERENTIATION OF UNDEFINED FUNCTION AND SPECIAL FUNCTIONSC 	 S
ARE LEFT UNTOUCHED.
THE ROUTINE USES TWO AUXILIARY ROUTINES #
 DPND AND DIF1.
	 DPND
GIVES THE LOGICAL ANSWER WHETHER A GIVEN VARIABLE APPEARS IN AN
EXPRESSION. UIF1 IS AN ELEMENTARY DIFFERENTIATION ROUTINE WHICH
EITHER SETS THE RESULT TO CONSTANT 0 OR It OR IT PLACES THE DIFFEREN-

















............ >* 	 ERRWBK
............>*	 SREXP
3-174
.......•....>* DIF1	 *000090>* OPND



















THIS ROUTINE ^vRITES OUT,(OR EXECUTES) THE DIFFERENTIAL
OPERATOR FROM THE PUSH—DOWN STACK, WHEN HITSW IS , FALSE., THE
OPERATOR IS ENCOUNTEREU THE FIRST TIME, IN THIS CASE• IT HAS 3
ARGUMENTS = ORUER OF UIFFENIIATION• VARIABLE BY WHICH THE
UIFFERENTIATION IS TO UE UONE ANU THt EXPRESSION TO BE DIFFERENT -
IATEU. WHEN UITSW IS ,TRUE,• THE OPERATOR HAS ONLY THE LAST TWO
OF THE ABOVE ARGUMENTS WITH IHE ORUEN OF DIFFERENTIATION ALWAYS
ONE, DIFFERENTIATION IS ALWAY EXECUTED, (RECURSIVELY), EXCEPT
WHEN THE EXPRESSION IS AN UNUEFINEU FUNCTION OR THE DUMMY
ARGUMENT OF A UEFINEU FUNCTION. SUBROUTINE DIF IS USED
	 I
TO 08TAIN RESULTS OF DIEFFLRENTIAIION WHEN THE EXPRESSION
IS CONSTANT• .VARIABLE, UNUEFINED FUNCTION OR DIFFERENTIAL
EXPRESSION.
RETURN 1 REMOVE OPERATOR FROM THE STACK
RETURN 2 = WRITE OUT'OPERATOR FROM THE STACK
RETURN 3 ='ERROR RETURN
IS THIS THE FIRST ENCOUNTER OF DIFFERNETIATION
IF (HITSW) GO TO 40
i*.• YES•
CHECK THE NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS
IF (H2(NP),NE.3) CALL FMLERR(S990o9UlFlvlv3)
J=NEXT(NP)












IF IT IS NOT A VARIABLE• THEN ERROR
IF (I .LT. 5 .OR: I .GT, 7) CALL FMLLRR (S990v IDIFOrlr12)
IF N_0 THEN HANDLE IT AS NO —OP. REMOVE VARIABLE.
OPER, IF N=1 THEN GO TO EXECUTION PHASE
IF N>1 THEN COPY AND INSERT DIFF. OPERATOR WITH THE
VARIABLE N-1 TIMES TO FORM REPEATED RIFF.
IF (N.E091) GO TO 50
IF (N.LT.0) CALL FMLERR(S990#9DIF'tlr13)




















:,., N=Or REMOVE OPERATOR. VARIABLE
:,,, Olp FORM REPEATED DIFFERENTIATION
GO TO EXECUTION PHASE
:900 NO
:.,. N=1p GET VARIABLE POINTER• J-JK
EXECUTION PHASE P GET EXPRESSION POINTER• I-IK
BRANCH BY TYPE OF EXPRESSION TO BE DIFFERENTIATED
*-	 FUNCTION ARGUMENT• DO NOTHING
*--- CONSTANT• VARIABLE





*	 CHECK DEPENDENCE dY DIF
G	 --- NOW EXPRESSION IS EITHER A MATHEMATICAL FUNCTION
*	 OR IT STARTS WITH ARITHMETIC OPERATOR
BRANCH BY TYPE
*	 *--- SUM OF N TERMS
*	 *	 DIFFERENTIATE THE TERMS BY DIF
-11»
IF j NT4EQ,5) RETURN 2
IF (NI.GT ,7) GO TO 80
60	 CALL DIF ($990r J t
 JK• It IK)
70	 CALL RMOVFN(JrJK)
RETURN 1
80	 IF (NI.GE,23) GO TO 60
NI=NI -17
IF ((NI,LE.0).OR,(NI.GE.5)) CALL ERROR(S990i80)









*--- PRODUCT OF N FACTORS
FORM THE SUM OF THE PRODUCT SUCH THAT THE
INDIVIDUAL FACTORS ARE CONSECUTIVELY
* DIFFERENTIAT.EU BY DIF INITIALIZE SUM WITH
* ZERO TERMS
:
* * LOOP TO GET THE N TERMS SUCH THAT
* * THE L • TH FACTOR IS DIFFERENTIATED
# * :	 GET THE POINTER OF THE L'TH FACTORt
* * :	 II—IIK
i	 SKIP THIS TERM IF THE FACTOR IS
INUEPENDENT OF T HE VARIABLE J—JK
:
OTHERWISE COPY THE PART OF THE
PRODUCT WHICH PRECEDES THIS FACTORt
* *_ I—IIK
f	 * * CONY AND DIFFERENTIATE THE FACTOR
* :	 INCREASE THE NUMBER OF TERMS
IS THIS THE LAST FACTOR
I	 * * :	 :	 YESP SKIP THE REST OF THE LOOP
NO• COPY THE REMAINING PART OF
* * :	 THE PRODUCT
* * END OF LOOPP
REMOVE ORIGINAL EXPRESSION
s
* CHECK THE NUMBER OF TERMS:
0 = GENERATE ZERO AS RESULT
* * 1 = REMOVE LEADING + OPERATOR
* >1 = RETURN
IIK=LASTXX(S990tIIr1t0)















CALL DIF ($990• Je JK • JI1• JI)
O(IL)=D(IL)+1
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140	 IB=NI_XT(I)
IBK=1_ASTXX(S990#IBrl#0)
IE=NE:XT ( IBK )
K1=IDPND(J#JK#IB#IAK)
K2=IDPND(J ► JK#IE#IK)

































* CHECK THE DEPENDENCE OF THE EXPONENT AND
* * BASE ON THE VARIABLE J-JK
*
* :... BOTH, EXPONENT AND BASE IS
INUEPENDENT GENERATE ZERO AS RESULT
* :,,, EXPRESSION IS DEPENDENT
* * :	 INSERT + IN FRONT IF BOTH BASE AND
EXPONENT ARE DEPENDENT
* NOT USE THE FORMULA:
* * (8**E)#=E*(8**(E-1))*8;	 + LOG(B)*E#*(B**E)
* * SKIP THE FIRST TERM IF THE BASE IS
* INDEPENDENT
* GENERATE FIRST TERM
*
* *
• * SKIP THE SECOND TERM IF THE EXPONENT IS
^► INDEPENUENT
* * :






IF (D(IL).GE.2) GO TO 70
IF (D(IL).EG*0) GO TO 130
CALL RMOVFI(IL)
GO TO 70





* *--- MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS
* * CHECK FOR UEPLNUENCE
:... GO TO GENERATE ZERO IF IT IS
INUEPENDENT
OTHERWISE. GET TYPE OF FUNCTION
INSERT . UIFFERENTIATION OF THE ARGUMENT IN
* * FRONT OF THE FUNCTION AS A FACTOR
BRANCH BY TYPE OF THE FUNCTION
* * :... EXP => NO CHANGE
* * :...	 LOG (Y)	 => Y**.•1
* ;
* * :
* * ... TNH(Y) =>	 (1-Y**2)**-1












* * :...	 SIN(Y)	 => COS(Y)
* * :...	 COS(Y)	 => -1*SIN(Y)
H1 (IJ) = 161
IJ=IADUNN(IJ ► IR ► IBK)
IJ=ILINKI(IJ ► 23 ► 2)
IJ=IADDNN(IJrJrJK)
IJ=IADDNN(IJ ► IErIK)
• GO TO 70
190	 K=IDPND(J*JK ► i ► IK)
IF (K * EG * 0) GO TO 150
K=FLU(il ► 7 ► D(I))-31
IF ((K.LE .0).AND;(K. *GE*7)) GO TO 60
210	 IJ=ILINKI(JK ► 19 ► 2)
II=NEXT(I)
IIK=IADDNN(IJ ► II ► IK)
IJK=NEXT(IJ)
CALL DIF (5990 ► J. JK ► IJK ► IIK)
SIMPSW=*TRUE.
GO TO (70 ► 220r230*250.260 ► 230) ► K
220	 ITYP(I)=20
0(I)=2






IF (K.EG * 6) GO TO 240
I=ILINKI(Ir19 ► 2)
I=ILINKI ( I ► Or-1)
240	 I=ILINKl(Ir20r2)
IK=ILINKI(IK ► Or2)















DEPENDENCE CHECK OF EXPRESSION I-IK FROM VARIABLE J-JK
IDPNU = 0 IF I-IK IS INDEPENDENT
1 IF I-IK CONTAINS J-JK
2 IF I-IK CONTAINS FUNCTION ARGUMENT.(TYPE 5)





LOOP TO CHECK THE ELEMENTS Ot •
 THE EXPRESSION
EXPRESSION CONTAINS THE VARIABLE
CHECK FOR FUNCTION ARGUMENT
:••, YES• IT IS









IF (J .NE, JK) JUMP= .FALSE,
II = I








IF (U(II)	 .NE. NO)	 GO TO 40
IF (JUMP) GO TO 20
IF (II.EO,IK)	 GO TO 50
II=NEXT(II)
IF (ITYP(II).NE,M)	 GO TO 30
IF (D(II)	 .NE.	 MU)	 GO TO 40
20 IF (K,EQ,O) K=K+1
IF (K,Ea.2) GO TO 60
GO TO 40
30 IF (ITYP(II).NE.5)	 GO TO 40
IF (K,NE.2) K=K+2
IF (K.GE.3) GO TO 60















s--- IK IS A FUNCTION ARGUMENT
GO TO INSERT RIFF * OPERATOR
)
^t--+^- I-IK IS A CONSTANT OR VARIABLE






EXPRESSION I-iK IS DIFI-ERENTIATED BY VARIABLE J-JK =
It IF I-IK IS INDEPENDENT OF J-JK THEN I-IK IS REPLACED BY ZERO
AND SIMPSW IS SET ,.TRUE.
2 * IF I-IK IS IDENTICAL WITH J-JK THEN I-IK IS REPLACED BY ONE
AND SIMPSW IS SET .TRUE. 	 -
3. IF I-IK IS A FUNCTION ARGUMENT 04 AN UNDEFINED FUNCTION WITH
i
	
	 J-JK AS AN ARGUMENT• THEN THE UIFF OPERATOR WITH
J-JK IS PLACED IN FRONT OF I-IK THEN I IS MODIFIED
TO POINT TO RIFF. SIMPSW IS LEFT UNCHANGED
4 * IF I-IK IS AN UNDEFINED FUNCTION WITH NO ARGUMENT EQUAL TO J-JK
THEN I-IK IS SET TO ZEKO• SIMPSW TO TRUE.
5 9 ,IF THE LEAD OPERATOR OF I-IK .IS AN ARITHMETIC OPERATOR, OR A
MATHEMATICAL FUNCTION• THEN
.,IF I-IK IS INVEPtNDENT OF J-JK THEN I-IK IS SET TO ZERO
SIMPSW TO TRUE
IF I-IK IS DEPENDENT OF J-JK (IT CONTAINS J-JK OR SUBROU-
z TINE ARG.) THEN DIFF OPERATOR IS PLACED IN FRONT OF
I-IK# SIMPSW IS SET TO TRUE,
3	 6 9 IF THE LEAD OPERATOR Or-'I-IK IS A DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORP THEN
(HE RESULT IS SET AS 3, OR 4.











IF (N.EO * 5) GO TO 130
IF (N.GT * 7) GO TO 10
IF (N .LT. 5 .OR; N .NE * NJ *OR. 3(1) .NE. D(.:)) 60 TO 100
IF (JUMP) GO TO 110
II=NEXT(I)
IF (ITYP ( II) .NE *
 NJK *OR * D(II) *Nt * D(JK)) GO TO 100
GO TO 110


















I-IK IS A FUNCTION OR A ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION
CHECK IF I— IK IS INDEPENDENT OF J-JKr IF YESr
*	 SET RESULT EQUAL TO ZERO
«
*	 SET SIMPSW TO ?;RUE FOR
*	 ARITHMETIC EXPRESSIONS






RESULT IS DENOTED BY DIFFERENTIATION
SUCH THAT THE DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS ARE SORTED
BY THE VARIABLES
NEXT OPERATOR IS NEITHER A DIFF. OR ITS VARI:AULE IS
LESS THAN THE PRESENT ONE• THUS INSERT
UIFF, OPERATOR HERE AND RETURN
GET NEXT OPERATOR FOR TESTING
ERROR •RETURN
10	 K=IDPND(J,JKrIrIK)
IF (K.EG.Q) GO TO 100
IF (N.GT.21) GO TO 130












130	 IF ( N .PEE. 23) GO TO 150
NJ=NEXT(I)
NJK=NJ















STOUT5 ROUTINE INVERTS THE ORDERS OF ARGUMENTS OF AN UNDEFINED
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FORMAL,STOUT5
EVALUATION OF UNUEFINEU FUNCTIONS




THIS ROUTINE WRITES OUT THE UNUEFINEU FUNCTION FROM THE
PUSH-DOWN STACK, WHEN BITSW IS .TRUE.• THE OPERATOR WAS
ENCOUNTEREU BEFORE *
 IN THIS CASE RETURN 2 SIMPLY WRITES OUT THE
OPERATOR, IF BITS *
 IS * FALSE * • THE OPERATOR IS ENCOUNTERED THE
FIRST TIM:: #
 THUS ITS ARGUMENTS MUST bE REVERSED TO GIVE THE
PROPER PREFIX FORM. K = NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS
RETURN 2 IS THE NORMAL RETURN• RETURN 3 IS THE
ERROR RETURN• RETURN 0 AND it SIMPSW ARE NOT USED,
DIMENSION ICH(2.7)
FIRST MAKE A CHECK
--- NETURN ► 'IF THIS IS NOT 1HE FIRST ENCOUNTER OF THE
*	 FUNCTION OR IF IT HAS ONLY ONE ARGUMENT
*- OTH€RWISE SET ThE TABLE ICH WITH THE POINTERS OF
THE ARGUMENTS
IF ((K*LT*0)*OR*(K*GT*7)) CALL ERROK(S990.17
IF 0ITSW * OR * (K * LE * 1)) RETURN 2
REVERSE THE ORDER OF THE ARGUMENTS TO OBTAIN























J.3•	 EXPRESSION TRANSLATION FROM PREFIX TO INFIX
TRANSLATION OF' THE INTERNAL PREFIX FORM OF EXPRESSIONS INTO
EXTERNAL INFIX FORM IS PROVIDED BY 3 PROGRAM ELEMENTS ► FMLWR ►
FMLPKS AND FMLPCK ►
 WITH THE HELP OF SOME UTILITY ROUTINES LISTED
EARLIER. THE MAIN TRANSLATION ROUTINE IS FMLWR. FMLPKS TRANSLATES
THE INTERNAL PACKED SUBSCRIPTS ►
 FMLPCK PACKS THE BCD ITEMS INTO
OUTPUT BUFFEK.
3.3.1.	 FMLWR AND FMLPKS
1;-MLWR IS THE MAIN TRANSLATION ROUTINE `
 IT IS CALLED FROM THE
OUTPUT ROUTINES ►
 AND IT ALSO COLLECTS THE LIST OF VARIABLES WHOSE
EXPRESSION VALUES MUST BE TRANSLATED. THE ROUTINE TRANSLATES THOSE
EXPRESSIONS IN A LOOP. IN THE BEGINING OF THE LOOP ►
 THE VARIABLE
NAME IS PACKED INTO THE OUTPUT BUFFER BY FMLPCK ►
 THEN ITS EXPRES-
SION VALUE 15 TRANSLATED IN AN INSIDE LOOP WHERE THE CONSECUTIVE
ITEMS OF THE PREFIX EXPRESSION IS PROCESSED. THE TRANSLATION USES
A PUSH [DOWN STACK FOR THE OPERATORS IN C-D ARRAYS WHOSE INITIAL
POINTER I5 BEGINI AND ITS RUNNING POINTER IS I. THE ROUTINE HAS AN
INTERNAL SUBROUTINE ►
 DIVTST. THIS ROUTINE CHECKS THE SIGN OF THE
EXPONENT IN AN EXPONENTIAL SUBEXPRESSION. IT GIVES A NORMAL RETURN
WHEN THE EXPONENT STARTS WITH A NEGATIVE CONSTANT ►
 THUS MULTIPLICA-
TION OPERATORS MUST BE CONVERTED TO DIVISION OPERATOR ► AND THE
EXPONENT SHOULD BE USED WITH POSITIVE SIGN (LOGICAL VARIABLE SIGN
IS SET TO FALSE). LOGICAL VARIABLE NEG IS USED TO INDICATE WHETHER
A NEGATIVE SIGN OF A CONSTANT SHOULD APPEAR AS A BINARY OPERATOR
REPLACING + ►
 OR IT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED AS A UNARY OPERATOR.










	 * „ o,,, >* FMLCHA -








.......••.•• >* 	 E$CRUM
............>*	 FMLSV1




00090999.900>* FMLPKS	 *900004>* ERRWBK
•;•••••6•0•• >* FMLPCK	 * 9999 • >* FML„ERR
*********** * PACK






4 1Ve0# * 9.90 0 .0* FMLSCN .r







EXPRESSION TRANSLATION FROM PREFIX TO INFIX FOR OUTPUT
THIS SUBROUTINE TRANSLATES AN EXPRESSION IN THE INTERNAL
PREFIX NOTATION TO THE REGULAR INFIX NOTATION WHICH IS
SUITABLE FOR OUTPUT,
AN OPERATOR STACK BEGINING FROM 'BEGINI O
 AND ENDING AT II*
15 USED TO STORE OPERATORS ,
AT THE END OF EVERY SUdEXPRESSION A SPECIAL MARKER * At IS













*	 INITIALIZE PACK ROUTINE AND WRITE OUT VARIABLE ID.
*	 UNPACK SUBSCRIPTS r IF NEEDED
*	 :
*	 ;
*	 FIND EXPRESSION POINTER
*	 CHECK WHETHER THE VARIABLE IS DEFINED
*






CALL SYMBLI ($500, 1)
IF (EPTR .NE, 0) GO TO 50
IF (NSY ,EA, 0) GO TO 30
SUBS = .TRUE,
NSU = LAST(NSY)





30	 CALL FMLPKI (N1, it SUB)
IF (N2 ,NE, 0) CALL FMLPKS (5500* N2* N3)
CALL FMLPCK (*=** 1)
IF (XFLG1 .EQ, 0) CALL FMLPKO
IF (EPTR ,EQ, 0) GO TO 700
551	 IF (H1(EPTR) ,NE *
 0) EPTR = ROLLIN (5500• S550e EPTR* 1)
LOGICAL NEG, SIGN
I = FMLCHI ($500)
8EGINI = I
C(I) = 0




:.,. COMMA ►PLUS ► MULTIPLICATION ►EXPONENTIATION
:
2 :00, FUNCTIONS AND DIF
:... MATH AND FORMAL FUNCTIONS
:... DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR
i :... OIF WITH 3 ARGUMENTS
GO TO (300 ► 300 ► 999 ► 300 ► 999 ► 302 ► 302 ► 302 ►
+	 999 ► 999 ► 9990 999 ► 999 ► 9990 9990 9990
+	 130 ► 999 ► 130 ► 130 ► 130 ► 200 ► 999 ► 200 ►
+	 9990 200 ► 200 ► 200 ► 200 ► 2000 200, 200) ► Sal
130 CONTINUE
II = ITYP(I)
IF	 (S —	 II)	 0.0180
I = FMLCH2 (5500 ► 	 to
	
17 ► 	 ► )n ► )
IF (LSTOP .NE. 0) CALL FMLPCK (LSTON ► 1)
LSTOP = 0
NEG = .TRUE.
IF (S .EO. 18) SIGN = •TRUE,
CALL FMLPCK
	 ( ► n( ► ► 	 1)
180 I = FMLCH2 (5500 ► It S♦ —H2(EPTR))
IF (S .NE. 20 .OR S	(II
	 .EO.	 19 .AND * .NOT, NEG)) GO TO 100
CALL OIVTST (6500 ► EPTR ►
 5100)
IF (LSTOP .NE. 0) CALL FMLPCK (LSTOPP 1)
LSTOP = 0
CALL FMLPCK ( ► ln/n ► ► 1)
GO TO 100
200 IF (LSTOP .NE. O) CALL FMLPCK (LSTON ►
 1)
LSTOP = 0
IF (S .GE. 25) GO TO 220
IF (S .EQ. 23) GO TO 210
F = IFUNCI (H1(EPTR))
DEG = H2 (EPTR)
GO TO 230
210. IF (H2(EPTR)	 .NE. 2) GO TO 215
CALL FMLPCK ( ► (e/o ► ► 1)
I = FMLCH2 (4500 ► It 21 ►
 0)
GO TO 100
215 F = •OIF ►
SKIP THE NEXT 4 STATEMENTS
LOOP 2
DECREMENT THE OPERATOR DEGREE COUNT
:
GET NEXT EXPRESSION POINTER
:





99	 0(I) = ABS(D(i)) - i
100 CONTINUE
EPTR = NEXT(EPTR)
IF (EPTR .EO. 0) GO TO 999
110	 S = ITYP (EPTR)
M	














* : : 303
NATIONAL NUMBERS
* : 320















* :	 SUB5CRIPTED VARIABLE
* WRITE OUT AT LEAST ONE OPERATOR FOLLOWING







DEG = S - 24
CALL FMLPCK (F0, 1)
CALL FMLPCK ( I nE * , 1)
I = FMLCH2 ($5000, I * 170, 17n0,)




IF (.NOT. SIGN) GO TO 303
IF ( NEG .AND. ITYP(I) .LE, 19) GO TO 301
CALL FMLPCK ( 9 0-0,, 1)
I = FMLCH2 ($500* I0, 170, *)n*)
GO TO 303
LSTOP = In-n•
IF (LSTOP .NE, 0) CALL FMLPCK '(LSTOP. 1)
LSTOP = 0
GO TO (3100, 320. 9990,
 3300, 999* 3400, 350, 350)* S+1
CALL FMLPCK (ABS(D(EPTR)), 2)
CALL FMLPCK ( • /*0, 1)
EPTR = NEXT (EPTR)
IF (ITYP(I) .EO, 19 .AND: ABS(D(EPTK)) .EO. 1) GO TO 99
CALL FMLPCK (ARS(D(EPTR))* 2)
GO TO 400
CALL FMLPCK (ABS(D(EPTR)), 3)
GO TO 400
CALL FMLPCK ( • C'* 1)
CALL FMLPCK (D(EPTR)* 2)
CALL FMLPCK ( 9 ] 0, * 1)
GO TO 400
CALL FMLPCK (O(EPTR)* 1)
IF (S .Ea. 6) GO TO 400
EPTR = NEXT (EPTR)
CALL FMLPKS ($500, ITYP(EPTR)-7* D(LPTR))
IF (I .EO. BEGINI) GO TO 600
SIGN = .TRUE.






BRANCH ACCORDING TO TYPE OF OPERATOR







:.•. MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION
* "' 'AND
•




401	 II = LAST (I)




GO TO (420 ► 430 ► 440 ► 450 ► 460r 470) ► ITYP (I) -w 15
430	 CALL FMLPCK (D(I) ►
 1)
GO TO 401
420	 CALL FMLPCK ( ► ► p ► r 1)
NEG = .TRUE.
GO TO 99
440 LSTOP = ► n+n ►
NEG = *TRUE*
GO TO 99
450 LSTOP = ► n*n•
J = NEXT(EPTR)
IF (ITYP ( J) .NE * 20) 60 TO 455
CALL OIVTST (5500 ► Jr 5455)
LSTOP = On/n•




460	 II = NEXT(EPTR)
IF (ITYP ( II) •EQ; 0 * AND; ASS(0 ( I1)1 *EQ; 17 GO TO 461
IF (ITYP ( II) •EQ * 3 .ANO; BOOL(ABS(U ( II)1) *EQ * 1.0) 60 TO 461
CALL FMLPCK ( • n**n ► r 1)
NEG = .FALSE*
SIGN = .FALSE.
IF (ITYP ( II) * NE; 19 *OR; H2(11) .Nt. 2) 60 TO 99
11 = NEXT(II)
IF (ITYP ( II) *EQ * 0 .AND• D(II) *EQ * -11 EPTR = 1I
GO TO 99
461	 EPTR = II
GO TO 401
470	 CALL FMLPCK ( r )n ► ► 1)
1I = LAST(I)




*	 END OF LOOP 2
*	 CLEAN UP
CALL FMLPCK (tu:u'. 1)
*	 :






















CALL FMLCHR ($500 0 BEGINI)
610	 IF (.NOT. SUBS) GO TO 611
NSU = NEXT(NSU)
IF (NSU .NE. 0) GO TO 20
611	 IF (NK .NE. 0) GO TO 10
RETURN
700 CALL FMLPCK ( • UNASSI'.	 1)
CALL FMLPCK ( • GNED l r 	 1)
CALL FMLPKO
GO TO 610
999 CALL ERRERR (5500. EPTR)
500 IF	 (NK	 .NE. 0) CALL FMLCHD (S501r NK)
501 NK = 0
RETURN 1
550 CALL FML SV1
GO TO 551
SUBROUTINE DIVTST	 (*• JJ•	 *)





IF	 (ITYP(J) .Ea.	 19) J = NEXT(J)
IF	 (ITYP(J) .GT. 3) GO TO 800









SUBROUTINE TO UN-PACK V SN I SUBSCRIPTS FROM THE
SUBSCRIPT-WORD 9SWt,
INITIALIZE
CHECK FOR ILLEGAL NUMBEN OF SUBSCRIPTS
CHECK WHETHER MORE THAN ONE SUBSCRIPTS
LOOP




WRITE OUT TH9 REMAINING SUBSCRIPT ANU






IF (SN * (4-SN) •LT."0) CALL ERRERR (S209SN @0r3)
CALL FMLPCK ( • a( t . 1)
IF (SN .EQ. 1) GO TO 10
DO 5 J = O.SN-2
CALL FMLPCK (FLD(9*JP9 ►SW)r 21
5	 CALL FMLPCK ( • vU l t 1)
10	 CALL FMLPCK (FLD(9*(SN-1)t9tSW)r 2)












HOUTINE FMLPCK PACKS THE OUTPUT BUFFER WITH THE DATA PROVIDED
b y
 FMLWR, THE ROUTINE IS INITIALIZED BY THE I/O ROUTINES TO DEFINE
THE FORMAT THROUGH ENTRY FMLNIN. A SECONDARY INITIALIZATION IS
INIT1ATEU HY FMLWR THROUGH ENTRY FNLPKI WHICH ALSO DEFINES THE
PROPER I/O RUUTINE (SUB) FOR OUTPUTING THE BUFFER WHEN IT IS
FILLED, THE DATA TO BE NACKEU IS TRANSMITTED THROUGH ENTRY FMLPCK#
WHICH CAN HE INTEGER NUMBER# FLOATING POINT NUMBER OR HOLLERITH
WORD, THE NUMBERS ARE CONVERTED TO HOLLERITH DATA BY FMLEDI WHICH
CALLS THE EDITS PACKAGE. WHEN THE COMMON VARIABLE XFLGI IS SET#
THE HOUTINE PROVIDES A CONTINUATION NUMBERING TO ACCOMODATE FOR-




OUTPUT PACKING ROUTINE FOR EXPRESSIONS
ENTRIES:
1 # FMLPINI$vI1.I2)
INITIALIZATION ENTRY USED BY THE
PROPER FMLI01-7 TO SPECIFY FORMAT:
31=STARTING COLUMN
I2=NUMBER OF COLUMNS USED
2* FMLPKI(DATAPINDPSVB)
REINITIALIZE BUFFER AS DEFINED BY FMLPIN
BEFORE•PACKING I DATA I INTO lCBUF9
+SUB O DEFINES I/O ROUTINE
3 * FMLPCK(OATAPINU)
PACK 9 9ATA I INTO •CbUF9
I UATA IS BCD IF INO=1
IS INTEGER IF IND=2
IS REAL IF INU=3
Y, FMLPKO
WRITE OUT'BUFFER• AND REINITIALIZE IT
AS DEFINED BY FMLPIN
FMLPIN(StIlPI2)
DEFINE THE DIMENSION OF CBUF'BY PARAMETER
DEFINE INITIAL COLUMN
IS1 STARTING COLUMN
IS2 _ ENDING COLUMN
FMLPXI40ATA.IND,SUB)
REINITIALIZE BUFFER
INITIALIZE FOR FIRST COLUMN
11 = COLUMN TO BE NEXT







PARAMETER NCB = 22
IS1=I1
IF (IS1 *LE; 1) IS1=2
IS2=ISi+I2-1








CALL STRCON(NCB* • v,CBUF)
_	 ice,.-r.W
	







DO 5 I-1 rIS1
5	 CC(I)=5
:CON=O
GO TO PACK DATA





IF (IND .E0 9 2) CALL FMLEDI (A)
IF (IND .EO, 3) CALL FMLEDF (A)
2	 CALL UNPACK(18vArB)
DO 20 I=1#18
IF (8(I) .EO. 5) GO TO 20
IF (II .LE. IS2) GO TO 15
IF (111 .EO. 0) CALL ERRERR(0P0)
CALL PACK(IIIPCCPCBUF)
CALL SUB
CALL STRCON(NCBv # •rCBUF)
K=II-III-1
IF (K .NE. 0) CALL MOVE(KPCC(III+1)PCC(IS1)T




15 IF (8(1) .NE. l f@QQGGu t ) GO TO 16
III=II-I




IF (XFLG1 .E0, 0) GO TO 17 wir
V
CONVERT IF NECESSARY
SEPARATE CHARACTERS FROM A INTO B
LOOP TO PACK CHARACTERS INTO CBUF
IGNORE BLANKS
CHECK FOR LAST-COLUMN
:.•. YESr PACK AND WRITE OUT BUFFER
:	 REINITIALIZE BUFFER
•	 f
INSERT CONTINUATION CHAR. FOR PW-
:
INSERT CHARACTER INTO CC
:	 IS CHARACTER A SUBEXPRESSION SEPARATOR
:.•. YESP SKIP IT FOR PUNCH






-ti-V6N•Nf4«^yry,I 	 ,.. _	 r+	 . _ ....	 _
29409
5... YES. CHECK ANU CHANGE BRACKETS
END OF LOOPP RETURN
FMLPKO
PACK LEFT-OVER INFORMATION




IF (CC ( II) .EG. 0 O9099[ t ) CC(II )=•AWWRp(t




















CONVERSION ROUTINE FROM BINARY TO FD
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IF (IJ ,EQ. 5) GO TO 10
IF ((KK ,EQ, -1) .AND, (IJ ,NE, 41)) RETURN
FLD(JJr6rIN(I))=5
IF (KK ,LT. 0) KK=O
IF (IJ ,EQ, 41) GO TO 10
FLO(KKr6rINN(K))=IJ
IF (IJ ,EQ, 32) GO TO 30
KK=KK+6
IF (KK .LE , 30) GO TO 10
KK=O
K=K+1











EXTRACT FORMAT DEFINITIONS IN I/O STATEMENTS
ORDER OF • N • ARGUMENTS
I1	 UNIT
I2 . STARTING COLUMN







IF THIS IS THE FIRST AND NOT A •(• THEN RETURN
OTHERWISE MAKE IT BLANK
SKIP •(•
SAVE OTHERWISE















IF (NK . NE, 0) GO TO 10
RETURN
20	 IF (NK .NE, 0) CALL FMLCHD (Sllr NK)










ERROR IN FORMAT DEFINITION
50 RETURN
60	 PRINT 61
61	 FORMAT ( r
 ERROR Ifs I/O STATEMENT FOKMATING97
END
FORMAL,FMLRD
SUBROUTINE TO HANDLE INPUT OF STATEMENTS
EITHER FROM CARDS OR FROM I/O UNITS,
INITIALIZE
READ IN STATEMENTS
COLLECT ARGUMENTS INTO A CHAIN STARTING FROM •NKr
INITIALIZE THE SCANNER ROUTINE
LOOP
TRANSLATE THE EXPRESSION
S	 GET TOP ARGUMENT FROM THE CHAIN
S
S	 SET THE EXPRESSION POINTER
STORE IN THE SYMBOL TABLE
G






















FORMAL STATEMENT ROUTINE TO HANDLE CARD INPUT
THIS ROUTINE CALLS V FMLRD I P THE READ ROUTINE•
WHICH IN TURN CALLS • FMLIOA • TO READ IN CARD IMAGES.
INITIALIZE
SET EXTERNAL FLAG













FORMAL STATEMENT ROUTINE TO PRINT EXPRESSIONS
THIS FORMAL STATEMENT ROUTINE CALLS THE WRITE
ROUTINE #'FMLWR I WHICH IN TURN CALLS fFMLIOC•
TO PRINT OUT CONTENTS OF tCBUF•,
INITIALIZE
SET EXTERNAL FLAG
GET FORTRAN TYPE ARGUMENTS
INITIALIZE SCANNER ROUTINE
INITIALIZE FORMATS FOR PACKING
i







CALL FMLINT (S20r 2)
CALL ISCANG 48COP 220. 0)
XFLG1 = 0
CALL FMLPIN (S20p le 72)
CALL FMLWR (S20• FMLIOC. 0)
10	 RETURN







FORMAL STATEMENT ROUTINE TO PRINT FORMATED EXPRESSION
THIS ROUTINE CALLS THE WRITE ROUTINE v FMLWR I WHICH









CALL FMLINT(S20 ► 4)
CALL ISCANG(dCD•220.0)
XFLG1 = XFLG2













FORMAL STATEMENT ROUTINE TO HUNCH EXPRESSIONS
THIS FORMAL STATEMENT ROUTINE CALLS THE WRITE
ROUTINE # FMLWR • WHICH IN TURN CALLS IFMLI00t








` INITIALIZE SCANNER ROUTINE









CALL FMLINT (S20# 2)
CALL ISCANG (BCD# 220. 0)
XFLG1 : XFLG2
IF (XFL61 .NE. 0) GO TO 1
CALL FMLPIN (S20# It 80)
GO TO 2
1 CALL FMLPIN (S20r 7# 66)
2 CONTINUE
CALL FMLWR (S20# FMLIOD# 0)
10 RETURN








CALL FMLINT ($10. 3)
CALL ISCANG (ALPHAt220r0)
CALL FMLRD ($10• FMLIOB# U)
20	 RETURN








FORMAL STATEMENT ROUTINE TO HANDLE INPUT FROM I/O UNITS
THIS ROUTINE CALLS THE READ ROUTINE IFMLRD'
















FORMAL STATEMENT ROUTINE TO WRITE EXPRESSIONS ON UNIT U
THIS ROUTINE CALLS THE WRITE ROUTINE IFMLWR@
AND AT SAME TIME PASSES THE ARGUMENT #FMLIOE@.
@ FMLWR I
 WILL I 1.4 TURN CALLS @ FMLIOE • 10 WRITE OUT












CALL FMLPNT (S20r 3)
CALL ISCANG (BCD@ 220. 0)
XFLG1 = 0
CALL FMLPIN ($20@ It 80)
CALL FMLWR ( S20@ FMLIOE@ U)
10	 RETURN
20	 CALL ERRRET (@FMLI069)
60 TO 10
END
.	 ,i	 J—.w.r.	 .,.•.i'"`-. r	 ^	
e	
^	 ^	 _. _, 7
FORMAL.FMLI07
FORMAL STATEMENT f0 WRITE FORMATED EXPRESSION
THIS ROUTINE CALLS THE WRITE ROUTINE IFMLWR•
	 I-

































THIS ROUTINE READS ONE CARD AT A TIML INTO C8UF
IT I5 CALLED BY 9 FMLRD l ROUTINE TO PERFORM
THE INPUT OPERATION FROM CARD READER. THE •FMLROl












I/O DEVICE INPUT ROUTINE'
THIS ROUTINE READS ONE CAKU AT A TIME FROM UNIT U
INTO ►C8UF v , IT IS CALLED BY • FMLRO • TO PERFORM
THE INPUT OPERATION FROM 1/0 UNIT •IOUNITI.
THE l FMLRO f ITSELF IS CALLLD BY IFML10590














FORMAL SUBROUTINE TO PRINT CARD IMAGES
THIS ROUTINE IS CALLED BY ► FMLWR ► TO PERFORM
' PRINT OPERATION ON PRINTER. THE •FMLWR ►




PRINT 100 ► (CBUF(I) ► I=1 ► 12)
RETURN




FORMAL SUBROUTINE TO PUNCH CARD IMAGES
THIS ROUTINE IS CALLED BY ► FMLWR ► TO PERFORM
THE OUTPUT OPERATION THROUGH PUNCHER,




PUNCH 100 ► (CBUF(I) ► I=1 ► 14)
RETURN








I/O DEVICE OUTPUT ROUTINL
FORMAL SUBROUTINE TO WRITE CARD IMAGES ON IOUNIT
THIS ROUTINE IS CALLED BY l FMLWR' TO PERFORM
THE OUTPUT OPERATION THROUGH THE I/O UNIT VIOUNITI*
THE *FMLWR # ROUTINE ITSELF I5 CALLED BY THE








































3 9 4 1 2.	 ROLOUT STATEMENT
THE ROLOUT STATEMENT IS HANDLED BY PROGRAM ELEMENT FMLOUT.
AFTER INITIALIZATIONv THE ROUTINE OBTAINS THE LIST OF VARIABLES by
FMLSON. THE EXPRESSION VALUES OF THE VARIABLES ARE WRITTEN OUT TO
DRUM BY PROGRAM ELEMENT ESDRUM,
FORMAL,rMLOUT





CALL ISCANG (ARR• 220r 0)
CALL FMLSCN ($10)
20	 CALL GETARG
CALL SYMBOL (SIOP 1)
IF (EPTM .EG. 0) GO TO 10
CALL ROLOUT (SLOP EPTR)
IF (NK .NE. 0) GO TO 20
30	 RETURN
10	 IF (NK .NE. 0) CALL FMLCHD (Sllr NK)






















3.4.3.	 SAVE AND RESET STATEMENTS
THESE STATEMENTS ARE HANDLED BY FMLSAV. BOTH SUBROUTINES ARE





IN THE FIRST CASE THE DATA WILL BE SAVED IN (OR READ FROM) A
DATA—FILEo IN ALL OTHER CASES AN ABSOLUTE ELEMENT iS CREATED OR
READ. IN THL FIRST TWO CASES. THE FILENAME IS TAKEN FROM THE
SPECIFICATION. IN CASES THREE AND FOUR IT IS ASSUMED TO BE TPF59
FILENAME MAY CONTAIN A COMPLETE EXEC-8 FILE SPECIFICATION.
WITH ALL THE DROP—OUT RULES APPLYING:
<DUALIFIER>*<FILE>(<FCYCLE>)/<READKEY>/<WRITEKEY>
AND ELTNAME MAY BE
<ELEMENT>/<VERSION>(<CYCLE>)
HOWEVER, <CYCLE> WILL BE IGNORED.
THE FOLLOWING ERRORS CAN OCCURS
A. IF NO SPECIFICATION IS GIVEN# OR IF THE ELEMENT OR VERSION
ARE LONGER THAN 12 CHARACTERS ► OR IF BAD PUNCTUATION IS USEDo
THE PROGRAM WILL PRINT
SYNTAX ERROR
ANU RETURN TO THE CALLER•
B. WHEN READING FROM OR WRITING INTO A PROGRAM—FILET ANY OF










MEANING ERRORS ON AN ER TO (1) PFSS (PROGRAM FILE SEARCH). (2)
PFWLS (DETERMINATION OF NEXT FREE WRITE LOCATION) ► OR (3) PFIS
(INSERTION OF ELEMENT INTO PROGRAM FILE). THEY WILL BE FOLLOWED
BY ANY OF THE FOLLOWING ►




ELEMENT NOT FC^,ND (1)
1/0 ERROR (2) 
NOT PF (3)




.(1) THE ELEMENT SEARCHED FOR WAS NOT FOUND
(2) EXEC 8 ENCOUNTERED AN 1/0 ERROR ON HANDLING THE FILE
(POSSIBLY READ— OR WRITE — ONLY # OR KEYS NEVED)
(3) THE FILE MAY NOT BE USED AS A PROGRAM FILE
(5) THE ELEMENT MADE THE PROGRAM—FILE OVERFLOW
(4) OR (6) SHOULD NEVER OCCUR
Cl IF THE ABSOLUTE ELEMENT/FILE READ IS NOT IN THE PROPER
FOHMAT, AS SHOWN BY WORDS 15 AND 16 OF THE LABEL —BLOCK# THE
MESSAGE
FILL/ELEMENT INCORRECT FORMAT
WILL BE PRINTED# AND THE PROGRAM WILL RETURN.
U.	 IF AN I/O ERROR OCCURS IN THE PROCESS OF READING FROM OR






WHLRE XX IS THE ABNORMAL I/O STATUS RETURNED BY EXEC-8
L.	 IF AN ATTEMPT IS MADE TO QXQT AN ABSOLUTE ELEMENT CREATEU
a UY FORMAL# EXEC-8 WILL RESPOND WITH:
ERROR LOADING PROGRAM
ABNORMAL I/O STATUS = 25
t POSSIBLE ERROR IN AUS ELEMENT OF FILE OVERWRITTEN
F. THE FILE USEU FOR SAVE/RESET MUST BE ASSIGNED OR CATALO—
LULU, IF 1HE PROGRAM CANNOT ASSIGN THE FILE EXCLUSIVELY# IT
WILL PRINT:
FILE CANNOT BE ASSIGNED XXXXXXXXXXXX
WHLRE XXX 1S THE FAC —REJECT CODE IN OCTAL. UPON RETURNING
(NORMALLY OR ABNORMALLY) THE PROGRAM RESETS THE FILE # S ASSIGN—
STATUS TO WHAT IT WAS BEFORE THE STATEMENT WAS EXECUTED,
D
3-218
AFTER A CALL TO FMLSAV THE COMMON STORAGE WILL BE COMPLETELY
RE-INITIALIZED. THIS MEANS RE-CHAINING THE C-AREA, RESETTING THE
OPTIONS TO THEIR ASSUMED VALUES. AND PRINTING THE SIGNON MESSAGE;
THE PROGRAM CALLS PACK AND UNPACK FOR CHARACTER MANIPULATIONS#










WHERE ARRAY CONTAINS	 FILE. ► FILE * ELEMENT ► OR ELEMENT
AXRS
COMMON
RS EQU 020	 , FUNCTION CODE FOR HEAU
WS Eou 010	 , FUNCTION CODE FOR WRITE
P PROC 1 ► 1
SNZ* NAME
SR R3 ► P(1 ► i) ► P(1 ► 2) ► P(1 ► 3)++P(0 ► 1)
END
CONVERSION FROM BINARY TO OCTAL
OCTAL* PRGC 1 ► 5
L ► U RIPS
USL OCTAL(1 ► 1) ► 3
SSL OCTAL(1t1)+1#3
JGD RIPS-2





+ 1 ► 0
+ IFOR',KO
KO + 0















ASGFLG EGUF FLAG(1) ►► 53
SAVFLG EGUF FLAG(1)v#56
FLAG(2) + 0
MAXCOL EGUF FLAG(2) ►► H2
INTFLG EQUF *FMLINT ► sH2
PACKET FOR I/O OPERATIONS







PACKET FOR SCRATCH FILE I/O























00	 e- •	 •	 •
ASG fQASG•AX FMLSSV •	 f
FREE VQFREE•A FMLSSV • '
o SWITCH TELLS WHERE TO READ AND M
CSFSTI	 •	 SCRATCH •





















PFMSG(1) 'ELEMENT NOT FOUND•
PFMSG(2) 'I/0 ERROR•
PFMSG(3) • NOT PF•
PFMSG(4) • BAD STATUS 49
I
PRI ERROR MESSAGE AND RETURN
PFNSG(5) 'PF OVERFLOW'






















• FILE/ELEMENT INCORRECT FORMAT•






















ACW r)B + 28PLASELO
LAHE'LA










+ PTRLG ► CDIM
DO	 12 #	 + 0	 w
f LA8ELt1 RES 28
bUF RES MAXLEN
/S(i)






L R3 ► BLANKS	 . PACK ► UNPACK# ETC. DON O T USE K3
LrU AOt*0#x11
S#H2 AO#ARG




+ S-FMLSAV ► Wd
L X11#K10
L A3#X11
SEARCH FOR A TERMINATING #;#. 	 IF NONE IS FOUND
USE THE MAXIMUM FOR THE LENGTH OF THE ARGUMENT# AND
STORE THE LENGTH	 N MAXCOL.
LW A2011
LrU R1rMAXLEN
SE A2 ► BUF#*A3
A ► U A3#i
ANrU A3#2
S A3#MAXCOL
SEARCH FOR FIRST NON-BLANK CHARACTER
SC1 S X11.SAVA3
L A5#BUF#*X11




IF IT IS : NO SPECIFICATION WAS GIVEN s
TNE#U A5 ► 1:9
J ELTERR
IF IT IS A . ASSUME TF'FS AS FILENAMEr AND SET
FLAG FOR ELEMENT NEEDED
TE ► U A5##.#
J NOLP
S X11.SAVA3




xSEARCH FOR A . IN THE ARGUMENT ► IF NONE IS FOUND#





















USE INTERNAL KANE'F'MLSSV ON FILE# AND TRY TO
ASSIGN EXCLUSIVELY *	GO TO CSFERR IF-ASSIGN WAS
REJECTED ► OTHERWISE FIGURE OUT THE CORRECT QFREE -OPTIONS













LrU A1 ► rAX	 •
S#Hl A1#FREE+1
L A3#SAVA3






















GET ELEMENT AND VERSION. 	 FIRST BLANK OUT THE FIELDS
IN THE PF-PACKET ► AND SET ELT3 TO POINT TO THE
ELEMENT FIELD
GETELT
DL AO ► BLANKS
DS AO ► PFELT
US AO ► PFVER
LOU AO ► PFELT
S AO ► ELT3
' SZ VERFLG
SAVE STARTING ADDRESS IN ELT1 •
GETO L ► U AOPBUF ► A3
S AO ► ELT1
J GET11
SCAN I'MAGE t AND LOOK FOR DELIMITER
GET1 L A2 ► BUF ► A3
IGNORE CYCLE.
	 "`
GET11 TE ► U A2 ► t(t
TNE.0 A2 ► •
€ J GETS




END OF IMAGE OR BLANK MEANS NO MORE FIELDS
SO PRETEND WE ALREADY HAD A VERSION
GET3 SZ VERFLG
J GET2





PACK NAME INTO AREA GIVEN IN ELT3
GET2 AN ► U AO ► BUF ► A3
ERROR IF > 12 CHARACTERS
TLE ► XU AO ► -12
. J ERRLON
SM AO.ELT2
A ► U A3 ► 1
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GO HACK FOR VERSION IF WE HAD ELT/
BRANCH ON COMMAND
GET NEXT FREE LOCATION IN PROGRAM FILE
WRITE THE COMMON BLOCKS. USING IOSUB
THEN WRITE THE SAVED DRUM AREA
AND FINALLY THE LABEL—BLOCK



















































MARK FMLINT TO RE-INITIALIZE STORAGE t
 AND RETURN
RET1
SEARCH PROGRAM—FILE FOR THE ELEMENT
ELTIN
READ LABEL—BLOCK AND TEST IF 1 T HAS THE RIGHT FORMAT,
THEN USE ZOSUB TO REAU THE COMMON—BLOCKS *
 AND FINALLY

















S,S2 A1 ► I0FUNC




UL AO ► LASELB+14
DTE AO#LABELA+14
J ABSERR















COMMON RETURN. FREE - FILE IF NECESSARY# RESTORE X11 ►






















A ► U wiNNV
SUBROUTINE TO COPY DRUM—SAVE AREA TO OR FROM
THE ABSOLUTE'ELENENT,
CHECK IF THERE IS ANYTHING
THEN INITIALIZE THE I/O PACKETS





























THIS SUBROUTINE READS OR WRITLS THE NACWD AREAS GIVEN







































































SEE IF BIT IS SET
CALCULATE SECTOR ADDRESS
THEN READ AND WRITE THE SECTORS
INCREMENT ADDRESS IN SAVE-FILE
LOOP UNTIL WORD IS EXHAUSTED4 , .




1HE UUMP STATEMENT IS HANDLED HY FMLOMP. THE ROUTINE GOES
THROUGH THE SYMHOL TABLE# ANU PRINTS OUT THE NAMES OF VARIABLES by
FMLIUC WITH THE USE OF OUTPUT PACKING ROUTINES FMLPCK AND FMLPKS•
THE EXPRESSION VALUES ARE PROCESSEU by






























ALL = XX .GT. 20
EXP = ((XX/2)*2) .EQ. XX
IF (NS .EQ. 0) GO TO 99
SR = NS





IF (EX .EQ. 0) GO TO !^00
2	 CONTINUE
CALL FMLPKI (D(EX)p1rFMLIOC)
IF(C(EX).LT.0) GO TO 21
1 = ITYP(EX)
IF (AND(I * 24)-8) 22o23t24
21	 CONTINUE
CALL FMLPKO








IF (IT .EQ. 0) GO TO 1900
ASSIGN 2000 TO JUMP
GO TO 4
24	 CONTINUE
IF (LAST(EX) .EQ. 0) GO TO 2000
SS = LAST(EX)
ASSIGN 3000 TO JUMP
3	 CONTINUE
I = FLD (3#3#C(SS))
CALL FMLPKS (S99#IPD(SS))






S	 : IF (LAST(SS)
	




t IF (,NOT. EXP ) GO TO 1900c
H1IT = H1(IT)








' CALL PRTPCK (2)
GO TO 3000
ENt . OF SUUSCRIPTS
33 CONTINUE
2900 CALL FMl-PKO
3000 SS = NEXT (SS)
IF (NEXT(SS)
	
.EG• 0) GO TO 2000




2000 EX = NEXT(EX)
IF (EX .EG. 0) GO TO 1000
GO TO 2
1000 IF (NEXT (SR)	 .EG. 0 .OR;	 .NOT. ALL) RETURN
SR = NEXT(SR)
: GO TO 1




100 CALL FMLPCK	 (9_9rl)
: 110 CALL FMLPKO
S RETURN
200 CALL FMLPCK (•UNASSI• ► 1)












EXPRESSION MUST BEGIN WITH COMMON ►► o
&0OP'T0 OUTPUT THE EXPRESSION
*
*
NUMERATOR OF A RATIONAL NUMBER
pop
*	 INTEGER OR DENOMINATOR OF A RATIONAL NUMBER

















DATA IDD/ ►►►► • • ►► + ►► • * ►►► ** ► /
S = ITYP (IT)
IF (S .NE, 16) CALL ERRERR(S99 ► IT)
1	 GO TO (10#11.999P13#999 ► 15pl6 ► 16 ► 999t
+	 999 ► 999 ► 999 ► 999 ► 999 ►9990999 ► 26 ►
+	 999 ► 26 ► 26 ► 26 ► 31 ►99903 ► 999 05 ►
+	 350505 ► 35 ►3505 ►3505) ► S+l
11	 CALL FMLPCK (D(IT) ► 2)
CALL FMLPCK (9/1 ► 1)
IT = NEXT(IT)
IF (ITYP(IT) .NE. 2) CALL ERRERR(S99 ► IT)
10	 CALL FMLPCK (0(IT) ► 21
GO TO 100
13	 '°^' L FMLPCK (D(IT) ► 3)
Gu 10 100
15	 CALL FMLPCK ( ► E ►► 1)
CALL FMLPCK (D(IT) ► 2)
CALL FMLPCK (93• ► 1)
GO TO 100
16	 CALL FMLPCK (D(IT) ► 1)
IF (S .EQ. 6) GO TO 100
IT = NEXT(IT)
CALL FMLPKS (S999 ► ITYP(IT)-7 ► 0(IT))
GO TO ICO
26	 ID = IDD(S-15)
GO TO 32
31	 ID = IFUNCI (H1(IT))
32	 DEG = H2(IT)
GO TO 40




35 ID = WIT)
DEG = S-24
40 CALL FMLPCK (ID*1)
CALL FMLPCK ( *<Irl)
CALL FMLPCK (DEG*2)
CALL FMLPCK ( * >*pl)
100 IT = NEXT(IT)
CALL FMLPCK (*n**l)
5 = ITYP(IT)
IF	 (IT * NE * 0) GO TO 1
CALL FMLPKO
RETURN
















THE ASSIGN STATEMENT IS HANDLED BY FMLAS6 9
 AFTER INITIALIZA-
TION# THE ROUTINE TRANSLATES THE EXPRESSION BY EXPRES AND STORES
THE RESULT BY SYMBOL.
GET FORTRAN TYPE ARGUMENT LIST ►
AND INITIALIZE SCANNER
CALL EXPRESSION TRANSLATOR





CALL ISCANG (BCD# 220. 0)













PnvC►SS FORMAL ASSIGNMENT STATEMENT
UCU IS THE SYMBOLIC ARRAY OF THE ORIGINAL STATEMENT ►











3 9 4.69	 OPTION STATEMENT
THE OPTION STATEMENT IS HANDLED UY PROGRAM ELEMENT FMLOPT.
AFTER INITIALIZATIONP THE ROUTINE SCANS THE OPTION WORDSP AND SETS












FORMAL OPTION STATMENT ROUTINE SUBROUTINE FMLOPT(BCU)
INCLUDE CMMN
OPTION STATEMENT PROGRAM
THIS ROUTINE SETS THE OPTION SWITCHES INTOPOSITIONS
SPECIFIED BY AN OPTION STATEMENT * THE LIST OF THE
OPTIONS IS IN BCU, THE OPTIONS WITH THEIR INITIAL
SETTINGS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
INTGSW.TKUE * CORRESPONDS TO INT OPTION CAUSING THE
EVALUATION OF THE INTEGER VALUED
MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS WHENEVER THEIR
ARGUMENTS ARE CONSTANTS *
 NOINT OPTION
TURNS THE SWITCH TO * FALSE.# THUS PRO-
HIBITING THE EVALUATION OF THE INTEGER
VALUED FUNCTIONS.
MATHSw= *TRUE, CORRESPONDS TO FFCT OPTION CAUSING THE
EVALUATION OF THE MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS
WHENEVER THEIR ARGUMENTS ARE CONSTANTS.
NOMFCT ]URNS THE SwITCH TO .FALSE,• THUS
PROHi8iTING THE EVALUATION OF THE MATHE-
MATICAL FUNCTIONS*
PRODEX,=#TRUE. CAUSES THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXPONENT
ON A PRODUCT 10 ITS FACTORS. NOPREX TURNS
THE SWITCH TO .FALSE. WHICH LEAVES THE
EXPONENTIALIZATION OF A PRODUCT UNCHANGED*
EXPOSWZN CORRESPONDS TO-EXPAND(N) OPTION WITH
INITIAL SETTING N_lr WHICH CORRESPONDS
TO THE USE OF THE DISTRIBUTIVE LAW, BUT
LEAVES SUMS RAISED TO INTEGERS UNCHANGED,
WITH OPTION EXPAND(N)r N>lt THE SUMS
RAISEV TO POSITIVE INTEGERS UP TO N TO
BE EXTENDED BY THE BINOMIAL LAW, N=0
PROHIBITS THE USE OF THE DISTRIBUTIVE
LAvJ *
BASE=O INITIAL SETTING CORRESPOND TO RASE(0)
OPTION WHICH LEAVES CONSTANTS RAISED TO
NON-CONSTANT POWERS UNCHANGED *
 BASE=1
CORRESPONDS TO BASE(2) OPTION# 8ASE=2
TO HASE(10) OPTION, BASE=3 TO BASE(E)
OPTION, THESE OPTIONS CAUSES THE
CONSTANT BASES TO BE CHANGED TO 2. 10 OR
E. RESPECTIVELY,
NOFORT/FORTRN OPTION 'FORTRN • FORCES THE FORMATED
OUTPUT STATEMENTS TO GENERATE FORTRAN
TYPE OF OUTPUTP I.E * OUTPUT IS ARRANGED
BETWEEN COL *
 7-72 WITH COL, 6 AS CONTI-






CALL FMLINT (5100 ►
 2)
CALL ISCANG (OCO ► 220 ► 01
CALL GSCANR (S100 ► IND ► IOP ► Jr IL)10
IF (IND .NE. 31 GO TO 120
IF tJ .Ed. 1) GO TO 70
I = ISRCH tNOPT2 ► H ► IOPv S30)
IS = I .LE. NOPT
GO TO (40 ► 50 ► 60 ► 65 ► 40 ► 50 ► 60 ► 65) ► I

















CALL GSCANR (S100 ► IND ► JOP ► Jr IL)
IF (IOP .EO; I BASE ► ) GO TO 80
IF (IOP .NE: 'EXPAND ► ) CALL FMLERRtS100 ► IOPrl ► 11)








PARAMETER NOPT = 4
PARAMETER NOPT2 = NOPT * 2
DIMENSION H(NOPT2)
DATA H / P INT MFCT PRODEXFORTRNNOINT NOMFCTNOPREXNOFORTO/
INITIALIZE FORMAL CALLING ANU SCANNER
t
GET OPTION SYMBOL FROM THE LIST
IF THIS IS NOT A BCD WORD ► SKIP IT
IF IT IS A BCD WORD TERMINATED BY t
THEN GO TO CHECK BASE AND EXPAND
NOW CHECK BCD WORD AGAINST THE LIST
.• IN THE LIST
i SET L061CAL VARIAULE AND GO TO PROPER
SWITCH
.	 .
,., NOT IN LIST* MUST BE AN ERROR
•*• INT ► NOINT
too * MFCT ► NOMFCT
.	 .
3•. PRODEX. NOPREX




THIS MUST dE THE BASE OR EXPAND ► GET SUBSCRIPT
THEN GO TO PROPER PLACE
t..• EXPAND ► SET SWITCH TO THE SUBSCRIPT
.	 .





IF (IND .Ea. 3) GO TO 90
0
32 SAW 4"
IF	 (IND	 ,NE, 1)	 CALL FMLERR	 (S100r'dASE'r1t12)
IF	 (JOP ,EO, 2) BASE = 1
IF (JOP .EG, 10) BASE = 2
60 TO 110
90 IF (JOP ,NE, 'E') CALL FMLERR(Sl00rv0ASEr#1r12)
BASE = 3
110 CALL GSCANR (5100,
	 IND#	 IOP# Jr
	
IL)
IF	 (IND ,NE, 4 ,OR,
	
IOP ;NE, 5) CALL FMLERR 	 ($100#99#1#10)
120 CONTINUE
CALL GSCANR (5100,	 INOr	 IOPr Jr	 IL)
IF (INO •EG, 4 ,AND, IOP ,EG, 20) GO TO 10
IF	 (IND .EG, 4 .AND, IOP ,EG, 23) RETURN




CHECK FOR COMMA OR END OF LIST
COMMA# GO BACK TO GET NEXT OPTION SYMBOL
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3.4.7.	 ERASE STATEMENT
THE ERASE STATEMENT IS HANDLED BY PROGRAM ELEMENT FMLERS•
AFTER INITIALIZATIONP THE ROUTINE COLLECTS THE NAMES OF VARIABLES















CALL SYMBOL(S10 ► 3)
IF (NK . NE. 0) GO TO 1
20	 RETURN
10	 IF (NK .NE. 01 CALL FMLCHD ($11 p NK)











THIS ROUTINE PROCESSES THE FORMAL STATEMENT
$ERASE#.
IT FIRST COLLECTS ALL ARGUMENTS INTO A CHAIN AND
THEN PROCESSES ONE BY ONE,
INITIALIZE AND GET FORTRAN TYPE ARGUMENT LIST
COLLECT ARGUMENT LIST INTO A CHAIN STARTING AT NK
LOOP
GET THE TOP ARGUMENT FROM THE CHAIN
ERASE THE POINTER FROM THE SYMBOL TABLE




3.4.8.	 DO AND END STATEMENTS
THE UO AND END STATEMENTS ARE HANDLED BY THE SUBPROGRAMS FMLD00
AND FMLDO1. FMLD03 IS ESSENTIALLY A BUFFERING ROUTINE THAT BUF-
FERS THE LOOP UPON INPUT AND RETURNS THE STATEMENTS AND MAINTAINS
A CURRENT POINTER UURINO ,EXECUTION OF THE LOOP, THE SUBPROGRAM
FMLD0O HAS TWO ENTRY POINTS FML00 AND FMLENO. EACH HAS TWO FUNC-
TIONS# ONE DURING INPUT AND ONE DURING EXECUTION S DURING INPUT
THE TWO ENTRY POINTS HANDLE THE 00 AND ENO STATEMENTS RESPECTIVE-
LY# SETTING UP THE LOOP LINKAGES 9 DURING EXECUTION# FMLDO INTER-
PRETS THE DO STATEMENT# EVALUATES THE LOOP PARAMETERS AT EACH
ITERATION, AND MAKES THE DECISION AS TO WHETHER OR NOT TO CON-





SCAN FOR INDEX NAME
:




UO STATEMENT HANULER FOR .dTERACTIVE FORMAL
THIS SUBROUTINE PKOCES3ES THE 00 AND ENO STATEMENTS FOR
INTERACTIVE FORMAL, THE METHOD USED HAS NO LIMIT ON
THE NUMBER OF LEVELS IN A NEST. BUT DOES PLACE A LIMIT ON
THE NUMBER OF CARD IMAGES IN A NEST, THE METHOD USEU CONSISTS
OF TWO PHASES: INPUT -- UURING WHICH ALL THE DO AND ENO
CARDS IN ONE NEST ARE NODIFILD TO CONTAIN POINTERS AND
ARE STACKED WITH THE REST OF THE FORMAL IMAGES -- ANU
EXECUTION -- DURING WHICH THE NEST IS UNSTACKEO ANU EVALUATED-
TO COMPLETION, DURING EXECUTION THE INDEX VALUE• INITIAL
VALUE• STEP—SIZEv ANU LAST VALUE ARE EVALUATED AT EACH ITERATION
OF THE LOOP * THESE MAY BE ANY INTEGER—VALUED FORMAL EXPRESSION
ANU MAY VARY DYNAMICALLY WRING LOOP EXECUTION * IN ADDITION.
THE LOOP MAY 8E THOUGHT OF AS A CONDITIONAL STATEMENT,-
IF THE INITIAL VALUE FAILS THE ENO —VALUE TEST UPON ENTERING
THE OOP# THEN THE LOOP IS BYPASSED*
Y
.1r .
**• INPUT 00 STATEMENT
INPUT=,TRUE*
CALL DSTACK(IN.IDIMPJPS822)













DATA SEMIC/') ) 9 /,DOWORD / 9 00 00 •/PCRTOP/0/
DOLEV=DOLEV+1
IF(EXECUT)GO TO 100








I F (CURVAL(J).EQ.CURVAL(CRTOP))GO TO 802
GO TO 5























EXIT IF LESS THAN TWO OR MORE THAN THREE
EXPRESSIONS
ARE IN THE LIST
IF(II.NE.3)GO TO 804
ERR=3
TEST FOR INTEGER VALUED STEP-SIZE















CALL FMLCHH (5800, J1• J2)






SKIP DO LOOP IF CONVERSATIONALLY 	 INDICATED
IF(,NOT.ANSWEPGO TO 140
TEST CURRENT VALUE AGAINST LAST VALUE
IF(INC.LT.O.AND;CURVAL(K).LT.LVAL)GO TO 140









STEP BY THE LOOP
:
:




,.. INPUT END STATEMENT
.POINT END STATEMENT AT TOP OF LOOP
:



























IF END OF NEST
THE NEST
:











QUERY THE USER AS TO WHETHER THE LOOP IS TO BE



































806	 GO TO 800
807	 WRITE(6r907)
GO TO 800











902	 FORMAT(@ VARIABLE 9 * A6rl ALREADY USLD TO INDEX A 00-LOUP IN •t
,'THIS NEST•)
904	 FORMAT(' WRONG NUMBER OF 03 LOOP PAKAMETERS*)
905	 FORMAT(• THE v #12• $ -TH UO LOOP PARAMETER I5 NOT AN 1NTEGEKI)
907	 FORMAT(t 00 LOOP INDEX IS A SUBSCRLPTED VARIAHLE94
921
	
FORMATO END DISCOVERED THAT DUES NOT HAVE A CORRESPONU=NGI
, 1 UO•)
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FORMAL,FMLU01
UO LOOP STACK ROUTINE
GET LAST STACK LOCATION
READ A STACK LOCATION
SUBROUTINE INISTK
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A—Z)

























GET NEXT STACK LOCATION
SET STACK LOCATION
•8F .
















f	 ,.., 	 k
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3.4.99	 FORTRAN VALUED FUNCTIONS AND NCOUNT
THE FORTRAN VALUED FUNCTIONS ARE HANDLED BY PROGRAM ELEMENT
FMLFOR. THE NCOUNT STATEMENT IS .HANDLED BY PROGRAM ELEMENT FRECTI
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FOHMAL*FMLFOR
FORTRAN VALUED FUNCTION ROUTINES
LOOP( O F-EXPR O )	 GIVES AN INTEGER CORRESPONDING TO THE LEAD
OPERATOR OF THE IF—EXPRt*
NARG(fF-EXPR f )	 GIVES THE NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS OF THE LEAD
OPERATOR OF THE I F
—
EXPR' AS AN INTEGER
IVALUE( I F—EXPR O )	 GIVES THE TRUNCATLU INTEGER VALUE OF THE
O F—EXPR I WHEN IT IS CONSTANT. ZERO OTHERWISE*
VALUEi +F—EXPR • )	 GIVES THE-FLOATING—POINT VALUE OF THE IF—EXPRI
WHEN IT IS A CONSTANT. ZERO OTHERWISE
IDENT ( OF-EXPRIPF
—
EXPR2' )	 GIVES INTEGER 1 WHEN THE TWO EXPR*9S
ARE IDENTICAL• ZERO OTHERWISE
NCOUNT (0)
	
GIVES THL AVAILABLE NUMBER OF CORE STORAGE
THE INTERNAL REPRESENTATION OF THE MATH * AND FORMAL
FUNCTIONS IS EQUAL TO' IO * A + (N * 128). WHERE N IS THE
NUMBER OF REQUIRED ARGUMENTS • IF N IS EQUAL TO OR LESS
THAN 3e w EN N = 4 IT INDICATES AN ARBITRARY BUT EVEN NUMGER
OF ARGUMENTS *` WHEN N = 5 IT INDICATES ARBITRARY BUT ODD NUMBER
OF ARGUMENTS.




0	 CONSTANT ZERO	 0 = ITYP(I)
	
1	 INTEGE,2 CONSTANT	 0	 to
	
2	 RATIONAL CONSTANT	 1	 of
	
3	 REAL CONSTANT	 3	 to
	
5	 FUNCTION ARGUMENT UNDEFINED 	 5	 'V
	6	 NON—SUBSCRINTEU VARIABLE	 6	 It
	
7	 SUBSCRIPTEO VARIABLE	 7	 to
	
16	 LIST	 16	 to
	18	 +	 18	 to
	
19	 *	 19	 It
	
20	 **	 20	 It
	
23	 DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR	 23	 is
25-• 31	 UNDEFINED FUNCTION	 25-31	 to
	
32	 EXP	 32+128 = HIED
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-- LOOP
100 I = 16
CHECK IF IT IS A LIST
IF (H2(NP).GT.1) GO TO 500
L_NEXT(NP)
I=ITYP(L)
* IF IT IS A MATHEMATICAL FUNCTION• CHECK
IDENTIFICATION IN U(L).
IF IT IS NOT AN INTEGER OR RATIONAL CONSTANTo
THEN ITS TYPE IS ITS IDENTIFICATION
IF (I.EG.21) GO TO 110
* ; IF (I.GT.1) GO TO 500
I=I+1
IF (D(L).NE.0) GO TO 500
* ;	 ; I=0










CHECK FOR CONSTANT OR VARIABLE
IF (K.LE.17) GO TO 500
* IT IS AN OPEHATOR OR FUNCTION
I=H2(L)
* IF (K.GT.24)	 I=K-24
* GO TO 500
--- IVALUE
300 I=0
* CHECK # OF SUBEXPRESSIONS
* IF	 ( H2(NP).NE.I)	 GO TO 500
L=NEXT(NP)
s	 ; K_ITYP(L)
IS IT A NUMBER
IF	 (K.GT.3)	 GO TO 500
* :	 YES ► 	 INTEGER
I=DtI.)
* ; IF	 (K.EQ * 0)	 GO Tl v






* 31f, FP=300L, € l
r3
I








*	 CHECK ii OF. SUBEXPRESSIONS
*	 :	 :













*	 CHECK FOR NUMBER OF EXPRESSIONS
:
FIND THE ENDPOINTS OF THE TWO EXPRESSIONS
f,
*	 :









IF (H2(NP).NE.1) GO TO 500
L=NEXT(NP)
K=ITYP(L)
IF (K.GT 9 3) 60-TO 500
I=O(L)
IF (K.EG.3) GO TO 500
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CT FREE STORAGE INVENTORY ROUTINE





100 K = NXNXNX
110	 N	 N+1
K = NEXT(K)
IF (K .NE. 0) GO TO 110
IFREE = N
KS = NS
120	 IF (KS .Ea. 0) GO TO 190
N = N+1
KY = LAST(KS)
130	 IF (KY .EO. 0) GO TO 180
N = N+1




.NE. 3) GO TO 150
IR = 2
KB = KE
140	 IF (KH .EO. 0) GO TO 170
N = N+1
IF (FLD(0r3eC(KB)) .EQ. 7) GO TO 170
IF (FLD(Or3 ► C(KB)) .EGe 6) GO TO 160
KE = LAST(KB)




160 K8 = NEXT(KB)
GO TO 140
170 KY = NEXT(KY)
60 TO 130
180 KS = NEXT(KS)
GO TO 120









THIS ROUTINE IS CALLED WHEN FORMAL VARIABLE IS INCLUDED IN A
SUBROUTINE HEADING AS AN ARGUMENT. THE CALLING STATEMENT IS GENERA-
TED by THE PREPROCESSOR. THE ROUTINE INITIALIZES THE SCANNER 	 ..















IF (N2 .NE, 0) FLAG = 5
CALL FINDPI ($100)
IF (N2 .NE. 0) CALL FINOP2(S100)
GO TO 200
100	 IY = 0
IF (N2 * NE * 0) IY = 3
CALL STSYEN (5999)







^,•. WALK BACK TO THE CALLING STATEMENT
:
*	 READ IN ARGUMENT LIST
*	 :
*	 SET TYPE FLAG
*
*
*	 FIND THIS VARIABLE IN SYMBOL TABLE




:,•, NOT FOUND• STORE'INTO SYMBOL TABLE
*
*,•, SET INDIRECT BIT ON





*,•, LINK TO THE CALLEU ROUTINE
:
:
IS THIS VARIABLE ALREADY IN SYMBOL TABLE Z
:••. YES. MUST NOT BE AN INDIRECT ALREADY
*	 SET TYPE
NO• STORE INTO SYMBOL TABLE
s	 :
*••• SET THIS VARIABLE POINTING TO CALLING ARGUMENT
LOCN = NSY





IF (C(NSY) .GE, 0) CALL ERRERR(S999r200)
FLD(0,3rC(NSY)) = FLAG
GO TO 400
300	 IY = FLAG
CALL STSYEN (S999)	 wiN










400 LAST(NSY) = LOCN
500	 IF ( NK • NE. 0) CALL FMLCND (5501• NK)
501	 NY = 0
RETURN










































3,? 5•	 INTERACTIVE MAIN PROGRAM
THE INTERACTIVE MAIN PROGRAM IS PROGRAM ELEMENT FMLMNI, THE
ROUTINE INITIALIZES THE OPTION SWITCHES BY CALLING THE OPTION
STATEMENT ROUTINE. FOLLOWING THE INITIALIZATION ► THERE IS A LOOP
IN WHICH THE STATEMENTS ARE READr v:ECOGNIZED AND EXECUTED BY
CALLING THE PROPER STATEMENT HANDE.:NG ROUTINE. STATEMENTS NOPRINT
	




* FMLMNI	 *.....•>* FML001
***********	 * FRECT
































MAIN PROGRAM FOR INTERACTIVE FORMAL
THE PROGRAM RECOGNIZES THE TYPE OF
STATEMENT UY THE FIRST 2 OR 6 CHARACTERS,
IF THESE 00 NOT MATCH HY A CORRESPONDING
DATA THEN THE PROGRAM ACCEPTS IT AS AN
ASSIGN STATEMENT,
INTEGER COUNT,









OPTION, ERASE ST #
 Uli,12)
OPTIONS FOR REPRINTING STATEMENT
INITIALIZE SYSTEM THROUGH OPTION STATEMENT
READ STATEMENT
CHECK IF THE FIRST 2 CHAR, ARE CO
FOR A COMMENT STATEMENT
CHECK FOR DO OR END STAIEMENTS
IF OO LOOP SWITCH IS SETrSTACK INPUT & CONTINUE
READING
i
CHECK IF THE FIRST 2 CHAR, ARE Po
FOR A PRINT STATEMENT
i NO* DETERMINE STATEMENT BY MATCHING FIRST WORD
DATA ITAB/
•	 'READ t o
 
•PRINT It *PUNCH I t tWHITE 'r
•	 'ROLOUT'# *SAVE It 'RESET '.#
•	 'DUMP t o 'NCOUNT'# 'COMMEN'.r







10 IF(•NOT.SW2)READ 20r END=250# IN
IF(SW2)CALL USTACK(IN#IOIM#DUMMY)
20 FORMAT (13A6#A2)
IF (FLD(0#12#IN(1)) •EQ. 1005K) GO TO 10
J=2
IF(FLD(0r18rIN(1)).EQ.'QQ@DO ')GO TO 240
IF(FLD(0r24rIN(1)).EQ.'W61EN0 ')GO TO 245
IF(SWI)CALL OSTACK(INrIUIM•DUMMYrS245)
IF(SW1)GO TO 10
IF(FLD(0#12#IN(1)).EQ•' QGQQP ')GO TO 100
J=0
_ _










CHECK FOR FORMAT ARGUMENTS
BRANCH by I/O TYPE
•
READ
:... REAU FROM TTY
:
:--- REAU FROM UNIT I1
•
:...	 PRINT
: :	 :•.• UNFORMATEU PRINT








30 IF (IN(1) .Ea. ITAB(I)) J _ I
GO TO (40.6Ox60 .6Op6Ool5Otl6Otl70.180#190.10•
+ 200.210.220.230)• J+1





GO TO (70.90.1201130)• J
70 IF (RPRINT) PRINT 50• IN




















150 IF (RPRINT) PRINT SOP IN
CALL FMLOUT(INNPO)
GO TO 10 wiN
T
W
160 IF (RPRINT) PRI NT 50r IN
CALL FMLSAV(INN)
GO TO 10
170 IF (RPRINT) PRINT 50r IN
CALL FMLRES(INN)
GO TO 10
180 IF (RPRINT) PRINT 50r IN
IF (INNi1) ,EQ, • EXPRES') INN(1) = 20
IF (INN(1) ,EQ, r SYMUOL r ) INN(1) = 21
CALL FMLDMP(INN)
GO TO 10
190 I = COUNT(J)
PRINT 191• I ► J
191 FORMAT ($ FREE / TOT AL = I t I5r r /rr15)
GO TO 10
200 IF (RPRINT) PRINT 50 ► IN
CALL FMLOPT(INNrO)
GO TO 10







240	 CALL FMLDO ( INrIDIMrSW1r`--l*2e
GO TO 10









































THE FORMAL SYSTEM IS DISTRIBUTED AS A TEN-FILE TAPE # SUITABLE FOR
MANIPULATION WITH STANDARD FURPUR COMMANDS. THIS SECTION DES-
CRIBES THE FORMAT OF THE TAPE AND THE INSTALLATION OF THE FORMAL




THE INPUT TAPE HAS AT LEAST NINE AND GENERALLY TEN FILES.
THE FIRST FIVE CONTAIN INFORMATION PERTAINING TO A BASE LEVEL OF
THE FORMAL SYSTEM# WHILE THE NEXT FIVE CONTAIN THE CURRENT LEVEL:
THE TEN FILES (WITH THEIR INTERNAL NAMES) ARE
(1) T	 UTILITY FILE
GADD ELEMENTS AND ABSOLUTE PROGRAMS
(2) SGS SGS STATEMENTS TO DIRECT QSSG FOR
COMPILATIONS# ASSEMBLIES# COLLECTIONS ► ETC.
(3) RLI8 RALPH DEPENDENT ROUTINES
(4) SI	 BASE-LEVEL SYMBOLICS
(5) DOC BASE-LEVEL DOCUMENTATION
(6) PCF THIS FILE CONTAINS A LIST OF ALL THE
ELEMENT NAMES# FOLLOWED BY THEIR CORRECTIONS#
IF ANY.
(7) LI81 FORMAL LIBRARY (RELOCATABLES AND ABSOLUTES
WITHOUT RLIB).
(8) REL OTHER RELOCATABLES
(9) DOC1 LATEST VERSION OF DOCUMENTATION (INCLUDING ALL
UPDATES).
(10) PRINTFILE OF THE RUN GENERATING THIS TAPE IF
# PRINTFILE V STATEMENT WAS USED
FILES 1#3#4#7# AND 8 ARE IN 9COPOUT1 FORMAT# WHILE FILES 2#5#6#91





4 * 2,j	 MANIPULATION OF THE TAPE
4 9 2 9 1 *	 INSTALLATION
A. IF YOU DO NOT HAVE THE I RALPH I COMPILER IN SYSS *LIB$.:
Q ASGPT	 INPUT ► 8Cr<YOUR TAPE>
GASGP CPR LIB//<WKEY> PF
(@MOVE	 INPUT9r2
(JCOPIN	 INPUT#PLIB*



















4 9 2,2.	 PRINT THE USER I S MANUAL
IN ORDER TO PRINT N COPIES OF THE USER I S MANUAL:

















@SYM p U DOCPRINT	 * REPEAT N TIMES FOR N COPIES
4-3
4 9 293.	 LISTING THE PRINT FILE
TO LIST THE RRINTFILE OF THE LAST UPDATE RUN:
(@ASG ► T	 INPUT ► AC ► <YOUR TAPE>
QMOVE	 INPUT9 ► 9
Q ASG ► CN FORMALP'RINT ►F///256







(oSYM ► U	 FORMALPRINT . REPEAT N TIMES FOR N COPIES
5-1
5 9	UPDATING PROCEDURE
5.1.	 UPDA110G PHILOSOPY -- SSG
THE UPDATING PROCEDURE IS PROVIDED SO THAT THE USER MAY
INCORPORATE CHANGES IN THE FORMAL OBJECT ROUTINES AND/OR THE
FORMAL USEK O S MANUAL ► CREATE COPIES OF THE FORMAL SYSTEM# AND
OBTAIN LISTINGS OF THE FORMAL OBJECT ROUTINES AND DOCUMENTATION•
THE USER NEED HAVE NO KNOWLEDGE OF THE DETAILS OF THE SYSTEM OR
THE METHOD OF UPDATING. HOWEVER# IF THE USER WISHES TO INCOR -
PORATE CHANGES INTO THE SYSTEM OTHER THAN THOSE SUPPLIED BY THE
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND. THE UPDATING PROCEDURE NEED NOT BE MODI -
FIED*
THE BASIC PHILOSOPHY OF THE PROCEDURE IS TO MERGE THE
PRESENT UPDATES WITH A FILE OF PERMANENT UPDATES (THE PAST




LICS TO PRODUCE THE NEW LIBRARY. THE PHILOSOPHY IS IMPLEMENTED BY
PRODUCING A NEW RUN STREAM WITH EACH UPDATE. IN ORDER TO FREE THE
USER FROM THIS TASK THE SYMBOLIC STREAM GENERATOR (SSG — SEE
UNIVAC 1108 SYSTEMS MEMORANDUM 5.12) IS USED. IN ORDER TO PERFORM
UPDATES ON THE FORMAL SYSTEMP HOWEVER, THE USER NEED HAVE NO
K N OWLEDGE OF SSG OR THE METHOD IN WHICH SSG IS EMPLOYED.




THE STANDARD PROCEDURE FOR UPDATING THE FORMAL SYSTEM IS
INITIATED WHEN THE USER RECEIVES T HE UPDATE PACKET FROM THE UNIVERS'_i^
TY OF MARYLAND, THIS PACKET CONSISTS OF THREE SUBPACKETS:
(1) ANY CHANGES THAT ARE TO BE MADE TO THE PERMANENT
STREAM GENERATION STATEMENT (SGS) FILE (IF ANY)t
(2) ANY CHANGES TO BE MADE TO THE FORMAL LIBRARY,
(3) NECESSARY • STREAM GENERATION STATEMENTS' (E.GotLEVEL
NUMBER, ELEMENT DELETION, INSERTION# AND NAME
CHANGE)# AND SKELETON CORRECTIONS (IF ANY),















(1) PROVIDING THE INPUT AND OUTPUT TAPES#
(2) SPECIFYING THE TYPE OF UPDATE#
(3) SPECIFYING THE TYPE OF PRINT—OUT (INCLUDING A
PRINT-FILE (IF ANY))#
(4) ASSEMBLING THE SUPPLIED UPDATE PACKET INTO THE
STANDARD UPDATE DECK.
THE INPUT TAPE IS THE MOST RECENTLY GENERATED UPDATE TAPE
(IN THE CASE OF THE INITIAL UPDATE IT IS THE MASTER TAPE SUPPLIED
BY THE UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND). THE OUTPUT TAPE WILL BE THE
UPDATED SYSTEM AND SHOULD NOT BE THE SAME AS THE INPUT TAPE. THE
USER DESCRIBES THE TYPE OF UPDATE AND PRINT-FILES THROUGH 'STREAM
GENERATION STATEMENTS' (HEREAFTER CALLED O SGS I ). THE SGS STATE-
MENTS ARE DESCRIBED IN SECTION 6.292.
WHEN A USER IS SUPPLIED THE MASTER—LEVEL TAPE # AN UPDATE
DECK IS ALSO PROVIDED# CONSISTING OF THE FOLLOWING 20 CARDS:
1 @RUN <RUNID>#<ACCOUNT>#FORMAL#<TIME>#<PAGES>




6 ..	 @ADD T.RALPHI IF YOU 00 NOT HAVE RALPH IN SYSS*LI8S.




11 ..	 INSERT UPDATES FOR PERMANENT SGS HERE
12 BEND
13 @DATA#LI TCF#
14 of	 NEW CORRECTIONS TO FORMAL LIBRARY
15 @END
16 @ADD T.SSG1
17 ..	 SGS (AND POSSIBLY SKEL—CORRECTIONS) REPLACE THIS CARD
18 @EOF
19 @EOF
20 .,	 USER CLEANUP TASKS REPLACE THIS CARD
THE UPDATE DECK IS ASSEMBLED IN THE FOLLOWING STEPS:
(1) INSERT THE PROPER RUNID# ACCOUNT NUMBER# TIME
AND PAGE ESTNATES IN THE APPROPRIATE FIELDS IN CARD
I * THE TIME AND PAGE ESTIMATES SHOULD BE GENEROUS











(2) CARD 2 IS REPLACED BY AN ASSIGNMENT STATEMENT
QASGtT INPUT—TAPEt8Ct<REEL>
TO ASSIGN THE INPUT TAPE <REEL> *
 IN AUDITIONt IF
A COMPLETL UPDATE IS DESIRED THE CONTROL CARD
PSETC 1/S4
IS ALSO INSERTED;




IF THE RALPH COMPILER DOES NOT EXIST IN THE USERtS
SYSS*LIB$; OTHERWISE IT SHOULD BE DELETED$
(4) CARU 8 SHOULD HE REPLACED BY THE APPROPRIATE
STATEMENTS IF THE USER WISHES TO GET HIS INPUT FILES
FROM ANY SOURCE OTHER !HAN A STANDARD INPUT—TAPE$
(5) CARD 11 IS REPLACED BY SUHPACKET it SUPPLIED BY THE
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND (IF ANY);
(6) CARD 14 IS REPLACED BY THE NEW UPDATES# SUBPACKET
2tSUPPLIED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND*
(7) CARD 17 IS REPLACED BY THE SGS STATEMENTS PROVIDED
BY THE USER ANU THOSE PROVIDED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF
MARYLAND IN SUBPACKET 3 (WHICH MAY ALSO INCLUDE
SKELETON CORRECTIONS) *
 USER PROVIDED SGS STATEMENTS
MUST PRECEDE THE FIRST PEOF CARD IN THIS PACKET;
(8) CARD 20 IS REPLACED BY ANY USER TASKS RELATED TO
THE UPDATE*
5 * 2 * 1 *	STREAM GENERATION STATEMENTS
THE STREAM GENERATION STATMENTS (SGS) ARE DESCRIBED
BELOW *
 THE STATEMENTS EACH CONSIST OF ONE OR MORE FIELDS THAT ARE
SEPARATED BY BLANKS *
 SOME FIELDS ARE DIVIDED INTO SUBFIELDS THAT
ARE SEPARATED BY COMMAS *
 THE FIRST FIELD DEFINES THE OPERATION AND
MAY START IN ANY COLUMN *
 IF AN SGS STATEMENT EXTENDS BEYOND ONE
CARD LENGTH #
 A SEMI—COLON MUST BE USED TO TERMINATE THE FIRST CARD
BEFORE CONTINUING TO THE SECOND*









"COMPILER ► ► I DELETE l ► AND I LEVEL I	STATEMENTS IN THE UPDATE
PACKET. IN ADDITION ► THE USER WILL SUPPLY 9 PRINTFILE t ► 9OUTTAPEt ►
O PERFORM I ► AND V NEWLIB I STATEMENTS ► ALTHOUGH HE MAY FIND USES FOR
ALL OF THE STATEMENTS. THERE MAY dE ANY NUM BER OF INSERT, DELETE ►
AND CHANGE STATEMENTS.
5.2 * 1.19	 INSERT
THE V INSERT 9 STATEMENT IS OF THE FORM
INSERT <ELT1> ► <ELT2> ► ... ► <ELTN>
AND SIGNIFIES THAT ELEMENTS <ELT1> p <ELT2> ► .••.<ELTN> ARE NEW AND
ARE TO BE INSERTED INTO THE SOURCE OUTPUT AND RELOCATABLE BINARY
FILES.
5 9 2.129	 CHANGE
THE 'CHANGE V STATEMENT IS OF THE FORM
CHANGE <ELTA> TO <ELTB>
AND SIGNIFIES THAT THE NAME OF ELEMENT <ELTA> IN THE SOURCE INPUT
IS TO BE CHANGED TO <ELTB> IN THE SOURCE OUTPUT AND RELOCATABLE
BINARY FILES•
5 9 2 9 193 9	DELETE
THE 'DELETE # STATEMENT IS OF THE FORM
DELETE <ELT1> ► <ELT2> ► ...,<ELTN>
AND SIGNIFIES THAT ELEMENTS <ELT1> ► <ELT2 > ► .;9 ► <ELTN> ARE TO UE
DELETED FROM THE SOURCE OUTPUT AND RELOCATABLE BINARY FILES.
5 9 2 9 1.4.	 LEVEL
THE I LEVEL I STATEMENT IS OF THE FORM
LEVEL <N>
WHERE <N> IS A STRING OF UP TO FIVE CHARACTERS AND IS USED TO





THE 'OUTTAPE 9 STATEMENT IS OF THE FORM
OUTTAPE <FILENAME> <REEL> <N>
I
1	 5-5
WHERE <FILENAME> IS THE INTERNAL FILENAME OF THE TAPE (UP TO 12
CHARACTERS)r
<REEL> IS THE REEL NUMBER OF THE TAPE TO BE USED FOR THE
OUTPUT TAPE,
` <N> IS THE NUMBER OF FILES TO HE SPACED OVER BEFORE WRITING
('ZERO	 IF ABSENT).
THIS STATEMENT SPECIFIES THE OUTPUT TAPE FOR THE UPDATE. AT THOSE
INSTALLATIONS THAT USE A TRAILING R ON THE REEL NUMBER TO SIGNIFY
THE	 'RING—IN' CONDITIONt AN 'R' SHOULD BE APPENDED TO THE REEL
NUMBER. THE ABSENCE OF AN I OUTTAPE I STATEMENT SIGNIFIES THAT NO
OUTPUT TAPE 1S TO BE WRITTEN.
5.2.1.6.	 PRINTFILE
T HE	 'PRINTFILE' STATEMENT IS OF THE FORM
PRINTFILE <FILENAME> <N>
WHERE <FILENAME> IS THE NAME OF THE FILE UPON WHICH THE PRINTFILE
It	 WILL BE PLACED#
<N> IS AN INTEGER SP`ECIFYING THE NUMBER OF TIMES THAT THE
FILE IS TO BE PRINTED (IF <N>=0 OR IS LEFT OUTP 1 COPY WILL BE
PRINTED).
THE 'PRINTFILE' STATEMENT CAUSES A FILE <FILENAME> TO BE CATALO -
GUED (READ—ONLY ► PUBLIC). IN ADDITION P IF AN OUTPUT TAPE IS SPECI-
FIED ► THEN A COPY OF THIS FILE IS WRITTEN TO THE OUTPUT TAPE AS




hl	 THE 'NO' STATEMENT HAS ANY OF THE FOLLOWING FORS:
NO MAPS
SIGNIFIES THAT NO COLLECTIONS ARE TO BE PERFORMED.
NO COMPIL
SIGNIFIES THAT NO COMPILATIONS OR ASSEMBLIES ARE TO HE PERFORMED;
(SPECIAL FORMAT LISTINGS WILL BE MADE WITHOUT APPLYING THE ACCUMULA-
TED CORRECTIONS)
NO LISTIN




AND ARE USED TO SPECIFY CONFIGURATIONS DIFFERENT FROM THE STANDARD
DISTRIBUTIONo
CDIM IS THE SIZE OF THE CHAINED STORAGE AREA * (STANDARD 2048)
INCREASING CUIM WILL ALLOW LARGER .EXPRESSIONS AND/OR MORE EXPRES-
SIONS IN CORE SIMULTANEOUSLY•
	
THIS MAY SPEED UP THE EXECUTION OF
VERY LARGE FORMAL PROGRAMS•
PLNSIZ (STANDARD 100) IS THE SIZE OF THE SIT-MAP FOR THE
ROLLOUT—FILE.	 EACH WORD CORRESPONDS TO 35 BLOCKS OF 2 SECTORS
EACH ON DRUM *	PLNSIZ SHOULD BE INCREASED IF THE DRUM-AREA IS TOO
SMALL TO HOLU ALL DATA IN A PARTICULAR APPLICATION.
UOSIZE (STANDARD 50) IS THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STATEMENTS FOR A
DO-LOOP IN THE INTERACTIVE FORMAL SYSTEM*




R WITH A G E
t PERFORM COMPLETE UPDATE S SGSP THE GENERATED LEVEL WILL INCLUDE





THE 'ASSUMES STATEMENTS ARE USED `f0 CHANGE THE FORMAL OPTIONS
ASSUMED BY THE SYSTEM INITIALLY,
	
THEY ARE OF THE FORM:
ASSUME	 <OPTION>	 <VALUE>
WHERE <OPTION> MAY BE PRODEXt INTGSWP MATHSWP EXPDSW p POWER, BASEr
OR FORTRN, AND <VALUE> MAY BE ANY NUMBER# TRUED OR FALSE,	 THESE







 STATEMENT IS OF THE FORM
COMPILER <NAME>,<OPTIONS>
N	 R	 FORTRANIT DIRECTS SSG TO USE THE COMPILER < AME> FOR ALL 0  COMPILA-
TIONSF AND TO USE <OPTIONS> (IF ANY ARE SPECIFIED) p TOGETHER WITH




5 9 2 * 1.99	 CUIM, PLNSIZ ► AND DOSIZE





THIS SGS HAS THE FORM
LId <FILENAME>
AND IS USEU TO SPECIFY ANY PROGRAM FILES WHICH SHOULD BE INCLUDED




THE 'INCLUDE) STATEMENT IS OF THE FORM
INCLUDE RLIB
AND IS USED IF THE USER DOES NOT HAVE THE RALPH COMPILER ON THE
SYSTLM, THE STATEMENT CAUSES SEVERAL RALPH DEPENDENT RELOCATABLES








IN EITHER CASE, ALL ELEMENTS ARE EDITEOP AND COMPILED OR
ASSEMBLED, HOWEVER, THE 9 PERFORM COMPLETE UPDATE) STATEMENT
REPLACES ALL SYMBOLICS WITH THEIR UPDATED VERSIONS ON THE OUTPUT
TAPE (AND EMPTIES THE CORRECTION FILE) WHILE THE $ PERFORM COMPLETE
LISTING' ONLY REPLACES THE RELOCATABLES AND COLLECTIONS. IF THE
O PERFORM I
 STATEMENT IS NOT USED. THEN ONLY THOSE ELEMENTS ACTUALLY





THE I NEWLIB I STATEMENT IS OF THE FORM
NLWLIB <FILE>
AND CREATES A PUBLICt READ
—ONLYP CATALOGUED FILE WITH FILE DESCRIP-
TION <FILE>. THIS FILE WILL CONTAIN ALL THE RELOCATABLES AND
ABSOLUTES, AND IF t INCLUDE RLIB + IS SPECIFIEDr IT WILL CONTAIN










5 9 2,2.	 USER IMPLEMENTED UPDATES
THE SSG PROCESSOR PROVIDES THE CAPABILITY OF MERGING CORREC -
TIONS. IN ORDER TO IMPLEMENT USER UPDATES# THE USER SHOULD
(1) BECOME FAMILIAR WITH SSGp
(2) UPDATE THE FORMAL SYSTEM TO ITS CURRENT LEVEL (AS GIVEN
BY UPDATES FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND)r AND
(3) APPLY HIS OWN CORRECTIONS AS TEMPORARY CORRECTIONS TO
THAT LEVEL.
WHEN A COMPLETE UPDATE IS MADE. SSG MAY BE USED TO CREATE A
RE—NUMBERED TEMPORARY CORRECTION FILE.
5 9 3.	 EXAMPLE
THE FOLLOWING EXAMPLE DEMONSTRATES AN UPDATE FROM INPUT
TAPE 1000 TO TAPE 1001r WHICH WILL'PROOUCE 10 COPIES OF THE COMP -
LETE LISTING• THE NEW VERSION IS TITLED ABCDE AND IS PLACED ON
















CORRECTIONS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
PEND
@ADD	 T.SSG1
(5) -	 LEVEL ABCDE
(6) PRINTFILE	 PRINT	 10
(7) OUTTAPE OUT	 100IR










IN THIS EXAMPLE THE USER WOULD ONLY HAVE SUPPLIED THE CARDS NUM-
8LREU 1 ► 2 ► 6r7r8#9 WHILE THE UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND WOULD HAVt.






IN ORDER TO FACILITATE UNDERSTANDING AND MAINTENANCE OF THE FORMAL
SYSTEM PACKAGE, THE FOLLOWING FIVE TABLES SUMMARIZE THE ESSENTIAL
INFORMATION ABOUT RELOCATABLE ELEMENT SIZESP PROGRAM ENTRY POINTS,
PROGRAM REFERENCESP COMMON BLOCKS ANU CROSS-REFERENCES, THE FIVE
TA8LLS ARE:
(1) I8ANK - 08ANK SIZES.
AN ALPHABETIC LIST OF ALL RELOCATAB! .: 	 . ,^:NT WITH
THEIR CORRESPONDING I-BANK AND D-8Av,.i,EOUIREMENTS
(IN DLCIMAL).
(2) ENTRY POINTS AND EXTERNAL REFERENCES.
AN ALPHABETIC LIST OF ALL RELOCATABLE ELEMENTS WITH
THE ENTRY POINTS ANO EXTERNAL REFERENCES (INCLUDING
SYSTEM LIBRARY REFERENCES).
(3) ENTRY POINT REFERENCES.
w
AN ALPHABETIC LIST OF ALL ENTRY POINTS IN THE FORMAL
PACKAGE WITH A LIST OF THE ELEMENTS THAT REFERENCE EACH.
(4) COMMON BLOCK SIZE.
Am AN ALPHABETIC LIST OF DEFINED COMMON BLOCKS AND THEIR
SIZES.
(5) COMMON BLOCK REFERENCES,
A LIST OF ALL COMMON BLOCKS WITH THE ELEMENTS THAT
REFERENCE EACH.
AS FORMAL IS SUCH A LARGE PROGRAM IT IS USEFUL TO SUMMARIZE SOME
OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE TABLES THAT FOLLOW.
(1) THERE ARE 88 ELEMENTS. 228 ENTRY POINTSP AND 5 COMMON
BLOCKS.
(2) THE TOTAL I-SANK AND U-HANK REQUIREMENTS ARE:
PREPROCESSOR:	 I-BANK =	 4359 WORDS
D-BANK =	 7017 WORDS
OBJECT TIME ROUTINES:	 I-BANK = 17903 WORDS
D-BANK _	 2123 WORDS
INTERACTIVE FORMAL: 	 I-BANK = 24396 WORDS
D-BANK = 10029 WORDS
1
1h-2
tH VALUES FOR THE PREPROCESSOR AND FOR THE INTERACTIVE
c" -MAL CONTAIN THE SYSTE M LIBRARY.






* ELEMENT/VERSION * I8ANK * DdANK













CHAK * 737 * 2832
* COMP I NC * 263 * 16
* COMN1 * 1380 * 59
* COMP2 * 218 * 1.1
* CONSOP * 1201 * ?7
* UIF1N * 342 21
* DIF1 * 257 * 17













* ERRWBK * 32 * 23
* EXPRES * 1037 * 48
* ESDKUM * 211 * 16
* FMLASG * 49 * 6













* FMLCHB * 455 * 27
* FMLUMP * 296 * 32
* FMLUMQ * 268 * 23
* FMLU00 * 495 * 92
* FMLU01 * 155 17 *
* FMLEDI * 22 * 11
* FMLLNT * 2 * 0













* FMLFOR * 317 * 23
* FMLINT * 107 * 11
* FMLIOA * 36 * 7
* FML10B * 37 * 7
* FMLIOC * 36 * 7
* FMLIOD * 36 * 7
* FMLIOE * 37 * 7
* FMLIOF * 54 * 7
A
* FMLIOG * 55 * 7
* FML101 * 44 * 6
* FML102 * 50 * e
* FML103 * 75 * 7
* FML 104 * 58 * 10






IBANK - DU ANK LIMITS
(CONT.)
* ELEMENT/VERSION * i8ANK * DBANK
* FML107 * 79 # 7
* FMLMNI * 310 * 59
* FMLOPT * 210 * 31
* FMLOUT * 63 * 7
* FMLPCK * 263 * 174
* FMLPKS # 114 * 14
* FMLKD * 80 * 6
* FMLSAV # 244 * 289
* FMLSCN * 134 # 13
•	 * FMLSVI * 168 * 32
* FMLUIT * 182 * 28
* FMLVER * 0 * 0 * -
* FMLWR * 764 * 47
* FNCT * 61 * 60
* FORMAL. * 273 * 366
* FRECT # 143 * 12 * `^
* FUNTST * 61 * 5
* GET # 105 * 10 #
* GETARG * 56 * 5
* GIT # 109 * 17
* GSCAN * 433 * 54
* INCL * 494 * 26
* INTEGER * 34 * 0
* IOINTF * 166 * 3
*
LIST" # 332 * 54
* LOAU * 38 * 7
* NONARITr * 118 # 110
* PACK * 37 * 19
* SBEXP * 26 # 33
* SCANIN # 17 6 *
* SEC2I0 * 247 * 150
SKIP * 60 * 5
* SPL-LINK * 60 * 0
STACK * 126 * 218
* STDET # 639 # 214
* STOUTO * 492 * 29
* STOUTI * 2162 145
* STOUT2 * 941 * !!
STOUTS * 223 * 61 * iSTOUT4 739 * 42 #
*###**### ^k#^k^#*#*%***###*#*##**#^**######****### fly####*###** ^	 3
}
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IBANK - DBANK LIMITS
(CONT, )
************************************************************




*	 103 *	 3
*	 SYMBOL	 *	 620 *	 16
*	 SYMBSTOR	 *	 179 *	 6
*	 'fYPE	 *	 119 *	 10











^_4 RY POINTS AND EE XTEPNAL REFERENCES
;4 + '• *	 •k^.:;^ •'"- rk: .k •y ti,^*71c^L1t ******** 7^.7k)k7k*^**)k*7^C*********7^:********* 7^**
' ;T/VERSION	 * ENTRY POINTS * FXT. REFRNCS 





.^:. ..	 u,w—:.— --...—..e......rw.wwwrrww7k...^r..^+^^.rr^^orr*rrrr^^wwrrrr^r*
.^ -	 __.	 :3 •	 * FC:,?IN * EFR$
* * F 	 v 4 `'T * L$PWF8






rwrwwsrrrrrrrr*=ca	 Mrrrrrrw^ M OM *
CHA R
	* BACKSP * CRDIN
CHAP. * CRDOUT
W CHAPIN * ERR
* FTPOUT * HERFN$
FTPSTK * MOVE
* FTRUNS * PACK
* ICRC * STRCON









* CMPPMV * COMPAR
* * * FMLCHH
* * * HERFN$
,^ * * LASTXX
*w.w.a.w^.^.w.^w^sawarwrsrrr^rwr^rrw7 +Crory+wrrrrrrwr*rrrrr^rrrrrrwr*





* ;z * HCGTE$
* * * HERFN$
* IADDNN
* * IFREEN
* * * IFREEI
* * * IGETFI
* * * ILINKN
* * * ILINKI










	 * ENTRY POINTS * EXT. REFRMCS
************************************************************
*	 COMP1 * * MOVEXX
*	 ( CON'T . ) * * REMOVN
* * * RMOVFN
* * * RMOVFI
*	 COMP2 * COMPAR HERFN$
* * LASTXX
*	 CONSOP ;SOP	 * EUCLID
* * FMLCHI
* * * FMLCH2
* * * FMLERR
* * * HCGTE$
* * * HERFN$
* * * INTADD
* * * INTEXP
* * * INTMUL
* * * NEXP5$
* * * NEXP6$
*	 DIFIN * DIFCMP	 * COMPAR
* * * FMLCHI
* * * HERFN$
*	 DIF1 * DIF	 * COMPAR
* * * FMLCHH
* * * FMLCH2
* * * FMLCH5
* * * HERFN$
* * * IDPND
*	 DPND * IDPND	 * HERFN$
*	 DuMPU * DUMPO	 * CDIM
* * * FMLCMI
* * * FMLCM2
* * * FMLCM3
* *' * PRINT$
* * * PTRLG





ENTRY POINTS AND ExTERNAL REFERENCES
(CONT.)
*	 ELEMtNt/VERSION
	 *' ENTRY POINTS * EXT. REFRNCS
*	 ERRRET- * ERRRET * HERFNS
* * * NI01S
* * * NIO2S
* * * NPRTS
*•-"'•-•••ww^•..wwwwwflrw••••w••w*wiw•wwwwww•wr.. *•"q'^O••••-w-••-*
*	 ERRW8K * ERRERR * FLDECI
* * SNPERR * FMLCMI
* * * FWORD
* * * PCHCAS
* * * PCHCNS
* * * PRINTS
* * * PRTCAS
* * * PRTCNS
* * * PUNCH$
* * * READS
* * * SNAPS
* * * TRACE
*wwww•w^rwwrwww^wwww^rwwww^wiw*w^wwww^wwwwwww*wwwwwwww•wsww• *
*	 EXPRES * EXPRES * FMLERR
* * * GSCANR
* * * HCGTES
* * * HERFNS
*	 -' * * ICOPYO
*	 ,.%' * * I FREE O
*	 '' * * IFREEI
* * * IFUNCT
* * * IGETFI
* * * ILINKN
* * * ILINKI
* * * LASTXX
*	 _ * * RMOVFN
* * * RMOVFI
* * * STKOUT
* * * SYMBOL
*wwNs^rw^rwwwwiwwww^iw•^ww^w*wwww^lwwwwwwww ^tw.^wwwww^,,.wwwsw*
ESDRUM * ROLLIN * EXPOUT
* ROLOUT * EXPRIN
* * * FMLCH8








ENTRY POINTS AND EXTERNAL REFERENCES
(CONT.)
* ELEMENT/VERSION	 * ENTRY POINTS * EXT. REFRNCS
* E$URUM	 * * HCGTE$
* (CON1 9 )	 * * HERFN$
* * * PURGE
* * * S2INIT
* * WCO('NT
7^ www— w—www• w—ww---•ww•--•w--w—*—wwww--wwc - ^;'.c^-------w-----*
* FMLASG	 * FMLASG * ERRRET











- * * * SYMBOL
* FMLCHA	 * FMLCHI * FMLSVI














	 * EXCHXX * FMLCHI
* * IADDNN * FMLCH2
* * ICOPYO * FMLCH3
* * IGETFI * FMLCH4
* * ILINKN * FMLCH5
* * ILINKI * FMLCH6
. * * ILINK2 * FMLCH7
* * * HERFN$
* * * NIO2S
* NPRT$
* * * NSTOP$
* FMLCHAINI
	 * IFREEN * FMLCHA
* * IFREEO * FMLCHB *	 '
* * IFREEI * FMLCHC*
* IFREE2 * FMLCHD
. * * IFREE9 * FMLCHE
* * MOVEXX * FMLCHF
* * REMOVN * FMLCHG







ENTRY POINTS AND EXTERNAL REFERENCES
(CONT*)
*	 ELEMEN` /VEASION	 * ENTRY POINTS * EXT * REFRNCS
*	 FMLCHAINI * AEMOV2 * FMLCHI
*	 (CONT,) * RMOVFN * FMLCHK
* * RMOVFI * FMLCHL
* * RMOVF2 * FMLCHM
* * * MERFNS
* * * NIO2S
* * NPRTS
* * * NSTOPS
7^wwwwwwwwrrw.^www'www^rwwwwwwwwww*ww,„wwwwrwrw.rww*rwwww+r^wwwwwww*
*	 FMLCHB * FMLCHA * HCGTES
* * FMLCHB * HERFNS
* * FMLCHC * NIO2S
* * FMLC. HD * NPRTS
* * FMLCHE * NSTOPS








*	 FMLDMP	 - * FMLDMP * ERRRET
* FMLDEX
* * * FMLINT
* * FMLIOC
* * * FMLPCK
* * * FMLPIN
* * FML'PKI
* * * FMLPCO
*	 - * * FMLPKS
* * * HCGTES
* * HERFNS
* * * NIOlS
* * Ni02S
* * * NPRTS
*wwwwwww+^asww^w^^wirwwwwwwwrwww*rrwrwwwrrw^wwww7kwwwswwwwwwwwws*
FMLDMO' * FMLDEX * ERRERR
* * * ERRRET








*	 ELEMENT/VERSION	 * ENTRY POINTS * EXT. REFRNCS
* FMLDMQ	 *	 * FMLPKS
* (CONT.)	 *	 * HCGTES
* * * HERFNS
* * * IFUNCI
^(o 0 0 o w o o w- o--- o o- o- o 0 00 0 0 os o o* x 0 0 0 0- o- o 0 o w o o ^;^:o - w s- o o- o 0 0- o*
*	 FMLDOO * FMLDO DSTACK
* * FMLEND * ERRRET
* * * EXPRES
* * * FMLCHD
R * * * FMLCHH
^_ * * * FMLSCI
* * * FMLSC2
* * * HERFNS
* * * INISTK
* * * LSTSTK
w, * * * N I O I S
* * * NIO2S
* * * NRDUS
* * * NWDUS
* * * NXTSTK
* * * SETSTK
* * * SYMBOL
*	 FMLD01 * USTACK * HERFNS
* * INISTK * N102S




*	 FMLEUI * FMLEDF * EDECVS
* * FMLEOI * EDITXS
* * * EDITS
* * * EFLGIS
*	 FMLENT * FMLSCI * GSCANR
* FMLSC2 * ISCANG
*	 FMLEOU * FMLEQU * ERRERR
* * * ERRRET
* * * FINDPY
I1
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	 * ENTRY POINTS * EXT. REFRNCS
************************************************************
*	 FMLEOU * * FINDP2
*	 ( CONT O * * FMLCHD
* * * FMLINT
* * * FMLINI
* * * FMLSCN
* * * GETARG
* * * HERFNS
* * * SCANIN
* * * STSYEN
*	 FMLERR * FMLERR * HERFNS
* * * HMTX4S
* * * NIOIS
* * * NIO2S
* * * NPRTS
*	 FMLEKS * FMLERS * ERRRET
* * * FMLCHD
* * * FMLINT
* * * FMLSCN
* * * GETARG
* * * HERFNS
* * * ISCANG
* * * SYMBOL
*	 FMLFOR * IDENT * COMPAR
* * IVALUE * COUNT
* * LDOP * ERRRET
* * NARG * EXPRES
* * NCOUNT * FMLCHD
* * VALUE * FMLERR
* * * FMLINT
* * * HCGTES
* * * HERFNS
* * * ISCANG
* * * LASTXX
*	 FMLINT * ARG * CDIM
* * FMLINT * ERRERR
* * FMLINT * FMLCHI
* * K10 * FMLCMI
************************************************************
*	 ELEMENT/VERSION	 * ENTRY POINTS * EXT * REFRNCS
************************************************************
*	 FMLINT * * FMLCM2
*	 (CONT * ) * * FMLCM3
* * * OPT$
* * * PRINTS
* * * VERSPR
* w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w* w w w w w w ^ w w w . a . :• ;K+^ w w w w ww w w w w ww w*
*	 FMLIOA * FMLIOA * HERFNS
* * * NIOIS
* * * NIO2S
* * * NRDCS
* w w ww w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w• ww w w w w w w* w w w w w w w w w w w w w w ^fw w w w w w w w w w w w w w^
*	 FMLIOB * FMLIOB * HERFNS
* * NIOIS
* * * NIO2S
* * * NRDUS
* w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w* w w s w w w w w w w w w w w* w ww w w w w w w w w w w w7k
*	 FMLIOC * FMLIOC * HERFNS
* * * NIOIS
* * * NIO2S
* * * NPRTS
*	 FMLIOD * FMLIOD * HERFNS
* * * NIOIS
* * * N102S
* * * NWDCS
* w w w— w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w s w w w w* w w w w w w w w w w w w w w* www ww w^ w w w w w^ w
*	 FMLIOE * FMLIOE * HERFNS
* * * NIOIS
* * * NIO2S
* * * NWDUS
*	 FMLIOF * FMLIFF * HERFNS
* * FMLIOF * NIOIS
* * * NIO2S
* * * NPRTS
*	 FMLIOG * FMLIGG * HERFNS
* FMLIOG * NIOIS













ENTRY POINTS AND EXTERNAL REFERENCES
(CONT9)
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	 * ENTRY POINTS * EXT. REFRNCS
************************************************************
*	 FMLI01 * FMLI01 * ERRRET
* * * FMLINT
* * * FMLIOA
* * * FMLRD
* * * HERFNS
* * * ISCANG
* • • -- w w • w • • • • e - wee rw we• •-- •e e * we ee e w we• • •- • • * -- • ••-- w • • • • •-
*	 FMLIO2 * FMLIO2 * ERRRET
* * * FMLINT
* * * FMLIOC
* * * FMLPIN
* * * FMLWR
* * * HERFNS
* * * ISCANG
* e e wr w rr e e e e e e ee e e ww wweeew w w e* e ve ee e e w ewe • eve w 7« err ee ee w e er we e*
*	 FMLI03 * FMLI03 * ERRRET
* * * FMLIFF
* * * FMLINT
* * * FMLIOF
* * * FMLPIN
* * * FMLWR
* * * HERFNS
* * * ISCANG
* • • •-- -• •- •• • -•-- ••^ •-- -'' e ee e * eve
-- •w • -- • •- •• * • -- • • -• • • • • -• •
*	 FMLI04 * FMLI04 * ERRRET
* * * FMLINT
* * * FMLIOD
* * * FMLPIN
* * FMLWR
* * * HERFNS
* * * ISCANG
* w e ee e w. ee • e www re ereweewwr w e w * ee ee e e rrrwre rw *err reerw ewe e ee *
*	 FMLI05 * FMLI05 * ERRRET
* * * FMLINT * ,
* * * FMLIOB
* * * FMLRD
'^ * * HERFNS
* * * ISCANG
l^teeeewwweweserweeewwweeeeeeee^wrewreweever eww *eee•everweeeeer*
*	 FMLI06 * FMLI06 * ERRRET
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ENTRY POINTS AND EXTERNAL REFERENCES
(CONT*)
*	 ELEMENT/VERSION
	 * ENTRY POINTS * EXT * REFRNCS
* FiALI06	 *	 * FMLINT
* (CONT * )	 *	 * FMLIOE
* * * FMLPIN
* * * FMLWR
* * HERFNS
*
* w w w— w ww w w- w w w—• w— w
*	 ISCANG
w •— wee w w w w w* w w w w w w w w w+. w w w—*-- w -- w w— w w w w w w*
*	 FMLI07 * FMLI07 * ERRRET
* * * FMLIGG
* * * FMLIIT
* * * FMLIOG
* * * FMLPIN
* * * FMLWR
* * * HERFNS
* * * ISCANG
*	 FMLMNI * * COUNT
* * * DSTACK
* * * FMLASG
* * * FMLDMP
* * * FMLDO
* * * FMLEND
* * * FMLERS
* * FMLI01
* * * FMLIO2
* * * FMLI03
* * * FML I04
* * FML I05
* * * FMLI06
* * * FMLI07
* * * FMLOPT
* * * FMLOUT
- * * * FMLRES
* FMLSAV
* * * FMLUIT
* * * HCGTES
* HCONTS
* * * NIOIS
* * * NIO2S
* * * NPRTS








	 * ENTRY POINTS * EXT. REFRNCS
************************************************************
*	 FMLMNI * * NSLIO$
*	 (CON1 9 ) * * NSTOP$
* * * USTACK
*	 FMLOPT * FMLOPT * ERRRET
* * * FMLERR
* * * FMLINT
* * * GSC ANR
* * * HCGTE$
* * * HERFN$
* * * ISCANG
* * * ISRCH
*	 FMLOUT * FMLOUT * ERRRET
* * * FMLCHD
* * * FML?NT
* * * FMLSCN
* * * GETARG
* * * HERFN$
* * * I SC A NG
* * * ROLOUT
* * * SYMBOL
*	 FMLPCK * FMLPCK * ERRERR
* * FMLPIN * FMLEDF
* * FMLPKI * FMLEDI
* * FMLPKO * FMLERR
* * * HERFN$
* * * MOVE
* * * PACK
* * * STRCON
* * * UNPACK
*	 FMLPKS * FMLPKS * ERRERR
* * * FMLPCK
* * * HERFN$
*	 FMLRU * FMLRD * EXPRES
* * * FMLCHO
* * * FMLSCN












	 * ENTRY POINTS * EXT. REFRNCS
************************************************************
*	 FMLRU * * HERFN$
*	 (CONTO * * ISCANG
* * * SYM80L
*wwww—wrwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwrwrwww*wwwwwwwswremww*w—ss^.crwwwwwrr*
*	 FMLSAV * FML`!:S !"SHIM
* * FMLSAV CSF$
* * * FMLCMI
* * * FM!..CM2
* * * FMLCM3
* * * FMLINT
* * * IOW$
* * * PACK
* * * PCHCA$
* * * PCHCN$
* * * PFI$
* * * PFS$
* * * PF WL$
* * * PLNS21
* * * PRINT$
* * * PRTCA$
* * * PRTCN$
* * * PTRLG
* * PUNCH$
* * * READ$
* * * S2INIT
' * * UNPACK
*	 FMLSCN * FMLSCN * EXPRES
* * * FMLCH8
* * * FMLCHD
* * * FMLCHI
* * * FMLCH2
* * * FMLFRR
* * * GSCANR
* * * HERFN$
*www—raw•wwwwwwwwww^^wwwwwwww*wwwwww•wwwwwww*wwwww•^-wwwwww7^!
*	 FMLSAI * FMLSVI * DUMP
* * * ERRRET
* * * HERFN$
* * NIO2$






ENTRY POINTS ANO EXTERNAL REFERE,!XCES
(CONT,)
**************************************** *t I-": J-^****rf*********
#	 ELEMENT/VERSION	 * ENTRY POINTS * E'ts. REFRNCS
*	 FMLSV1 * * NSTOP$
*	 (CONT.) * ROLCUT
*w—wwwrwww Ar---w--rw wwwwrwwrw *wrwwwrrrw .w ^. ^....a ,Y iw ^. nwwwrww.rwwwr—*
*	 FMLUIT * FMLUIT c: PRES
q SCAN G
* * NPRT$
*	 FMLVER * FMLVER
*wrwwwwwwwrrrs—www—r—wwwwwwra *+^www .s w rwswrw wr ^^;: c+wer e-eeww—r w^`wrw—*
*	 FMLWK * FMLWR x. ERRFRR
# * :; FMLCHH
* * * FMLCHD
* * * FMLCHI




* * * R11 SCN
* * FMLSV1
* * GETARG
* * * HCGTE$
* * * HERFN$
* * * YFUNCI
* * * LASTXX
* * * ROLLIN
* * * SYMBL1
*—ww—rwwr---w--^—wwwrw— ---r—*www^rwwrwr—rwa. say C..wwrrwrww--w—*
*	 FNCT * IFUNCT * HERRN$
* * IFUNCI * o RCH
* w— w^ w w-- w r w w— w^ — w ww r ww w w 1 w w w* r w— w w w w--- w w w .w]^ w w w r w w—^— w w w w w*
*	 FORMAL * CRGIN CLOSRC
* * CRCOUT CSF$
# * ERR * ELT$
* * LISTOP * ESOR
* PARTSL * EXIT$
# * WARN * FMLVER
* * GETSRC





ENTRY POINTS AND EXTERNAL REFERENCES
(CONT*)
*	 ELEMENT/VERSION
	 * ENTRY POINTS * EXT. REFRNCS
*	 FORMAL *	 * INFOR$
*	 (CUNT.) *	 * IOW$
* *	 * OPNSRC
* *	 * POSTPR





* *	 * RS
* *	 * SDFI
* *	 * SDF I C
* O* S FIO	 *
* *	 * SDFO
* *	 * SDFOC
* *	 * SUF00





^ M+ *	 * SSOR
* *	 * STDET
	 *^
* Ws
*	 FRECT * COUNT	 * HCGTE$
* *	 * HERFN$
*	 FUNTST * FUNTST
	 * HERFN$
* *	 * RESTOR
*	 * SAVE
* *	 * SKIP
f	 ... * *	 * TYPE
`` *	 GET * GET
	 * HERFN!
* *	 * TYPE	 *	 f
*	 GETARG * GETARG
	 * FMLCHC
• *
* HERFN$y*^	 ^ '^" '* iiiii iii i i iii i ii i iiili^ii ii i * iiii i i iii♦iiii .*iii ii ii i i i i ii i ^.







R ,. * i* G I T 2
	 * HERFNS
* *	 * TYPE
i !i! iii i i^ 
•i^ 
--- i• -*i 
--- •iii--•--• * i-- -i--- - - - --ii
*	 GSCAN * GSCANR	 * ARG
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ENTRY POINTS AND EXTERNAL REFERENCES
(CONT.)
* ELEMENT/VERSION
	 * ENTRY POINTS * EXT. REFRNCS
* GSCAN	 * ISCANG * BCDAIN
* (CONT.)	 * * BCDNPT * f.
* * * BCDPNT
* BCDSTR *
* * * FMLERR
* * * HERFNS
* * * LDSL
* * * LOAD
* * * LSSC
* * * LSSL
INCL
	 * INCLUD * COMPAR
* * * CONSOP
* * * HCGTES
* * * HERFNS
*` * * IADDNN
* * * IFREEN
* * IFREE2 * "^
* * * ILINKN
* * * ILINKI
* * * LASTXX
* * * REMOVN




* IOINTF	 * EXPOUT * FMLCMI
* * EXPRIN * FML,CM2
* * PURGE * FMLCM3
* * S2INIT * GETBSF
* * WCOUNT * IHCHSN
* * * INITSO * ..
* * * PURGSF
* * * READSF
* LIST
	 * FMLST * ERR
* FML.ST 1 * FTROUT
* LIST * FTRSTK
* * * FTRUNS * y
I
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ENTRY POINTS AND EXTERNAL REFERENCES
(CONT . )
***************************** ******** ***********************
* ELEMENT/VERSION	 * ENTRY POINTS * EXT. REFRNCS
***************************** *******************************
* LIST	 * * HERFNS
* (CONt.)	 * * NEW
* * * STCK
* * * STCKTM









* LOAD	 * LOAD
* NONAKITH
	 * STLONG * HERFNS
* * STSHRT * ISRCH
* * * SKIP
* * * TYPE
*-w ww w w w- w---- w- w•- w- ww w- w w- w* w• w-- w w w w w w w w w* ww -•- w w- w w w w w w











' * SBEXF	 * LASTXX * ERRERR
* * * FMLCM2
r
* * * FMLCM3
* SCANIN	 * SCANIN * ISCANG
SEC210	 * GETBSF * CSFS
* * IBCHSN * FMLCMI
* * INITSO * IOW$
* * PLNSZ1 * IOS
* * PURG$F * RS
* * READSF * SNAPS
^'^ * * * WAITS
* * * WSI, *^w-^^-www-^^ww-^^w^swwrw--^ww*•.w--^w^.w-ww-w7kwwww--w^w-wwww*
* SKIP	 * SKIP * HERFNS
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ENTRY POINTS AND EXTERNAL REFERENCES
(CONT.)
?t
*	 CLEMENT/VERSION * ENTRY POINTS * EXT, REFRNCS * ,.
*	 SKIP * * TYPE
*	 (CONT.)
*	 SPL-LINK



















* * IT3X * * 1
* * LDSC * * I
* * LDSL
* * L H
* * LHX *
* * LSSC
* * LSSL * *-
4
*	 STACK * STCK * ERR * t
* * STCKTM * HERFNS
* UNSTCK * WARN
STDET * MET * BACKSP
* * * CHARIN * >.
* * * ERR
* * FMLST
* * * FMLSTI
* FUNTST * r
* * * GET
* GIT
* GIT2








ENTRY POINTS AND EXTERNAL REFERENCES
(CONT9)
*	 ELEMENT/VERSION
	 * ENTRY POINTS * EXT. REFRNCS
************************************************************
*	 STUET * * HERFNS
*	 (CON10 * * ICRD
* * * IDEC
* * * ISRCH
* * * LIST
* * * LISTOP
* * NEW
* * * RESET
* * * RESTOR
* * * SAVE
* * * SKIP
* * * STLONG
* * * STSHRT
* * * TYPE
* * * WARN
* w w w— r r w r w w w w r w w w— w— - -- w-- rw w* ww ww w w w ww w w w--* ^rw w ww ww w r w r w w w*
*	 STOU10 * STKOUT * COMPSF
* * ERRERR
* * * FMLCHE
* * * FMLCHI
* k * FMLCH2
* * * FMLCH3
* * * FMLCH7
* * * HCGTES
* * * HERFNS
* * * LASTXX
* * * STDIFF
* * * STFCTD
* * * STFORM
* * * STMATH





*	 STOUTI * STFORM * CMPRMV




* * ' * HCGTES
* * * HERFNS
* * * HMTX4S
* * IADDNN
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' ENTRY POINTS AND EXTERNAL REFERENCES
(CONT.)
* ELEMENT/VERSION
	 * ENTRY POINTS * EXT. REFRNCS
I,` * STOUTI	 *	 * IDPND
* (CONT.)	 *	 * IFREEN *
* *	 *	 ILIP''^1
,.
* *	 * INCLUD
* *	 * LASTXX
* *	 * NEXP5S
* *	 * REMOVN
* *	 * RMOVFN
*	 *	 * RMOVFI
STOUT2	 * STMATH
	 * ALOG * `
* *	 * ATAN * "°
*	 * COMPAR
* *	 * CONSOP
* *	 * COS
* * EXCHXX
* *	 * EXP k
`*	 * FMLERR *
* *	 * HCGTES * A.
* *	 * HERFNS
* *	 * IFREE2
* *	 * ILINKN
* *	 * ILINKI
* LASTXX
*	 * REMOVN
* *	 * REMOVI *





STOUT3	 * STFCTD	 * FMLCHA
* *	 * FMLCHE * {.
* *	 * FMLCHI
* *	 * FMLCH5
* *	 * FMLERR
* *	 * HERFNS








ENTRY POINTS AND EXTERNAL REFERENCES
(CONT.)
************************************************************
*	 ELEMENTeVENSION * ENTRY POINTS * EXT *
 REFRNCS
*	 STOU14 * * ERRERR
*	 (CONT.) * * FMLERR
* * HCGTE$
* * * HERFN$
* * * IADDNN
* * *'IUPND
* * * ILINKI
* * * LASTXX
* * * RMOVFN
* * * RMOVFI
*	 ST'OU7'5 * STUNFC * ERRERR
* * * FMLCH7
* * * HERFN$
* * * HMTX4$
* * * LASTXX
*	 SYMBFIND * FINDPI * HERFN$
* *y F INDP2* w w iw i it l i w l l i i i i•
 l w i wi l i l l w i * ii l i i i i li w i i i• *- ii i t iw l i w i i i r*
*	 SYMBOL * SYMBLI * ERRERR
* * SYMBOL * FINDPI
* * * FINDP2
* * * FMLCHB
* * * FMLCHM
* * * FMLERR
* * * HCGTE$
* * * HERFN$
* * * STSYEN
* w i ^i i ii iw w w i i w i i i ll w w iili l e i *will - i i li w i l i i * iii iw ii - r w w i wi *
*	 SYMOSTOR * STSYEN * FMLCHI
* * * HERFN$
*	 TYPE * TYPE * CHAR
* * * ERR
* * * HERFN$
* i i ii i ii ii i w l i w i i l l w i wi li i l w i * i i l l i l iwi i ii i i *li i l l ii i i i i ill *






ENTRY POINTS AND EXTERNAL REFERENCES
(CONT.)
************************************************************
*	 ELEMENT/VERSION	 * ENTRY POINTS * EXT. REFRNCS
************************************************************
* XXX	 * PTRLG
* (CONTO	 * VERSPR
************************************************************
8VH3 * -	 IvW803 * inoaH3
w
*	 HVH3 * ltlWa03 * NTOH3
*	 I NWIWd * * *:
*	 80A Iw i * 133H A * 1Nno3
*wwwwww — w^ rw w ww r ww w w w* w w— war• w w w w w w ww ww wr * w w w r r w r ww r w-- w rr w r* i
*	 zlnois
*	 13NI
*	 TdW03 * dOSNOO * dOSNO3







*	 N I 3 I 0 * * *'
*	 TdWO3
*	 3N I dNO3 * ZdWOO * HVc wo3 ^,*
*	 T1nOls * ONIdWO3 * AWHdW3
* w r w w ww w --- w w ww w w w r r w * w w w. ww w w w r w— w w w ww r* w w w r w w w w w w Y w w w w w Y w ^C ^'
*	 13015 * NVH3 * NIHVH3




*	 Odwno * XXX * wIn:)
^,^.* w w w w w w w— w w w w w Y ww ^ w r r y Y Y w Y w w Y r w-- w w r w w r- * w w Y— Y Y Y Y w Y w w Y Y wY Y Y *
*	 NVOSO * NIBS-039 * HIS039	 'r
* w w w w r w w r w w w w ww w w w w w w* w w w w w w w w w r w w w w w ww w* Y w w r w w w w w-- w Y w ww Y w 7!G
*	 NV3S9 * NIS-03A * 1NdO OA
* w w w w w w w w w w w w w Y w w w r w r* w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w-* w r w r w Y w w w w w w w w w w w Y7lt F
*	 NVOSO	 * NIA-03A * IdNOO8
*	 INV359 * NI8-a3A * NIA038
*++wwwwwwrwwwYSawlYwwwww*YwwwwYwww ..wwwwww. *wwwrwwwYwYwwwww —wY7^C
*	 13OIS * HVH3 * dSA3VO
* w w w w w w Y w w w w w w Y w w w w w w*w w w w w w w w w w w —wwwwww * w ww w Y Y w w w ww ww . w w w w
*	 NVOSO * 1NIIW.4 * JHV









*	 ENTRY POINT *	 ELEMENT *ELEMENTS REFERENCING*
************************************************************
*	 DFETCH *	 BCD—BIN
*	 DIF *	 UIF1 * STOUT4
*	 DIFCMP *	 UIFIN * STOUTI
*	 DSTACK *	 FMLD01 * FMLDOO
* * * FMLMNI









* * * LIST
* * * STACK
* * * STDET
* * * TYPE
*	 ERRERR *	 ERRWBK * COMP1
* * * FMLDMQ * .
*	 o * * FMLEQU
* * * FMLINT
* * * FMLPCK
* * * FMLPKS
* * * FMLWR
* * * SBEXP
* * * STOUTO
* * * STOUTI
* * * STOUT4
* * * STOUT5 * k
* * * SYMBOL * =:




* * * FMLEQU
* * * FMLERS







* rrr r- r r rr r i -err r r rr w* i^rr ir^r rr rr rriir r^;i r r rr i i r r r^ iir ra i i *.
*	 INWIWI *	 9SVIWA * JSVIWA




*	 )IAMbN3 *	 11V03A # 13301A
* *	 I1V03A NiAOId
* r- i i i r r -i rr rr r- ri i t r^Y r i r it r rr i i r ri i- ^i - w-- -rii - w i i r r i i r r i+^;
*	 109WAS * T
*	 n031Wd *	 ON i AswAs ZdnN I d
*	 108WJ1S
*	 no3IW3 *	 ON I ABWAS T dnN I J
*	 Wndas3 *	 d1NIOT * NIHdX3





*	 9SVIWA *	 S38dX3 * S3HdX3
*	 Wnuus3 *	 d1NI0I * 1nOdX3
*	 Z1nOlS *	 NIVH3IWA * XXH3X3








*	 £OIIWA * * ('1N00)
* 00I1Wd * * 13MH83























*	 FMLCHB *	 FMLCH8 * E$DRUM
* * * FMLCHAINI
* * * FMLSCN
* * * FMLWR
* * * SYMBOL
*	 FMLCHC *	 FMLCHB * FMLCHAINI
* * * GETARG
*	 FMLCHD *	 FMLCHB * ESDRUM
* * * FMLCHAINI
* * * FMLD00
* * * FMLEGU
* * * FMLERS
* * * FMLFOR
* * * FMLOUT
* * * FMLRD
* * '* FMLSCN
* * * FMLWR
* w w ww w ww w w w w w w w w w w w* w w w w ww w w w w w w w w w w w w *wwwwwwww w w w w w w w w w w w w
FMLCHE *	 FMLCHB * FMLCHAINI
* * * STOUTO
* * * STOUT3
*	 FMLCHF *	 FMLCHB * FMLCHAINI
* w w ww w w w w w w w w w w ww ww * wrww ww w w w w w ww ww w w ww *wwwwwww w w w w ww w wwww• w*
*	 FMLCHG *	 FMLCHB * FMLCHAINI
*	 FMLCHH *	 FMLCHB * COMPINC
* * * DIF1
* * * FMLCHAINI
* * * FMLD00
*wwwww ww w w w w w w w ww w w* w ww w ww w ww w ww ww w w ww *wwwww w www wwwww www www
*	 FMLCHI *	 FMLCHB * DIFIN
* * * FMLCHAINI
* * STOUTO
* * * STOUT3
^w•swiwwwswww^wwww^^*w•wwswwwwwwwwwwwww*wwswwwswwwwwwwwwwww•*










*	 ENTRY POINT	 *	 ELEMENT *ELEMENTS REFERENCING*
************************************************************
*	 FMLCHL
	 *	 FMLCHB *	 FMLCHAINI
*	 FMLCHM
	 *	 FMLCHB *	 FMLCFAIN1
*	 * *	 SYMBOL
7`cw w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w w*— ww w w w w w w w w w w w— w w w*— w w w w w w w w ww ww w w w w w w w*
*	 FMLCHI	 *	 FMLCHA *	 CONSOP
*	 * *	 FMLCHAIN
*	 * *	 FMLINT
*	 * *	 FMLSCN
*	 * *	 FMLWR
*	 * *	 SYMBSTOR
*	 FMLCH2
	
*	 FMLCHA *	 CONSOP
*	 * *	 DIF1
*	 * *	 FMLCHAIN
*	 * *	 FMLSCN
*	 * *	 FMLWR
*	 * *	 STOUTO
*	 FMLCH3	 *	 FMLCHA *	 FMLCHAIN
*	 * *	 STOUTO
*	 FMLCH4
	
*	 FMLCHA *	 FMLCHAIN
*	 FMLCH5	 *	 FMLCHA *	 DIFI
*	 * *	 FMLCHAIN
*	 * *	 STOUT3
*	 FMLCH6	 *	 FMLCHA *	 FMLCHAIN
*	 FMLCH7	 *	 FMLCHA *	 FMLCHAIN
*	 * *	 STOUTO
*	 * *	 STOUT5
*	 FMLCMI	 *	 XXX *	 DUMPO
*	 * *	 ERRWdK
*	 * *	 FMLINT
* *	 FMLSAV
*	 * *	 IOINTF































* )I3d1W3 * I031Wd	 * I031Wd
*y XOd`Iw3 * I031Wd	 * d03'twd y*
* I NWIWA * OOOIWA
	 * onlw-
* I NWIW3 * dW01Wd
	 * dWn1Wd








* Odeina * XXX






* Odiina * XXX	 * Zw0"lwd
*9NI3N383A3a SIN3W313* IN34313	 * 1NIOd A81N3













*	 EN1RY POINT	 *	 ELEMENT	 *ELEMENTS REFERENCING*
************************************************************
*	 FMLERS	 * FMLERS	 *	 FMLMNI
*	 FMLIFF	 *	 FMLIOF	 *	 FMLI03
* • — mm—  w w w w — — w w — - w — • * - — — — — — — — — w — - -- w — Mae*  w — — — — r — — — — — — w — • w w — w —
*	 FMLIGG	 *	 FMLIOG	 *	 FMLI07
7+t- w w w w w w w w w w w- w w w w r*- rr w r r w w r w wr w w w r r w*-- w w w w w w w w w r r w w w w w w w
*	 FMLINT	 *	 FMLINT
	 *	 FMLASG
*	 *	 *	 FMLDMP
*	 *	 *	 FMLEQU
*	 *	 *	 FMLERS
*	 *	 *	 FMLFOR
*	 *	 *	 FMLI01
*	 *	 *	 FML102
*	 *	 *	 FMLI03
*	 *	 *	 FMLI04
*	 *	 *	 FML105
*	 *	 *	 FMLI06
*	 *	 FML107
*	 *	 FMLOPT
*	 *	 *	 FMLOUT
*	 *	 *	 FMLSAV
*	 FMLINI	 * FMLINT	 *	 FMLEQU
*	 FMLIOA	 *	 FMLIOA	 *	 FMLIO1
*	 FMLIOB	 *	 FMLIOB
	 *	 FMLI05
* FMLIOC	 * FMLIOC	 *	 FMLDMP
*	 *	 *	 FMLIO2
FMLIOD	 * FMLIOD
	 *	 FMLI04
* FMLIOE	 * FMLIOE	 *	 FML106
* FMLIOF	 * FMLIOF
	 *	 FML103
* FMLIOG	 * FMLIOG
	 *	 FMLI07
* s wr r^^r ww rr r wr ^ ww ^ * rr r r r ^ rr r w ^r rrrr rr* r rr r ^ rrrr r^rs- rrr ^^rY








*	 ENTRY POINT	 *	 ELEMENT	 *ELEMENTS REFERENCING*
*	 FMLIO2	 *	 FMLIO2	 *	 FMLMNI
*	 FMLI03	 *	 FMLI03	 *	 WMLMNI	 *^
*__wwrwwrw_wwrwwww_*wwwrwwr—wr_wrrwsrr *^r rw^wrrewrs___wwww rrww*
*	 FMLI04	 *	 FMLI04	 *	 FMLMNI
'	 *_ r w_ w w w r_ w w r r r w w w r* w r w r w r r w r w w w r_ w r r r* r_ r r — r w_ w r r r r_ w_ w r w w*
*	 FMLI05	 *	 FMLI05	 *	 FMLMNI
z	 * rwrrrwwwwwwwrww^ww*wwrrwwrwwwwrww_rrw*rrrwr__rrwww^, ,^—_wrww*





*	 FMLI07	 *	 FMLMNI
*	 FMLOPT	 *	 FMLOPT
	
*	 FMLMNI
; 	 * wwww w ww w r w w w w w w w w_* w w w wwww —wwr _ w r w w_ w* r w w w w w w w_ _wwr __ r w w w w*
*	 FMLOUT	 *	 FMLOUT	 *	 FMLMNI
'	 *_ r_ w w r w w w w w w_ w -www 7k w ww ww w w w r_ r r r w w a w w* r r w w w r w w w r w w w_ w w r w w w*
'	 * FMLPCK	 *	 FMLPCK	 *	 FMLDMP
*	 *	 *	 FMLDMQ
*	 *	 *	 FMLPKS
*	 *	 *T?1LWR
* w_ ww w w w r w w w w ww w w w w* w w w w r w r w w r— w r_ r w w r* w w w w w r r w w_ w w w r w r w ww w*
*	 FMLPIN
	 *	 FMLPCK	 *	 FMLDMP
*	 *	 *	 FMLIO2
*	 *	 *	 FMLI03
*	 *	 *	 FMLI04
*	 *	 *	 FMLI06







i	 ]^Cw w ww r www w w w w_ w w w w w* www w w w w —www r w r _www * w r r_ w r _w r —wrw __ w w w w w7k
*	 FMLPKO	 *	 FMLPCK	 *	 FMLDMP
*	 *	 *	 FMLDMQ
*	 *	 *	 FMLWR
FMLPKS






* — — -- w ---- w-- — — -- — — * - -- -- — -- w — — — — — — - - — * ww — -- --- — -- -- r — — — — --











*	 ENTRY POINT	 ELEMENT	 *ELEMENTS REFERENCING*
************************************************************
*	 FMLKD	 *	 *	 FMLI05
*	 ( CONT O
*	 FMLKES
	





* w i rr r r i i r i r r r r w r i r* w r r r r r r r r i r w r r r r w r* w r w r w w w r w^ r r r w i r-^+^*
*	 FMLSCN	 * FMLSCN	 *	 FMLEOU
*	 *	 *	 FMLERS
*	 *	 *	 FMLOUT
*	 *	 *	 FMLRU
*	 *	 *	 FMLWR







* FMLENT	 *	 FMLD00
*	 FMLST	 * LIST	 *	 STDET
* r r r r r rr r w w r w r w w r r i* wwr r r w r r w r r r r r r w w r* r wr r w r ^rw ww ww w w r r r w r*






*	 *	 *	 FMLWR
*• r- w-• r w• i• r r- w r•-*••• r r r r•-- w w w w i w w w* ww w.^w r wrw w w ww rr i- w w w ^t
*	 FMLUIT	 *	 FMLUIT	 *	 FMLMNI
* FMLVER	 * FMLVER	 *	 FORMAL
* FMLWR	 * FMLWR	 *	 FMLIO2
*	 *	 *	 FMLI03
*	 *	 *	 FMLI04
*	 *	 *	 FMI.I06
*	 *	 *	 FMLI07
* FTROUT	 * CHAR	 *	 LIST
* r r wr ^wr rrr r r r r w r r i* rrr rrr r r w r r r w r r w wr * r w ww rrr^w rw^w r rww •w^ *
* FTRSTK	 * CHAR	 *	 LIST
* FTRUNS
	
* CHAR	 *	 LIST




















****^k*********# ^M#**#**# *******#* ** * *kca^m' ^d"s^ -, ^. =,,s;,k;a^^: ^:^k:ec^t; ...:,^^k****
#	 ENTRY POINT	 *	 ELEMENT	 *EL "-E',l c,°, REFEP NCING*
* FWOKD	 # 8CDALL	 *	 FERROK






*	 *	 *	 ^° T1E^	 *
^twwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwiwwww#wwwww wwiwwwwiwww—s7^,w,n.r•.n,nw„a..ww..r^ws®+^.^..^w—www*
*	 GETARG	 #	 GETARG	 of
*	 *	 *	 !^`^1vt1T
*	 *	 *	 FIVLRU
*	 *	
*	 f^ ML e F
*iw—wwwwwwwwwwwwrwwwww#wwwww—wwrwwswww---*w.^^s.^tn-^.enwi,..a^s,^w^,.ew.—•^--*





['b a^+ — erw----------wwww*
*	 GETTBL	 * PACK
*wwwww—wwiwwwwwwwwww#wwwwwwwwww—ww—i—www*—..—.:^r^.. ^^pyyww — w .^...^wwww*
*	 GETWD	 *	 PACK
*---------w----•wwww—*----------
* GIT	 * GIT
	 * = TIP 
*wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww*wwwwwwwwww—w—w--w—e.s,^.-c.^r A, m ua K.^„ca^ ,..K^wr+.—w*
*	 GIT1	 *	 GIT
*wwww--------wwwwwwwwwww—*•wwww—wwwwwwwwwwwi a"-
	 —www__—wwww*
*	 GIT2	 *	 GIT
	 *	 STDET
7^tw wwwwww www w ww ii ^ i w w *www iww w w w iw w w w s w i w w*— w s a w s w w w w w w w-- w —www *
* GSCANR	 * GSCAN	 *	 EXPRES
*	 *	 #	 FMLENT
*	 *	 *	 FMLOPT
*	 *	 *	 FMLSCN
*wwwww wwwwwwwwwwwwiwi#wwww iiwwwwwi ww ww ww* rw—www —wwwww+^w—wwwww*
*	 IADUNN	 *	 FMLCHAIN	 *	 COmP1
*	 *	 *	 INCL
*	 *	 *	 STOUT 1






w — ^ w w w w a wes>w w w w w w w — — — w - — *
*	 I8CH$N	 * SEC210	 *	 IOINTF
^Cwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww7k wwwwww^wwiwwwwwwwwww*—wsewwraw— w- -wrwwwwwwwwwww*
*	 ICOPYO
	
* FMLCHAIN	 *	 EXPRES
*www wwww^wwwwwwwwwwwww w *wwwwwwwwww^wi^wwwwwwww *wwww.wwt^wwwwwwwwiwiwiw^
*	 ICRU	 * CHAR	 y*	 STO£T#' a w iww wwww w i w ww wwww mil# w iw i w.^ wi i w iwww.t+ tfw wr +rw w r w i w wwr www ww w wi w wwww *





*	 ENTRY POINT	 *	 ELEMENT	 *ELEMENTS REFERENCING*
************************************************************
*	 IUENT	 *	 FMLFOR
*	 IUPND	 *	 UPND	 *	 DIF1
*	 *	 *	 STOUTI
*	 *	 *	 STOUT4
*	 IUSA	 *	 SPL-LINK
* wwwww w wwwwwwwww w w w* www w ww w w w w w w ww w w w w*— ww w w w www ww ww w w w w w ww *
*	 IUSC	 *	 SPL-LINK
*	 IUSL	 *	 SPL-LINK
*	 IFREEN	 *	 FML.CHAINI
	 *	 COMP1
*	 *	 *	 INCL
*	 *	 *	 STOUTI





7« w w ww w w w w w w w w w w w w w w* www w ww w w w w w w w w w w ww *wwwwww w w •wwwwwwwwwww *
*	 IFREEI	 *	 FMLCHAINI
	 *	 COMP1
*	 *	 *	 EXPRES
* - — -- — — — 'n • — — — — • • w • w * • • • -- — — • — • - — -- • — -- * — •— -- • • -- ••-- — — - • map=*
*	 IFREE2	 *	 FML,CHAINI	 *	 INCL
*	 *	 *	 STOUT2
* w w wwwwww —wwwwwwwww * w ww w w w w w w w w w w w ww ww * w w wwwwww w w www w w w w www *
*	 IFRLE9	 *	 FML, CHAIN!
* w w w w w ww w w w w ww w ww w w* www w ww w w w w w w ww w w ww *wwwww www w ww ww w w w w w ww *
*	 IFUNCT	 * FNCT
	 *	 EXPRES
* w w w w ww w w w w w w w w w ww s* w ww ww w ww ww ww w w ww ww*wwwwww w wwwwwwwwwwwww *
*	 IFUNCI	 * FNCT
	 *	 FMLDMQ
*	 *	 *	 FMLWR
* w w ww w ww w w w w w w w w w w w *www wwwww w wwwwwwwww * w ww wwwwww ww ww w w ww w ww *
*	 IGETFI	 *	 FML.CHAIN	 *	 COMP1
*	 *	 *	 EXPRES
*	 ILINKN	 *	 FML.CHAIN	 *	 COMP1
*	 EXPRES
*	 *	 *	 INCL
*	 *	 *	 STOUT2
* • •-- — - • -- • • - -- • -- - * • --•--•w •www ww wwww *—• w•- - —•-•—^- -- —• w'ww
*	 ILINKI	 *	 FML,CHAIN	 *	 COMPI












* aO.4 IW.4 #
* SH31Wd
* 1N31W,4
* JSVIWA * NVOSJ *	 ONVOSI
* --- -- - -rrrrrr--•-r•—D« — • — — — — • — - - - — — • — --• * — —• rr^s<r^ • — -- — — -- — - *
* * XNII-IdS *	 XH8I
*rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr rrr
.
*rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr * r r r r rr r r r r r r r r rrr r7«C
* ANI1-IdS *	 Hai
*rrrr rrr -rrr rrr rr rr r r *rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr * r r r r r r r r r r r rw r r r r r*
* dOSNOO * H3931NI *	 lnw1NI
* rri r rr r rrrr rrrrr rr r r *rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr*rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
* dOSNOO * H3931NI *	 dX31NI
*'rrr -rr r rr rr r• r r r r rr r* r r r r r r rrrrr r r rr rrr* r r r r r r r r rrrrr -rrrr *
* dOSN00 # H3J3 .1NI *	 OOVINI
* d1NI0I * 0I903S *	 OSIINI
* OO(IIWd * TOOIWd *	 )1SINI
*rrrrrr •rrrr rrrr rr r r r*rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr * r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r 7+C
* T ino ls * '10NI *	 nnl n ti I
*rrrr r r -rrr rrr r r r rr r r *rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr * r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r7^C
*	 *	 NIVHO-IWd	 * UNNIII
* rrr rr r r rr rr r rr r rr r r r *rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr * r r rr r r r r r r r r r r r rr r
y**	 tbino ls
*	 zlnols
C^ *	 Tlnols 	 #
#	 lONI	 *	 * O INOO )
*	 S38dX3	 *	 * TXNIII
*JNI3N383d3H S1N3W3I3*
	 IN34313















	 *	 ELEMENT	 *ELEMENTS REFERENCING*
************************************************************
*	 ISRCH	 *	 PACK	 *	 FMLOPT
*	 *	 *	 FNCT
*	 *	 *	 NONARITH
*	 *	
*	 STET
r	 r	 r	 w
*	 ISSA	 *	 SPL—LINK
*	 ISSC	 *	 SPL—LINK
*	 ISSL	 *	 SPL—LINK
*	 ISi	 *	 SPL—LINK
'	 ., * r wy^r r rr w r r r r r r r r r r * rrrwrr r r r r r r rr r r •r *rrr rr r r rr r rrr r r r r r r r* -"_	 '
a *	 IS2	 *	 SPL—LINK
^, * r r r r r r r r r reA r r r r r r w* rrr rr r r r w r r r rr r r rr *rrrrr w r rr rr rr r r r r r r r*
*	 IS3	 *	 SPL—LINK
[' *	 IS4	 *	 SPL—LINK
" * r r rr r rr rr r r r r r r r r r7# • rrrr s r r r r r rrr r r r r* rr rr rrrr r rr r r r r r rr r* ^,."
*	 IS5	 *	 SPL-LINK
f 7^trwwrrw--w--rf.rrrrro*rrrrrrrr•rrrrr rrrr*rsrrrrrrrrrrrwrrrrrw*
3.
*	 IS6	 *	 SPL—LINK
_ *	 IT1X	 *	 SPL-LINK
*-----------------r*rrr—^.^^r-----. 	 err*----r^--------------*
'' *	 I T 2X	 *	 SPL—L I Nt'
*	 IT3X	 *	 SPL—LINK




' *	 K10	 *	 FMLINT
*rrwrrrw—rrrrrrrrrr*arrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr*rrrwrr^^rrrrr—prrarrr.rz^t ^
*	 LASIXX
	 *	 SBEXP	 *	 COMPINC	 * '
*	 *	 *	 COMP1
*	 *	 *	 COMP2
*	 *	 EXPRES











1SI'1 * 8VHO *	 M3N
*-r-----rrrrr------ — *
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